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New Approaches to Textual Problems

in Shakespeare

by

PHILIP WILLIAMS, JR.*

ONE
OF THE most promising approaches to the textual problems

in Shakespeare is the study of those compositors who from

manuscript copy first set the plays in type. In the transmission
of the texts, these type-setters played a role the importance of

which can hardly be overemphasized : if they were literal and painstaking,
they reproduced relatively accurately the manuscript from which they
worked; if they were inept, careless, or intent on improving their copy, the

printed texts differed considerably from their manuscript copy. Thus in a

given text we may find what a printing house employee thought Shake-

speare wrote, or what he thought Shakespeare might have written, or

more disastrous still what a printing house employee thought Shake-

speare should have written, rather than what he actually wrote. In what
follows I shall not discuss the methods by which compositors can be identi-

fied, but assuming that identification is possible, I should like to examine
some of the implications of compositor analysis and related bibliographical

techniques for the texts of Shakespeare. I shall here be concerned with
those plays in the 1623 folio that were set from manuscript rather than

printed copy. For purposes of illustration, I shall rely mainly on the his-

tories, although the comedies or tragedies would serve equally well: the

same or related textual problems are encountered in all three sections of

the first folio.

One of the weaknesses in editing Shakespeare has been a tendency to

specialize: a single editor does one play. While such a procedure has much
in its favor, it sometimes seems to prevent the editor's bringing to bear on
the problems of his text a detailed knowledge of other related textual

problems. Those editors who, like Dover Wilson and Peter Alexander,

*Read before the English Institute on paper. However, since these were left only
15 September 1954. At the time of his death as jottings, it has seemed best to reproduce
Dr. Williams was engaged on investigations here the original paper as read, without addi-

dcsigned to supplement and revise this tion or alteration. Editor.
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have worked their way through the texts of many plays have each been

able to make important contributions that might have been beyond the

scope of the editor of a single play. The texts of the twenty-four plays that,

according to Sir Walter Greg, were set from manuscript copy in the First

Folio should be studied collectively as well as singly, just as those plays set

from annotated quartos must be studied as a group as well as individually.

Only when studied in this way can we obtain reliable information about

the hypothetical editor of the folio, for example, and the character of his

work. To make deductions about his editorial practices on the basis of the

study of a single play is almost useless. The value of this broader approach
is amply demonstrated by Dr. Alice Walker's Textual Problems of the

First Folio.

For our purposes, it is unfortunate that William Jaggard printed so

few plays. Unlike Okes, Simmes, and Eld, for example, the Jaggards did

not specialize in drama. In the ten years from 1617 to 1627, no plays (ex-

cept those in the First Folio) were printed from manuscript copy in their

shop. In 1619, however, William Jaggard had printed ten plays for Thomas

Pavier, but the so-called Pavier collection consists entirely of reprints of

quartos that had appeared earlier. If instead of turning out rather pompous
heraldries, histories, and books on theology, Jaggard had printed first edi-

tions of plays, these texts would serve as useful checks and controls for con-

clusions about how his compositors handled manuscript dramatic copy.
The study of these compositors in Jaggard 's shop has had a brief yet

significant history. In 1920, Mr. Thomas Satchell published in The Times

Literary Supplement some observations on the spellings in the folio text of

Macbeth, noting that some words consistently spelled in one way in the

first part of the play were consistently spelled differently in the latter part.

Satchell's deductions from these observations were modest: he simply
raised the question whether the variant spellings were to be explained by
a change in the manuscript copy or by a change in the compositors who
set the type. Dr. Willoughby, in 1928, supplied the answer: the different

spellings in Macbeth were to be explained by the habits of two com-

positors whom he distinguished as A and B, and some (but not all) of the

spelling differences in Macbeth could be used to identify their work in

other parts of the folio. Dr. Willoughby found these two compositors at

work in The Tempest, with which the folio opens, and in Troilus and

Cressida, the last of the plays to be printed. Although the importance of

Willoughby's discovery should have been immediately recognized, com-

positor determination and analysis was almost completely neglected until

an important article by Professor Hinman in 1940 stimulated interest in

the subject. Since then, the study of the folio compositors has received

considerable attention both here and in England.
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The unfortunate neglect of the subject following the publication of

Dr. Willoughby's monograph resulted in serious defects in several im-

portant editions of Shakespeare. Professor Shaaber, for example, in his

almost model Variorum edition of 2 Henry IV, did not make use of com-

positor determination and analysis. Had he done so, the vexing problem
of the exact relationship of the quarto and folio texts might have been

solved then and there. Since the publication of the Variorum edition in

1940, Dr. Walker has argued that the folio text was set from an annotated

quarto; Professor Shaaber has re-affirmed his earlier position that the

folio text was set from a manuscript having independent authority. The

implications of this controversy for the editor are of course considerable.

In view of the basic disagreement between two outstanding authorities,

the relationship of the quarto and folio texts will have to be re-examined.

There are indications that neither Dr. Walker nor Professor Shaaber is

wholly correct. As Professor Bowers has observed, the quarto and folio

texts are clearly not independent as Professor Shaaber believed, and yet

an annotated quarto can hardly have served directly as copy for the folio

text. The abnormal spellings of both compositors A and B are not con-

sistent with such a theory. Printed copy exerted a greater influence on the

compositors than did manuscript and caused them to deviate from their

normal practices, but the abnormal spellings in 2 Henry IV cannot be ac-

counted for by the quarto text. The most likely explanation now seems to

be that the copy for the folio text of 2 Henry IV was neither an independent

manuscript nor an annotated quarto but rather a manuscript transcript of

a quarto annotated for use in the theater. But until the work of the two

compositors has been competentlv analyzed, the answer to this puzzling

question must remain in doubt. Whatever the answer may be, I am con-

fident that it will not be achieved without the use of compositor analysis.

But deductions based on even the most detailed study of a single text

are at best hazardous and at worst dangerously misleading and wrong.
After his remarkably thorough study of the Hamlet texts, Professor Dover
Wilson concluded that the good second quarto had been set from Shake-

speare's foul papers by a hurried compositor perhaps a dishonest Welsh-
man who could not work quickly because he had not mastered his craft.

On this theory, Wilson constructed his complex textual and critical struc-

ture. Professor Wilson's single harried compositor now turns out to have

been two men, both regular compositors in Roberts's shop, and both com-

petent workmen at that. I once made an outrageous generalization about

a minor point in the folio text of Troilus and Cressida. In the Troilus

quarto the spelling of the exclamation oh varies, apparently indiscrimi-

nately, between o and oh. The folio text reproduces this variation with re-

markable fidelity. I used this evidence, validly I think, to support my
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theory that the folio text had been set directly from a corrected copy of the

quarto, but I added that the usual spelling of both folio compositors seemed

to be o on the basis of my analysis of their work in Julius Caesar. It is true

that the spelling in Julius Caesar is o, but it is likewise true that in The

Comedy of Errors, another play set by the same two compositors, the

spelling is oh. For reasons that I now do not pretend to understand, the

folio compositors generally reproduced the copy spellings of this form. I

can not seriously believe that two compositors mutually decided to use one

spelling for one play, another for a second, and to mix the two spellings

in a third. These o and oh spellings must then represent the spellings found

in the copy, and because they do, they shed some light on the underlying

manuscripts. It would be useful to know what Shakespeare's own usage
was. Unfortunately the Hand D of Sir Thomas More (which I accept as

Shakespeare's) is not much help, for the form appears only once, spelled o.

But I would suggest that the answer is not beyond the reach of the analyti-

cal bibliographer. The good second quarto of Romeo and Juliet was almost

certainly set from Shakespeare's foul papers. A study of Thomas Creede's

compositors (not in this text alone but of their total output) might reveal

that they generally reproduced the copy spelling without imposing per-

sonal idiosyncracies. If so, we might establish that Shakespeare, in his

early career at least, used one spelling or the other, or both indiscriminately.
We could then apply this evidence to the folio text of King John, which
Sir Walter Greg believes was printed partly from Shakespeare's foul papers
and partly from prompt copy. In the first three acts (which may have

been set from foul papers) the spelling is o; in the last two acts, the spelling
is predominantly oh. Knowing how conservatively Compositors A and B
treated this form, we should have a neat, and I think rather convincing, bit

of evidence to support Greg's theory about the copy for King John. For

the later period, a like study of the second quarto of Hamlet might be ap-

plied to Timon of Athens to support Greg's belief that Timon was set

from unfinished foul papers, or my belief that it was set from a fair tran-

script made by the same scribe who prepared the manuscript from which
the folio text of Coriolanus was set. The trivia of analytical bibliography
can sometimes be put to good use.

The text of King John will serve to illustrate another use which com-

positor analysis can serve. Although he found it "difficult to envisage a

composite manuscript actually made up partly of foul papers and partly
of a section of the prompt-book," Sir Walter discovered what seemed to

be confirmation of sorts when he noted that "in the first three acts the

directions tend to appear a line or two late, in the others a line or two

early." The fact that some pages of King John were set by Compositor A
and others by Compositor B raises some question as to the significance of
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Greg's evidence. There are, at the very most, twelve stage directions (of
which two are very doubtful) that can be described as being either early or

late. The ten certain ones occur on pages set by Compositor A; the two
doubtful ones on pages set by Compositor B. Judging from his work

throughout the folio, Compositor A tended to reproduce the copy position
of directions, whereas B tended to normalize and was reluctant to inter-

rupt a speech to insert even a needed stage-direction. Greg's theory there-

fore receives very little support from the positions of these stage directions,

for the variation is better explained by the typographical practices of the

two compositors who set the folio text.

If indeed there was a change in the character of the manuscript copy
from which the folio text of King John was set, the evidence to establish

the fact will be found by an analysis of the eight pages in Acts I, II, and

III set by Compositor A as compared with the four pages in Acts IV and V
set by the same compositor. Because Compositor B reproduced the acci-

dentals of his copy less faithfully, the pages set by him are less likely to

produce helpful evidence, but compositor analysis can certainly help to

elucidate the textual problems of this play.

My discussion so far has been based on the assumption that in the

transmission of the text from manuscript copy to type, some characteristics

of the manuscript were preserved, perhaps quite inadvertently. This

palimpsest of the underlying manuscript is fainter in the work of Com-

positor B, stronger in the work of Compositor A. The folio text of Titus

Andronicus furnishes a useful illustration to support the validity of the

basic assumption. Titus Andronicus was not, of course, set from manuscript
in the First Folio: the folio text was set from a copy of the third quarto
of 1611. But one scene in the folio text (III.2) does not appear in any of

the preceding quartos and must therefore have been set from manuscript

copy. Had no copy of the three earlier quartos survived, it would never-

theless have been possible to show that the copy for Act III, scene 2, differed

from the copy for the rest of the play. In this scene the name Tamora is

spelled with an / ; in a speech-heading Andronicus is used rather than Titus,

and more interesting the word upon which appears four times in this

short scene is each time spelled with a double p a spelling that is ex-

tremely rare elsewhere in the First Folio. Because of the weight that I

would have the textual scholar attach to such apparently trivial evidence,

it is reassuring to have this one example that has the unquestioned check

of external evidence. One would like to see what compositor analysis can

reveal about the troublesome Hecate scenes in Macbeth or the Fool's dis-

tasteful prophecy in Lear. Unfortunately, both were set by Compositor B
who may well have obscured any traces of a change in copy.

The three parts of Henry VI present problems that may be insoluble;
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certainly at present they are far from solution. All three parts were set

from manuscript in the First Folio, but for parts 2 and 3, some use was

made of the earlier corrupt quartos which the folio texts supersede. No
version of Part i whether memorial reconstruction or early draft had

previously appeared in print. It is Part i that I wish briefly to consider for

what compositor analysis can and what it can not contribute to the study
of this text.

Of the folio text, Sir Walter Greg writes: "Many directions are elaborate

and descriptive; most noticeably so in the first two acts, but 'Enter in skir-

mish with bloody pates' is a nice example from the third, and the closely

following 'Begin again' also suggests the author. Several . . . [directions]

begin with 'Here': this has an archaic appearance and may be a personal

peculiarity Instances are confined to the first act, except for one in the

third. ... As in other early plays we seem to have an authorial manuscript
used with little modification as prompt copy. Either composite authorship
or revision would explain certain contradictions and inconsistencies in the

text. Whether the copy itself was 'heterogeneous' is uncertain. . . ."

We now know that the text of / Henry VI was set by Compositors A
and B. The former set all of Acts I, II, and III save for the first 46 lines of

Act II; Compositor B set all of Acts IV and V save for page 113 which is

the work of A. The unusual features of the text (including the 'Here' di-

rections) that Greg comments on are all found on pages set by Compositor
A. Such directions may, as Greg suggests, be a personal peculiarity of one

of the disputed hands in the play, and one wonders if the absence of the

unusual directions in Acts IV and V is not to be explained by Compositor
B's revamping the directions of his copy. He was, as we know from his

work elsewhere, quite capable of doing so.

But the most striking textual anomaly of / Henry VI can not be at-

tributed to the two compositors and their differing practices. The act di-

vision is very imperfect and irregular: only Acts III and IV are divided

into scenes, and Act V consists of a single io8-line scene. Credit for the

introduction of scene division can not be given Compositor B, nor can the

absence of division be blamed on Compositor A, for having set Acts I and
II without division, Compositor A set all of Act III, which is divided into

four scenes. It is incredible that having set two acts without scene division,

Compositor A should have introduced the convention with the third act.

We are therefore left with the puzzle of manuscript copy with scene divi-

sion in Acts HI and IV only.

If this anomaly does indicate a change in the manuscript copy for

i Henry VI, analysis of Compositor A's work in Acts I and II compared
with his work in Act III should disclose it. The evidence may be slight,

but because of the literalness with which he followed copy, a change, if
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there was one, should be demonstrable. I cite the following as examples
of the kind of evidence that should be brought forward to support such a

theory. In Acts I and II, Burgundy is invariably spelled with a d> but when
the name appears in Act III (coinciding with die introduction of scene

division) Compositor A consistently uses the spelling Burgonie. Even more

striking is the treatment of the name of Joan of Arc. In undivided Act I,

Compositor A consistently spells the name Puzd for the eighteen times

that it occurs in directions, speech-headings, and text. But in divided Act

III, in which the name appears twenty-six times, he invariably spells it

Pucell. In short, the name appears spelled with a z in the pages before

scene division, and spelled with a c (by both compositors) in the pages
after scene division is introduced. Because the change is not due to a

shift in compositors, and because Compositor A was literal in such matters,

it is safe to conclude that the change represents a spelling change in the

manuscript. Coinciding as it does with the introduction of scene division,

the obvious conclusion is that there was some change in the manuscript at

the beginning of Act III. When corroborated by additional evidence of this

kind, it will be possible to refine Greg's statement "Whether the copy itself

was 'heterogeneous' is uncertain." The copy for / Henry VI was almost

certainly heterogeneous.
But evidence of this kind can be very tricky and must be handled

judiciously. In this same play, for example, two spellings for the name Joan
are used : Joane and Jone. At first sight it might appear that this variation

is as significant as the Puzel Pucell variation, but such is not the case.

The o spellings all appear on pages set by Compositor B
; the oa spellings

on pages set by A. Without the check of compositor analysis, a naive

scholar might well fall into the error of attempting further to disintegrate

the text on the basis of these variant spellings.

Henry VIII, the last of the histories, offers an even better illustration

of the curb that compositor analysis can put on unbridled and injudicious

speculation. If the bibliographer cannot solve the principal problem of this

play, he can at least lay solid foundations upon which other disciplines can

build. The problem here, of course, is divided authorship.
When Alfred Lord Tennyson remarked to his friend James Spedding

that "many passages in Henry VIII were very much in the manner of

Fletcher," he set up a puzzle that has fascinated Shakespearians ever since.

Spedding who was a scholar took the poet's hint and made a 'stylistic'

analysis, publishing his findings in The Gentleman's Magazine for August,

1850. To Shakespeare he assigned Act I, scenes i and 2; Act II, scenes 3
and 4; Act III, scene 2, lines 1-203; and Act V, scene i. This division, cor-

roborated by many subsequent studies, has been generally accepted. To

distinguish the hands of Shakespeare and Fletcher, Professor Thorndike
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later developed and applied the 'cm vs. them test; Dr. Partridge analyzed
other contracted forms; and Professor Oras, in a study published only last

year, found confirmation for the traditional assignments to Shakespeare
and Fletcher. Among recognized authorities, only Professor Alexander

has held out for single and Shakespearian authorship. His argument, how-

ever, is far from convincing: the 'stylistic' differences that have so often

been reduced to statistics do exist; they are in the printed text to be counted,

analyzed, and interpreted as one sees fit.

In all the counting and tabulating that has been done, not one of the

investigators has been aware that the folio text of Henry VIII was set in

type by two compositors with very different working habits and very dif-

ferent ways of treating some of the data that have been subjected to sta-

tistical study.

Henry VIII occupies about twenty-seven pages in the folio. Of the

twelve pages attributed to Shakespeare, Compositor B set seven and Com-

positor A set five; of the fifteen non-Shakespearian pages, B set six and

Compositor A set nine. It is therefore significant, in the vocabulary of sta-

tistics, that of the sixty-six 'em's found in the text, fifty-five appear on

pages set by Compositor A, and only eleven on pages set by Compositor B.

The conclusion is, I think, inescapable: Compositor A reproduced his copy
more literally than did B who, taking expected liberties, normalized many
of his copy spellings to them. If the paucity of 'em's in the pages set by

Compositor B represents the compositor's sophistication of copy rather

than a Shakespearian characteristic in the copy from which he worked, I

am afraid that in a text worked on by Compositor B any division between

Shakespeare and Fletcher on the basis of this test is of questionable value

and may be dangerously misleading.
Another characteristic that has been used to distinguish the hands of

Shakespeare and Fletcher is Fletcher's well established fondness for the

pronoun ye. On the pages set by Compositor B, we find that the ratio is

208 you's to 25 ye's, or eight to one. On the pages set by Compositor A, the

ratio is 191 to 48, or four to one. In other words, the ratio between you and

ye is almost exactly twice as great on A pages as it is on B pages. John
Fletcher may have had a preference for 'em and ye, but we can be sure

that the anonymous Compositor B of Jaggard's shop was not William

Shakespeare.
I do not mean to suggest that the differences between what are gen-

erally called the Shakespearian parts of Henry VIII and the non-Shake-

spearian parts are all to be explained away by the practices of the two
folio compositors. The differences in the play are most striking, and Ten-

nyson's ear was a good one. But I would insist that no stylistic analysis of

Henry VIII can be satisfactory that is not based on a knowledge of the two
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compositors, the pages they set, and their practices, not only in this play
but throughout the folio.

I have illustrated some of the many uses that compositor analysis can

serve in solving problems in the text of Shakespeare. The most important
use (from the editor's point of view) has not been mentioned: the number
and kinds of errors that the different compositors were likely to make. The
uses to which this relatively new approach can be put are so varied that

there has been no need for me to poach on what has become Dr. Walker's

particular territory. But almost as important for the editor is the informa-

tion that compositor analysis can supply about the character of the manu-

scripts from which the folio texts were set.

When we find a compositor consistently tending to mix his spellings
of words for which he has an established preferential spelling, it is safe to

conclude that the aberrant forms represent copy spellings. If, in a single

play, Compositor A consistently gives up his characteristic deare-deucl-

young spellings while retaining other characteristic spellings of his own,
he presumably did so because of the influence exerted by his copy. When
Compositor B intersperses frequent deuell-young-Weele spellings, the same
conclusion seems inescapable. After compositor spellings have been isolated

and the copy spellings established, the manuscripts from which the folio

texts were set can be grouped according to common spelling character-

istics. We may find one group of manuscripts characterized by the chain

of doe-heere-honour-Wee'll (and so on) spellings; another group by
do-here-honor-Wee'l. A third group will, I suspect, be related by short

spellings of wil
9 shal, tel and the like, a marked preference for final ie

instead of y, and the long spelling of pronouns ending in e. When we find

Compositor A spelling to the as toth' (one word) in Macbeth and Corio-

lanus, and nowhere else in the folio, we have strong evidence linking the

manuscripts from which these two plays were set. And when we find the

pages set by Compositor A in Henry VIII and Hamlet characterized by
a phenomenally great number of semi-colons, quite in excess of his usual

usage, we have a link between the manuscripts which is supported by his

aberrant spelling Wcc'l etc. in both texts.

When the varnish of the folio compositors has been removed, the grain
of the underlying manuscripts will be revealed in its true color. Then, and
not until then, shall we have exhausted the evidence possible about the

kinds of copy from which these plays were set. I may be too optimistic,

but I venture to hope that when the job is done, we shall be able to dis-

tinguish those plays which were set from Shakespeare's holograph from
those set from scribal transcripts, and to assign with some certainty the

transcripts to the scribes who made them. A good place to start will be

with the five plays which are now thought to have been set from tran-
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scripts made by Ralph Crane. The extant manuscripts in his hand will first

have to be studied not only to isolate his personal idiosyncracies that may
show through in the folio texts, but also to establish the latitude of varia-

tion that can be expected in his work. In spite of similarities, there are

marked differences in his work as exemplified, for example, by the manu-

script of Barnavclt and the Bodleian manuscript of A Game at Chess.

When the spade work has been done, we may find absolutely convincing
evidence to support Greg's hypothesis that The Tempest, The Two Gen-

tlemen of Verona, The Merry Wives of Windsor, Measure for Measure,
and The Winter's Tale were set from Crane manuscripts or we may find

something else. Until the possibilities of compositor analysis are fully ex-

ploited, we can not be sure.

Having spoken at such length about the importance of compositor

analysis, it is embarrassing to own up to some of its deficiencies and to

point out difficulties that, in the case of the Jaggard compositors, have yet

to be overcome. Neither Dr. Walker nor I have yet been able satisfactorily

to identify the compositor who set the folio texts of Titus Andronicus and

Romeo and Juliet and whose work we suspect in other plays.* While Com-

positor B remained remarkably stable and changed very little from 1619,

when he worked on the Pavier collection, through 1623 and the last play

printed in the folio, Compositor A, who was more sensitive to copy, is

more difficult to isolate. There are long stretches in the folio that may have

been set by Compositor A or that may have been set by a third compositor
whose work, either because of copy influence or because of his own A-type

characteristics, closely resembles Compositor A's work. The deficiencies in

spelling tests based on a few words only have been well demonstrated. On
some pages the key words simply do not appear, or appear so infrequently
as to be of little use. What is wanted is a fuller list of preferential spellings,

supplemented for Compositor A by a list of copy spellings that he would
tolerate and that B would not. Neither compositor was willing to repro-

duce Crane's habitual spelling theis for these, but there are many spellings

that A might reproduce but which B would balk at. Although a great deal

of work remains to be done before we shall have perfected the techniques

by which Jaggard's compositors can be pin-pointed, there is every reason

to believe that the effort will be successful, especially so if supported by
other investigations that the analytical bibliographer can make.**

An analysis of the press work of the First Folio is urgently needed. If

Dr. Walker is correct in her assumption that Compositors A and B fol-

*
Acting on a hint from Dr. Hinman, the ** Dr. Hinman's most recent discoveries

editor is at present engaged on an investi- about the compositors and the printing of

gation of these two Folio texts and their the Folio fully bear out this prophecy and

compositors. help to answer some of the queries in the

next paragraph. Editor.
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lowed their copy more closely when working rapidly, it follows that we
should like to know when the compositors were hurried by the press or

presses. I should like to see corroborative mechanical evidence to explain
the almost literatim faithfulness with which the folio reproduces the

quarto texts of Much Ado About Nothing and Titus Andronicus, if hur-

ried composition is indeed the answer. Or, from many important examples
that come to mind, to cite a minor one: the use of white-space in the folio

should be investigated. It is surprising how often act or scene division co-

incides with the top of a column. In King John, six of the sixteen divisions

are found in this position. In addition to other ways of conserving or wast-

ing space, the compositor could leave white-space above and below stage
directions. Sometimes he left space above and below, sometimes above only,
and sometimes none at all. This practice explains the loose appearance of

Compositor B's page 305 in Lear and the tighter appearance of the same

compositor's page 135 in Macbeth. The subject has never been investi-

gated, but a study might reveal that some of the copy for the folio was
looked over and roughly counted off before it reached the compositors.
Unless it was known by pre-arrangement that Compositor A was to take

over in Hamlet at 11.2.219, it is difficult to explain why Compositor B
stretched out the prose speeches of Polonius and Hamlet into irregular
lines of verse at the bottom of 003. If copy for the folio was first read over

by the printer for this purpose, perhaps other indications to guide the com-

positors were made at the same time. Sir Walter Greg suggested long ago
that it may have been the printer rather than the illusive folio editor who
removed some of the profanity from certain of the 1623 texts.

The more closely compositor analysis is related to other approaches, the

more productive it will be. It can support the paleographer who attempts
to recover manuscript spellings by analysis of errors caused by misreading
Elizabethan handwriting. The linguist who brings order out of the seem-

ing chaos of Elizabethan spelling can be of great help. Is the quarto spelling

arre (Troilus and Cressida, 1.3.392) a compositor's error and therefore to

be emended, or is it an acceptable spelling of a lyth-century variant form

of the folio's tarrel Is there any real significance in the folio's alternation

between does and do's, or is it just chance that in Hamlet the contracted

form is used in unstressed syllables and the full form in stressed ? Anyone
interested in Shakespeare's prosody would like to know.

Much of the bibliographical work that remains to be done for the text

of Shakespeare may seem terribly time-consuming and unrewarding.
Much of it certainly is. The collation of the extant copies of the 1609 Troilus

and Cressida quarto revealed only the most trivial and uninteresting var-

iants. But until the job was done, the editor of this play if he had a con-

science had qualms when he spoke of "the quarto reading," for he could
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not be sure. All of this tedious collation and analysis must be done. The
task is not more overwhelming (although it may be more complex) than

that presented by the text of Chaucer. The Chicago Chaucer was under-

taken, and the Chaucer scholar has a text for which he need not apolo-

gizeas we must today for the antiquated Old Cambridge edition of

Shakespeare, reproduced substantially in recent years by Kittredge, Neil-

son, Harrison, Craig, and others. Inexpensive old-spelling editions of Mil-

ton are readily available, and few of us would care to read Paradise Lost

in a modernized text. When an old-spelling edition of Shakespeare finally

does appear, the study of the compositors in the dozen shops where sub-

stantive editions of Shakespeare were printed, will have contributed to the

excellence of this badly needed edition.



Editorial Problems in Shakespeare:

Semi-Popular Editions

by

ARTHUR BROWN*

THE
DIFFICULTY of attempting to define what is meant by a semi-

popular edition of Shakespeare is perhaps best overcome by the

use of a few examples. I have had particularly in mind for the

purpose of this paper although the list is not intended to be any-
thing like a complete one such multi-volume editions as the Arden
Shakespeare, the Yale Shakespeare, and Dover Wilson's New Cambridge
Shakespeare, and such one-volume editions as that produced by Peter

Alexander, or, more recently, by Charles Sisson. These all have certain

characteristics in common, though they naturally differ in the emphasis
which they give to each of these characteristics. The most obvious point is

that they all give the text of the plays in modernised spelling, with at times
a little variation in the point at which the line is drawn between complete
modernisation and the retention of what to the editor appear to be the

more interesting Elizabethan spellings, a subject which will require further

attention later. In the second place, some of them make available to a

greater or lesser degree variant readings from the earlier editions from
the sixteenth century onwards; the Arden Shakespeare generally attempts
a full collation of quartos and folios, and a fairly full collation of subse-

quent editions, while Dover Wilson and Charles Sisson, on the other hand,
are content to note and discuss only one or two of the more outstanding

examples of variant readings in each play, usually where some important

question of interpretation is involved.
1

Thirdly, there is often some attempt
to give the reader a picture of the textual history of each play, ranging from
the brilliant, if at times erratic, hypotheses of Dover Wilson, to the more
conservative introductions of the Arden volumes, some of these, perhaps,

* Read before the English Institute on of more detailed commentary and jusdfica-

13 September 1954. tion of the readings adopted in his text.

(This has now appeared as New Readings in

i. It should be added that Sisson proposes Shakespeare in the Cambridge Shakespeare
to publish as a separate work two volumes Problem Series. Ed.)
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so conservative as to show that the editor in question is out of touch with

modern developments in this field. Finally, these editions attempt, by
means of introductions, notes, appendices, and glossaries to make available

more general information by means of which the readers' appreciation of

the plays may be enhanced. In short, it may be said of these editions that

their aim has been to combine scholarship with popular appeal, almost to

bring Shakespeare 'out of Closets and Libraries, Schools and Colleges, to

dwell in Clubs and Assemblies, at Tea Tables and in Coffee Houses', or

their modern equivalents.

The editor of this kind of edition is faced from the start by a very diffi-

cult problem, which is perhaps best demonstrated by reference to the two
classes of reviewer into whose hands his work will fall, the one praising
him for having made Shakespeare and Shakespearean scholarship more

widely available to the general reader, the other doubting whether the

general reader will in fact profit much from these efforts on his behalf.

The point is a fundamental one, determining to a considerable extent the

approach of such an editor to his work, and even leading some critics to

question the whole basis upon which these editions have been established.

It was raised acutely in a review by Miss W. M. T. Dodds of the New
Cambridge / Henry IV in Modern Language Review, 1947. She first listed

the aims and methods of the edition: (i) to advance textual study; (2) to

advance the literary appreciation of the general reader; (3) to present to

the general reader a text embodying the results of specialist methods at

present beyond that reader's ken; (4) to give due weight to literary con-

siderations, as well as to strict textual analysis, in arriving at an established

text. She then pointed out that, considered individually, these aims and

methods were unexceptionable, but that within the limits of a single edition

they were incompatible. 'As long as critical method kept within the com-

prehension of the general reader,' she says, 'and editors were in fact re-

quired to be no more than especially gifted general readers, they could in

one and the same edition appeal to scholar and general reader alike. But

the newer critical methods of the scholar are beyond the ken of the general

reader; therefore what must be offered him is decision. One cannot at the

same time offer the scholar what he needs, the material for decision the

presentation of alternatives, specialised debate, and tentative solution offered

for consideration.' This challenge has never, apparently, been seriously

taken up. It has certainly had little effect on the New Cambridge editors,

and Arden editors, while being reminded that their volumes are intended

primarily for the use of undergraduates in English Universities and for

teachers of senior forms in schools neither class, surely, being able to lay

claim to much acquaintance with the methods of the new critics or of the

modern bibliographers are nevertheless required to include 'adequate and
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if possible impartial discussion of textual problems . . . giving due, but

not undue, attention to the most recent work in the field', to give very full

collations of earlier editions, and to be aware of the most advanced thought
in the field, for example, of Shakespearean imagery. More recently Charles

Sisson, while keeping fairly clear of such matters, has nevertheless thought
fit to introduce questions of Elizabethan handwriting to the general reader,

and both he and Peter Alexander have considered that the preliminary
matter of the First Folio, a notorious source of much misunderstanding,
also forms suitable material for the same reader. They may be right; but

the trouble which seems to underlie all these semi-popular editions to some

degree is the simple fact that editors are working not with any class of

reader clearly in mind, but in order to give expression to their own par-
ticular interests, their own private line of business in the great Shakespeare

industry; and the result is editing for the sake of the editor, not the reader.

To some extent this is inevitable, and editors cannot be required to suppress

entirely their personal beliefs, idiosyncracies, preferences, or interests; but

what should be a cardinal principle in this semi-popular editing is that

editors should be aware that their responsibilities are far greater than those

of scholars who are presenting material primarily for the consideration of

other scholars. Their readers will be much more inclined to accept their

word as the last word on the subject; lacking the discipline which enables

a scholar to distinguish between true and false reasoning, between the sig-

nificant and the non-significant, they may be led by almost every volume
so far mentioned into some strange beliefs about Shakespeare and his plays.

It will be convenient to see how this principle of editorial responsibility

works out in connection with certain other problems confronting the

editor of a semi-popular edition of Shakespeare. In his choice of text,

naturally, he has no option but to proceed according to the soundest textual

and bibliographical principles ; whether a reader is well versed in Shake-

spearean scholarship or not is immaterial here he is entitled in anv case

to be treated honestly, and provided with a text which is as close as scholar-

ship can make it to the intentions of the author. It ought to be unnecessary
to labour this point, but it is pertinent to recall that as recently as 1950 R. C.

Bald drew attention to the fact that two new college Shafespeares, pre-

pared by two of the most distinguished Shakespearean scholars in the

United States, and 'bound to exert a strong influence on the teaching of

Shakespeare for a generation or so', reproduced the Globe text
3

; and al-

though wiser counsels prevailed, the publishers of the Arden Shakespeare
were prepared to retain in the new volumes the stereotype plates of the

text as it appeared in the original Arden series, making only minor altera-

tions where absolutely necessary. As Bald remarked, such an attitude would

2. Studies in Bibliography, III (1950-51), 5.
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be understandable only if there had been no advances in the textual study
of Shakespeare during the present century, and this clearly is far from

being the case. The original Cambridge editors, with all respect to the fine

work they did, can no longer be regarded as supplying the best text for

any class of reader, although even within the last year one volume at least

has specifically advertised its reliance on this authority.
How far should the editor of a semi-popular edition attempt to justify

his choice of text, or to present any kind of discussion of the textual back-

ground of the play? This, surely, is one of the matters upon which the

general reader requires decisions, not arguments. Any attempt to pour the

dry wine of bibliography down his throat will only succeed in choking
him, and any attempt to weaken the draught by watering it down will only

give him a totally false impression of his capacity to absorb the stuff. This

means, therefore, that the editor must do all the hard work in advance, and

must be prepared to sacrifice all his labours, his arguments, and his theories

for the sake of an authoritative statement of conclusions; the scholarly

journal is the place for the other material. This is, perhaps, one of the

editor's most difficult tasks; the desire to argue, to flourish evidence tri-

umphantly, is one of the strongest temptations of the scholar. It is well to

bear in mind, however, in this connection, Dr. Shaaber's remarks before

the English Institute in 1947 on good and bad Shakespearean texts; in pick-

ing out what he considered to be some of the best modern texts he re-

marked, 'That they are the best, the average reader would never recognise
. . . the difference is visible only to an experienced eye.' Nor can it be ex-

pected that this reader will be any more sensitive to fine argument on the

subject. In this respect, the New Cambridge and the Arden editors have

sinned exceedingly; the former has overloaded his pages with arguments
and evidence which could be of interest or value only to the scholar, and

with conclusions which could only mystify and often mislead the general

reader; the Arden editors have gone astray in almost as many directions as

there have been editors, ranging from the lack of comprehension of the

significance of press variants brought to light by Dr. Hinman's collation

of multiple copies of the First Folio, to an imprecise, if full, recording
of the bibliographical and technical data pertinent to the text of Titus

Andronicus and of the latter Sir Walter Greg remarked in a review 3
that

the account of some of the phenomena is too condensed to be intelligible;

if this is the effect on Sir Walter, what of the reader to whom this edition

is allegedly appealing? Similarly T. M. Parrott, reviewing the Arden
Love's Labour's Lost, was forced to conclude that 'as the play stands in

this, or in any other edition, instead of giving the delight it should, it pre-

sents a puzzle to the general reader and offers a battle-ground for scholarly

3. Modem Language Review XLIX (1954), 361.
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critics.'
4
All these cases suggest lack of clarity in the minds of the editors

about the kind of edition they are producing, and lead one to suspect that

they have been more concerned with the fullest possible expression of their

own ideas on a selection only of the many matters which ought to be of

editorial concern than with the ultimate effect of the edition upon the

reader interested in Shakespeare.
It would be possible to speak at length of the problems arising during

the process of modernising the spelling of the plays, and indeed on the

question whether this process is any longer worthwhile. One has at times

more than a vague suspicion that the habit has more to do with the con-

tinued reliance of many semi-popular editions upon the traditional Cam-

bridge text than with the alleged difficulties that an old-spelling text would

present to the general reader. But this is beside the point at the moment;
most modern editions are committed to modernised spelling, and the Gen-

eral Editor of the Arden series has made the principle involved quite clear:

'To present a reliable text within the limits imposed by modernisation'. Sir

Walter Greg, in the review of the Arden Titus Andronicus previously

mentioned, discusses some of the resulting problems. 'While necessarily

modernising spelling,' he says, 'he [the editor] retains what he regards as

distinct early forms, like murther, ban\ct, and vild, and would, I suppose,
have kept jadom had it occurred. At the same time he refuses tortenng,

and so would, I suppose, reject venter; what would he do with the well

authenticated form totter for tatter? As he says, consistency is hardly at-

tainable, and it is difficult to draw the line. He very sensibly refuses to

reduce and to an when it means //, but how when the original reads ant
or an if, both of which occur in the Folio?' For the present writer, at least,

complete modernisation as far as this is attainable has seemed to be the

right principle, and he is happy to find agreement from Dr. Alice Walker

in this matter.
5 Problems remain, none the less. What, for example, is an

editor to do when a rhyme requires the retention of a form murtherl or

when, as in Midsummer "Night's Dream, the forms murther and murder,
lanthorn and lantern occur in adjacent lines? If, as in some editions,

lanthorn is retained at one point for the sake of an alleged pun, is it in-

consistent to reject it elsewhere? There is, of course, little excuse for the

juggling with forms which occurs on one occasion in the New Cambridge
2 Henry IV, where the editor, anxious to retain what he presumably

thought of as a Shakespearean spelling berod for 'bear-herd' (although
what the general reader would make of such a spelling it is difficult to say),

actually transfers from Much Ado About Nothing the even more compli-
cated spelling berrord 'for the sake of consistency.' There is not room to

4. Journal of English and Germanic Phi- 5. Studies in Bibliography VII (1955), 9.

lology LII (i953)> 4<>6.
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discuss here the confusion between alleged Shakespearean spellings and

what are, in fact, compositors' habits, a subject on which Dr. Walker, in

the paper already referred to, has spoken with some authority, but it is

clearly something which an editor must have very much in mind. The

way of the modernised spelling editor is hard compared with that of his

old spelling colleague; the points mentioned so far may be small ones, but

they occur frequently and require a decision each time, and the cumulative

effect is wearying! Consider also the use of the apostrophe before final s,

a mark which did not come into general use until late in the seventeenth

century; the modernised spelling editor is constantly coming up against
words which require the decision singular or plural, and sometimes the

decision on whether the contraction for is is not the right answer. Lysander
in Midsummer Night's Dream, pleading his claim to Hermia against

Demetrius, says

I am, my lord, as well derived as he,

As well possessed; my love is more than his;

My fortunes every way as fairly ranked. . . .

Does he mean 'my fortune is every way as fairly ranked', thus forming a

parallel to 'my love is more than his', or are we to take fortunes as a plural
with the verb are understood ? Editors from Rowe onward are fairly evenly
divided on these possible interpretations; the old spelling editor would not

need to make up his mind since he can print fortunes from the quartos and

folios with a clear conscience, and leave it at that. In the same play Titania

urges her fairies to steal the honey bags from the humble bees,

And, for night tapers, crop their waxen thighs,
And light them at the fiery glow-worms eyes. . . .

One glow worm, or more than one ? The former has usually won editorial

favour, I think, but the latter has been urged in order to form a parallel

with humble bees. Bottom, having received the acclamations of the fairies,

replies, 'I cry your worships mercy heartily. I beseech your worships name.'

The context makes it clear that the second use of worships is addressed to

Cobweb only, but there remains honest doubt whether the first is addressed

to all the fairies or already directed at Cobweb only. None of these illus-

trations are of grave importance, but they do help to emphasise the question
of editorial responsibility once more; the editor of an old spelling reprint
need not worry about them; the editor of a scholarly critical edition might
feel that some comment is called for, some justification of his decision in

each case, but he could console himself with the knowledge that his schol-

arly readers were in possession of sufficient evidence to make up their own
minds. Is the editor of a semi-popular text justified in bringing such ques-
tions to the attention of his readers ? Surely he would do better to make up
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his own mind and present his readers with decisions; which means that in

all honesty he must be as certain as he can be that he has made the right

decision, whether the question be one of the number of glow worms or of

much greater significance. And this principle applies to the whole mass of

detail which arises in the process of transforming the less restricted spelling
habits of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries into the standardised

forms of our own day.
If spelling is to be modernised, there can be little justification for ex-

pecting the general reader to be edified, or even impressed, by any attempt
to retain the punctuation of quarto or folio. McKerrow seems to have had
the two things in mind together when he remarked of the punctuation of

the First Folio that 'though it is undoubtedly less regular than we are ac-

customed to nowadays, it really presents no more difficulty than the old

spelling does, while it often suggests the way in which a speech is intended

to be uttered more clearly than does the more "logical" punctuation of the

modern texts.'
6
This is true enough, but one may nevertheless doubt

whether a reading public which seems to require modernised spelling will

be able to make very much of what is at times the quite subtle dramatic

punctuation of quartos and folios. (One might add as a parenthesis that

there is also a temptation to suspect that here too, as in the case of strange

spellings, the alleged subtlety may sometimes exist rather in the mind of

the scholar contemplating the text than in any conscious intent on the

part of the compositor, still less of the author ; but this is another question.)
The editor is also faced with the problem of the modern attitude towards

punctuation, which regards it often enough neither as a dramatic device

nor as a grammatical discipline, but at best merely as a concession to prac-

ticality in the avoidance of complete misunderstanding and even this is

not always achieved or at worst as sheer pedantry. Whether we like it or

not, we are faced with a reading public which, like Peter Quince, 'Knows
not the stop', or at least knows no stop beyond the point and an occasional

haphazard comma, and the seed of dramatic punctuation, if too liberally

scattered in semi-popular editions, is likely to fall on stony ground. It may
have been with the idea of getting at least some of it on more fertile soil

that Dover Wilson multiplied each grain by four, but it is difficult to be-

lieve that the horrid rash of points which disfigures his pages as a result is

really the best answer to the problem. In one respect, the modern distaste

for niceties of punctuation is an advantage in that it enables an editor to

get away with considerably lighter punctuation than he could have done

some fifty years ago, and thus in a sense he may be able to give more of an

impression of dramatic presentation to the speeches than if he were com-

pelled to observe the requirements of a stricter grammatical tradition. As
6. Prolegomena to the Oxford Shakespeare, p. 42.
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an example might be instanced some of the speeches of Puck in Midsum-
mer Night's Dream, where the sense is so clear in any case that they could

almost be printed without any punctuation at all, but which require at the

most only the lightest sprinkling of commas and the occasional stop to

fulfill the demands of the dramatist and the grammarian, and to avoid

offence to even the most rabid of the 'no pedantry' school. The principle

upon which the editor must work, therefore, is fairly clear; he cannot hope
for many readers capable of appreciating the retention of much original

punctuation on dramatic grounds, and in any case, if he has once given

way over the spelling, it seems merely quixotic for him to make a stand

at this point; in the second place, the plays clearly do not call for the appli-

cation of strict grammatical punctuation, which would be difficult to im-

pose and, for better or for worse, out of touch with modern trends. Once

again the question of responsibility arises, and the editor himself must de-

cide, to the satisfaction at least of his own conscience, without any attempt
at justification in the volume itself, just how a passage ought to be inter-

preted, bearing in mind naturally the pointing of the original editions, and

how best this interpretation may be presented in terms of modern practices

of punctuation.
7
If this sounds like an involved statement of the obvious,

the critic should look again at what can happen in the New Cambridge
Shakespeare when originality takes over.

Faced with the problem of act and scene divisions, Dover Wilson has,

on the other hand, given a more satisfactory answer. Two apparently op-

posed facts have to be dealt with; the first, that most of the divisions have

probably little authority as far as Shakespeare is concerned, and little to do

with the actual presentation of the play; the second, that they have been

traditionally accepted in practically all editions from Rowe's on, and serve

as a useful means of reference. Dr. Shaaber, in his paper before the English
Institute in 1947, seemed to hint that for scholarly editions he would prefer
to see all this apparatus abandoned; but probably for the editions under

discussion a discreet removal of these divisions from the centre of the body
of the text, where they draw too much attention to themselves, to one of

the margins, where they may still serve their only purpose and harm no

one, is the best solution. It does, in fact, seem improbable that the general
reader will be affected for better or for worse either by their rejection or by

7. The case for the retention of much of ... An alteration in the original punctua-
the original punctuation even in a semi- tion should be regarded as no less an emen-

popular edition has been recently stated by dation than a change in a word, and should

M. R. Ridley in the Arden edition of Antony be felt to need the same kind of justifica-

and Cleopatra: 'In the early texts we have, tion/ Earlier in this Introduction, however,

pretty certainly, at least "playhouse" punc- Mr. Ridley seems to suggest that there are

tuation, and very possibly a great deal of differences between punctuation for the

Shakespeare's own. ... No editor can de- stage and punctuation for a reading text,

sert it without very careful consideration.
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their retention, but there is little point in calling his attention too closely

to them. Certainly there need be no discussion in these editions about the

editors' ideas on the 'right places' for these traditional divisions, and to

load one's collations with the various opinions on the matter seems to be

a singularly useless proceeding. Once more let the editor select what divi-

sions he will, and keep them discretely proportionate to the text.

The problem of collation is not one which should concern the editor

of a semi-popular edition to any great extent, but it seems that here too the

tradition established by the original Cambridge editors is having too much
influence, especially, for example, in the case of the Arden series. Clearly
in a full scale Variorum edition the job needs to be done thoroughly, com-

pletely, and accurately, although even here one may, in the last resort and
over matters of importance, legitimately take leave to doubt the infallibility

of the editor and consult the original texts in fact, what textual critic

worthy of the name will not do this frequently ? Still, it is useful to have all

the material of this nature pertaining to one play at hand in a single

volume. Is there, however, much of a case to be made for the inclusion of

any degree of collation in a semi-popular edition, let alone the somewhat
elaborate apparatus of the Arden volumes? If the full collation of the

Variorum is abandoned, what is the purpose of a partial collation ? It is, of

course, to give the authority for readings printed in the text, and to provide
a selection of other possible readings which the editor thinks worthy of

consideration. Regarding the authority for readings printed in the text, it

has already been suggested that this is a matter upon which the editor is

required to present his readers with decisions which they can accept, not

with evidence which they are not trained to weigh, nor with argument
which they are not trained to follow. Possibly something could be said for

the inclusion of other readings thought by the editor worthy of considera-

tion, particularly in cases of serious corruption in the text; but these may
be included as part of the commentary, and should in any case be kept to

a minimum. It should once more be the editor's responsibility to sift the

available material, and to present, if he feels that the occasion requires it,

only those readings which, bearing in mind palaeographical and biblio-

graphical considerations, have some chance of being connected with what

Shakespeare may have written. We are still carrying far too much dead

wood in the way of conjectural emendations from the later folios and the

eighteenth century editors, and certainly our semi-popular editions should

not be made the vehicle for these.
8

8. The case for the full collation of the such contact with the copy as might give
later folios is stated by Frank Kermode m them authority . . . but because they illus-

thc Arden edition of The Tempest: The trate the mechanical progress of that cor-

variants of the three later folios are fully ruption which vitiated the copy of the early

recorded; not of course because they have eighteenth century editors, and the first
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With regard to the apparatus of a more general nature explanatory
notes on text and collations, notes on obscure passages, on Elizabethan

vocabulary and syntax, general literary comment on the play itself, its

action, imagery, and so forth clearly there is a great temptation to think

that the general reader will need as much of this as the editor can possibly
cram in. It is to be hoped that there will soon be a complete disappearance
of the editor whom Fredson Bowers castigates as 'not caring too much
about his text because all he needs is a peg on which to hang his annota-

tions',
9
but there is still danger from the editor whose mind has become a

veritable rag-bag of odd tags of information and more recondite allusions

which he is determined to drag in at all costs whenever an occasion presents
itself and sometimes without an occasion; still danger from what Bowers

again has called 'wilful haring after the idly speculative'. The General

Editor of the Arden series writes in her Preface to the Macbeth volume

that it is the purpose of the edition to offer readers 'as much as could be

presented in brief and intelligible form of the immense body of scholarship

which the first half of the twentieth century has contributed to the field of

Shakespeare studies.' This is an admirable enough purpose on the face of

it, but one fraught with danger for editor and reader alike. The former,

unless he exercises the strictest possible control over himself, will be sub-

merged under the mass of material that seems to clamour for inclusion,

and will be hard put to it to separate the wheat from the chaff. Sir Walter

Greg hints at the problem in his review of the Arden Titus Andro?ncus:

'I must not embark upon a discussion of the commentary', he says, 'which

is professedly "designed to meet the requirements of relatively elementary
as well as of more advanced students", beyond recording my impression
that along with much that is acute and useful, there is not a little that could

be dispensed with.' The danger of attempting to appeal to elementary and

advanced students within the limits of a single volume has already been

mentioned m connection with textual and bibliographical material, and
it is a danger present also in connection with the more general commen-

tary; if a reader can be choked with dry wine, he can also be made very
uncomfortable with a surfeit of clotted cream, and it is probably better to

say too little than too much.
10

It should not be necessary though some

9. Studies in Bibliography III (1950-1), 61.

rather undiscrimmatmg attempt to castigate TO In fairness, attention is drawn to the

the text of errors surviving from manuscript following statement on the apparatus cnticus

as well as errors acquired in the process of of Antony and Cleopatra edited in the Arden
transmission The readings are, I think, of senes by M R Ridley This I have con-

interest to anyone who wishes to familiarise siderably lightened In an edition such as

himself with the antecedents of modern this . it is important that what is given
textual criticism.' All of which is perfectly should be readily comprehensible, and should

true, but hardly consistent with the stated not obscure salient points by a cloud of

purpose of the Arden series. minor ones ... I have tried to keep in
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recent examples seem to suggest that it unfortunately is to insist that the

editor should deal fairly with his readers, and, whatever his private opinion

may be, should not make something appear to be fact which is still no
more than conjecture. It is very easy to do this, particularly when the ob-

jections to a theory may appear to be purely academic and the space is

short. But it must be emphasised that it is from this kind of edition that a

great many people get their initial ideas and impressions about Shake-

speare, and it should surely be worthwhile to take the trouble to ensure that

these ideas and impressions are as free as they can be from the possibility

of error and misunderstanding. In this connection the very difficult prob-
lem of alleged topical allusions in Love's Labour's Lost may be cited as a

single example, though many more could be given; this problem, revived

in the most recent edition of the play, has there been presented in such a

way as either to mislead the general reader quite seriously as to the nature

of the play, or at least to confuse him almost beyond hope of recovery. This

is admittedly an extreme case, but a model example of the kind of occasion

on which editorial responsibility needs to be of a very high order indeed ;

it illustrates well almost all the pitfalls, literary and bibliographical, which

lie in wait for an editor, and almost all the ways in which the non-scholarly

reader in particular can receive distorted notions about Shakespeare.
The editing of Shakespeare and indeed the editing of any seventeenth

century author has reached an important stage of development, and be-

fore any further progress is attempted it is well to take stock of the situa-

tion. The present century has seen great advances in critical interpretation

and appreciation of the texts, in the understanding of the technical proc-

esses by which the texts were made available to readers, and in the knowl-

edge of the general historical background which affected their production
at all stages. In addition, it is scarcely any longer possible to say, as Dr.

Shaaber did in 1947, that 'there are possibly not more than thirty men
alive, in English speaking countries, who have edited a play of Shakespeare,
and this happy band of brothers is not likely to grow much larger in the

near future.' The band is growing, for various reasons, nor perhaps is it

accurate any longer to speak of it as a happy band ! Shaaber was right to

talk of the editing of Shakespeare as 'a highly specialised industry', but for

better or for worse we are faced with a great increase in the number of

specialists and would-be specialists, who seem increasingly to regard edit-

mind ... the student who is in the early ing or dramatic presentation, but who is

or prentice days of his study of textual prepared every now and again to be in-

problems, and the ordinary reader who is terestcd in a technical problem/ This seems

mainly concerned with reading the plays as to me an excellent statement of the require-

plays, who relies therefore on his edition ments of this section of a semi-popular

primarily for discussion of points of mean- edition.
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ing as a happy hunting ground for the exercise of their peculiar talents.

Both textual and critical studies suffer from them, and the trouble lies in

their refusal to recognise their limitations, to see that the language they

speak may be incomprehensible to ninety per cent of their readers. There

is no great danger as long as they confine themselves to lecturing their

fellow specialists, but when they take upon themselves the task of bringing
the light to non-specialist readers their crusading enthusiasm often leads

them either to include excessive amounts of material, not always well

digested, or to attempt such a degree of popularisation as to lead their

readers into a false sense of security. This paper is an appeal to those who
undertake to supply the demand for semi-popular editions of Shakespeare
for a greater sense of editorial responsibility, arising from a clear under-

standing of the limitations of the prospective readers and there need be

nothing patronising about such an understanding an appeal for a willing-
ness on the part of an editor to state conclusions without a lengthy demon-
stration of his cleverness in reaching them; for a realisation that writing
for non-specialists does not mean either that they must be forcibly fed with

rich food and left to digest it or take the consequences, or that popularisa-
tion implies the neglect, or at least the glossing over, of conclusions estab-

lished by scholarship. The task calls for considerable self-discipline, for a

degree of suppression of a too exuberant editorial personality in favour of

a sober and authoritative presentation of reliable conclusions. The appeal
is for more commonsense and less virtuosity (in its meaning of excessive

attention to technique), for a retention of the high standards of scholarship
without a too ostentatious display of the material rewards of this virtue.

There is little fear that the scholarly world, in its present highly competi-
tive state, will be grossly misled by its more brilliant lights; but there is

considerable danger that the general reader will gain, from work at present

being made available to him, either nothing at all of any value for his

peculiar requirements, or entirely false impressions of what the scholars

are doing, or, worst of all, of what Shakespeare was doing. The demand for

semi-popular editions of Shakespeare is not likely to diminish ; we ought,
in all fairness, to see that it is honestly met.



Roberts' Compositors in Titus Andronicus Q2

by

PAUL L. CANTRELL and GEORGE WALTON WILLIAMS

THE
PROBLEM OF distinguishing the work of James Roberts' two

compositors, X and Y, in Titus Andronicus Q2 (1600) provides
an interesting compositorial analysis. John Russell Brown first

revealed the orthographical personalities of these two men and

identified their work in two other Roberts' quartos, Hamlet Q2 (1604/5)
and The Merchant of Venice (i6oo).

x

The evidence for the respective stints of the workmen in the two latter

plays is quite definite and clear-cut. Titus Andronicus^ however, offers a

different problem for two main reasons: first, because it is a fairly accurate

reprint of a previous edition ; second, because the two men did not set their

respective shares of copy in well-defined and obvious bibliographical units.

The printer's copy for Titus Andronicus Q2 was an exemplar of the

first edition printed in 1594 by John Danter. Hamlet Q2 and The Mer-
chant of Venice were set from manuscript. It is ordinarily accepted that

the identification of different compositors is more difficult in a reprint
than in an original edition set from manuscript. In some cases it may be

impossible. The reasons for this are easy to see. Considering the somewhat
casual nature of Elizabethan manuscript copy, it is only natural that

when a compositor comes to set up this manuscript into type, to some
extent he will almost unwittingly impose his own personal ortho-

graphical and typographical characteristics upon it in his ordering it for

the press. From previous studies, it appears that no two compositors are

likely to do this in the same way.
2 The transition is a real one, a matter

of transferring comparatively unorganized handwritten material into

organized material suitable for printing.

The case for a reprint is quite different. Here the copy is printed material

1. "The Compositors of Hamlet Q2 and "The Two Compositors in the First Quarto
The Merchant of Venice? Studies in Bib- of Pcelc's Edward /," Studies in Bibhogra-

hography, VII (1955), 17-40. phy, VII (1955), 170-177; and Harry R.

Hoppe, The Bad Quarto of Romeo and
2. In addition to Brown's article cited Juliet (1948), pp. 46-56.

above, sec, among others, Frank S. Hook,
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with an orthographical and structural order which has already been imposed

upon it by previous compositors. The normal tendency is for the reprint

compositors conveniently to follow the original print in many matters of

form, spelling, and typographical detail. In a recent article on composi-
torial determination, Dr. Alice Walker writes: "Reprints are, of course,

a trickier problem than first editions, since we must expect the trail to be

confused by the spellings of the print used as copy. Roberts's reprint of

Titus Andronicus certainly gives a much distorted picture of the habits of

the compositors who set it and suggests that it may be little use to try to

arrive at a compositor's normal practice from a reprint."
3

The problem of Titus Q2 is further complicated by the fact that in the

reprint X and Y did not combine to set their material in a normal pattern
for two-compositor work in which each man serves a different press. In

fact, the peculiar feature of Titus is that there should be a second com-

positor at all. The running-title pattern indicates no such second workman.
The book was printed throughout with one skeleton-forme, and so neces-

sarily on one press, with the one set of four running-titles transferred from

inner forme to outer forme in orderly succession. The only aberration

occurs in sheet K where the recto quarters were exchanged diagonally in

the forme as they were shifted from outer I to inner K, and then are

maintained in that reversed position into outer K. There is nothing in this

minor shift, however, that has anything to do with the question of a

second compositor. And this second compositor, Roberts' X, is at work

long before K.

In Hamlet and The Merchant, each compositor's work-unit was the

sheet, with the sole exception of sheet L in Hamlet, where X set two

pages, Li
p
and L^, and Y the remainder, Liv

-L4
r
. In Hamlet, X set sheets

B-D, F, I, N, and O + A; Y set sheets E, G, H, M, K, and L (with the

exception of two pages as noted above
4

). In The Merchant, Y set sheets

3. "Compositonal Determination and other vertically, regardless of the length of the

Problems in Shakespearian Texts," Studies speech prefix. A ruler placed along the in-

in Bibliography, VII (1955), 7. itial letter of the first word in each speech
will indicate the uniform indentation of

4. Further evidence may definitely con- X's settings. This practice is most easily

firm that Compositor X set Li r
and L.f in observable on pages where a great many

Hamlet. Throughout this book the two com- short speeches occur in succession, but its

positors differ in their treatment of the spac- value as bibliographical evidence is naturally

ing between the speech prefix and the first obviated to a large extent when the speech
word of the line of text which follows, prefixes are of the same length. Sig. Fi

r
is

Compositor Y generally placed exactly the an ideal example of X's practice; 4*, en

same amount of space approximately two face, is illustrative of Y's. This evidence,

millimeters after the speech prefix before along with the spelling differences remarked

setting the first word of the speech. Com- by Mr. Brown, set Li r
and "Lf apart from

positor X generally varied the amount of the remainder of the sheet Unfortunately,

spacing after the speech prefixes in order this practice of X's does not appear in cither

to align the first letters of the speeches Titus or The Merchant of Venice.
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A, B, D, F, and H; X set sheets C, E, G, I, and K. Thus in these two plays

an equable pattern of composing is observed which is not to be seen in

Titus, where Compositor Y seems to have been responsible for the bulk

of the reprint, but we find X assisting him at unpredictable intervals and

for differing lengths of time. Such irregularity, along with the fact that

Titus is a reprint, makes it harder to distinguish the work-pattern of the

compositors.
Mr. Brown's work on Titus Andronicus naturally stemmed from the

data for his successful spelling tests in Hamlet and The Merchant, but

many of the significant factors did not apply since Titus was a reprint. Of
the twenty-odd paired spellings for X and Y which he found in Hamlet
and The Merchant? only nine have any significance for Titus, and these

in varying degrees. Those that he did find, however, are meaningful be-

cause they definitely identify X and Y as being the same two compositors
in Roberts' shop.

On the strength of all of the evidence he could garner which separated
X and Y in Hamlet and The Merchant, Mr. Brown tentatively assigned

38 of the 79 pages of type (Ai
v

is blank) in Titus to Y, and 14 pages to X,

leaving 27 pages unassigned. His allocation is as follows:

It is the purpose of this present paper to indicate the results of another

examination of the compositorial problem in Titus, an examination which
will amend and augment Mr. Brown's findings and which will allow of a

new and more certain allocation of pages. This further examination con-

firms how many of the characteristics of Hamlet and The Merchant are

not applicable to Titus, owing to the retention of many uncharacteristic

forms by the two compositors in the reprint Re-examination also indicates

that at least four of the spelling factors which Mr. Brown used for tentative

5. It is admittedly possible that what are far as we know now, this possible unequal
considered characteristic spellings for one influence of copy-spellings on the two men
of the compositors may not be personal may very well have been one of the reasons

preferences, but may reflect the scribal copy- why so many of the apparent characteristics

spellings of the manuscript underneath. This for X and Y fade out and are invalid in

could be so if all of the copy for Hamlet other (mostly prose) books which Mr.
and The Merchant, for instance, was in the Brown examined (pp. 34-37), particularly
hand of the same scribe, and if one of the since the copy for these other books must

compositors was a faithful follower of copy, have been of varied nature. Without further

The other workman, then, altered according evidence, however, this is undemonstrablc.
to his personal bent. Two different spellings Reprint work, of course, offers more sub-

of the same word therefore result, one of stantial evidence since the original edition

them a retained scribal spelling, the other serves as a control,

a compositorial variant For that matter, as
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attribution to X and Y in Titus are without supported relevance and must

be omitted from the analysis. These are the -oWfCwf-owefCwe distinc-

tions, and the spellings honor, etc./
'

honour, etc., swcctc/sweet, maddam(e)
/madam (e), which Mr. Brown notes are "not entirely trustworthy" (p.

34)-
This leaves him a small core of nine very strong differentiating factors.

These invariable factors, which we may designate as Class I of the evi-

dence, are the more significant because their Q2 form in Titus is a change
from that in the Qi copy. These words and the pages on which they occur

in Q2 arc:

(Y-FORMS) their

mooued

deare, -er

being
ile

choise

noise

(X-FORMS) Ile

moude, proue

Q2

theyr

moued
deere, -er

beeing
Ile

choyse

noyse
6

ile

moou'd, prooue

Q2 Pages

Ai, A2, A4 (3), A4
T

, Di(2)
1(2), Er, Fr(2), F2, F4->

Giv
(2), Ii, Ii v (3), I4

V
(3), Ki,

Flv

), Cl, D2, E2-, E3-(2),
E4 , Fi, Fr, Ir, Ki, K2-.

Dr

C4

D3 , E3 ,

percciuc, deceiude perceaue, deceau'd E3 , 12V

howres houres C4
V

Two facts may be instantly noted from this array: seven of Y's pages and

one for X are confirmed by the appearance of two factors, and no pages
contain conflicting X and Y evidence.

Further, since the lie/He distinction is so strong in The Merchant of
Venice (printed the same year as Titus), we may with some confidence

admit as oblique but suggestive evidence those instances where Ile is

copied from Qi to Q2 as being Y's normal practice; similarly, the one

instance where ile is copied from Qi to Q2 we may attribute to X. This

attribution allows further confirmation of seven pages already allocated

to Y, tentatively adds four new pages for him, and adds one new page for

X. These are the occurences of the straight copying:
7

Y: He
X:ile

*. D4 , , Hr, I4
-

f Ki,

6. A Y-spclling which Brown found of

value in Hamlet, but did not apply to Titus.
7. In two instances, once on F4

T
and once

on Ki, Compositor Y added an apostrophe,

changing the spelling from Ile to He.
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Still no conflicts occur. This fact, along with the fact that seven pre-

viously-established pages were confirmed for Y, is almost the sole justi-

fication for the admission of such evidence. Proof of this sort is tenuous

and inferential at best, for it may very well be that the compositor was

faithfully adhering to his printed copy. This faithfulness is a practice
which X, unfortunately, appears all too prone to follow. The point is that

in analyzing a reprint, inferential evidence of a negative character is

sometimes the only evidence available because of the nature of the work.

It should only be used, ideally, when at least three of the following four

conditions are met: (i) when no conflicts develop; (2) when confirma-

tions for previously-allocated pages are obtained;
8

(3) when the factor is a

very strong one, verified by reference to other works set by the same man;

(4) when there is an almost invariable positive factor (a definite change
of the same word in the copy-spelling) by the other compositor to balance

the permissive, negative factor. Of such a nature is X's spelling of dearc,

and Y's spelling of howrely and herc> which will be discussed later.

The re-application of a spelling test to the three Roberts' plays also

uncovered several pieces of fresh evidence which fell into three general

categories:

(1) New, differentiating characteristics found in a reappraisal of Ham-
let and The Merchant, unnoted by Brown, which also have significance for

Titus.

(2) Identifying factors, very few in number, which serve to differenti-

ate the two men in Titus, but which do not appear in either Hamlet or

The Merchant.

(3) Pertinent copy-spellings which are retained from Qi, but which,
under the limitations just discussed above, it seems safe to admit as permis-
sive factors of negative evidence.

These three categories of fresh evidence we may designate Class II.

Obviously, these categories are not of equal weight, and are valuable in a

descending scale of importance. The last two are considerably weaker than

the first, which, because not invariable, is itself weaker than those invariable

factors in Class I with which we began.
In the first category of Class II those factors which are applicable to

all three plays five more determining characteristics for Y were un-

covered; none, regrettably, for X. These five are: (i) Y's preference for

the ampersand, which he uses about three times as much as X, a practice

particularly revealing in The Merchant? (2) Y's exclusive use of the tilde,

8. As will be seen later, all n pages on 9. In The Merchant, Y uses the ampersand
which lie is copied from Qi are confirmed 10 times to only three times for X; in

by other evidence for Y. Hamlet, Y uses it 29 times; X, 12 times.
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usually for justification;
20

(3) his preference for the 00-form in doonc,

dooing, and in doost;
1 *

(4) his occasional spelling of do;" (5) and his

spelling of greefc(-s, -ues).
13

The following assignments in Titus are predicated on these fresh

distinctions:

(Y-FORMS) Qi Q2 Q2 Pages

Ei

Er, F2, 62(2), If

In addition to confirming ten Y-pages, this last group of spellings common
to all three plays has added eight new pages to Y's span, BIT

,
C2T

, 63*,

D3
T
, F3, G2, 12, and K2, pages which had not as yet been assigned.

In the second category of new evidence, four identifying factors unique
to Titus were found, one of which serves to separate X and Y, but the

other three to add to our pages for Y. It appears certain that Compositor Y
altered the Qi speech prefix Moore to Aron in Q2 on C2V, Di, Fi, and Gi

v
.

In a typographical change, he altered the alignment of stage directions on

Ei, where a two-line reverse pyramid is converted to one in which the

lines are equally indented, and on 4, G3
Y
, Ki, and Kiv

, where para-

graphed stage directions are identically altered to this indented form.

Sig. Ki
v
offers a typical example:

Qi: Sound Trumpets. Enter Emperour and Empresse with Tri-

bunes and others.

Q2: Sound Trumpets. Enter Emperour and Empresse with

Tribunes and others.

10. The tilde is used three times in Ham- however, X uses the Jo-form only once, in

let (64, K2T
, L2

T
) and twice in The Mer- Hamlet on CI

T
, whereas Y uses the shorter

chant (Bi
T
, Hi) ; all are on Y-pages. form 10 times in Hamlet, on 63, G3

T
, Hi,

H2, H2T
, H4(4), K2T

, and five times in

11. Compositor Y sets dooing three times The Merchant, on A2, A4
T
(2), DIT

, and
in The Merchant (83, F3, F4

T
), twice in F4

T
.

Hamlet (64, 4) ; he sets doonc seven times

in Hamlet (64, HIT
, H2

T
,
KiT

(2), Kfyfc)); 13. Compositor Y uses the r-form of

Compositor X does not use either of these greefe, etc. four times in Hamlet (3*, G3
T

,

spellings. Y sets doost 12 times: 10 times in 64, Ha), in addition to using the /^spelling;
Hamlet (63, G4

T
, H3, K2, M2T

, M3(2), X, on the other hand, always uses the ic-

M3
T
, M4

T
, M2), and twice in The Merchant spelling.

fa>3, H3); X sets it only twice in Hamlet

(Fi
T
, N2) and three times in The Merchant 14. Ampersands are also copied by Y from

(C2
T
, Ei, G2T). Qi on BI

T
, C4, and H2, all pages in need

of support. The spelling dooings is also

12. Both X and Y are normally <fof-spellers; copied on A4, a strong Y-page.
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It is also fairly certain, as Brown assumed, that Compositor Y changed the

Qi spelling of this to thys on CiT
(2>, 2(2), C3

V
, F4(2>, and Ii

v
. In addi-

tion, pages for both X and Y may be allocated by their differing spelling,

both in the text and in the speech prefixes, of the name of Saturninus'

brother, as indicated by the following divergences from the copy:

Qi Q2 Q2 Pages

Y: Bascianus Bassianus 15
62^(2), Ci, Di, Di*

X: Bassianus Bascianus A3, 64*, D4V
(6)

All of these four practices (for they can hardly be called characteristics

on the basis of one play) have the virtue of confirming an array of Y-pages

already allocated to him on other evidence. The three new pages which are

added for him 2, 4, and F4 have no X evidence in them. Conversely,

of the three pages attributed to X on the basis of his spelling of Bascianus,

one of them, B4
V
, is now confirmed, and two new ones A3 and D4

V
are

added, with no conflict with any Y evidence. In fact, the more evidence

that accumulates, the more meaningful the lack of any Y characteristics

becomes for any given page.
The last category of new evidence in Class II, three examples of nega-

tive copying, may be cited with less certainty. The stipulations that must

be observed before this sort of evidence can be admitted have already been

set out above. The spellings are:
16

Qi Q2 Q2 Pages

Y: here here A^(5), Br, Dr% D2(3), Ei, 3-, Fr(2), p2,

F3v(2), Gi*(2), Gi(2), 02(2), G4*(3), Hr(3),

H2, Ki.

howrely howrely G2V

X: deare(-er, -ly) deare(-er, -ly)
17

64, F2-, FS, ffy.

Compositor Y's copying of here in Q2 as it is found in Qi is a case in

point for permissive evidence. It is again inferential, but the attribution is

formulated on sound support. Compositor X is almost invariably a hcerc-

15. The copy-spelling of Bassianus is re- 16. In addition, the retained copy-spelling

tained, characteristically, by Y fourteen of hither appears also to be somewhat sig-

times (A2(3), A2V
, BT, B2

T
, CT, DJ, nificant for X, although there is no support

DiT
(2), 04(2), 11(2)), and it is evident for it in the other two plays. It occurs on

that he preferred that spelling. Sig. A2T
is E4

T
, Hi, H2T

(2), Hf, K3
T

and K4, of

the only page attributed to Y on the sole which only H2
T

(with a retained lie) con-

basis of this copy-spelling; it contains no flicts. On the other hand, the change of

other evidence. Bascianus is retained by X hither to hether on DIT
, D2, Fi, L|

T
, and

six times, on Ef(4), C4
Y
, and D3. Y re- K2T

, seems to be a definite factor for Y, at

tains this spelling four times, on C3
T
, 64, least in this play (see Brown, p. 38).

Di, and DIT
. It is also retained on 63 (sec

footnote 22).
X7- Two copy-spellings of the word Deare
are duplicated from Qi by Y on E3

T
where

both uses are involved in a pun on deer/dear.
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speller; only twice (once for obvious justification) does he use the simpler

spelling in The Merchant (G2,Ki), and at no time in Hamlet. Y uses the

short form nine times in The Merchant (A2
V
, D2(2), Hi(2), H2(2),

H2T
, H3

V
), and twice in Hamlet (Mi

v
(2)). Of the 31 times this short

spelling is used in Titus, on no occasion does a conflict develop with X
evidence.

18 One copy-spelling of deare conflicts with Y's spelling of do on

F3 (see below).

Finally, in Class III, there are two other rather general typographical

practices which seem indicative of differing treatment by the two men, not

always distinctive, but more correlative than not. Each practice involves a

choice on the part of the compositors: the first is the placement of one sort

of stage direction; the second is the spelling of the speech prefixes in the

transfer from the original to the reprint.

In the matter of certain stage directions, the point of difference is their

comparative centering in the line, whether it is precise or only approxi-
mate. Excluded from consideration are those stage directions which are

not amenable to centering (or which appeared so to X and Y) those

either obviously flush right or nearly right in Qi (such as Exit, Exeunt,

etc.), or those (like the indented forms already noted as set by Y) which,
whatever their indentation or paragraphing, continue to the right margin,
or nearly so, and take up the bulk of the line. Within a tolerance of two

millimeters, Compositor X as a general proposition made sure that his

medial stage directions were precisely centered in the line, or to put it

another way, were centered in his long stick. This involved setting the

stage direction first, then placing quads or blank spaces equally on either

side of the setting until the line was of the proper length. Compositor Y,

however, while he obviously intended these stage directions to be approxi-

mately in the middle of the line, made no such precise effort to center

them, and apparently guessed at the spacing on either side; hence, his

medial stage directions usually deviate from the midpoint of the line in

varying degrees. Into his stick, which was the same length as X's, Y would

evidently put first the amount of quads or spaces which he felt would place
the stage direction in the approximate center of the line, set the stage direc-

tion, then fill the line out with the number of spaces required for justifica-

tion. This procedure most often yielded an off-center setting, but, depend-

ing on the accuracy of the guess, sometimes accidentally resulted in a

centered setting.

1 8. The spelling Here's (here is), normally ing the Qi error, then, realizing the line

a Y-form, occurs on sig.Ffy, but this example was somewhat garbled, added the single e

has not been listed with the other instances to correct the sense, careless of his cus-

of this spelling as it appears to have a pe- tomary spelling. If this conjecture is true,
culiar history. A probable conjecture is that this example obviously can not be used as

the compositor set Hcr's, faithfully follow- evidence for either compositor.
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The 22 pages in which these precisely-centered stage directions occur

may be divided as follows: (i) nine pages where X's presence is confirmed:

A^ B4
T
, C4

T
, D4

V
, 3, Ef, Hi, Ify, and I2

V
; (2) six hitherto neutral pages

on which no prior evidence has been established either way: Af, 63, B3
T
,

2, H3
V
, and 14; (3) seven pages attributed to Y with which this evidence

conflicts: A2V
, D3

V
, 04, Fiv

, 3, G4
V
,
and Hiy

.

Non-centered stage directions which we have postulated as the result

of Y's practice occur on no X-pages, a fact certainly meaningful, and thus

serve to confirm the following 13 pages already suggested for Y: A4, A4
T
,

C2, 04, Di, D2, Eiv
, E2

V
, Fi, H2, H2

V
, 12, and K2.

While not always decisive, the above evidence does show a high degree
of correlation with what has already been established with antecedent

material.
19

In the matter of speech prefixes, from what is observable in the pages

already assigned to the two men it would appear that X's general tendency
is to copy the speech prefix exactly as it stands in Qi; on the other hand,

it seems to have been Y's general tendency to alter the original settings

several times on a page, more often by contraction than by expansion. Such

a broad division tends to support many pages previously allocated. This

general correlation can be seen by examining what happened to the speech

prefixes on the pages which, either on strong evidence or weak, have been

already allocated in this study. In the following table, the numerator of the

fraction represents the number of changes made in the speech prefixes, the

denominator the number of speech prefixes on the page, and therefore the

number of opportunities for change of copy.
20

(X-PAGES)
21

64 0/13; B4V
0/8, Cf 0/9; D2* 2/12; D$ o/io; Df 0/9; 3 0/8;

E4
-
0/7; F2v o/i ; Hi 0/12; H4 0/3; H4V

2/9; 12- 0/6, 13 1/7; 13' 2/7;
K3

v
0/4; K4 0/5.

(Y-PAGES) A4 2/7; A4
-
0/3; Br 3/11; B2- 4/18; Ci 1/4; Cr 3/7; 2 1/3;

C2v 5/9; C3
v
3/9; C4 0/4; Di 1/2; Dr 1/7; D2 3/7, D3

-
2/10;

D4 3/8, Ei 5/13; Eiv
3/3; 2* 0/4; 3* 0/5; 4 2/7; Fi i/io;

Fi- 1/6; F2 2/8; F3 3/7; F3* 4/11; F4 2/4; F4v 0/7; Gi 3/8; Gr 7/14;
G2 6/20; G2v 2/8; G? 2/4; G4* 0/6, Hi* 1/7; H2 0/2; Hr 2/9;
Ii 2/8; 12 2/9; 14* 2/15; Ki o/i; Ki* 2/6; K2 2/13; K.2* 2/11.

19. No stage directions of this category page above the characters' speeches on A2,
appear on 36 pages. The evidence on 64, A2T

, A3, and II
T
, an aberrant practice duph-

F4, Gi, GIT
, and KIT

is mixed. Each of cated from Qi. This type of speech prefix
these pages contain more than one stage would not normally be abbreviated,

direction, some centered, some not.

21. Excluded from the count on Hi and
20. Excluded from consideration arc those K4 are speech prefixes which evidently were
speech prefixes which arc centered in the editorially changed for the reprint.
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Analysis of this array is tabulated as follows:

no. of pages no. of pages
on which on which no total no. of total no. of % of

Compositor no. of changes changes prefix prefixes change

pages occur occur changes

x *7 4 13 7 13 5 3

Y 43 35 8 90 335 26 - 8

There is no doubt that the difference in the percentage of change is statisti-

cally valid.

Lack of speech-prefix change is the only evidence appearing on six

pages, Bi, 3", 63, 64, H3, and K3, where 4, 7, 9, 5, 6, and i speech

prefixes, respectively, are unchanged; but since the practice is not in-

variable, any attribution to X must still be indecisive. On the other hand,
four pages contain only speech-prefix evidence combined with compara-

tive-centering evidence: A3
T
, B3

V
, 3, and H3

V
, where both practices com-

bine to suggest X.23 Two pages contain no other evidence except that of

speech-prefix changes: 82 3/5; and K.4
V
1/2.

The final allocation of pages in Titus is therefore predicated on ma-

terial of various degrees of assurance. In Class I are placed those pages for

which there is strong evidence:
34

Y: Ai, A2, A4, Af, Ci, 64, Di, Dr, Dz, Ei, Er, 2*, 3*, 4, Fi, Fr, F2, Fy,
F4*, GI-, h, Ir, Lr, Ki, KI-, K2*.

X: B4-, C4-, D2\ D3 , E3 , 4-, Lz-, I3 , ly.

In Class II are those assignments for which there is fresh evidence based on

similar occurrences in Hamlet and The Merchant:

Y: Bi^, C2-, Cy, Dy, D^ F3 , 62, Lz, K2;

for which there is fresh evidence unique for Titus:

Y: B2V
, Cr, C2, F4, Gy

X. A3 , D4-,

and for which there is only negative permissive evidence:

Y: A2-, Gi, G2-, G4*, Hr, H2, H2^
X: B4 , F2v, Hi, H4 , H4v, Ky, K4 .

22. Except for two retained spellings of B3 and 14.

Bascianus, an X characteristic which is in-

conclusive. 24. To avoid duplication, each page is

listed only in the class in which it initially

23 . The two practices arc contradictory on appears.
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In Class III are those assignments for which the evidence is purely tenta-

tive, based on a correlation of speech-prefix and comparative-centering
evidence only:

X: A3v, By, 2, Hy.

If we may bring together all ranges of evidence, the pattern of assign-

ment is:

Compositor Y: Ai 2 2V 4 4
T

Compositor X: 3 3
v

Unassigned : Bi
3M4V

Cl I
T 2 2T 3

T
4

4
T

Y: Diiv 2

X:
U:

Y: Gi
X:
U:

2v 3

3
V
4

4
V

3
V

4
V

Ei

Hi

2v 3
v
4

2 3

Fi I* 2 3 y 4 4
v

2V

2 2V

3M4T

Y:
X:
U:

Kl 2 2V

3M
3 4

V

There remains only briefly to consider why Titus was composed in

such an irregular pattern, or why Compositor X came to assist on the book

at all. One hypothesis, consonant with what we know went on in Eliza-

bethan printing shops, would in general explain X's irregular share of the

work and also account for the fact that most of the X-pages occur late in

the sheet. This hypothesis, based on the assumption that Titus was com-

posed in continuous but not simultaneous setting by the two men, is simply
that X was called in to help while Y was distributing the type from a

forme that already had been printed. We know that distribution was a

necessary and regular operation throughout the printing of a book. If, at

the times Y was distributing, X were available, or could easily be made

available, this postulation could be feasible. Since, theoretically, Y would
be ready for distribution at about the same time in relation to the compos-

ing schedule of each sheet distribution which would not of course take

exactly the same amount of time for each forme Compositor X could

then be called in approximately at the same time in the schedule for each

sheet. While Y was distributing, it is reasonable to suppose that X con-

tinued with the setting of new pages. If X was not in precise control of

the exact moment when he could become available, this delay would
account for his irregular entrances into the sheets, perhaps in the middle or

lower part of a page, since, presumably, Y would leave off composing only
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when X appeared. This could easily have happened when, in a stint of two
or three consecutive X-pages, an X-factor occurs only in the lower section

of the first page of the stint. Similarly, on the conclusion of his distribu-

tion, Y would not always return to relieve X at the precise moment of a

bibliographical break within the forme, and could take over at some place
within a page which X had begun.

Since, as has been estimated, distribution time is about one-third of

composing time, this division of the work would explain the shorter share

of X, which on the basis of the allocations posited in this study is about

one-third that of Y's.

In conclusion, any complete division of Titus Andronicus by composi-
tors is at this moment impracticable. The larger picture is reasonably clear,

but beyond the allocation of those pages established in this study, it is now
difficult to proceed without an undue amount of conjecture. Further

progress must await two desiderata, the accumulation of additional knowl-

edge of the compositorial habits of X and Y by examination of other

works, preferably plays, set by these two men, either together or singly;

and subsequent research from Titus itself, or Hamlet, or The Merchant of

Venice, which will reveal significant materials unnoticed so far.

The present results are not completely inutile: enough definite pages
have been noted for the two men to be of use in analyzing what they did

to printed copy, information which has its use elsewhere.



The Textual Relation of Q2 to Ql Hamlet (I)

by

FREDSON BOWERS

I

WITH
THE PUBLICATION in 1934 of J. Dover Wilson's detailed

monograph on Hamlet* the general textual problem ap-

peared to be solved in all important matters, and a scholar

could well have believed that no new information was likely

to be recovered which could basically affect editorial procedure. It was

soon generally accepted, following Wilson, that the Folio manuscript
was a copy of a copy of the manuscript which stood directly behind the

Second Quarto, and that this earliest manuscript was Shakespeare's own

autograph 'foul papers.' Though seriously corrupted from time to time

by an inexperienced and blundering compositor, Q2 was therefore elevated

as the primary substantive text, and the Folio print lowered in esteem as

an actor-sophisticated and unreliable witness at two removes. Some 'bibli-

ographical links' between the bad Qi and the good Q2 were identified in

the first act, but the number of these was minimized. Professor Wilson

gave it as his impression that the relation was one only of occasional con-

sultation when the Q2 compositor was puzzled by Shakespeare's hand-

writing; that "it would be going much too far to suppose that act I of Q2
was printed from a corrected copy of Qi"; and that the compositor,

"knowing, as he probably did, a good deal about its origin," would no
doubt have consulted Qi cautiously.

2

Professor Wilson's plausible arguments for the generally supreme
authority of Q2 had a heady effect on editors, as may be seen in the Craig
and Parrott edition of 1938 which attempted the first scientific old-spelling
text of Hamlet according to Wilson's principles. Since the Folio was taken

to be an independent authority, concurrence of F and of Q2 was almost

automatic proof of the authenticity of the reading; otherwise, such agree-

i. The Manuscript of Shakespeare's Hamlet 2. Ibtd., I, 161. This last may certainly be
and the Problems of its Transmission, 2 vols. considered to represent an unwarranted as-

(1934). sumption.
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ment in a wrong reading could be explained only with difficulty either as

fortuitous or else as a common error in reading the original by the Q2
compositor and Wilson's Scribe P, the copyist of the promptbook. Agree-
ments between Qi and F against Q2 when they did not suit editorial taste

could usually be brushed off as reflecting actors' changes introduced into

the promptbook. On the other hand, agreement between Qi and Q2 was

the double-eagle guarantee of authenticity in all cases where contamina-

tion was not suspected, for here, it was assumed, one had the acting version

supporting the foul papers at an earlier stage than the special manuscript
made by Scribe C to serve as printer's copy for F.

In this reconstructed textual history the problem of corruption in Q2
deriving from Qi ought to have been highlighted as of singular impor-

tance, since agreement between the two quartos as against the Folio was

ordinarily taken as the strongest demonstration of Folio sophistication;

and hence it is rather odd that in the succeeding years no further enquiry
was made into the exact physical relation of the quartos. That editors

seemed content to approve of the Wilson 'impression' is evident and may
in part be explained, perhaps, by the new optimism induced by Wilson's

rehabilitation of the Second Quarto, combined with the theory that the

Folio was an independent witness which could be counted on to vary and

to produce the right reading in those few and surely obvious cases when
the Q2 compositor had consulted Qi. Editors, indeed, found great comfort

in the Q i contamination theory. It neatly explained without recourse to

the always troublesome common-error hypothesis such a manifest double

mistake as cost for cast in 1.1.73 of Qi and Q2, for example; and for those

unwilling to believe with Wilson that sallied flesh in Qi and Q2 was

merely a misprint for correct sullied, fortification was given for preferring
the traditional F solid.

Wilson's hypothesis that the consultation of Qi by the Q2 compositor
was cautious and occasional was buttressed by his listing (I, 159) of only

twenty-five readings in which Q2 had felt Qi's influence and from these

his segregation of only five in which he felt that Q2 had departed from its

manuscript to follow Qi in error.

1.1.44 horrowcs (Qi horrors)

1.1.73 cost

I.ii.129 sallied (for sullied)

1.111.74 of a most select (ditto Fi)
I.iv.49 interr'dI.iv.49 interr'd

Such a list could not give rise to serious doubts about substantive error, for,

of the five, three were really only spelling errors. This list of five is not,

however, very accurate, for the evidence either of MSH, I, 161, or of the
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New Cambridge text shows that Wilson also preferred the Folio reading
in the following cases when F diverged from Qi-2 agreement:

I.iLjo or 42 [no exit}

I.ii.2O5 gclly, with . . . fcarc A
I.iv.7i bettles (Qi heckles)

I.v.33 rootcs

is

MIS

you, . . .)

I.v.i 13 Heaucns

I.v.132 I will goc pray (F Lookc

In each reading the Q2 'error' ought reasonably to have arisen from Qi
contamination.

It is interesting to observe that this list, conservative for its number of

five (really twelve) assumed errors, did not meet with universal approval

by subsequent editors. More disagreement might, of course, have been

expected from the Old Cambridge editors. However, of Wilson's assigned
five errors they had anticipated him in four and differed only about I.ii.i29

sallied. This general concord contrasts strongly with the opinions of six

post-Wilson editors (Kittredge, Craig-Parrott, Harrison, Campbell, Alex-

ander, and Sisson
3

) who as a group concur that Q2 has indubitably been

contaminated by Qi in only two readings of the five. And since these two

readings are horrowcs and cost, we do not have much of a bag. Moreover,
of the seven additional contaminations in which Wilson believed, as shown

by his text, the Old Cambridge editors had anticipated him in all but one

(I.v.33 rootes) ; on the other hand, the six later editors agree as a unit with

Wilson in only two trifling readings (bcttlcs as a misprint for beetles^ and

the supplying of an exit at I.ii.4O or 42).
The textual situation in the view of recent editors may be summarized

thus. Of the 70 significant variations of F from Qi-2 agreement in sheets

B-D (for the list, see the Appendix A), Wilson and all the listed editors

after him concur that the Folio is in error and that there has been no con-

tamination in Q2 from Qi in respect to these readings in 48 cases. If, there-

upon, we deduct from the remaining 22 readings the 4 cases in which all

editors agree that Qi-Q2 are in error, we are left with 18 disputed readings
in which some one of seven recent editors of Shakespeare feels (as shown

tacitly by his preference for F over Qi-2) that Qi has contaminated Q2.

(It is interesting to see that of these disputed 18 the Old Cambridge edi-

3. Complete Worlds, edited George Lyman Worlds, cd. Peter Alexander (1951); Com-

Kittredge (1936); The Tragedy of Hamlet plete Works, ed. Charles Jasper Sisson

A Critical Edition of J?2, ed. Hardm Craig (1954). Wilson's New Cambridge text ap-
and Thomas Marc Parrott (1938); Twenty- pearcd in 1934. The Old Cambridge rcad-

Three Plays and the Sonnets, ed. G. B. ings are quoted from vol. 7 of the 1892
Harrison (1948); The Living Shakespeare, edition, cd. W. A. Wright,
cd. Oscar James Campbell (1949); Complete
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tion preferred F in 17 and in no case is unique. The New Cambridge, on

the other hand, prefers F in only six of the disputes.) If we allow these

editors either a moment of extraordinary insight, or else one of temporary

aberration, and deduct the four cases in which only one prefers F and

thereby disagrees with the others, who go along with Qi-2 (Campbell at

I.i.1? and 1.7.91; Kittredge at 1.1.34; Craig-Parrott at I.iv.9), and die two

times one editor holds out for Qi-2 as against the preference of the six

others for F (Craig-Parrott at I.ii.2O5 and 1.7.64), we find reasonably

serious disagreement in 13 readings. Of these there is substantial agree-

ment at I.iii.74 (except for Wilson) that something is wrong with Q2, but

three editors are content to repeat the Folio while the other three make
different attempts to emend (Kittredge, Alexander, Sisson), of which

Kittredge's may be the most successful perhaps.
From the remaining dozen disputed readings, therefore, we have 5 in

which two editors, or a minority, think Qi-2 corrupt and choose F:

Q2 I.h.i77 prethee (/.?. pnthcc) Harrison, Campbell
I.ii.i85 Where Kittredge, Harrison

I.v-33 rootes Wilson, Kittredge
I.v.62 Hebona Harrison, Campbell
I.v.126 in the [right] Harrison, Campbell

Of these, Qi-2 roofs versus F rots is perhaps the most important, followed

by Qi-2 Where versus F Oh where. The others represent forms of words

or, in one case, a presumed metrical consideration.

Of the remaining 7 readings only a bare majority of four editors retain

faith in Qi-2, whereas three indicate their belief in corruption by choos-

ing F:

Q2 1.1.164 that time Kittredge, Harrison, Campbell
1.111.65 new hatcht vnfledg'd courage Kittredge, Harrison, Campbell (who

emend both Q and F)
I.v.i50 Ha, ha Kittredge, Harrison, Campbell

In these three readings, of which only Qi-2 courage versus F comrade is

of especial importance, it is interesting to see that the three dissenting edi-

tors follow the Old Cambridge text.

We begin to arrive at more general agreement about Qi-2 corruption
in 3 readings in which four editors, or a majority, take the F variant:

Q2 I.ii.226,227,228 All. Kittredge, Harrison, Campbell, Sisson

I.iv.49 interred Wilson, Kittredge, Harrison, Alexander

I.v.i 13 Heaucns Wilson, Kittredge, Harrison, Campbell

Of these intcrrd versus F enurn'd is the most interesting.
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In the remaining two readings there is a preponderance of opinion, five

to two, in favor of F:

Q2 I.ii.i29 sallied (i.e. sullied) all but Wilson and Craig-Parrott
I.v.i32 omits Looke you, all but Craig-Parrott and Sisson, though Wilson

and Alexander choose Qi-2 / will instead of F lie

As given the acid test of editorial treatment, therefore, in the twenty

years after Wilson's monograph, which publicized the 'bibliographical

links' between Qi and Q2, only some one of seven important editors has

considered that in the first act there were as many as 22 possibilities for

corrupt readings in Q2 derived from Qi, although the most any individual

editor has been willing to assign as corrupt and to reject is Harrison's and

Campbell's 20. Only two editors of the seven have agreed there were as

many as 19 corruptions, and three that there were as many as 14. When we
finally come to a majority opinion, n errors are assigned (as against the

ii or 12 in which Wilson seems actually to have believed: he is, of course,

one of this majority). Five editors (a stronger majority since Wilson does

not now tip the scales) can agree on only 8 contaminated readings; six

editors on 6 such readings; and all seven on only 4. These figures very

likely indicate the opinion of the editors concerned about the general

accuracy of the 'foul-papers' Q2 text and cannot be taken to result from

any searching individual enquiries into the Qi contamination problem.
4

Given the new view of the authoritative origin of the Q2 text which
Wilson so largely introduced, the acceptance of his impression that the

consultation of Qi was cautious and occasional, and then of his belief that

F provided an independent witness, it follows that the editorial treatment

of the more 'scientific' of the editors is about what might have been ex-

pected. Certainly there is no indication of any fear that contamination

from Qi offered a serious problem. And in this connection it is interesting
to observe that the only reading of any importance in which all three

early texts agree and yet which editors have viewed with some suspicion
is of the most select \ but even this is not a clearcut case. No stronger evi-

dence could obtain for the belief in F as an independent witness.

Recently, Dr. Alice Walker has attacked two of the three components
of the Wilson hypothesis upon which this particular editorial reconstruc-

4- By critics the box score is as follows: a contaminated misspelling for sullied has

Craig-Parrott, who have the greatest admira- not been counted as an item of contamina-
tion for the integrity of the Q2 text, will tion since the issue is actually between sallied

accept only 5 readings as Qi contaminations, (or sullied) and solid. For a new view of

Alexander 9, Sisson 10, Wilson 10, Kittredgc this celebrated crux, see my "Hamlet's

19, Harrison 20, and Campbell 20. These Sallied or Solid Flesh: A Bibliographical

compare with Old Cambridge 21. In this Case-History," forthcoming in Shakespeare
list I.iu.65 has been omitted as ambiguous. Survey, vol. 9.

Also, Wilson's notion that I.ii.i29 sallied is
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tion rests.
5 Her main thesis is that F is not an independent witness but

instead that the printer's copy was an example of Q2 annotated by refer-

ence to the playhouse manuscript. Although the precise details of her

reconstruction have not gone unchallenged and the question has been

raised either of an intermediate manuscript copying an annotated-quarto

promptbook or else of some slightly indeterminate use of Q2 short of

annotation,
6
that Q2 was in some manner and to some degree an ancestor

of the mixed F text seems demonstrated. If this is so, not only is the total

textual picture changed but there are important applications to the specific

problem of the Qi-Q2 relationship: given an inadvertent failure in F to

select the manuscript rather than the Q2 reading in cases when the Q2
reading has been contaminated, it is quite possible for all three texts to

agree in a reading which is non-Shakespearian.
7

Operating under the

Wilson hypothesis, editors could reasonably believe that, with luck, in all

cases of Qi-Q2 contamination the Folio would vary and would normally

provide the correct reading. The only problem, therefore, was to assess F's

variants from Qi-Q2 agreement either as typical F corruptions and sophis-

tications where Q2 was correct, or else as true readings in contrast to Q2
errors. Strongly armed with a high respect for Q2 as set directly from

Shakespeare's autograph papers, the more textually 'scientific' the editor

the more he favored Q2 and depreciated the F variants as unauthoritative.
8

The statistics presented above tell the story. And they would presumably

justify the position taken by such a middle-ground editor as Alexander,

say, if the corruption in Q2 from Qi were no more serious than was

exposed by F variation, even accepting the new status of F according to

Walker (which none of the four editors had the opportunity to consider).

The argument would be appealing that if no more corruption than was

suspected could be found by F variation, it was unlikely that much if any

by bad fortune would have escaped the annotator or comparer of the

F printer's copy, since as a general rule it would seem that he had intro-

5. "The Textual Problem of Hamlet: A have only a choice of non-Shakespearian
Reconsideration," RES, new sen, II (1951), readings if the 'editor* of the F copy fol-

328-338. See also her subsequent book, Tex- lowed the manuscript.
tual Problems of the First Folio (1953).

8. It is food for thought that, the way
6. See Philip Williams in Shakespeare things actually stand with Hamlet, the old-

Quarterly, IV (1953), 482; and Harold fashioned, eclectic editor has probably of-

Jenkins, "The Relation between the Second fered a somewhat better text of Act I than

Quarto and the Folio Text of Hamlet" that which has been the product of nar-

Studies in Bibliography, VII (1955), 69-83. rower scientific method for the reason that

the theory on which the 'scientific* editorial

7. Moreover, if by bad luck the manuscript method was based has proved to be largely
behind the copy for F was sophisticated at erroneous.

a point of Qi-Qa contamination, we should
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duccd more annotations than he had failed to make. Thus the soundness

of the Q2 text would be reaffirmed.

However, the second pillar attacked by Walker was the hypothesis for

only occasional consultation of Qi by the Q2 compositor. In her view the

evidence is convincing that Act I of Q2 Hamlet had in turn been set from

an annotated copy of Qi. If this is so, the textual picture changes radically

again. Under the former view, except for between 5 and 22 readings taken

over from Qi in error from a total of 25 (or up to about 40) specific con-

sultations, Q2 was an independent witness set from manuscript. Under

Dr. Walker's theory, if Q2 were set from a copy of Qi annotated in the

printing house by reference to the manuscript to serve as easier printer's

copy, the incidence of error would be markedly higher. Thus even with

the new theory about the formation of F's printer's copy, instead of a

comparatively narrow base for Q2 corruption from Qi to be passed on to

F, there would instead be a comparatively wide base. Moreover, since

neither of the two editions which had some transcriptional link with

authority could in the area of Act I be counted on to have a full and

uninterrupted link (for neither had been set directly from a manuscript),
the number of Qi 'bad' readings which could be transmitted directly to

F through Q2 must pyramid sharply, and this increase in possible corrup-
tion would be accompanied proportionally by a decrease in the evidence

of textual variation as a means for detecting it.

Each part of Dr. Walker's hypothesis, therefore, has its own impor-
tance. If only one of the two texts had as a basic ancestor an earlier print,

the textual case for Act I is not so serious; but if in this same area both Q2
and F cannot be called substantially independent witnesses, then the edi-

torial problem is extremely serious and the amount of corruption in the

early part of the Hamlet text might be really considerable. It is of impor-

tance, therefore, to test her hypotheses with some scrupulousness in order

that we may know where we stand. In this connection I must point out

that any estimate about the nature of the corruption, as well as the amount
to be anticipated by an editor, is dependent on more than the simple
establishment of some immediate dependence of one printed text on

another, either of F on Q2, or of Q2 on Qi. That Q2 in some manner used

Qi is self-evident; and I am willing to accept Dr. Walker's basic argu-
ments and to believe at least that in some manner Q2 is an ancestor of F,
even though I am inclined to query whether an annotated copy of Q2
served directly as printer's copy. My concern here is not with the Q2-F
relationship, however, but with that between Q2 and Qi. And in this

matter (as with Q2-F) we cannot estimate either the kind of contamina-

tion, or the amount of it, until we can establish a working hypothesis
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based on the best evidence that can be secured as to whether Act I of Q2
was set from an annotated copy of Qi, or whether it was set instead from

manuscript with consultation of Qi ; and if this latter is the case, whether

the consultation was only occasional as has been traditionally accepted or

whether it was more extensive and peculiar.

In such an investigation, the basis must be bibliographical in so far as

such techniques can properly be employed. We must recognize, however,
that as bibliographical investigation turns from the analytical to the

textual the evidence on which it operates becomes less certain and there-

fore the results grow more speculative and tend more to argue for prob-

ability than to offer practical demonstration. This is especially true when
we come to study compositorial characteristics, an extremely variable

matter from which evidence can be adduced only with caution.

What we may determine about the relation of Q2 to Qi starts with

what is known about the printing of Q2. This subject has recently been

investigated both in relation to the presswork and to the composition,
with mutually supporting results. The analysis of the running-titles reveals

that two presses printed Q2, as follows: Press I machined sheets B, C, D,
F, I, N and O+A (in that order) ; Press II machined sheets E, G, H, K,

L, M.9 An analysis of the variant spellings of certain significant words
indicates that two compositors, whom we may call X and Y, typeset the

quarto according to the sheets assigned to the two presses, except that

compositor X assisted his fellow by setting sig. 1,4 verso, and sig. Li recto,

in sheet L. Thus to compositor X we may assign sheets B, C, D, F, I, N,
O+A, and sigs. Li,4

T
. To compositor Y go sheets E, G, H, K, M, and

sigs. LiT
-4 of sheet L. Moreover, these two workmen can be identified

by their spelling habits as the compositors who set The Merchant of Venice

Qi (1600) and Titus Andronicus Q2 (1600), as well as various other

books which came from James Roberts' shop.
10

If compositor X had begun to set this book and was subsequently as-

sisted by compositor Y and Press II after he had set three sheets B, C, and

D, the above facts would not have a great deal to do with the problem of

the relations between the quartos. But, on the contrary, compositor X (who
may well have been a somewhat faster workman) was very likely still en-

gaged on sheet B or at the most had no more than started sheet C when

9. Bowers, "The Printing of Hamlet, Q2," It will be noticed that this evidence quite
Studies in Bibliography, VII (1955), 41-50. upsets Dover Wilson's conjectures that Q2
See also under Additions and Corrections in was set throughout by a single workman
the present volume. who was inexperienced and incompetent.

Instead, Q2 was composed by the two reg-
TO. J. R. Brown, "The Compositors of ular workmen in Roberts' shop, who had
Hamlet Q2 and The Merchant of Venice" been setting type for him quite efficiently
Studies in Bibliography, VII (1955), 17-40. for some time.
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his fellow Y joined him on the book. The running-title and spelling evi-

dence indicate something like the following schedule for the typesetting
and printing."

X: B C D F I Li, 4
V N O+A

Y: F G H K Li-4 M

When this schedule is surveyed, it may be seen that the irregularity of

assignment of sheets in the quarto to the two compositors had no physical
reason for its existence in the time relationship, and that there was no
reason why Q2 Hamlet could not have been printed as was The Merchant

of Venice in regularly alternating sheets:

X: Ai Ci-4
v

Ei-4
v

Gi-4
v

Ii-4
v Ki-2

Y: Az-4
v

Bi-4
v

Di-4
v

Fi-4
v

Hi~4
v

Here, it seems clear, X started The Merchant at a point very close in time

to that at which Y was to start Q2 Hamlet. But in Hamlet copy was cast

off as far ahead as sig. Ei for compositor Y's beginning, although at the

very least sig. Ci would have served in case X had already commenced on
sheet B, or sig. Di if X had started sheet C.

A comparison of the printing of these two quartos re-inforces normal

bibliographical interpretation of the evidence from Hamlet that some

special reason must have existed for starting compositor Y so deep in the

book as sheet E, although he was beginning his work no later than the

time that compositor X was starting sheet C. Since this reason does not

inhere to any part of the normal mechanical process, we may raise the

question of the printer's copy. Apparently the circumstances of printing

Q2 are not unrelated to the fact that Act I, in which the major if not entire

share of influence from Qi can be detected, is contained exclusively in

sheets B, C, and D, except for the last seven lines which run-over on sig.

Ei. And it is seemingly not fortuitous that this area of influence coincides

with the bibliographical oddity that compositor X set these three sheets

in sequence, though by normal printing practice compositor Y should

have set one of the sheets. It is reasonable to conjecture, therefore, that

the use of Qi evidence for which can be detected in each of the three

sheets must have dictated the abnormal sequestration of these sheets for

X to work on. And if this is so, it follows that there was some physical
circumstance in the use of Qi which made it impossible for both composi-
tors simultaneously to typeset those Q2 sheets in which Qi was being

ii. The reason why X assisted with two this point. However, these difficulties have

pages from sheet L are somewhat obscure, nothing to do with the central fact for our
as is the reason for the behavior of the run- purposes here, which is that sheet F was

ning-titles with sheets M and N if this is begun by Y in fairly close conjunction with

indeed the order of the sheets printed at the start of sheet B by X.
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employed. This circumstance must have been either (i) the fact that, as

Dr. Walker believes, Qi had been annotated to serve as printer's copy for

Act I (sheets B-D) ; or (2) Qi was not annotated but was being closely

consulted by the typesetter. If (2) is to have any credibility, we must sup-

pose (a) only one copy was available," and (b) the consultation was not

occasional, as has been supposed, but instead so constant, or general, as to

prevent two workmen from using the single copy at the same time. Fi-

nally, if we are to believe in this modified consultation theory, we must

conjecture that the usefulness of Qi had been determined and the method

by which it would be employed had been worked out before compositor
Y came on the job and was forced to cast off copy to begin his stint so

late as sheet E.

The bibliographical evidence for an unusual division of the composi-
torial responsibility joins with the textual evidence, therefore, to suggest
that Qi was utilized in a rather important manner in the typesetting of

sheets B-D of Q2 and that this fact must serve as the basis for any hypothe-
sis about the method of its employment. If this is so, the compositor could

not merely have consulted it with caution on the 25 occasions posited by
Dover Wilson but must instead have utilized it almost continually. The

inadequacies of the occasional-consultation theory have already been

pointed out on the evidence of the text itself by Dr. Walker. 13
I am in

full agreement with her that the evidence of the outsetting of the Q2
speech-prefixes at the start of the first scene (of which more later) com-

bines with the four curious similar spellings she remarks in scenes iv and

v to force us to discard the consultation theory in the form in which it

has previously been presented. The question, then, enforces itself: was an

example of Qi annotated in the printing house to provide the copy for

Q2 sheets B-D, as Dr. Walker argues, or was Qi employed in some other

manner but one that prevented two compositors from making simultane-

ous use of what must have been only a single example. As remarked above,
this question is more than an academic one, and on it hinges extremely

important estimates as to the nature and extent of Qi's corrupting in-

fluence.

Critics have been content with the solution that Qi was 'occasionally consulted*.

The implications of this conclusion are disquieting. We cannot suppose that Qi was

only consulted when the texts make identical errors or introduce the same anomalous

spellings. There must have been many other occasions when the Q2 compositor,

12. The same publisher Nicholas Ling was secured a copy to see if it would assist him

responsible for both editions. However, we in the printing. Under the circumstances, the

have no evidence whether he supplied Rob- first is perhaps the more plausible.

crts with a copy of Qi at the time he handed
him the manuscript, as we might reasonably 13. RES, op. cit., pp. 328-330.

suppose, or whether Roberts independently
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baffled by his manuscript, found a plausible solution in Qi, which he accepted; and

we accept it, similarly, because it makes sense and because we find it in Qz. But

we have no means of determining how often, or when, the Q2 compositor turned to

Qi for a solution of his difficulties. Consequently, even if Qi was only occasionally

consulted, since we know neither how often nor when, all readings of Q2 which

agree with those of Qi incur suspicion, and there is no certainty that a reading com-

mon to Qi and Q2 has independent authorities behind it

Hence, to suppose Qi was occasionally consulted and to suspect contamination

of Q2 only where readings common to Qi and Q2 are either plainly wrong, or look

as if they might be, is fallacious and no warrant for reliance on Q2 elsewhere as an

independent witness. The editorial position is no easier for this uncertainty. It is

merely hazier. If an editor can work on the assumption that the one text was printed
from a corrected copy of the other, he does at least know that readings common to

the two texts may have only a single authority behind them and can feel reason-

ably confident that variants in the later text (unless manifestly printer's errors) were

deliberately introduced. If all he knows is that an earlier edition was at hand and was

occasionally consulted, he does not know where he stands and the authority of the

later edition is no greater in the one case than in the other. 14 If some more definite

conclusion concerning the typographical relationship of Qi to Q2 could be arrived

at, the editorial problem would be clarified and simplified.
15

In her investigation of Hamlet, Dr. Walker's main purpose was to

deal with the Q2-Folio relationship, and hence she did not offer in sup-

port of her hypothesis for an annotated Qi the same detailed evidence

as was attached to her Q2-F argument. Her brief statement is in two parts,

(i) On sig. Bi of Qi, as first noticed by Greg,
16

the compositor
set his speech-prefixes sans indentation and full out to the left margin of

his text. On sig. Bi
v
, for whatever reason, he reverted to the conventional

indentation of his prefixes. Correspondingly, on sig. Bi of Q2 the speech-

prefixes are unconventionally treated, being outset beyond the text left

margin. The text is expanded from that of Qi so that when Q2 turns the

page to sig. Bi
v
the material is still that on Bi

r
of Qi; and on Q2 Bi

v
the

prefixes are set flush to the left margin (as in Qi) precisely to that point
where Qi passed over to normal usage after turning the page to its Bi

v
.

Here, a third of the way down on Q2 Bi
v
, the prefixes immediately for-

sake the flush setting and are indented like Qi's. The change in procedure

midway on Q2's page coinciding with the change in procedure as Qi
began a new page is so manifestly the result of Q2's imitation of Qi that

Dr. Walker argues, "the change . . . can only have been due to the Q2
compositor's working from Qi and mechanically following his 'copy'.

14. I take this sentence to mean that be- 15. Walker, ibid.
t pp. 329-330.

cause of the uncertainty about the amount
of consultation the authority of Q2 could 16 W. W Greg, The Editorial Problem tn

be considered by an editor to be no greater Shakespeare (1951 ed.), p. 64, n. 2.

if he hypothecates occasional consultation

than it would be if the printer's copy were

taken to be an annotated Qi.
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Corroborative evidence that the Q2 compositor was working from a copy
of Qi is found (as Greg also noted, loc. cit.) in the commas which appear
at the end of speeches at I.i.6 and Li. 15."

(2) After noting that the Q2 title-page was obviously set up from

that in Qi, she continues:

There was, of course, no need for Roberta's compositor when he began work on

Q2 to consult Qi in order to determine how to arrange speech prefixes, and there was

even less need for him to continue to consult Qi when he had decided what arrange-
ment to adopt. We must therefore, I think, assume that the compositor worked from

a corrected copy of Qi at any rate as far as I.i.3O where indenting of speech prefixes

begins. If correction of Qi had proved practicable so far (and it cannot have been a

light matter in the opening dialogue), there is no reason why it should not have

been continued until the divergence between the texts was such that correction of

Qi was of no further advantage. Correction as far as the end of Act I would cer-

tainly have been practicable, and that the compositor of Q2 worked to this point
from a corrected copy of Qi is abundantly evident from the spellings common to

Qi and Q2: 'glimses' (I.iv.53), 'Angle linckt' (I.v.55), 'leaprous' (I.v.64 ), 'Sellenge'

Dr. Walker then rests her case by pointing out that (with the possible ex-

ception of Valtemand's speech in Il.ii) the agreements in anomalous

spellings cease after Act I and thereafter Q2 continues by introducing
anomalies of its own. No common typographical errors appear after Act

I, and various of Q2
5

s blunders could scarcely have been made from Qi
printed copy. After the end of Act I, therefore, it is concluded, the use

of Qi was abandoned, and it was not even consulted occasionally since

finding the relevant matter would have wasted much time, often to no

purpose. "In the absence of any reading common to Qi and Q2 which is

certainly erroneous, it would seem legitimate to suppose that Q2 is an

independent witness from the end of Act I."

It is perhaps unnecessary to point out (as stated above, this was not

Dr. Walker's main case) that rather far-reaching inferences are here

drawn from evidence which may be susceptible of quite another interpre-

tation, and that the evidence itself is suggestive rather than demonstrative.

For example, it is assumed that the only purpose for which the Q2 com-

positor would consult Qi on sig. Bi recto and verso would be to deter-

mine how to arrange his prefixes, and since that proposition is patently

17 RES, op. cit, p. 330. The importance against the similarities having been intro-

m the similar anomalous spellings from the duced independently from the use of 'parts'

fourth and fifth scenes lies in the fact that in the copy for Qi; and emphasizes that

Greg, who believed (following Wilson) that they are too close to have been fortuitously

Qi was merely consulted by Q2, also placed produced in two different printing houses

the consultation only near the beginning. from two dissimilar manuscripts.
Dr. Walker then continues with arguments
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absurd, the inference is drawn that the similarity in treatment of the pre-

fixes could have resulted only from the use of Qi as actual copy. On this

assumption it is further assumed that since the far from easy annotation

of the text on Bi recto and verso was therefore practicable, it would be no

more difficult elsewhere in the first act, and that the anomalous spellings

demonstrate it. On the other hand, if we start with a different set of in-

ferences, and conjecture that the Q2 compositor was closely consulting Qi
in conjunction with his manuscript, it is by no means improbable that he

would have his eye so fixed on Qi that he would be led to follow its typo-

graphical treatment of the speech-prefixes. And roughly similar close con-

sultation would thereupon explain, just as well, the further evidence for

agreement between the quartos. Neither logic nor the available evidence

enforces us to believe one or other theory without the presentation of more
detailed and ceitain evidence than has hitherto been published.

Before the presentation of such evidence is attempted, we may try to

clear the ground of the 'occasional consultation* theory. Dr. Walker is

certainly correct in her arguments that the speech-prefix typography on

Bi
p"r

goes far beyond anything that would have resulted from occasional

and cautious reference to Qi by the Q2 compositor puzzled about a read-

ing in his manuscript. Moreover, two of the three irregular commas on

sig. Bi come direct from Qi :

Qi Q2
i. O you come most carefully vpon your Fran. You come most carefully vpon your

watch, houre, (Li.6)
l8

Mar. And leegemen to the Dane, Mar. And Leedgemen to the Dane,
O farewell honest souldier, . . . Fran. Giue you good night. (1.1.15-16)

In spite of the fact that an anomalous end-of-the-speech comma (without
reference to Qi) appears in Q2 after Bernardo's "Long Hue the King"

(I.i-3), the first comma at the end of both the above speeches is imitative;

and the second is decisive, for a comma in Qi at the end of a line that was

continued has become a comma to end a speech in Q2. Occasional con-

sultation to puzzle out a difficult word cannot include such close imita-

tion as this. Nor is it possible to assume here, as has been done in Q2 of

Romeo and Juliet that once the compositor referred to his printed bad

1 8. Line references to Hamlet throughout 19. The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, ed

this paper are to those marginally printed in Richard Hosley (Yale University Press,

the Shakespeare Association Quarto Fac- 1954). P- 162. This hypothesis is elaborated

simile of Q2. These correspond almost ex- in the same author's 'The Copy for the

actly to the standard Globe numbering. Second Quarto of Romeo and Juliet (1599),"

Quotations, with modernized s, are from in SQ for autumn, 1955.

this edition of Q2 and the Huntington Li-

brary facsimile of Qi.
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quarto to confirm a difficult manuscript reading, he thereupon for a few

lines set from the quarto rather than his manuscript. What reading would

have proved difficult enough by line 6 of the play to call in use the printed

Qi is certainly questionable, but even so the second comma cannot result

from continuing to set from Qi, for the two texts diverge so greatly that

only the manuscript would have provided the intervening readings. One
would not wish, perhaps, for another consultation to have taken place by
line 14 or 15 in order to decipher a manuscript word.

However, the case cannot rest on only one page, positive as its evidence

is, for one might argue, on the evidence of the speech-prefixes and these

commas, that the Q2 compositor gave a special treatment, which he

abandoned later, to the first page or so. For a typical passage we may turn

to sig. 2:

Qi Q2
Hor. Two nights together had these Hora. Two nights together had these

Gentlemen, gentlemen
Marcellus and Bernardo, on their watch, Marccllus, and Barnardo, on their watch

In the dead vast and middle of the night. In the dead wast and middle of the night
Beene thus incountered by a figure like Beene thus incountred, a figure like your

your father, father

Armed to poynt, exactly Capapca Armed at poynt, exactly Capapca

Appeeres before them thrise, he walkes Appearcs before them, and with solemne

Before their weakc and fcare oppressed march,
eies. Goes slowe and stately by them; thrice he

Within his tronchions length, walkt

While they distilled almost to gelly. By their opprest and feare surprised eyes
With the act of feare stands dumbe, Within his tronchions length, whiPst

And speake not to him. . . . they distil'd

Almost to gelly, with the act of feare

Stand dumbe and speake not to him. . . .

(1.11.196-206)

Here Capapca is one of the usually noted coincidences offered as evidence

of consultation for a difficult reading. Wilson also lists tronchions and

gelly as other words in which the spelling has been drawn from Qi. If so,

we have rapid consultation, for the text between Capapca and tronchions

could not be set from Qi alone. If, on the other hand, Qi was again con-

sulted, this time from tronchions, then we should be forced to believe that

the compositor did in fact continue from Qi without reference to his

manuscript, not only to produce gelly but also, possibly, the stop after gelly
instead of after feare, which affects the modification in a manner rejected

by most editors.

In the same scene, studient is another of Wilson's concurrences.
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Q2
Ham. I prethce doe not mocke me fel-

lowc studient,

I thinke it was to my mothers wedding.
Hora. Indeede my Lord it followed

hard vppon.
Ham. Thrift, thrift, Horatio, the fu-

nerall bak't meates

Did coldly furnish forth the marriage

tables, (I.ii.i77-i8i)

Ham. O I pre thec do not mocke mcc
fellow studient,

I thinke it was to sec my mothers wed-

ding.
Hor. Indecde my Lord, it followed

hard vpon.
Ham. Thrift, thrift, Horatio, the fu-

nerall bak't meates

Did coldly furnish forth the marriage
tables,

The anomalous apostrophe in bak^t is in fact as imitative in Q2 as is the

spelling studicnt, and demonstrates that if the Q2 compositor consulted

Qi to read studicnt (granted there could be the necessity), then he cer-

tainly kept on with Qi, setting Q2 from the printed text, on the evidence

of the form baJ(t. As suggested before, this goes far beyond occasional

and cautious consultation if it were true.

Many other passages of similar nature could be offered to the same

result. In this connection one may compare the lines in the familiar

1.1.70-79 containing the much noticed common error cost as well as strict,

jorrainc martc, and ship-writes listed by Wilson. But these are no stronger

as evidence than the inconspicuous

Qi
How look't he, frowningly?

His beard was grisleld, no.

Keepe wassel, and the swaggering vp-

spring recles,

And as he dreames, his draughts of ren-

ish downc,
The kettle, drumme, and trumpet, thus

bray out,

That beckles ore his bace, into the sea

Q2
What look't he frowningly? (I.ii.23i)

His beard was grissl'd, no. (1.11.240)

Keepcs wasscll and the swaggring vp-

spring reclcs:

And as he draincs his drafts of Rennish

downe,
The kettle drumme, and trumpet, thus

bray out, (I.iii.8-ii)

That bettles ore his base into the sea,

I sent the morning ayre, (I.v.58)

Hie, & vbiquc (I.v.156)

Then are dream't of in your philosophic,

I sent the mornings ayre,

Hie & vbiquc

Then are Dream't of, in your philoso-

phic,

A careful collation establishes, in my opinion, evidence not for sporadic
consultation for the definite purpose of deciphering a single word, as has

formerly been argued, but instead a relatively constant and steady influence

on Q2 from Qi in small as well as in the more obvious coincidences. More-

over, this influence is steadier than would have occurred if there had been
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occasional consultation followed by setting a few lines direct from Qi,
as convenient, in the manner conjectured for Q2 Romeo and Juliet. Not

only this, but most of the passages of any extent where such a procedure

might have been practicable show that, in fact, it was not employed, for

always readings intrude which must have come from manuscript. Lines

I.ii. 177-181 above, which exactly mirror Qi, are most unusual if not unique.

Ordinarily we have mixed passages like 1.^.196-206 and I.iii.8-n, also

quoted above. Occasional consultation to decipher some special word,
followed by setting for a few lines from Qi, cannot be established in

Hamlet.

It was undoubtedly the observance of this steady stream of influence

which led Dr. Walker, quite justly, to reject the Wilson occasional-con-

sultation theory. Whether the alternative must be the hypothesis that

Qi was annotated for Act I to serve as printer's copy may now become
the point of enquiry. Only recently has the basic material been made
available to conduct such an investigation. Results for which any validity

might be claimed could be reached only if the text from which the evidence

must be drawn could be established as uniform in its typesetting, or

diverse; that is, whether one identifiable compositor set the text so that we
can count on uniformity of treatment, or whether two were engaged, who
would need to be distinguished and their work isolated for separate

examination. Moreover, some control material set by the compositor in

question would need to be studied to offer independent evidence about

his characteristics when setting from manuscript and from printed text.

From the researches of Dr. Walker, of Mr. J. R. Brown, and of Messrs.

Cantrell and Williams, we now know that only one compositor, the man
we call X, set sheets B-D containing Act I; and we also know that among
other books for Roberts this workman had a hand in setting The Merchant

of Venice from manuscript and the second quarto of Titus Andromcus
from printed text. We thus have not an ideal but at least some amount of

contemporary dramatic text of two sorts to act as a control for comparison.
The method of investigation will be to analyze the characteristics of

compositor X chiefly when setting parts of Titus Andromcus Q2 from

printed copy and then to compare these with his characteristics in Q2
Hamlet, the purpose being to attempt to determine whether in Hamlet
he was using an annotated quarto as printer's copy. Such an investigation

could be readily managed if the purpose were merely to demonstrate that

Qi had exerted an influence on compositor X. For example, one could

point to his usual practice in Hamlet of spelling gracious and malicious

either when Qi is not present or when Qi, as usual, spells gratious and
malitious. One could also point to these characteristic spellings in the

Merchant and show in Titus that / spellings in Qi were similarly altered
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to c. Thus when in Hamlet on 83*, Li.164, we find for the only time-

compositor X setting gratious, we are justified no doubt in pointing to the

Qi / spelling at that place as the reason. Similarly, the concurrence of the

two quartos at I.v.i7 (D2
V
) in stars, whereas elsewhere compositor X sets

starrcs, is also evidence for influence, and there are other cases of the same
sort of thing. For instance, though X has some predilection for odd apos-

trophes, as in taint (I.v.85), low'd (III.iv.52), tcmp't (III.iv.i82), yet even

the similar op't at I.iv.5o and pop't at V.ii.65 cannot destroy the significance
of Q2 agreeing with Qi in bafy and lool(t (I.ii.iSo, 231).

On the other hand, it is freely admitted that the Q2 compositor of

sheets B-D must have consulted Qi frequently and closely, either in anno-

tated or in unannotated form. Hence there is no reason to suppose that

concurrence of the two quartos in spellings uncharacteristic of compositor
X can be used in any profitable way as evidence for the precise method by
which he employed Qi. His own spelling characteristics were so strong
for some words and forms (as in hccrc) that both in Titus and in Hamlet
he habitually altered his copy for these words. Even though for other

words his habits were less firmly fixed, it appears to me to be impossible
to show that in line after line his concurrence with Qi was so extreme

that no form of consultation could explain the agreements satisfactorily,

and hence one would be forced into the assumption that annotated Qi
must have been the printer's copy. The extreme concurrence in all details

necessary to convince us of an annotated quarto is not, in my opinion,
found in Q2 Hamlet. Moreover, as will be illustrated below, there is such

a comparative lack of influence from Qi in some details that should have

affected Q2 if Qi had actually been the printer's copy that the case against

annotated Qi copy can, in effect, be demonstrated by negative evidence.

Other evidence must first be surveyed, however. Despite the undoubted

indications that Qi influenced Q2 spelling with some frequency, it is still

possible to argue that when Qi contains a characteristic X spelling, and
when in Q2 compositor X diverges into an uncharacteristic form, the

uncharacteristic form came from manuscript copy and hence we cannot

have an annotated quarto. An example might be the Q2 spelling of cics

at I.i-58 where Qi reads eyes. From Titus Q2 we know that compositor
X preferred the y spelling in such forms : in the Titus pages assigned by
Cantrell and Williams

20
to X, eyes appears thrice (2, 3, [3), and each

20. P. L. Cantrell & G. W. Williams, 2, E3 ,
E4

T
, F2T

, Hi, H3
T
, H4, I-Lf, I2

T
,

"Roberts' Compositors in Titus Androntcus 13, 13*, K3
T
, K4 . The evidence for some of

Q2," in this present volume, an article cor- these pages is better than for others; but if

recting and amplifying the earlier investiga- a few should subsequently prove to be Y's
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time with y despite the fact that the Qi copy was spelled cics. Better evi-

dence for X's preference is found in The Merchant of Venice: here in the

seven times that the word appears in X's share the spelling is invariably

eyes. Of the total of fifteen appearances in X's pages in Hamlet, fourteen

times the spelling is eyes despite the occasional Qi cics. Thus when in

I.i.58 for the only time in three plays we meet the anomalous spelling eies

in X's typesetting, given the Qi spelling eyes at that place it is possible to

argue that eies was produced by manuscript influence and that an anno-

tated Qi was therefore not the printer's copy. To take another example,
we find at 1.1.23 that Q2 has sates though Qi reads saycs. In the Merchant
X's spelling is invariably sayesf which is the form for the only three occur-

rences in Titus (all on Hi) although Qi read saics. Elsewhere in Hamlet
X sets the word only three times and in each place in text that must have

had manuscript copy. Twice it appeares as sates (I.ii-57, 1-iii-24) and once

as saycs (Il.ii.ipS). By analogy with y forms that X prefers in words like

dayes and wayes, as well as from the evidence for y in the Merchant and

Titus Q2, it would appear that ordinarily X preferred saycs but could be

influenced by his copy to set the form sates.

The difficulty of this method is to secure a sufficient number of rea-

sonably invariant or strongly preferential spellings from which to argue
for the influence of manuscript copy when Q2 veers to an uncharacteristic

spelling in places where the Qi form represents his normal usage. The

preferential spellings listed by Mr. Brown to distinguish X from Y pro-
vide insufficient data since X is so very conservative in departing from
them. For example, of the eight times in sheets B-D of Hamlet that X
uses the uncharacteristic ending -ow or -ew instead of his normal -owe

and -cwe> three must have been set from manuscript even though the

remaining five agree with the very characteristic -ow or -cw endings in

Qi for the same words. The evidence is a stand-off, it would seem, for the

appearance of the short form in parts set from manuscript suggests that

the concurrences with Qi may be fortuitous and X merely indulging in

a minority spelling. Similarly, in the one time that X sets uncharacteristic

said, and in the two occurrences of maddam, the manuscript must have

been his copy. Hence the single occurrence of uncharacteristic honourd

following Qi may be fortuitous. Of all these distinguishing words, per-

haps the strongest case is reuenge. Elsewhere in Hamlet X sets reuendge

invariably, but the first three times the word appears (all on one page,
D2V

) it takes the conventional form of reuenge found in Qi. Some argu-
ment might be made for Qi influence here; but even so there are diffi-

culties, for on this Q2 page the first occurrence of reuenge (18 lines above

the second) must have been set from manuscript. Moreover, although in

Titus and the Merchant X exhibits a general liking for dg spellings, he
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never sets rcucndgc in either play. It is unfortunate that in the B-D pages
the word does not appear again, for the evidence of sig. D2

T
is far from con-

clusive. Clearly, such evidence as the above that rests in this manner on the

distinguishing spellings is so mixed as to be of dubious value either as

showing the influence of Qi or of manuscript.
21

On the other hand, Mr. Brown points out that various of the significant

spellings which he chooses as characteristic of each compositor in Hamlet
do not always hold from book to book set by the same two men, and
therefore some of the seemingly significant spellings may do no more than

reflect the compositors' general faithfulness to the characteristics of their

copy. In his opinion, this appears to be especially true of the -owe and
-ewe endings which are one of the best means of indicating the two com-

positors in Hamlet. If this is so, the evidence that in sheets B-D compositor
X spelled such words just as uniformly as he did in the other sheets he

set, which must have been at least predominantly uninfluenced by Qi and

utilizing manuscript as printer's copy, might well have a significance.

For example, in Titus Q2 in the pages assigned to X of at least 23 occur-

rences X follows the Qi -ow and -cw forms 21 times and only twice alters

-ow to -owe (F2
V
and I2

V
, the latter time possibly for justification). This is

so slavish a following of copy as quite to reverse the characteristics X
exhibits in Hamlet. That these heavily majority -owe and -ewe endings
in Hamlet represent the characteristics of the copy behind Hamlet and

not a hardening of X's habits in the interval between 1600 and 1604 is an

opinion rather firmly held by Mr. Brown on the evidence of the mixed
characteristics of other books he has examined between these years, and

after Hamlet, in which X's typesetting appears. In Hamlet Act I, of the

22 times that Q2 has a corresponding word in Qi, compositor X concurs

in the -ow and -cw form with Qi only five times, and would have changed

Qi's -ow or -cw to -owe and -ewe seventeen times. This contrasts so

markedly with Titus and yet is so consistent with the remaining Hamlet
sheets as to lead to a presumption that Qi was not the copy from which

X was basically setting his type.

More marked spelling differences in which Hamlet departs from the

Qi form like twelve for twelue (three times), hundreth for hundred

(hundred on sig. F2V
) and ferticuler or particuler for particular fail for

lack of evidence in the Merchant or Titus. The form a leauen for eleucn

is also found as a leuen in X's part of the Merchant but whether this is

21. It will be recalled, of course, that cvi- compositor to set uncharacteristic forms in

dence must bear differently on the two prob- places where Qi agreed with his habitual

lems. Demonstration that Q2 follows Qi practice and the printed word would have

spellings does not prove the copy was an been his copy will prove that the annotated-

annotated quarto, whereas demonstration quarto theory cannot be maintained,

that manuscript spellings influenced the
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compositorial spelling or the influence of copy is not clear. However, in

these spellings, as also in staul(es for Qi stales, brazon for brazen, forfait

for forfeit, a maz'd for amazed, a bord for aboord, familier for familiar,

a doption for adoption, springs for springes, bcctyns for beckons, horrable

for horrible, pray for prey, barest for barbed, oremastret for oremaister it,

it would appear that we have compositor X departing more widely from

his copy spelling than he did in Titus, provided Qi of Hamlet had been

his copy.
There are some readings which it is difficult to derive from Qi. Perhaps

the most prominent of these comes in 1^.55-57. Q2 reads:

So but though to a radiant Angle linckt,

Will sort it selfe in a celestiall bed

And pray on garbage.

The Angle hncty here has placed this passage on all lists as influenced by

Qi, which has

So Lust, though to a radiant angle linckt,

Would fate it selfe from a celestiall bedde,
And prey on garbage:

a version supported by Folio Lust and sate, though F corrects the mis-

print fate (f for f) and supports Q2 in reading in for from a celestial

bed. Although an argument might be raised in favor of reading sort it selfe

from, I have no doubt that the editorial choice of the Folio version is cor-

rect, since Q2 in shows that sate must be the reading; and otherwise we
should need to believe that Qi-F sate was a prompt-copy corruption. If

sate is correct, then sort is scarcely a memorial error for Qi fate, but

instead as has been remarked a handwriting misreading as or of an a

open at the top of a kind found elsewhere in Shakespeare. I have no

opinion about Q2 but for lust except that it is more probably a simple

handwriting misreading than the product of Wilson's ubiquitous mis-

corrector. The nature of these two errors does not suggest by any means

(despite the Angle lincfy) that when he was setting these specific words
the compositor had his eye on Qi. An annotated quarto corrector would,
one would suppose, merely substitute an s for the Qi misprint / in fate,

and not write out the whole word. If, on the other hand, we exonerate

the compositor and blame the annotator for the misreading, thus still

arguing for an annotated quarto, we must presumably blame him also

for substituting nonsense not only here but also in but for Lust. On the

evidence of Titus, compositor X was quite reasonably careful when setting
from printed copy and his mistakes are few, at least of such a serious

nature. On the other hand, how he could get mixed up with manuscript

copy may be shown by such lines as Hamlet I.iii.i29-i3i :
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But mccrc imploratotors of vnholy suites

Breathing like sanctified and pious bonds

The better to beguide.

Here a misprint appears in three successive lines (there is not much doubt,
I think, that bonds should be bauds). Such typesetting is unknown in Titus

(or in the Merchant where copy seems to have been clean), but it is found
in Hamlet Act I, where it provides evidence, or strong presumption, for

composition from manuscript. It is perhaps fortunate that the two mis-

readings but and sort occur in the same and the next line to the Angle
lincty phrase, commonly taken as one of the strongest proofs of Qi
influence. On the evidence of but and sort, if Angle linckt came from Qi,
as I agree it must, it was not set from an annotated quarto.

Memorial error in a compositor is difficult to analyse sometimes, but I

should believe that the following errors or oddities in Q2 were less likely

to have come from Qi copy than from setting from a manuscript: brazon

for Qi brazen (1.1.73), Vour spints for Qi you Spirites (I.i.38), Or euer

for Qi Ere euer (I.ii.i83), what someuer for Qi whatsoeuer (I.ii.249),

fonde deedes for Qi joule deeds (I.ii.257), Or of a most select for Qi Are

of a most select (1.111.74), Wtthall for Qi With all (I.v.79), Oremastret
22

for Qi Oremaistret (I.v.i4o), and perhaps even horrowes for Qi horrors.
23

Except for the Lust-but and fate-sort readings, which I am inclined to

take seriously, the import of the above may perhaps be a matter of opinion.

However, there are two other orders of evidence which must be considered.

On the evidence of X's pages in Titus, he followed his printed copy in the

matter of elision and its forms with some scrupulousness. It is true, that he

showed some tendency to introduce an apostrophe: in these Titus pages
he reproduced 4 Qi apostrophes, ignored none, and added 7 to Qi elisions

without apostrophe. On the other hand, at least 41 times he followed the

exact form from Qi, with especial reference to final d or / in preterite or

participle, as in sfypt, possest, and distild among a number of others. He
did not elide any word for metrical reasons, although various might have

been so treated. The treatment in Hamlet differs. In Act I compositor X
could have followed 12 Qi forms with apostrophe, but n times he omitted

22. It is worthy of note, also, that com- altered r to w but neglected to correct the

positor X prefers the spelling tnaister in the vowel. This may be harder to envisage. Sim-

Merchant. ilarly, bettlcs at Q2 I.iv.7i seems unlikely
to be an annotator's incomplete alteration of

23 It is possible that the form horrowes Qi beetles, though here (as perhaps with

exhibits only the standard a:o confusion, al- horrowes), it seems more probable that a

though I should not wish to deny the pos- mixed memory of the word in the manu-

sibility that a mixed memory of Qi here script and in Qi (with the sound influence

contaminated the Q2 word. On the other from Qi of the short e) has produced the

hand, if we are to hypothecate an annotated Q2 form,

quarto, we must suppose that the annotator
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an apostrophe (though maintaining the elision) when one was present in

Qi. Only 3 apostrophes were added to Qi forms elided without apostro-

phe; he followed elided forms without apostrophe 10 times with the same

-4 or -/ ending; he elided 6 Qi full forms (of a sort less likely to be an

annotator's) without apostrophe, and n with apostrophe. The additional

freedom with which the Qi text would have been treated, if it had been

copy, is marked compared to Titus, especially for the freedom with which

in Hamlet X dropped the apostrophe, a habit not observed in Titus. All in

all, such variation would seem to point to manuscript rather than to

printed copy, for we cannot suppose an annotator would busy himself

about such minutiae, and X (on the evidence of Titus) was a compositor
much influenced in such matters by printed copy.

24

It is interesting, moreover, to see that in Act I of Hamlet whenever he

is setting from manuscript he uses the spelling then for than invariably,

and that his practice does not change in lines which could have been set

from Qi, although Qi normally has the than form. On the other hand,

setting from printed copy in Titus he follows Qi than four times, and

changes than to then only once. Since in Titus he shows only a slight

tendency towards then, it might be argued that in the intervening years

his habitual spelling hardened and hence the difference developed in

Hamlet'; but this will not hold water, for in the Merchant, set the same

year as Titus Q2, then for than is as invariable as it is in Hamlet.25 General

experience with compositorial characteristics shows a tendency for the

workman to be more influenced by copy-spellings when setting from

printed copy than from manuscript. It would seem, then, either that in

Hamlet and The Merchant of Venice compositor X's usual habits showed
much more strongly than in Titus because in both he was working from

manuscript, or else, as Mr. Brown has argued from other evidence, the

copy for Hamlei and the Merchant was basically similar in its spelling

characteristics and that compositor X followed these with some faithful-

ness in his setting of the two plays. In either case, the evidence is against
the use of an annotated quarto for Hamlet Act I. Despite the fact that

various Qi spelling and other forms are repeated in Q2, there is more
essential divergence than similarity. The comparison with Titus, supported
for some words by the Merchant, does not encourage the hypothesis that

annotated Qi was X's immediate printer's copy: his divergences from Qi
characteristics are more likely to agree with the Merchant set from manu-

script than they are with Titus set from printed copy.

24. Yet for some words his copy had no from the spelling heerc, for example, re-

influence whatever on his conventional gardless of his copy-spelling,

spelling. I believe I am correct in stating ,TT , ,
... . . .

that in the three plays X scarcely varies
25- With the added touch that than is

sometimes found for then.
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The treatment given the punctuation by compositor X in Act I of

Hamlet constitutes the next range of evidence. Mr. Brown, who went

through various Roberts books for his investigation, believes that the light

punctuation found in the Merchant and in Hamlet is not especially char-

acteristic of the two compositors. Lumping their work together, he points

out that in the Titus reprint they made some 240 changes towards heavier

punctuation in comparison with some 120 in which the Qi punctuation
was made lighter. He concludes, "Titus Andronicus therefore suggests
that the compositors of Hamlet and The Merchant tended to add to the

punctuation, not reduce it."
36

A study of X's specific treatment of his copy punctuation in Titus has

various points of interest for the Hamlet investigation. In the Titus pages

assigned to X by Messrs. Cantrell and Williams, I count 18 commas added
where Qi had no punctuation, but only 8 of Qi's commas omitted. One
Qi comma is wrongly made into a period, very likely a misprint; a wrong
Qi comma is correctly altered to a full stop; five Qi clause-ending commas
are changed to periods; and a period is correctly added at the end of a

sentence. In an obvious query a question mark is substituted for a Qi
period. Two Qi colons are reduced to commas as slight improvements,
and one colon is correctly removed. Only one semi-colon appears, where it

is copied from Qi. X thrice strengthens a Qi comma to a colon, once a

comma to a query, and once a colon to a period The evidence shows

that he was usually content to follow printed copy with remarkable fidelity,

and that his alterations were only sporadic and far from consistently intro-

duced. The increased heaviness of the Titus Q2 punctuation over that for

Qi, therefore, seldom lies in the substitution of heavier for lighter stops

but instead in the addition of commas. Ten of these added commas are

inserted between independent clauses, ordinarily when no conjunction
is present; two separate parts of a complex sentence; and one each marks

apposition, direct address, a vocative, an ejaculation, and a phrase. Once
an unnecessary line-ending comma is added. Of the eight Qi commas

omitted, five delete not wholly necessary line-ending pauses, one a caesural

pause; and two omissions are in error.

The single copying of a semi-colon in Titus compared to the fairly fre-

quent use of this stop in the Merchant and Act I of Hamlet could indicate

similarity of copy in the latter but might also indicate that when setting

from manuscript compositor X felt free to follow his own proclivities.

In sheets B-D of Hamlet in all places when Qz and Qi verbal read-

ings coincide, there are 44 changes strengthening the punctuation as

against 114 making it lighter. The largest number of changes comes

(exactly contrary to Titus) when 75 Qi commas are removed and nothing

26. Op. cit., SB, VII, 40.
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substituted. In this lightening of punctuation the next in number are 10

semi-colons reduced to commas, 8 colons reduced to commas, 5 question
marks reduced to commas, 4 periods altered to commas, 3 sets of paren-
theses removed, 2 each of queries reduced to periods, colons to semi-

colons, periods to nothing, semi-colons to nothing, and one exclamation

reduced to nothing. On the heavier side, we find 15 additions of commas
where no punctuation had appeared, followed by 8 commas made into

semi-colons, 7 commas made into periods, 3 sets of parentheses added,
2 each of added periods from nothing, colons from nothing, colons

changed to queries, colons changed to periods, and i each of a semi-

colon added, a query added, an exclamation substituted for a comma, and
a query for an exclamation.

Obviously, the treatment in Titus Q2 of the punctuation in the Qi
printed text differs from that found in sheets B-D of Q2 Hamlet if anno-

tated Qi had been the printer's copy. We cannot say that Qi Hamlet is

an overpunctuated text; but in contrast to the 18 commas added in Titus

and 8 reduced, we have 14 added as against 75 reduced. These statistics,

moreover, must be viewed against the fact that as a general proposition
the punctuation of Q2 Hamlet (with special reference to sheets B-D)
approximates that of the Merchant. Finally, although such a judgment is

bound to be subjective, perhaps, I am not impressed by any differences in

the punctuation method between the parts of Hamlet after sheet D which

compositor X set from manuscript and the system he employed in the area

of contamination. Since in Titus he had shown himself to be a close fol-

lower of his printed copy's punctuation, the natural inference in Hamlet
is that whether he was following his manuscript copy fairly closely or

else largely punctuating for himself compositor X was not setting type

directly from printed copy. There are agreements in oddities of punctua-

tion, just as there are agreements in spelling, but the results will not permit
us to conjecture that conditions were the same (plus annotation) in

Hamlet as in Titus.

One final variety of evidence may be mentioned. It is perhaps specu-
lative to assert that an annotator of Qi would not be likely to prove so

scrupulous to make such minor changes as he to colloquial a and similar

small matters. But speech-prefixes and their forms are something else. In

reprints, in so far as the compositor can consistent with any problems
of justification there is a general tendency to follow the forms of speech-

prefixes in printed copy, and indeed this fact has been used as bibliographi-
cal evidence for the reliance of one edition on another/

7 One should notice

27. Philip Williams, "Shakespeare's Troilus Folio Text of King Lear" SQ9
IV (1953),

and Cressida: The Relationship of Quarto 455-459. See also A. S. Cairncross, "Quarto
and Folio," Studies in Bibliography, HI Copy for Folio Henry V" in the present

(1951), 139-140; 'Two Problems in the volume of Studies.
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that in Titus Q2 compositor X alters the forms of Qi prefixes only seven

times, and thus shows that he was a conservative follower of printed copy.
Hence it is more than a trifle odd in Hamlet sheets B-D that though the

Qi prefix for Horatio is invariably Hor., we find with but three excep-
tions on one page, sig. 83,** that Q2 invariably prefixes the form Hora.,
and this even on the first page, Bi, when certain Qi characteristics are

being followed so closely that the speech-prefixes are outset and two faulty

speech-ending commas are faithfully reproduced. This alone is suspicious
if an annotated quarto is in question. But there are also other grounds for

suspicion. In some respects the prefixes of the two compositors differ suf-

ficiently to show that they did not (as we should scarcely suspect) make

up an agreed-upon list. For example, in sheets C and D compositor X
sets Ofhe. (Qi Ofel.) but in sheetG and H compositorY almost invariably
sets Oph. Compositor Y's treatment of Horatio is interesting. On 04, the

first time the character appears in Y's stint, he is initially Hora. but then

Hor. once on the same page and once on the verso. On H3, next, he is

Hora. three times and Hor. once. On L2V
he is Hora. twice and Hor.

twice; on L/j Hor. once. In sigs. M2
V
-3

V
he is Hora. seven times and Hor.

twice. Yet when X takes over with sheet N he is Hora. without exception
to the end of the play. The fixity of X's use, though it runs counter to the

Qi form which in an annotated quarto he would constantly have been

looking at in sheets B-D, may well have been taken (at least originally)

from manuscript; and the manuscript may well be reflected in Y's variable

but majority use of the longer form, also, although elsewhere Y almost

invariably sets prefixes of only one syllable, as Oph. for X's Ophe. In X's

persistence against Qi in the long form Hora., I believe we have addi-

tional evidence of some especial weight to oppose the theory that an anno-

tated quarto was used as printer's copy.
As a postscript to this presentation of the evidence against an anno-

tated quarto as printer's copy one matter of opinion may be mentioned. If

a copy of Act I of Qi had been annotated in the printer's shop, we should

presume this had been done before copy was cast off for Y's entrance. If

so, it is almost inexplicable that copy was cast off with such exactness as

to bring the last seven lines, only, of this annotated material onto the first

page of Y's stint rather than assigning it to X and starting Y off with the

first scene of Act II. On the other hand, if the example of Qi had not been

annotated, the division which runs over the last seven lines of Act I onto

sig. Ei set by compositor Y is the more understandable. Incidentally, it is

clear that Y did not have access to a copy of Qi when he was setting

sheet R
[to be concluded]

28. These arc lines which might have been first occurrence of Hor. on 83 (Li. 141)
influenced by Qi in part, even though the prefixes a line not present in Qi.
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APPENDIX A

(The first reading is that of Q2; the second, of the Folio. For identification of the

editors, see footnote 3 in the text.)

Li

17 hath/ha's Q Q Q Q Q F Q Q
34 haue two nights / two Nights haue QQF QQQQQ
44 horrors Qi / horrowcs Q2 / harrowcs FFFFFFFF
61 When he /ami* he QQQQQQQQ
65 iump/iust QQQQQQQQ
73 cost /Cast FFFFFFFF
89 scaz'dof/sciz'don QQQQQQQQ
98 lawelcsse / Landlessc QQQQQQQQ
150 morning Qi / morne Q2 / day QQQQQQQQ
158 say/says QQQQQQQQ
161 dare walkc Qi/ dare sturrcQ2/ can walkc QQQQQQQQ
164 that time/ the time FQFQFFQQ
Lii

35 bearers / bearing QQQQQQQQ
40 or 42 [om. exit / supply exit] FFFFFFFF
50 My gratious Lord Qi / My dread Lord

Q2 / Dread my Lord QQQQQQQQ
129 sallied / solid FQFQFFFF
150 O God / O Heauen QQQQQQQQ
155 flushing in / flushing of QQQQQQQQ
177 prcthee / pray thee FQQQFFQQ
183 euer I had / I had euer QQQQQQQQ
185 Where / Oh where FQFQFQQQ
195 Gods / Heaucns QQQQQQQQ
200 Armed to poynt Qi / at Q2 / Arm'd at all

points QQQQQQQQ
2o4 destil'd/bestil'd QQQQQQQQ
205 gclly, with . . . fcare A / Icily A ... fcare, FFFQFFFF
226, 227, 228 AIL I Both FQFQFFQF
240 grissl'd / grisly QQQQQQQQ
243 warrant Qi / warn't Q2 / warrant you Qi Q2 Q2 Q2 Qi Qi Q2 Q2
248 tenable / treble QQQQQQQQ
254 loues / louc QQQQQQQQ
Liu

57 stayed for, there / staid for there: QQQQQQQQ
57 thee/ you QQQQQQQQ
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APPENDIX Continued

I

Ti-aS'aS

65 new vnfleg'd courage / new hatcht vnfledg'd

courage Q2 / vnhatcht, vnfledg'd
Comrade F* Q F* Q F* F* Q Q

74 Are of a most select and generall chiefe Q i /
Or of a most select and generous, chiefe

Q2 / Are of a most select and generous
cheff F Q Ft F F F Ft F#

Liv

i it is /is it Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q
9 wasscll / wassels QQQF QQQQ
49 interred / enurn'd FFFQFQFQ
61 waues/ wafts QQQQQQQQ
71 heckles Qi / bettles Q2 / beetles FFFFFFFF
72 assume / assumes QQQQQQQQ
Lv

i whether / where QQQQQQQQ
1 8 knotted / knotty QQQQQQQQ
24 God/Heauen QQQQQQQQ
29 Hast / Hast, hast QQQQQQQQ
33 rootes /rots Q F F Q Q Q Q Q
35 Tis/It's QQQQQQQQ
41 my /mine QQQQQQQQ
43 with . . . gifts / hath . . . guifts QQQQQQQQ
45 to his / to to this QQQQQQQQ
59 my /mine QQQQQQQQ
62 Hebona / Hebenon FQQQFFQQ
63 my /mine QQQQQQQQ
64 leaprous / leaperous FFFQFFFF
69 eager / Aygre QQQQQQQQ
71 barckt/bak'd QQQQQQQQ
75 of Queene / and Qucene QQQQQQQQ
91 adiew/ Hamlet QQQQQF QQ
* In these editors Q2 and F are conflated Kittredge emends to read: Are most select

to produce the reading: ncw-hatch'd, un- and generous chief.

fledged comrade.
j Alexander emends: Arc of a most select

t In all these readings simply marked F,
and ^oicc chicf-

the Folio Arc is chosen instead of Q2 Or # Sisson emends: Are of the most select

but otherwise the wording agrees. However, and generous chief.
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APPENDIX Continued

o

1

113 Hcaucns / Hcaucn FFFQFFQQ
126 in the right / i'th' right FQQQFFQQ
132 ile go pray Qi / I will Q2 / Looke you,

Ilcgocpray F F F Q F F F Q
133 whurling / hurling QQQQQQQQ
[36 Horatio / my Lord QQQQQQQQ
[ 5oHa,ha/Ahha FQFQFFQQ
[ 57 our /for QQQQQQQQ
163 earth / ground QQQQQQQQ
168 your /our QQQQQQQQ
173 times/ time QQQQQQQQ
174 this head / thus, head QQQQQQQQ
[76 well, well / well QQQQQQQQ
177 they might/ there might QQQQQQQ Q
$ Wilson and Alexander retain F Loofy you but take over I will from Qz as a substitute

or F lie.



Quarto Copy for Folio Henry V
by

ANDREW S. CAIRNCROSS

I
PROPOSE TO argue that the First Folio text of Henry V was set up, so

far as that was found feasible, from one or more corrected exemplars
of the bad quarto.

1 To my knowledge this has not hitherto been sug-

gested. In spite of the later developed evidence for Richard III and

King Lear, Pollard's original belief
2
that no bad quarto served as copy in

any sense for the Folio may be largely responsible for the reluctance of

modern critics to follow out the consequences of certain QF similarities in

Henry V that seemed to point in this direction. Sir Walter Greg, for ex-

ample, called attention to a "minor problem of interest" certain "altera-

tions made in the text" of The Contention and The True Tragedy, Q3
(1619), which "anticipate the yet unpublished texts of 2 and 3 Henry VI?
and added, "The same phenomenon is found less markedly in the 1608

(
= 1619) edition of Henry V (Q$) ... the exact origin and significance

of the alterations have never . . . been explained."
3
Sir Edmund Chambers 4

noted Greg's point, but made no comment. He noted also (p. 391) that

"a few marginal notes for action (II.i.i03; IV.viii.9; V.i.3o) are common
to Qi and F," and suggested a skeleton "plot" in the hands of the reporters
of Q. Greg later

5
doubted the existence of this "plot." As for the "notes

for action," or stage-directions, he thought that "If anything these may
point to some influence of Q upon F, an influence also suggested by the

occasional appearance at the same point in both of anomalously divided

lines, though there is no question of F having been printed from a copy

1. Qi, 1600 (Crecde for Millington) ; Q2, 3. Principles of Emendation in Shakespeare
1602 (Crecdc for Pavicr) ; Qs, 1608 (=1619) (1928), p. 41.

(Jaggard? for Pavier). Photographs arc

from the copies in the Capell collection of 4. William Shakespeare (1930), I, 390.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Folio refer-

ences are to the (Old) Cambridge second 5. The Editorial Problem in Shakespeare

edition, 1891. (i950> P- ?o-

2. Shakespeare's Fight with the Pirates

(1917, repr. 1937), p. 46.
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(however much corrected) of Q." No reason is given for this opinion, nor

any alternative explanation of what this "influence" could have been, or

how it worked. Presumably he thought that the certainty of Pollard's con-

clusions made the supposition incredible.

I propose to argue further that two editions of the quarto, Q2 and Q3,
were used as basis for F, and though this is independent of the use of Q
copy in general, and much more tentative that such use was due to the

printers, and not to Heminge and Condell, or the theatre; that the use of

Q2 at irregular intervals occurred at those points where correction of Q3
the main copy or basis proved to be so heavy or complicated that some

technique requiring the independent use of both sides of a quarto leaf

one from each quarto was desirable; and that transcription, while not

used for the whole of the "copy," was used, probably in the form of at-

tached slips of paper, to supply the gaps, or "cuts," in the Q text, and per-

haps (exceptionally) where a complicated rearrangement of Q material,

especially from one Q page to another, made it necessary or convenient;

that the whole procedure, in short, was flexible and contingent, and di-

rected to the one aim of providing the compositors with copy, printed as

far as possible, in the most convenient way. The practicability of the opera-

tion can be demonstrated from sample pages similarly corrected and illus-

trated below.

II

It is known and acknowledged that Henry F Q is a bad, or reported,

text, much abbreviated, often inaccurate and unmetrical, and published,
we may be certain, without the authority and consent of the author or his

Company. The only passages with any claim to authenticity are those

where players' "parts" are conjectured to have been available, such as those

of Exeter, Gower, or the Governor of Harfleur (Chambers, op. cit., I,

391-2). F, which includes much material absent from Q and, naturally,

corrects its faulty metre and arrangement, necessarily rests (at least in the

main and in intention, with the qualifications that will appear presently)
on a manuscript supplied by Heminge and Condell. Between Q and F,

therefore, except in the "parts," no bibliographical or other textual links

ought to exist, except by die merest coincidence, if an independent manu-

script served as printer's copy for F.

Still less ought such links to exist between F and Q2 or Q3- For each

of these, it is also agreed, was printed direct from Qi.
6
Both diverge, though

in different ways, from Qi in the introduction of a number of variants, es-

pecially misprints, and (particularly in Q3) of deliberate attempts, gen-

6. Nicholson, Parallel Text edition, N. S. S., 1886, Intro.; Chambers, William

1877, Introduction (by P. A. Daniel) ; spcare, I, 390.
Arthur Symons, Griggs Facsimile of Qs,
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erally misguided, to improve the sense and the metre, and to modernise.

Since, therefore, Q2 and Q3 are (variant) reprints of a bad quarto, any
links between F and Q2 or Q3 where these vary from Qi, except in the

correction of obvious errors or misprints, furnish double proof of F use of

Q copy. In no other way is it possible to account for the close relationship
between one text deriving from a theatrical manuscript (F) and another

text removed from it, first by the process of reporting, and second by the

errors or editing of a reprint (Q2 or Qs).
A few chance coincidences could, of course, have occurred if the same

compositors could be shown to have set exactly the same parts of Q2 and

Q3 as each of them set in F. This is, on the face of it, highly improbable;
and the suggestion is rendered further unlikely or irrelevant by the facts

that most of the evidence offered below is beyond the scope of a compositor,
and that Q2 was printed some twenty years earlier than F and in a different

printinghouse.

Ill

Now such links between F and Q2 or Q3 do exist in considerable num-
bers in Henry V. The verbal links are as numerous as those indicated by
Dr. Alice Walker in her arguments for the use of Q copy in other plays

(Text. Pr., pp. 1-3). And the number can be extended, for Henry V, by the

latent errors, some of which can be identified, where F has failed to cor-

rect an error common to the quartos. Like the much more numerous QF
links of punctuation, spelling, and lineation, these are beyond the range of

coincidence, or of transcription, or indeed of any form of transmission

except F use of corrected Q copy.
The main verbal links (correct or probably correct readings are itali-

cised) are:-

Q2,F II.iii.49 world Q2,F; word Qi,3

IV.i.65 Icwcr Qi,2; fewer F; lower Q3
IV.viii.3 toward Q2,F; towards Qi,3

Q3,F 11.1.32 honest Qi,2; omit Q3,F
11.177 ye Qi,2; you Q3,F
iii.22 at Qi,2; on Q3,F
111.42 hell fire Qi,2; hell Q3,F
iv.75 brother Qi,2; brother of Q3,F

III.vi.io6 abraided Qi,2; vpbraided Q3,F
IV.iii.i24 am Qi,2; vm Q$f (= 'em)

v.i9 inough Qi,2; enow Q$f
vii.88 Cryspin, Cryspin Qi,2; Crispin Crispianus Q$f
vii.i5o off from his Qi,2; from's Q3; from his F
viii.50 as Qi,2; but as Q$f

V.i.i4 Here a Qi,2; Heerc he Q3,F
1.31 meane time Qi,2; in the meanc time
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Here the greater number of Q3, F (as compared with Q2, F) agreements
is explained by the fact that Q3 was the main "copy/* and by the fact that

Q3 varies much more widely from Qi than does Q2. While one or two of

the links may be disputed as doubtful (e. g. lewer lower fewer), or as

due to a common tendency towards modernization, or to a common
printer, the general trend is clear enough.

The same impression is conveyed by the stage-directions. These fur-

nish particularly valuable evidence. They differ from the rest of the text

in that they are independent of the memorial process of reproduction, and

are therefore most unlikely, in the ordinary course, to agree exactly with

those of a manuscript such as must have been available for F. Excluding

possible "parts," which just might have carried some directions with them,
the close agreement of so many stage-directions in Henry V adds further

weight to the bibliographical connection between Q and F. It is fairly ob-

vious that many F directions have been copied or edited from those of Q,
sometimes abbreviated, and sometimes elaborated or conflated; and where

the quartos vary among themselves, F agrees consistently with Q2 or Q>3

against Qi. For example :-

I.ii.7 Q Enter ... 2. Bishops ... (Q3 two . . .)

F Enter two Bishops.

234 Q Enter the Ambassadors from France. (Qi Thambassadors;

Q2 Th'ambassadors)
F Enter Ambassadors of France.

II.i.79 Q Enter the Boy.
F Enter the Boy.

95 Q They draw.

F Draw.

Ill.ii.i Q Enter Nim, Bardolfe, Pistoll, and Boy. (and om. Qi,2)
F Enter Nim, Bardolph, Pistoll, and Boy.

Ill.vi.i Q Enter Gower and Flewellen. (Q3; Enter Gower. Qi,2)
F Enter Captaines, English and Welch, Gower and Fluellen.

IV.i.85 Q Enter three Souldiers.

F Enter three Souldiers, lohn Bates, Alexander Court, and Michael

Williams.

IV.iii.i6 Q Enter the King. (Q2; the om. Qi,3)
F Enter the King.

IV.viii.7 Q He strikes him. F Strikes him.

V.i.27 Q He strikes him. F Strikes him.

V.ii.i Q Enter at one doore, the King of England and his Lords. And at the

other doore, the King of France, Queenc Katherine, the Duke of

Burbon, and others.
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F Enter at one doore, King Henry, Exeter, Bedford, Warwicke, and
other Lords. At another, Queene Isabel, the King, the Duke of

Bourgongnc, and other French.

IV

Two of the most significant links between Q and F would be sufficient

of themselves to prove the case for F dependence. The first makes it cer-

tain, also, that Q3 was the edition used at this point 11.1.39. According to

the usual practice, Nina's interjection "Push." (Q) or "Pish." (F) is here

given a line to itself in Qi and Q2. In Q3 and F, however, it is printed in

the same line as the last line of the previous speech the only example of

this in F.

The second link shows F dependence on either Q2 or Q3- The texts

compare as follows (IV.viii.io4) :-

Qi ... but fiue and twentie.

O God thy arme was here,

Q2,3 . . . but fiue and twenty.

King. O God, thy Arme was hccre,

F But fiue and twentie.

O God, thy Arme was heere:

The F indent in the second line is pointless and exceptional. It is merely
a survival of the deletion, in the text of Qa or Q3, of the erroneous speech-

prefix King. This is also true of the retention of the unnecessary division

of what are really two parts of the same verse line.

To these links may be added a third, of equal significance, the unique

instance, at H.i.cjS, in which both Q3 and F diverge from their normal

practice and from that of Qi and Q2 to use the speech-prefix form Pi. in-

stead of Pis. or Ptst. or (rarely) PistolL No doubt the Q3 compositor short-

ened the prefix in order to justify the line; but Qi and Q2 had already used

a fuller form in the same space, and Q3 has other lines, just as long, with

the fuller forms.

Again, the influence of Q, and of Q3 in particular, may be reasonably
inferred from the following collation, from the only F passage which de-

parts from the normal speech-prefix King.:-

IV.vii.8o Qi Kin. Q2 King. Q3 Km. F Kin.

84 Kin. King. Kin. Kin.

101 Kin. Kin. King. King.
112 K. Kin. King. King.
116 Kin. Ki. Kin. Kin.

127 K. Ki. Kin. Kin.

131 Kin. Kt. King. King.

139 Kin. Kin. King. King.
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Here F follows the quite fortuitous variations of Q3, but shows no con-

sistent relation to Qi or Q2.
Another significant phenomenon among the speech-prefixes is that

they often change immediately after, and just as far as, Q copy ceased to

be available (since the passages were wanting in Q, or too bad to be used

as copy), and F had therefore to be set from the manuscript. This implies

that, when the compositor switched over from one type of copy to another

from corrected quarto to manuscript he was liable to switch, on some

occasions, to the (different) speech-prefixes of that copy. This is what

must have happened, for example, when the normal F prefix Flu. (Q
Flew.) becomes Welch, eight times consecutively at 111.0.64-133, a passage

wanting in Q; and when the normal Hostess, becomes Woman, at II.iii.33.

The coincidence of the changes with the gaps in Q confirms the use of Q
copy on both sides (i. e. before and after) these passages.

Some of the most striking examples of corroborative evidence may now
be presented in summary form; the Q text, unless otherwise stated, being
taken from Q3, though Q2 may equally well have served, in most cases, as

the copy. The strokes indicate the accepted line-division.

Common QF mislineation

11.17.127-132

Q3 Dol. Say that my father render faire reply,

It is against my will:

For I desire nothing so much,
As oddes with England.
And for that cause, according to his youth,
I did present him with those Paris balles.

Exe. Heel make your Pans Louer shake for it,

F Dolph. Say: if my Father render faire returne,

It is against my will: for I desire

Nothing but Oddes with England.
To that end,/as matching to his Youth and Vanitie,

I did present him with the Paris-Balls.

Exe. Hee'le make your Paris Loucr shake for it,

The coincidence of Q and F in the erroneous line-ending "England" be-

trays the F dependence on its copy. Further bibliographical traces or links

may appear in the common colon after "will", and the common spelling of

Louvre.

IV.i.295-8 (sec also Plate VI below)

Q3 Which eucry day their withered hands hold vp
To heauen, to pardon blood,
And I haue built two Chanceries, more will I do:
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F Who twice a day their wither'd hands hold vp
Toward Heaucn, to pardon blood:

And I haue built/two Chauntries,
Where the sad and solcmne Priests/sing still

For Richards Soule. More will I doe:

Here F ends two lines wrongly, one (296) directly from Q, the other by

beginning a line with the F insertion ("Where . . . Soule."), which is itself

misdivided.

IV.viii.38-4i

Q3 King. Let me see thy glouc.
Looke you, this is the fellow of it.

It was I indeede you promised to strike.

And thou hast giuen me most bitter words.

F King. Giue me thy Gloue Souldicr;

Looke, heerc is the fellow of it:

Twas I indeed thou promised'st to strike,

And thou hast giuen me most bitter termes.

Here the QF agreement in dividing the first line into two, at the same

point, is suggestive, whether the line is prose (as usually printed), or

verse, as Shakespeare probably intended. It is perhaps worth adding that

F agrees specifically with Q3, since Qi and Q2 divide after "Looke you".

Italics

The influence of Q on F may also be illustrated by the occasional de-

parture of F from its normal practice as to the use of roman or italics for

proper names, where it is influenced by, and follows, Q. For example, the

conservative F compositor A, following his copy at this point, Q3 di-

verges into using italics for "Dolphin" in the text, at III.v.64:-

Qi Q2 Q3 F

II.iv.29 Dolphin Dolphin Dolphin Dolphin
in Dolphin Dolphin Dolphin Dolphin

115 Dolphin Dolphin Dolphin Dolphin
III.v.64 Dolphin Dolphin Dolphin Dolphin

vii.88 om. om. om. Dolphin

A's more unorthodox colleague, B, also, who was inclined to the opposite
extreme of treating the word as a name and italicising it, departs from this

practice at Lii.22i and 235, to follow Q in using roman type, while in the

remaining nine instances in the scene, he returns to his normal italics. So,

at IV.vi.ii, 15, 24, B follows Q3, as against Qi and Q2, in printing "Suf-

folke", used alone as a proper name, in roman; and all the quartos in print-

ing "Monmouth", seven times, and "Maccdon", five times, in italics

(IV.vii.) ; and "Lucifer" and "Belzebub" in roman.
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Spelling

The use of -/ and W (-ed) to indicate unvoiced weak past-participial end-

ings was arbitrary between 1590 and 1623, but the tendency to favour W was

progressive. One would therefore expect and allow for a certain degree of

"modernisation" in F as compared with Q. As Dr. Alice Walker pointed
out in the case of quartos that were certainly used as copy for F (op. cit.,

pp. 154-5), onc would expect the pattern of modernisation to be a random

one, if die two texts, Q and F, were entirely independent of each other.

When one finds, therefore, that the pattern of F follows that of Q in its

irregularity, one can only conclude that Q influenced F. In Henry V, there

is an almost complete coincidence of such irregularity in these variants

where they appear in both texts. The following complete list shows that Q
and F agree in 13 -/ endings (14 counting Q3 only), 7 -d, -ed, or W endings

(9 counting Q3 only), while 5 are modernised (Q -/, F V, -ed). There are

only two exceptions; one of them is Fluellen's (Q digd\ F digt), and was

presumably intended to emphasize his Welsh pronunciation; the other is

fae't out, III.vii.8o, and, since the words occur at the end of a prose line in

F, the form might be due to an attempt to justify the line.

QJF -t Q,F -d, 'd, -ed Q -t F 'd, -ed

accurst chac'd burnt, burned

alcwasht disgrac'd punisht, pumsh'd
astonisht enforced Q3,F stopt, stop'd

establisht finished steept, (in-) steeped
matcht Q3 fixed talkt, talk'd

pickt forc'd Q3,F
rackt practis'd

steept stretched

toucht wink'd

vnfurnisht

vsurpt
vanisht

washt

worshipt

Peculiar, and often unique, spellings are also encountered throughout
both texts, e. g. I.ii.i64, Owse (all other Shakespearean plays ooze) ; II.iv.i32,

Louer (= Louvre) ; IV.iii.i05, erasing (
=
grazing); V.i.8 sault (all other

Punctuation

Here F dependence on Q2 or Q3 may be sufficiently illustrated by the

following significant examples :-

i. Q How now sir lohn, quoth I? ll.iii.iy

F How now Sir lohn (quoth I?) what man?
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The retention of the Q question-mark within the F brackets, if not im-

possible in Elizabethan punctuation, is at least unusual enough to be taken

as a clue.

2. Qf great grandfather 1.11.146 (Camb. great-grandfather)

3- Qi>3jF Doll Tcar-sheete, she by name, and her espowse II.i-75

(Camb. omits first comma.)
4. Q3 Now Lords to France: The enterprise whereof II.ii.i82

F Now Lords for France: the enterprise whereof

5. Q3 And I: if F and I: If 111.11.13-14

(Camb. And I:/ If)

Compositors' spelling

The F text seems to have been distributed as follows between composi-
tors A and B:-

7

A hi r h2r
col. a (pp. 69-713) I Prol. Lii.i35

B h2r
col. b h4

r
col. a (pp. yib 753) Lii.i36 II.ii.i79

A h4
r
col. b i4

r
(pp. 75b 87) II.ii.i8o IV.iv.43

B 14* i5
r

(pp. 88-89) IV.iv.44 IV.vii.i42

A i5
v

i6
r

(pp. 90-91) IV.vii.i43 V.i.34

B 16
v
col. a (p. 923) V.i.34 V.ii.n

A i6v col. b k2r
(pp. 92b 95) V.ii.i2 end

Both compositors normally alter certain spellings of their copy-text to suit

their own preferences. But, especially in the case of a printed text, they oc-

casionally adopt the spelling of that copy. Thus, for example, we find com-

positor A, in his first stint, departing from his known habits to follow the

Q spellings in such words as:-

Normal A spelling F Henry V Q Henry V

1.11.96 clayme claim claim

155 bene, beenc bin bin Qi,3 (bene Qh)
30 bclieue beleeue beleeue

177 thieues theeues theeues

Even allowing for the occasional use of shorter spellings (e. g. bin) which

might have been introduced to "justify" a line, there is a marked series of

such variations in the work of both compositors variations characterized

by the consistent adoption of the Q spelling.

7. On this subject, sec T. Satchell, T. L. S.
9

The Library, 4th sen, XXI (1940), 78-94;

3 June, 1920, p. 352; E. E. Willoughby, The I. B. Cauthcn, Jr., "Compositor Dctermina-

Pnnting of the First Folio (1932), pp. 56*?.; tion in the First Folio King Lear," Studies

Charlton Hmman, "Principles governing the in Bibliography, V (1952-3), 73-80; Alice

use of Variant Spellings as Evidence of Walker, Textual Problems of the First Folio

Alternate Setting by Two Compositors," 0953)-
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The whole point may be neatly illustrated from their use of speech-

prefixes, and in particular that for Gower. I have not seen it noticed that

A consistently uses a longer form of prefix than B. Thus B can be identified

immediately on the evidence of such forms as War.y Suf., Mes., Con.;
while A prefers Warw., Suff., Mess., Const. For Gower, A uses the full

name, while B prefers Gow. Each, however, departs from his normal prac-
tice once (apart from an exceptional Gour. at V.i.36). All the quartos are

inconsistent, and use several forms of the prefix. But in both the F variants,

A and B adopt precisely that form which their quarto copy happened to

favour at that point, A taking his Gow. from Q2 at IV.i.8i, and B his

Gower. from Q3 at IV.viLip, quite contrary to their habitual forms,

VI

A general illustrative passage may draw these points together, at

:

Q3

They'l be in fresher robes, or they will pluckc
The gay new cloaths ore your French souldiers cares,

And turnc them out of seruice. If they do this,

As if it please God they shall,

Then shall our ransome soone be leuicd;

Saue thou thy labour Herauld,
Come thou no more for ransome, gentle Herauld.

They shall haue nought I swcare, but these my bones:

Which if they haue, as I will leaue vm them,
Will yeeld them little, tell the Constable, . . .

King. Take it braue Yorfe.
Come souldiers let's away,
And as thou pleasest God, dispose the day.

They'le be in fresher Robes, or they will pluck
The gay new Coats o're the French Souldiers heads,
And turne them out of seruice. If they doc this,

As if God please, they shall; my Ransome then

Will soone be leuyed.

Herauld, saue thou thy labour:

Come thou no more for Ransome, gentle Herauld,

They shall haue none, I swcarc, but these my ioynts:
Which if they haue, as I will leaue vm them,
Shall yeeld them little, tell the Constable

King. Take it, braue Yorfc.
Now Souldiers march away,
And how thou pleasest God, dispose the day.

Here may be noted, in particular:-
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Lineation: the common break at "leuycd" in the middle of the verse line: the printing
of "Take it ... away" as two lines, common to Q3 (but not Qi or

Q2> and F.

Punctuation: the colon after "boncs/ioynts".
Errors: "or", in line 117, was amended by Hanmer, justifiably, to "for"; "or" has

been defended, but is not really satisfactory,
"vm" (Qi,2 "am"); Camb.

"
'cm".

Spelling: "Herauld" is unusual in F.

VII

Since the evidence, then, points clearly to the use of Q as copy or basis

for F, is there anything to determine what procedure was followed ? Was
the copy simply consulted, or was it physically amended, or was it tran-

scribed, or was there a blend of more than one of these methods ?

The use of two quartos seems to indicate amendment or correction,

and the facility of using both recto and verso of a quarto leaf when diffi-

culty was encountered. Marginal (including possibly interlinear) correc-

tion there certainly seems to have been. This was on the whole feasible.

Many quarto pages could have been collated with an authoritative manu-

script and corrected without much trouble, and would provide copy no
worse than an ordinary corrected proof; for example, of the first two

quarto signatures 14 pages of text only two, Biv and B4
T
, would be

rather crowded after correction. The main difficulty would arise from Q
omissions, passages to be inserted in the Q copy. Here it is worth noting

that, in general, there was more blank space on the Q page than is usually

realized. As the photographs reproduced below will confirm, there was
often room for ten or a dozen lines to be inserted, not to mention minor

corrections. No doubt some of the smaller insertions would be made on
the Q page; the longer or more involved could be written on slips of paper
and attached to the page, or included as separate leaves; or they might even

be set from the manuscript itself though this might raise other difficulties.

The top half of Ei
r

(of Q2), given below (plate VI), is an example of the

lighter type of correction; the lower half illustrates some of the relatively

few more difficult stretches.

It is by such a process of correction that many F errors, the existence of

which has already been recognized on literary grounds (in, e. g. H. T.

Price, The Text of Henry V, 1920), may, and, in some cases, must, have

originated. The test is to edit the quarto as the F printers may be presumed
to have done, and watch the errors arising in die process. Sample pages
are given below. As far as possible, illustrations are drawn from the Q2
copy, since its use, and the evidence for its use, are scarcer (because of its

greater conformity with Qi) than for Q3, and Q3 has been amply illus-

trated above.
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(a) Excessive deletion:

11.1.26-27

Q3 Bar. Good morrow ancient Ptstoll.

hecrc comes ancient Ptstoll
',

I prethee Mm be quiet.
AT/JH. How do you my host?

F Bar. Heere comes Ancient Pistoll and his wife: good

Corporall be patient heere. How now mine Hoaste P/-

stoll?

Price (op. tit., pp. 52-3) points out the dramatic necessity of giving the last

sentence to Nim, as in Q, in view of Pistol's reply, "Base Tyke, caTst thou

mee Hoste. . . ." The F omission of the prefix "Nim." is explicable on the

assumption that the corrector of the Q copy wrote his corrections, as he

might well do here, for want of space, in such a way as to obscure it.

That the corrector sometimes drew an arrow or equivalent pointer from
a marginal addition to its position in the text of Q, and seemed (to the

compositor) to delete in the process the words printed in its path, is sug-

gested by the proximity of some F omissions to passages where an insertion

was necessary. For example :-

V.i.75
-
76

Q3 Well France farewell, newcs haue I certainly

That Doll is sicke. One malady of France

F Newes haue I that my Doll is dead i'th Spittle of a mala-

dy of France

Here the corrector, besides deleting "certainly" and inserting "my" before

"Doll", would require to delete "sicke" and substitute for it "dead i'th

Spittle". If this were done in the left-hand margin, a pointer drawn to in-

dicate an insertion after "sicke" might well run through, or seem to run

through, the phrase "Well France farewell," and account for its omission

in F, where it is just what is wanted to fill the gap in the verse. The passage
and its correction are illustrated below in Plate II.

(b) Inadequate deletion:

On a theory of marginal correction, it seems clear that the last two words

in the F passage given below are to be explained as superfluous, and their

presence due to an oversight after the insertion made at the correct point

earlier in the line.

11.1.39-40

Q Pist. What, dost thou push, thou prickeard cur of Iseland

F Pist. Pish for thee, Island dogge: thou prickeard cur

of Island.
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Another probable example of the same kind, where the Q "and" is

superflous in F, and should have been deleted, is ILii.13-14:

Q My Lord of Cambridge, and my Lord of Massham,
And you my gentle Knight, giue me your thoughts,

F My Lord of Cambridge, and my kinde Lord of Masham y

And you my gentle Knight, giue me your thoughts:

Similarly, deletion applied to the wrong one of two identical phrases in

two successive lines, and applied, or interpreted, inadequately, seems to be

what is needed to explain and smooth out the F tangle :-

I.ii.207-8

As many Arrowes loosed seuerall wayes
Come to one marker as many wayes meet in one towne,

The trouble seems to have originated with Q :-

As many arrowes losed seuerall wayes, fly to one market

As many seuerall wayes meete in one Towne:

The corrector, we may suppose, intended to delete "seuerall wayes" from
the first Q line, but instead deleted the same phrase from the second, and
in such a manner as to leave "wayes" undeleted, or at least legible, so that it

was later recovered for the sense. Allowing for the other minor corrections,

the F version should therefore read, more smoothly, and perhaps more

sensibly:-OV.J.xaJ.LS.ljr
.

As many arrows, loosed, come to one mark;
As many several ways meet in one town;

(r) Errors arising out of transposition :

The corrector seems also to have used single or double arrows or a

similar device to indicate transfer or transposition, and sometimes in such

a way as to leave the process incomplete or liable to be misinterpreted. At
two important points, for example, where editors adopt the Q arrangement,
or Q lines omitted by F, a method of inadequate transfer seems to furnish

the probable explanation of the F error.

IV.iii.n-i6

Q2 Cla. Farewell kind Lord, fight valiantly to day,
And yet in truth I do thee wrong,
For thou art made on the true sparkes of honour.

F Bcdf. Farwell good Salisbury, & good luck go with thce:

And yet I doe thee wrong, to mind thce of it,

For thou art fram'd of the firme truth of valour.

Exe. Farwell kind Lord: fight valiantly to day.

Bedf. He is as full of Valour as of Kindnessc,

Princely in both.
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It is agreed that the second and third lines in F ought to follow the fourth

as part of Exeter's speech. The error is usually attributed to a marginal in-

sertion of these two lines, and a mistake as to the correct point of insertion.

The theory of corrected Q copy for F provides a somewhat similar explana-

tion, and at the same time supplies a reason why the two lines should have

been inserted at all. If the missing speeches of Bedford were added to Q
where the immediately following stage-direction provides some space, or at

the foot of the page, where there is plenty of room, the first of these speeches
could then be transposed with that of Cla. (corrected to Exe.) by pointers

connecting the two speech-prefixes. The printer might then erroneously

transpose the two lines thus connected, leaving the intervening lines (12^13)
as they stood. The process is conjecturally illustrated on Plate VI below.

IV.iii.48 : The F omission of the Q line

And say, these wounds I had on Crispins day.

also occurs at a point where a transposition sign might be attached to the

line above it, and is thus very similar to the preceding example. Q3 reads :-

Flinc
And say, to morrow is S. Crispins day: 46

[
12 lines] 51-63

Then shal he strip his sleeues, & shew his scars, 47
And say, these wounds I had on Crispins day. 48
And Gentlemen in England now a bed, 64

(d) Erroneous incorporation from marginal corrections:

There are two outstanding examples of this:-

i. IV.viii.26ff.

[See Plate I]

The resulting F version of this passage reads :-

Flu. ... a Villaine . . . ha's strooke the Gloue which

your Maiestie is take out of the Helmet of Alan-

son.

Will. My Liege, this was my Gloue, here is the fellow

of it: and he that I gaue it to in change, promised to weare

it in his Cappe: I promised to strike him, if he did: I met
this man with my Gloue in his Cappe, and I haue been as

good as my word.

Flu. Your Maiestie hearc now, sauing your Maiesties

Manhood, what an arrant rascally, beggerly, lowsie

Knaue it is: I hope your Maiestie is peare me testimonie

and witnesse, and will auouchment, that this is the Gloue

of Alanson, that your Maiestie is giue me, in your Con-

science now.
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fHenry tkjft.

tJjJMfeffiKfJ^^
T^gl^l>i^MM^tW6thefouldicfs : T *y^^frr^*l~
1. !;I^L iiiiAt. L :r '

*rgj*i fV^HJ/Vfc/e
Jinay mm win bi tinme beiwiepc thcim ,> i%wap 2*^ ^c
For I do know &<**&* valiant,

***"*
^aNjki/tf ir^fcr A4Afr

AndUJM toucht^hot as gunpowder ; / w>KCko^^kfcKim^ r
And auieklv will returns an iniurir, / io^/&v Ki& MMrJ* frCon^e . k^

cu more good coward you, pc

e <

v^-J^C SnJknow thi?,and thu I challenge it.

flegiuetrcafon H$ dmpttfanily

Ai you fhall dcfirciUm a fc^mmcrx day> Hoerg
ftfos ^c^.fe.

Hcie ii i i-ifflltil tMMla[ii&ilftin|fci >h>glouff
Which your maieltieioBke out ofthe helmet ^iAhnfon:'*
nAyourmaicflic^ beare metoirncflflfiin^eflimonyA

od ^oouchmentsythat this is the glouc, , .

n '

^smygloucY^y"^
i s (te

" "

Promifcd me to wcare it in his htcfaf^*
I promiGcd to (hike him if he did.

I met thft Ctwrirman,with my gloue in his^(*Appc
And /ihiiilit 1 haue bcne asgood asmy word.

fkw. Your Maieftic hcar^vndcr your Maicftics /
'

Tjood^hatS^beggcrlylowfieknaue'

' A ^'
* f 2

fr **d gikci

v WK*^ Ike
1$ feat (**e

Plate I (Q2j sig. F2'), IV.vii. 164 IV.viii.37
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The intrusion of "will" into the third last F line is curious. Editors have

managed to incorporate it, and possibly to make sense of it, but have

fought shy of explanations. Yet, on the basis of corrected Q2 as copy for F,

the reason for its presence, and its lack of authenticity, may be demon-
strated. It will be observed that, owing to a number of natural associations,

here and in the immediate context, Q has mistaken the position of the two
lines "And your maiestie ... the gloue." The corrector, to restore the true

order, would transfer either the two lines to their proper position below, or

the succeeding eight lines (duly corrected) to theirs above. He would also

correct the prefix "Soul" and write in the margin, or above the prefix, the

F form "Will" In either case, it could easily be read as for insertion be-

tween "And" and "auouchment" in the line above. And, one passage or the

other to which it belonged being due for transfer, what more natural than

that it should go with it, besides being inserted, correctly, as the speech-

prefix for "Soul"? Since the lineation of the first four Q lines is different

in Q3, so as to make this error impossible, it seems certain that here Q2
was used. This is confirmed by the detailed collation of this page (sig. F2

r

)

given below. In Q3 the critical passage is arranged, differently :-

And testimonies, and auouchments,
That this is the gloue.

Soul. And it please your maiesty,

(2) The other outstanding example of erroneous incorporation in F of

marginal correction from Q copy occurs in an extremely corrupt Q passage,

^.1.75-83, part of which has already been dealt with, and which exhibits in

F all the symptoms of corrected copy common errors, punctuation, and

spelling; and F omissions due to the heavy correction and the difficulty of

the copy. Here the word "cudgeld" (line 82) spoils the metre, and is ob-

viously in some way connected with the same word three lines earlier.

Editors, with the exception of Pope, have apparently been tied to the

authority of F, and allowed the word to stand. A comparison of the Q
version, however, and a consideration of the marginal corrections necessary
to transform it into the F version, suggest a simple explanation the word
has been duly inserted in its proper place, but also caught up again from
the end of the insertion, which would stretch down the right-hand margin
so as to place the word opposite or above the end of line 82, thus :-

[See Plate II]

It is to be remarked, further, that :-

(i) F is mainly in prose, while Q is, correctly, in verse. The prose of F
may be set down to the heavy and confusing correction. Only the last two
lines show that the rhymes at least have helped to indicate the necessity
of verse.
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(ii) In the confusion, a line (The warres . . .) and a half-line (Well
. . . farewell,), both of which seem authentic, and one of which completes

an otherwise defective line, have been omitted.

(iii) "Cudgeld" has been, erroneously, caught into line 82.

(iv) The Q error "Doll" for "Nell" has been left uncorrected.

fin. AH lidl flull ftirrc for thii\.
a ) f

Doth Fortune play the hufwifc withmenow ?

fldd from imr wnrliltt loirn

ell newes baue I

*
...^

JH isWwOjffmalady ofFrance. **(_
The warreyflfoordeth nought.homc

will I
trttj

id4U
nhrnc.a^ft

iheqigWhandi/f ^ f
_

tngland will 1 ftealc, ^f^y^irie liv^bes Korvovr is

And there He ftcale:

And patches will I get vnto the(e
v

(cafreif

AndfwnrelcStthetnintbcGalliawarreiJ

G
Plate II (Q3, sig. Gi

r

), V.i.75-83 + V.ii. s.d.

VIII

Passages not represented in Q must of course have been either printed

direct from manuscript, or from a transcript, probably on a slip or sheet of

paper that could be inserted or pasted into the copy. That some transcrip-

tion was done is rendered likely by the evidence of mislineation in such

passages; though of course mislineation, of itself, proves little, and could

arise from many other causes. In particular, IV.i.226-245, a piece of blank

verse throughout, is mislined by F in one way, and by editors in another.

The corrector seems also to have used transcription, on at least one

occasion, to resolve confusion in the corrected copy. He ran into trouble

for the first time at the foot of Bi
r

, where, as on the verso, heavy correction

was necessary, as well as the transposition of various lines from verso to
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recto. Transcription is suggested by the manuscript-type error "name"

(II.i.23) for the correct Q reading "mare".

However that may be, the evidence points to this limitation on tran-

scription, namely, that F peculiarities previously detailed cannot be so ex-

plained where the text is common to F and Q, nor would transcription

seem to require the use of two quartos.

IX

The most intriguing question is the reason for the use of two quartos
as copy. Once again, the way to the probable solution is to follow the pro-
cedure that the corrector may be assumed to have adopted, and at the same
time to identify, as near as can be done in the circumstances, the particular

quarto used at each point. From a treatment of the text in this way, it

emerges that Q3 was the main copy, and in particular for gatherings A
and B, where, with the exceptions noted above, it presents no difficulty.

Elsewhere, beginning from signature C, the use of Q2 occurs at intervals. Its

use seems to coincide with difficulty of corrections, i. c. heavy correction on

at least one side of the Q leaf, where both sides are usable. This means that,

in such cases, Q3 was used, as corrected, for e. g. the recto, while Q2 was

similarly used for the verso. The obvious advantage of this procedure was,
of course, that it dispensed with the need for transcription of a passage as

a whole, while allowing either side to be cut up, re-arranged, and supple-
mented by the necessary material and corrections from the manuscript.

And, as we should expect on such a hypothesis, the use of the Q copy was

determined in general by the Q page. This is confirmed by the fact that

it has no consistent relation to the F page or column, or to the stints under-

taken by the F compositors, or to act and scene divisions. The Q page is

normally that of Q3, though occasionally that of Q2 is allowed to deter-

mine the limit of use.

All this is well illustrated by the first appearance of Q2 as copy on Cir
.

The division is sharply marked, with two clear variants Q3,F "hell"

(Qi,2 "hell fire") in the last line, II.iii.42, of 84*; and Q2,F "world" instead

of the correct Qi,3 "word" in "The word is pitch and pay:" in the seventh

line of Ci
r
. Actual correction of Q to bring it into conformity with F shows

that the corrector here found himself in difficulty owing to the combined

need for transposition, correction, and addition. The initial result would
be so complicated as to give a compositor some trouble, thus and this is

the result of various trials :-

[Sec Plate III]

The corrector seems to have decided, of necessity, to make a better copy.

Rather than rewrite the passage, he sought another exemplar, which hap-
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enswioU are wafer cakei f

And hold faft is the oncl do

6h- Touch her loft KJH and

* r .

wfcr,
.But adieu.

.

thehumoroTS)^ Vv
.

. (S
,a

/f^eep^faflthyhugeUbai.A ^ r>
do/I ft^ ec^o^L.

M^l^c.F^eKv<ditu,. /b
Ploor.sk. t^^^E^er/f^f^^

You fee theKing of England is not flackc,

For he is&tfted on this Land already.
%* -:

Plate III (Q3, sig. Ci
r

), II.iii.43ff.

pened to be one of Q2. Here he discovered if he was not already aware

that this passage occupied the lower half of B4
V

,
which he was naturally

free to cut up and re-arrange so as at the same time to allow for the inser-

tion of any omitted matter. The process turned out to be extremely simple

and economical, and provided much better copy, something like this:-

[See Plate IV]

Continuing with the correction of Ci, the corrector immediately came

to a corrupt passage of five lines, for which he had to substitute twenty,

II.iv.i-20. This was followed by six gaps, in rapid succession, including one

of 13 and one of 15 lines. He therefore continued with the scissors-and-paste

method, using the still intact recto of Ci in Q2, and thus preserving for

further use the verso, CI
T
,
of Q3, thus:-

[See Plate V]
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'Boy. HoftcsdoyouicmcmbcrhcfawcaFlcfiftind

Vpon ^*$fonofe,aiidredif wasablackcfoulc
Burning in hell fire ?

r. Well,

TheKing willbegonefrom

K. Co**, let's **Ay, My
lookc tomy chattel!and mymouca
rTtutt nondthcworid u

pitch
and pav^ r

/MeuwM4arewafcrcaket,

Tbcibr09phim bethy counccUor,

OettOftthychriftallts,

h>

Pi*)-.
Touch her foftlipi ndlpait.v*<H>H

>

^r. Farewell baftes.

Mm. I caraotkifleanrftbemthe bmooioHt
Bntadicu.

'K*Fls

, T

Plate IV (Qz, sig. B4
T
), Il.iii^ff., cut up and rearranged

The collation suggests that he continued the use of Q2 until he came to

the stage-direction at the foot, and for that, and the one line of text after it,

II.iv.75, returned to Q3, where only a part of the verso was now required.
The collation is:-

Qi Q2 Q3 F

Qz II.iv.2i foorth forth foorth forth

22 France: France: France France:

25 busied busied troubled busied

26 kingd Kingd kingd King'd
27 fantastically phantastically fantastically phantastically

65 Embassador Embassador Ambassador Embassador

Q3 75 brother brother brother of brother of
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For ed on thiitand alreadie.

My grariMi t>rfjmeetweallgoe
AiiJa vi igaipftthif.il (foxfh
AiiJvicwthcfretlhm4ri ofFrMr^^ /

Avui Bt let vsdo it with no fliewcoffeatc*

Norwich no tnorc^hcn ifwe htard fot
, Enghndp ere buficd withVMorh dance. / WKCbson
CFr roy goodU^Oicii fo idcly Kint

%

d,

Her fceprer To phantaftically boroct

fi*gukfal by Jihallow hanoroqi youth, vami
Thar feareacrt^dihernoi.

CM.O peace Prince D*tfti*{yen
Qucftionyour grace the bee Ero

With what^tiJheheardMfE
How well fupplied withagWCouofcll
AftJhowWrcfelotion ai&atiJ hmiy/^rrtbU iU
^^_^^t____^.jj/___L^^. i_r

KdblC

ranriMKiogofEngland./ H*rrv

Fromom brotherEi^taid*
C

Plate V (Q2 , sig. Ci r
), H.iv.iff.

One must, of course, make allowances for accidentals, compositors' habits,

etc.; but the trend in favour of Q2, and the absence of any clear case of de-

pendence on Q3, are evident enough.

Q3 proved adequate for the next two pages. The Chorus of Act III in-

tervened approximately between the recto and verso of C2, which would
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allow, possibly, of the verso being cut up for the interposition of several

long omissions; though separate slips could also have been used. In the

case of C3, the verso, containing the French of Hl.iv., was almost certainly

unusable, and the corrector was thus free to do as he wished with the recto.

On similar lines, Q3 seems to have sufficed for Di to D3 inclusive, though

D3
r

may either not have been used at all, or may have been cut up on ac-

count of heavy transposition, and Q2 used for the lightly corrected verso.

The evidence is too slight for a firm decision.

The next instance where Q was difficult on both sides but not unusable

on either, is Dq. At this point, the Q2 page begins and ends the previous

signature one line earlier than Q3, /*. e. Df of Q3 begins at IV.i.62, while

D3
V
of Q2 begins at IV.i.6i. This correspondence must have favoured al-

ternate use of the quartos. Collation suggests that the recto was set up from

Qi Q2 Q3 F

IV.i.65 Icwcr Icwcr lower fewer

67 ancient auncient ancient aunchient

71 bable bablc babble bable

8 1 Gour. Gow. Gower. Gow.

Although a case can be made out on general grounds for "fewer", as by

Greg (Pr. Em., pp. 18-19), the Q3 "lower", which is supported by "I will

speak lower" at line 81, is almost certainly correct, and, on a theory of Q
copy for F, it is clear that "fewer" has not the independent authority it was

supposed to have, and is, in fact, nothing but a conjectural emendation, by
the F corrector or compositor, of the Q2 "lewer".

Besides heavy correction, both sides of the leaf (as in Q3) have sub-

stantial gaps, amounting to some 65 lines, the recto some transposition,
c. g. lines 113-114 with 101-103, and five lines that are, rightly or wrongly,
omitted altogether in F. Here again, use of one quarto for each side of the

leaf would give the advantage of the scissors-and-paste method.
On the next page, Ei

r

,
the corrector continued with Q3 (IV.i.iSfoSp).

He encountered heavy correction, five small gaps, and a little transposi-
tion. Near the end, 60 lines had to be inserted, and 20 of these appear in F
mislined (226-245), suggesting that they were copied on to a slip, not too

intelligently. On the verso, correction is particularly heavy on the second

half of the page, and a whole scene of 64 lines, IV.ii., had to be restored

in the middle. Again, recourse seems to have been had to Q2 (Ei
r

; Ei
v
in

Q3). Such variants as do occur point to Q2 here:-

IV.iii.4 Exe. Qi,2,F Ex. Q3
4 all are Qi,2,F are all Q3
12 Lord Qi,2,F Lords Q3
i6SD. the King Q2,F King Qi,3
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Andoo it hiffi bcftowdmore coooircream,
Thenfrom it ifliicd forced

yearly
.

/ward /Tojhewenro
Ai&haiieb

T iv*~
fa. fcjf Mr LorJjhiA miv(Hat wnniimarmtftnm

J
W9 J *^^^^^ ^ ^*

^^y^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^**^^*^*^^^^^

Theu7,nx^eo<i^atulai>tbi^tfijU4/focnce.

Brtejfejiv te&si / Bs-^& if.

Ajj2s H^/JEi
" *

cTtowC. Wk tt

/. 1 hi oddn ii til to< PMti^irc ircB

BrM> CT^f>.aaJmy Urirfyfaffir.

iyIiuiJufi^il
.'(g,MJteallf>niill

gf-Gfe FarewellkiBdLorJ^ghcvalMirtlytodiy,
And jrecinnuibldocbeemong, *t> W<1 ** V^
tottnottytajadeq^tPtWMffMhiteflioB
t (&>>~i^l:*t*eth*1Ci*- ...

b&ules
(

Ext. There is fiueto oae,a*y they all are firefli. .

^VlaKm^. OffighuoeaientbcyIuiiefaUfm*tboa(aiHl./l^4icent
5</. ThiaddMiiill^pMiiFarcicclllciadLocdjr

t,Uiv\es

^GodcwUklwould not loofeflwhoaoii/A)gn* **?^^, ,. i

One mai^Woald flure from me,^ra tvve Hxkktt
" Ihn

NMferny4MgtaM.il* best

Plate VI (Q2, sig. Ei
r
), ^.1.186-289; IV.iii.if.
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Exactly the same procedure was applied to the next signature, 2 Q3
being used for the recto and Q2 for the verso. The use of Q2 was here due,

not so much to the state of the verso, which is good, as to the very heavy
correction and transposition necessary on the recto (IV.iii.33-72). The
verso (IV.iii.73-ii6) shows the following indications of Q2 copy :-

IV.iii.90 backc Qi,3 back: Q2,F
100 famed, Qi,3 famed: Q2,F
113 flyc:Qi flyc, <& flic: Q2,F

The only significant Q2 exception "within are trim" at line 115, for "are

in the trim" (Qi,3,F), must have been restored by the corrector.

The remainder of E presented no difficulty; E3
V
, another French scene,

was probably useless; and the other pages could be corrected easily from

Both sides of Fi are fairly heavily corrected, and Q2 may have been

used for the recto, though it is hard to be quite certain. Q2 next appears
on signature F2 (IV.vii.ii4-i6i; IV.vii.i6i IV.viii.35). Q3 was used

for the recto, which still coincides, to within a line, with the previous Q2
verso. The evidence of the speech-prefixes (section IV above), and read-

ings like "from's" Q3; "from his" F ("off from his" Qi,2) confirm. The
recto has all the familiar features heavy correction, gaps, and transposi-

tion that accompany the introduction of Q2. It is not surprising, there-

fore, that the collation of the verso, itself containing a number of gaps,

and requiring (in Q2, where the corresponding side, the recto, takes in 12

more lines) some transposition, shows evidence of the use of Q2, as fol-

lows :-

IV.viii.i SD. Captaine Gowcr Q3 Gower Qi,2,F

3 towards Qi,3 toward Q2,F

18/23 now? Whats Qi,3 now whats Q2,F
26 in person Q3 om. Qi,2,F

30 in's Q3 in his Qi,2,F

The incorporation of the speech-prefix "Will." from the margin into the

text, from Q2, has already been mentioned and illustrated (Plate I).

Here we have again the tendency to complete the page of whichever

quarto was in use. The corrector continued to the end of the Q2 recto,

which carried him well over into the Q3 recto of F^ The resumption of

Q3 at that point is clear from c. g. the reading "but" (om. Qi,2) at

IV.viii.50.

The last evidence of Q2 copy occurs on the second half of Ff, and

may be confined to that half. The top half of both recto and verso needs

only light amendment, the lower half of both a great deal. The Q3 page

may therefore have been cut across, so that the verso could be cut-and-
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pasted (from Q3; "in the meane time" Q3,F;"meane time"Qi,2, at V.i.3i) ;

the lower half of the recto being done on Q2, where it formed the top
of F3

V
; or the whole of the recto could have been corrected on the Q2

copy (IV.viii.io6 V.i.i3) so that the Chorus to Act V could be inserted

between the end of Ff and the beginning of F3
V
. The return to Q3 was

made, as we have seen happen before (sig. Ci), on the stage-direction

"Enter Pistol." required before the last line of the page (Ff) of Q3-
The outstanding evidence here of Q2 is the spelling "sault" at V.i.8 in

Q2 and F, a spelling not found elsewhere in F or the quartos; and this is

corroborated by:-

IV.viii.io9 other. Qi,2 other, F (an other ? Q3
109 God Qi,2,F O God Q3
112 proclaimed Qi,2,F proclaim'd Q3

The resumption of Q3 at line 14 is suggested by the variant:

Here a Qi,2 Heere he Q3,F

Gi r
bears the last obvious traces of F use of Q copy, but, as a single side

or page, presents no problem. The discontinuance of Q copy must have
been due to the difficulty it presented from this point to the end of the

play; it would not have proved worth while to try to use it.

To sum up: A system such as that outlined above may, in the descrip-

tion, seem rather complicated, and more trouble than it could have been

worth. But, with the two quartos in hand, it works out in fact very easily,

and is eminently feasible. Enough Q pages could be corrected with a mini-

mum of labour to make the process economical. Enough leaves could be

used on both sides, or proved to be usable on one side, to permit one cor-

rected quarto (Q3) to serve as the main copy. Leaves of which both sides

were subject to heavy correction, but still usable either as they stood or

after scissors-and-paste treatment, called into play the supplementary Q2,
one side of the leaf being used from each of the quartos. This probably

happened with the following Q3 pages, where the coincidence of heavy
two-side correction with the introduction of Q2 suggests a causal connec-

tion :-Ci
r

, D3
T

( ?), D4
r

,
Eiv

, E2
V
,
Fi r

( ?), F2
T
,
F4

r

( pages as in Q3>. Occa-

sionally, for a short passage, where correction created confusion, a tran-

script may have been made, as in Bi
r
. The main gaps in Q were probably

sometimes supplied by transcription, as is suggested by verse mislineation;

elsewhere, of course, they could have been set up direct from the manu-

script. As a means of providing copy for two compositors with a known

preference for printed copy, this method has its obvious advantages. We do
not know exactly how Jaggard's compositors worked on the copy; but in

Henry V it is possible to see how both could have been provided, on this
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loose-leaf system, with copy so that neither need have interfered with the

progress of the other. And it may have been a further incentive, though

again we can only conjecture, that by this method the manuscript could

have been preserved and returned to the Company intact.

The general conclusion seems justified that F was set up from corrected

Q copy within certain limits. Further, both Q2 and Q3 were used there

is no sign of exclusive dependence on Qi Q3 serving as the main copy,
and Q2 being drawn on wherever that gave the advantage of using in-

dependently a separate side of a Q leaf. Since the use of the quartos as

copy coincides with the Q pages, but with no other known factor in re-

lation to the copy, this may be taken as a printing-house device to ease the

task of correction and speed the delivery of the copy, if necessary, to the

compositors. It would also serve, alternatively, for speed in making a com-

plete duplicate of the play for later use, if the manuscript were urgently

required or demanded by the players, or if there was likely to be a long

delay in setting up.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to imagine any other explanation of

the facts here presented. One cannot imagine such a copy originating, for

example, in the theatre. It certainly would have been impossible as prompt-

copy; nor is it likely that, even if Heminge and Condell set themselves, or

their scribe, to make a transcript, it would have been done in this way,
or on two examplars. The use of Q is much too widespread to admit of a

"patching" theory, such as has been offered for Richard III; a manuscript
that required patching to that extent would obviously have been so dealt

with long before, and one hesitates to think what it would look like after

the "patching." Again, if there was to be transcription, it is difficult to

see the point of the intermediate use of the quartos; it would have been

better to do the transcript direct from the manuscript. In short, except as

a printer's device, there seems to be no accounting for all the phenomena
of the F text.

XI

Apart from possible repercussions on the general theory of Shakespear-
ean texts, which are beyond the scope of this article, it is clear that the

approach to the text of Henry V will have to be revolutionized. All exist-

ing texts, to my knowledge, are based on the assumption that F is inde-

pendent of Q, and that therefore, as Greg puts it (Pr. Em., p. 16), "Where
the texts differ, one possesses vastly greater authority than the other: where

they agree, we not only have direct transcriptional witness to what the

author wrote, but we know . . . that this was actually spoken on the stage."
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If the theory of Q copy, however, is correct, the opposite will in fact be

largely true: where the texts differ, we may infer that, apart from F com-

positorial intervention, the corrector has been at work, and that F is likely

to be correct; where they agree, it may well be an agreement in error owing
to the failure of the corrector to correct. This means that an editor's task

will include the detection of latent errors, the still more difficult task of

deciding between a F correction and a F error, and in general, the recon-

struction of the process of correction for the light it can throw on the text

of F. He will have the certainty that in many cases the authentic text is

lost beyond recovery; but at least he will be able to remove a great many
blemishes that have been obvious enough, but remain secure on the sup-

posed independent authority of the Folio. The task, however, has yet to

begin.





Some Editorial Principles

(with special reference to Henry

by

ALICE WALKER

IN

WHAT FOLLOWS my object is to demonstrate how compositor analysis

contributes towards the solution of editorial problems in Shakespeare.
I use the Folio text of Henry V for illustration, partly because it is

rightly held to be one of the most reliable Folio texts and partly be-

cause it was the work of the two Jaggard compositors, A and B, whose
habits are of considerable importance to editors. I do not propose to suggest
which readings require emendation, except by way of illustration, or even

to consider the general problem of the transmission of this text, which is

the subject of another article in this volume : my aim is merely to show how
answers to a few important questions may be found.

It would be agreed, I think, that the most crucial question today is the

amount and kind of corruption we may expect to find in good substantive

texts. Clearly one cannot generalise, as it varies from play to play and de-

pends on two things: (i) the character of the copy, and (2) the kind of

care taken in its printing. Compositors' errors thus represent only a fraction

of the evidence an editor needs to take into account in formulating the

principles on which he must work, but I shall concern myself with the

habits of compositors because emphasis on the printing of Shakespeare's
texts is urgently needed in order to correct some of the false premises of

present-day editing, often resting on past fallacies rather than present
realities.

Earlier in the present century when the first gigantic strides were made
towards recognition of the kind of copy from which early good quarto and
Folio texts were printed, the immediate reaction was one of confidence. It

seemed as if, given reasonable care over proof-correction (and this was as-

sumed), there could not be much wrong with good substantive texts which

familiarity with the secretary hand might not put right, since even casual

proof-reading with copy would have provided a safeguard against omis-

sions and interpolations, anticipations and recollections detrimental to sense
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and 'absolute numbers.' The assumption that proof was read with reason-

able care was the keystone of conservative editorial theory, but it has re-

cently been badly shaken by what Hinman 1

has so far published about

laggard's proof-reading of the Folio. If Jaggard's preoccupation, through-
out the Folio, was with typographical blemishes and not with fidelity to

copy, then the character of the compositors who set the type is as important
as the character of the copy itself. In recent years, recognition of the need

to know all that can be discovered about compositors, press-work, and

proof-reading has, in fact, undermined in some ways the textual theory
of the pre-war years.

In the last resort, an editor must be prepared to take responsibility for

the readings of his text: for seeing that the emendations he makes are con-

sistent with the kind of transmission he postulates and for seeing too that

he does not flightily emend one kind of error in one place and then jib at

emending its like in another. There may be cruxes which defy emendation

and there will certainly be doubtful readings where it is difficult to know
what to do for the best. But there is, in every text, a nucleus of readings
which are certainly wrong and it is from these that an editor must develop
the principles on which he emends other readings. Disregarding errors in

foreign names and foreign words, requiring an apprehension of the matter

which Jaggard's compositors plainly did not possess, there are just over 50
such readings in the dialogue of Henry V emended by the Old Cambridge
and recent English editors (Dover Wilson, Alexander, Walter, and Sisson).

When these are referred to the stints of the two compositors who set this

play, it is clear what types of error an editor should be on the watch for

and where the greater number of one type of error or another is likely to

be. Spelling evidence shows that Compositor A set pp. 69-713, 75^87, 90-91,

92b-95 (Li.-I.ii.i35, ILii.i8o-IV.iv.43, IV.vii.i43-V.i.34, V.ii.i2 ff.); Com-

positor B set up pp. 7ib-75a, 88-89, 923 (Lii.i36-ILii.i7g, IV.iv.44-IV.vii.i42,

V.i.34-V.ii.n).
2 The unanimously rejected readings are as follows:

Compositor A's stints

p.yi 1.11.131 (i) Bloods for blood ?3
75b II.ni. 1 6 (2) Table babbled Theobald

II.iu.49 (3) world word Qi3 Rowe

77 III.Ch.4 (4) Douer Hampton Theobald

III.Ch.6 (5) fayning fanning Rowe

III.1.7 (6) commune summon Rowe; conjure Walter

III.i.i7 (7) Noblish noblest F2

111.1.24 (8) me men ?4
III.i.32 (9) straying straining Rowe

z. See especially "Variant Readings in the 2. References are to the Cambridge edition,

First Folio of Shakespeare," SQ, IV (1953), 1891-93.

279-288.
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3. My list does not include his more trivial

errors (foul case, turned letters, and an occa-

sionally garbled spelling)
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A's stints thus contain 29 certain errors in 20 pages and B's 23 in 6 l/2 .

I shall now analyse the errors, including in the category 'misreadings' all

that might have been due to misreading of copy but querying those which

might have been due to some other kind of error:

Compositor A's stints

Misreadings: nos. i?, 2, 5, 6?, 8?, 9?, 11, 13?, 14, 15, 17?, 18?, 20?, 23?, 27, 29
Letters added -.3,

10

Words, phrases etc. omitted: 22, 24, 28

Words interpolated: 26

Errors due to copy: 4, 16, 21, 25*

Repetitions: 19
Assimilations: 7

Misinterpretation: i26

Compositor B's stints

Misrcadings: i ?
, 2?, 4, 20?, 21?, 22?, 23?

Letters omitted: 6, 7, 10

Letters added: 9, n, 13

Words, phrases etc. omitted: 8, 14, 15, 16

Words interpolated: 5
Errors due to copy: 3?

Repetitions: 17

Anticipations: 12, 19

Inexplicable: i86

It is evident that in A's stints there are certainly 7 instances of misreading

(nos. 2, 5, n, 14, 15, 27, 29
7

). Among the readings I have queried as pos-

sibly due to other causes, no. i might have occurred through assimilation to

'sword' ('blood and sword') ; no. 6 presents a problem but, as I have no
doubt that Walter's 'conjure'

8
will have wide appeal, it should, I judge, be

4. It is generally assumed, I think rightly, full' he would have used the ligature 'st'.

that these confusions in place and personal T , , . f . A ,. ,

names were due to Shakespeare's forgetful-
7- It looks as if Compositor A did not rcc-

ness ogmse the word, possibly spelt 'paccion' in

his copy. The letter cannot have been

5. Presumably due to a cramped abbrevia- omitted accidentally, since for 'ct' he would
tion. have used the ligature.

6. Possibly B registered what he saw not 8. The leisurely ritual associated with con-

by the eye but by the ear, voicing the sound: juring makes the sense seem less apt to this

V for 'z* might therefore be an error of stirring passage than Rowe's martial 'sum-

foul case; if he had intended to set up 'mist- mon*.
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numbered at least provisionally among misreadings, bringing the total to

8; nos. 8, 9, 18, 20, may have been due to the accidental omission of a letter

(especially in view of the graver omissions, nos. 22, 24, 28) ; no. 13 may be

a turned 'n'; no. 17 might have occurred through assimilation to the fol-

lowing 'o' (cf. no. 7), and no. 23 ('Come, goe me' for 'Come, goe we')

certainly looks like an error of this kind. The number of misreadings in A's

stints therefore lies between (say) 8 and 16.

The only certain misreading in B's stints is no. 4, though no. i may be

an error of this kind; no. 2 might have been a misreading (assuming the

line began with a minuscule), but it looks more like a typical error of anti-

cipation ('End in one purpose, and . . .'), like nos. 12, 19; and it would
seem unrealistic to regard nos. 20-23 as anything but typical perversions,

such as abound in B's work in / Henry IV, in the absence of any certain

misreading in B's stints except (perhaps) no. i and (certainly) no. 4. The
number of misreadings in B's stints thus lies between (say) 2 and 7. This

means that between 10 and 23 out of 52 certain errors were misreadings
less than half, even if we unrealistically accept the higher figure.

These two lists of indubitable errors need to be related to the conclusions

reached by Mr. Cairncross elsewhere in this volume, and it is not my pur-

pose to discuss them in detail or in relation to the question of copy except
to remark that Compositor A had the lion's share of the setting from manu-

script and B from corrected quarto
9

. The point I want to make is the

general one that a start from the indubitable errors, analysed on a com-

positor basis, makes it easier to judge which of the many emendations that

have been made, or suggested, is warranted on the evidence; and, as one of

the main tasks of an editor today is that of separating the grain from the

chaff in three centuries of critical opinion, it is important to have some

systematic means of winnowing. I am not suggesting that a survey such

as I have made need be applied rigidly. There may be types of error fre-

quently made by a given compositor which are not clearly exemplified in

the manifest errors of every text; further, my survey gives only an inkling

(A, no. 3) of the certainty of contamination from Q2 and Q3 opened up
by Mr. Cairncross's conclusions. But in spite of inevitable limitations, these

lists provide four useful pieces of information : ( i) that the ductus literarum
as the solution to textual difficulties represents half measures at the best

even when the copy was difficult manuscript
10

; (2) that misreading may
be more appropriately invoked in explanation of errors in A's stints than in

B's; (3) that errors in B's stints may be twice as numerous as in A's; and

9. Mr. Cairncross's evidence seems to me 10. How difficult the manuscript was is evi-

vcry strong indeed. dent from the many mistakes in transliterat-

ing foreign words.
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(4) that B's errors may include a very high proportion due to the kind of

carelessness exemplified in his stints in I Henry IV.*
This nucleus of certain errors touches, of course, only such corruptions

as would seem obvious to anyone attentively following the matter. This is

clear from the fact that (as the lists reveal) most of the errors of this kind

in Henry V had been corrected by the mid-eighteenth century. But, starting

from this nucleus, it is easier for an editor to test past opinion as well as

his own. Thus, at Il.iv.ioy, the emendation of 'priuy' to 'pining' is war-

ranted on the evidence of difficulty with minims"; the evidence of no. 19
warrants the assumption that 'by' at V.Ch.29 was A's interpolation due to

repetition; and the evidence of no. 23 suggests that 'for' for 'or' at IV.iv.i4

(clearly wanted, since Pistol's threat is 'death or ransom') was an error of

assimilation to the preceding 'fortie'. Compositor B's 'Maiesties surueyes'

(I.ii.i97) is on a par with no. 9 (the addition of a final Y was, in any case,

one of B's most pernicious habits") and 'come' for 'came' at II.i.ii4 looks

like a characteristic error of anticipation. These are among the doubtful

readings which some, but not all, of the five editions emend. There are 36
such readings in all: 22 of them in A's stints (6 or 7 attributable to misread-

ing), 14 in B's (of which only i is explicable as a misreading) and most

of the emendations are in accordance with what the indubitable errors

suggest about likely types of error in their stints. There might have been

greater uniformity of opinion over these doubtful readings (which are by
no means all that are questionable) had the ductus literarum not proved
a stumbling block.

A further point worth remark concerning the indubitable errors in this

text is that on at least a dozen occasions the Quarto preserved the truth

where the better text failed. Most (though not all) of the Folio errors which
can be set right by reference to the Quarto are trivial and could have been

corrected with certainty in the absence of a collateral text. All the same, it

is not reasonable to suppose that chance will have operated so that a good
text and a bad will have corrupted the same readings, and because Pope
was too partial to the Quarto is no reason for flying to the other extreme

by trying to avoid its aid. There is no reason for rejecting two Quarto read-

ioa. See A Walker, "The Folio Text of 'sunne' (Q) in T. & C. 9 .11.171, 'Sword' for

i Henry IV" Studies in Bibliography, VI 'foord' (Q) in Lear, III iv.52, or 'soules' for

(1954), 45-59. 'smiles* (Q) in Rich. 77, I.iv.28? How many
editors, using the Old Cambridge text as

ii. Since the error occurs in a passage copy for their own, have struck out a better
where Q3 could easily have been corrected

rcadmg (c.g.

.

plous bawds ) and substituted
to serve as copy for F, we must suppose the somcthmg inferior? Why should collators
mistake was the collator's. I see no obstacle have^ lcss falhblc?
to supposing that a collator, with a perfectly

satisfactory reading in his printed text, none 12. Cf. his "welcomes newes', 'Lords Staf-

the less sometimes altered it for the worse. fords' in / Hen. IV, I.i.66, V.ni.i3.
How else can we explain F's 'Fenne' for
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ings, followed by the (Old) Cambridge editors at IV.vi.i5 'And cries

aloud "Tarry, dear cousin Suffolk"'. The Folio's substitution of 'He' and

'my' for the italicised words is entirely characteristic of Compositor B,

making first an error of repetition and then one of anticipation. So too is

the substitution of 'black and white' (II.ii.i04) for 'black from white', the

Quarto reading and a better complement to 'stands off'. The Folio reading
is again Compositor B's, who presumably anticipated 'and' at the beginning
of the following line ('Treason and murder'). Fear of bad texts is only

justified if we can be quite certain that there were no errors in either the

copy or the printing of the more authoritative text. Provided that an editor

can explain how the corruption came about (and B's certain errors justify

our assuming similar errors in the above two readings) it would be dan-

gerous, in view of the superficial character of Jaggard's proof correction,

not to accept the better readings.
In an article in the last volume of Studies in Bibliography

12*

I argued
the need for eclecticism in the editing of collateral substantive texts with

the reservation that eclectic editing today was something very different

from that of the eighteenth century. Under the impression that there was

grave corruption of readings both in the printer's copy and in its printing,

far greater freedom of choice was then exercised than would now be war-

ranted, but this does not mean that there must be no choice at all. Thus,

Capell's rejection of the Folio's 'tomb' for the Quarto's 'grave' at I.ii.i03

would now seem inadmissible on two counts: first, because it presupposes
a memorial error of the kind we can postulate in the Quarto copy but not

in the copy for the Folio; and secondly, because the reading was Composi-
tor A's, whose errors in this text give no warrant for assuming he was prone
to inexplicable verbal substitutions of this kind. On the other hand, at

III.in.47, where the Folio reads

To rayse so great a Siege: Therefore great King,

there is much to be said for Capell's substitution of the Quarto's 'dread'
13

for the second 'great', since there is grave suspicion that Compositor A
made a similar error at IV.i.287 (no. 19). The emendation of the Folio is

here the more admissible because the Governor's speech seems very well

reported in the Quarto. Consequently, Capell's emendation of the Folio's

'Succours' to 'succour' (Q) two lines earlier also merits serious considera-

tion. So too does Capell's 'contaminate' (Q 'contamuracke', one of its

i2a. "Collateral Substantive Texts (With on the text of Henry V (1920). I also sus-

Special Reference to Hamlet) ," SB, VII pect, like Price, that there is a similar error

(1955), 5 1 -6?- * repetition in F at IV.i.156-7, though I

think it likely that Q's 'crave' was a misread-

13. Over this and a number of Q readings ing of an abbreviated 'command'.
I find myself in agreement with H. T. Price
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oddest misrcadings) at IV.v.i6 for B's 'contaminated'.
14 The tendency is

now to draw on the Quarto only when the Folio is manifestly in error. But

we cannot suppose that all compositors' errors resulted in an obvious break-

down in the sense, and although we know that something is missing at

IV.v.n (B, no. 16), the Quarto's 'dread' at IH.iii.47 is, in fact, a reading in

which greater confidence can be placed than its 'honour' as a stop-gap at

IV.v.n, since the Quarto seriously garbled the dialogue of the latter scene.
15

Where there are errors of repetition and anticipation in plays for which
we have a single substantive text, there is often nothing to be done about

them- Editors have beaten their brains in vain over 'Cleanse the stuflft

bosome, of that perillous stuffe' (Macbeth, V.iii.44) a B crux to which a

collateral text might have provided a satisfactory solution. Where we have

a collateral text, even a bad one, we are indeed fortunate, and a number of

Quarto readings in Henry V merit more consideration than they have

recently had.

The quandary in which the variant readings at IV.vi.i5 ('And cries . . .

Suffolk') place an editor was pursued to its logical conclusion by Greg
(Principles of Emendation, p. 47) :

It is, indeed, difficult to suppose that the undoubted improvement [the Q reading]
is due to corruption: at the same time it is difficult to suppose that F can be merely

misprinted. Revision would offer a solution.

This, however, affords very slender support for a rather revolutionary theory. I

mention this here, not because I think it probable, but in order to draw attention to its

textual implications. If the performance on which Q is based was of a version revised

from that transmitted by F, editors would be placed in a truly unenviable position.

They would namely be presented with the alternatives of either reproducing the un-

revised version of F, only removing as best they might obvious errors of the scribe or

compositor, or else of endeavouring, by an almost pure process of intuition, to recover

such fragments of the author's second thoughts as may lie embedded in the corruption
of Q, and weaving them into the texture of the earlier version. There is an all too

common type of editor who would revel in such a problem as this, but one who took

his task seriously might well be pardoned for giving it up in despair. Nor would it

only be the choice of readings that would be affected: we should have in every instance

to inquire whether an absurdity of Q could not be emended into something that might

pass muster as a revision of F's reading. It is to be hoped that we are spared this

nightmare.

The logic of this is applicable to every case where an inferior text has

a reading which is manifestly superior to its counterpart in a better text, but

the dilemma can probably be resolved in most cases by an examination of

what the compositor's errors reveal, since confidence in Jaggard's proof
correction is not now so strong as it was in 1928. B's unfortunate habit of

14. There are 4 instances of B's addition of 15. All the same, Q's 'honour
1

is a great
'd' in i Hen. IV (I.iii.i59, 23^; II.iii.3o; deal better than Walter's 'arms', as two syl-

V.i.72). lables are wanted.
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attempting to memorise more than he could reproduce accurately, result-

ing in errors of recollection and anticipation, certainly seems to leave an

editor freedom of choice at IV.vi.i5. The only escape from the 'rather revo-

lutionary' theory above (involving an editor in a choice between Shake-

speare's first and second thoughts) is, in fact, a counter-revolution towards

eclectic editing (involving a choice between truth and falsehood in collat-

eral texts) or the abandonment of literary values and what serious risks

editors would be taking if they accepted all but the most blatant errors of

the more authoritative text is evident from Compositor B's performance in

/ Henry IV. Because the copy for a particular text was more authoritative

than that for a collateral it does not follow that it was proof against care-

lessness in its printing.

The above lists also show how frequently one of the later Folios cor-

rected a Folio error. Such corrections have, of course, no authority and

there is no reason why an editor should not reject F2's 'noblest' (A, no. 7)
in favour of Malone's 'noble' if he thinks the latter the more Shakespearian

reading just as he is at liberty to reject Malone's 'and their' for Pope's
'while their' at IV.vii.75 (B, no. 19) if he thinks that B's garbling involved

more than a single word. The corrections of the later Folios, like the con-

jectural emendations of later editors, must stand on their merits and this

holds for Fa's emendations for the sake of metre, now often slightingly dis-

missed as 'metrical tinkering.' But accidental omissions that sometimes

made a breach in the sense are just as likely, at other times, to have potholed
the even road of a blank verse, and there is no reason why the one kind of

error should be emended and not the other.
16

If a line is halting and there

is an obvious remedy, even though it was conjecturally made by F2, why
should an editor reject it ? The very fact that p2 took an interest in this

kind of error is surely evidence that metre mattered in the early seventeenth

century; and if printing-house editors or compositors interested themselves

in 'numbers/ they presumably recognised their importance and knew how
often omission and interpolation had made them less 'absolute' than they
should have been. Mostly, there is no hope of recovering a missing word
or phrase, but metrical emendations are entitled to the same kind of con-

sideration as any other kind of emendation made in derivative texts. F2's

emendation of 'against' to "gainst' at IV.ii.25, though lacking the finesse

of Dyce's 'Ay, ay' for T at IV.i.302, should not be rejected because it seems

so simple and because p2's emendations for metre were sometimes senseless

stop-gaps.

What is undoubtedly needed is a conspectus of the certain errors in all

good substantive texts. No one who edits Antony and Cleopatra, for in-

16. The strange heresy that Shakespeare on the assumption that proof was read with

could not write metrically presumably rests copy.
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stance, can afford to neglect the evidence for the number and kind of

errors made by Compositor B in Othello; nor can the editor of King Lear

safely disregard the evidence of Hamlet on the one hand and of Othello

on the other, though it would be rash to infer that the rot that set in during
the printing of the Tragedies was noticeably present in the Histories. Ulti-

mately, any assessment of the trustworthiness of Folio texts will need to

be related to what Hinman's collation of the Folger First Folios reveals

about proof-reading, the order of formes through the press, and the order

of their setting. In the meantime, an editor's only resource is to consider

one Folio text in relation to another, set by the same compositor (or com-

positors) about the same time, as a check on his findings.
I mentioned above that it might happen that a type of error commonly

found in a compositor's work might not be exemplified in the unanimously

rejected readings of a single text. Thus, for instance, there is no case of

word transposition in my lists above; but the lists exclude errors in foreign

words, and a transposition does, in fact, occur in A's 'bien parlas' (Q 'parte

fort bon') at IILiv.i, which editors unanimously correct to 'paries bien'.

Further, most editors rightly transpose B's 'defie thee' to 'thee defy' at

II.i.7o (following Q). Apart from the merits of the latter reading, it is

useful to remember that there are 6 transpositions in B's stints of Richard

II, and as quire c of this play (according to Willoughby) immediately pre-

ceded Henry V in order of printing, the Folio variants can profitably be

considered in relation to the errors and suspect readings of Henry V.

The Folio text of Richard II merits, incidentally, more attention than it

has recently had. It was printed from an example of Q3 which had to some
extent been brought into line with a prompt book 17

. The Folio omissions

are generally explained as 'cuts' in accordance with the acting version (as

in the Folio Hamlet and Lear} and the very thorough overhaul of Q3's

stage directions certainly suggests reference to prompt copy. The Folio

text also exemplifies some mechanical changes in speech prefixes (e.g. the

substitution of 'Scr! for 'Man'} and a few of the variants introduced for

the worse suggest a collator's misreadings ('soules' for 'smiles', 'placed' for

'plated', 'Rainston' for 'Ramston', 'Beares' for 'beards'). We have, there-

fore, in this Folio text some evidence for the kind of alteration a collator

might make in preparing Folio copy. The text is also interesting, like

/ Henry IV, as a sustained example of the more stylish kind of Folio re-

print
18

, shedding light, in particular, on the way in which Compositors A
17. Sec Richard E. Hasker, "The Copy for of Qi-3 errors which the copy for F con-

the First Folio Richard 77," Studies in Bibli- tamed.

ography, V (1953), 53-72; but I doubt
whether the example of this quarto had 18. These are, in fact, the only two F re-

been corrected for use in the theatre (as he prints executed throughout in a style corn-

argues) in view of the considerable number parable to that of plays set from manuscript
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and B altered speech prefixes
19 and on their use of italics. To consider the

Folio Richard II as a whole would take me too far from my purpose here,

since the situation is complicated by edited copy and requires full discus-

sion of a number of variants. I shall therefore use two characteristic pages
from quire c, pp. 31-32, set by B and A respectively, as a sidelight
on Henry V.

The Folio divergencies from Q3 make it evident that we must postulate

(i) alterations in the example of Q3 prior to composition, and (2) errors

introduced by the compositors. Since the following features are common
to the stints of A and B, it is reasonable to assume they stood in their copy:
act and scene divisions; a thorough revision of stage directions; the sub-

stitution of 'Rich' for King' as speech prefix (though this was not made
on the first leaf printed, according to Willoughby, two years earlier) ;

some

cutting; the occasional restoration of a Qi reading corrupted in Q2-3; some
alterations of Qi-3 readings; some expurgating of oaths; and a number of

necessary metrical improvements with also some conjectural bodging, pre-

sumably editorial.
20

B set p. 31 (II.ii.32-II.iii.6). Readings for which he was probably re-

sponsible are:

for Rauenspurgh
Ah

Hope lingers

Hereford s

Comes

and corrected quartos. The four reprinted
comedies are more mechanical work, and the

two tragedies (plus the 3 pages of T. & C.

set to follow R. & /.) are both mechanical

and careless apart from some window-dress-

ing on their first pages: contrast, for in-

stance, the first page of R. & ]. with the

second, or the first page of 7*. 6- C. (first

setting) with the second all B's work, ex-

emplifying how variable his style of repro-
duction might be.

19. B liked a short speech prefix and tended

to shorten; A inclined to longer speech pre-
fixes and often expanded: compare, for

instance, what they did with Q5*s speech

prefixes for Falstaff in / Hen. IV; B imme-

diately shortened Q5's 'Fals.' to 'Fat.
9

and
stuck to this as his norm, A immediately

lengthened Qs's "Far to 'Foist.
9

and stuck

to that as his norm. The length of speech

prefixes is often, in fact, a means of dis-

criminating between their stints. The need
to justify a line would naturally lead to de-

parture from the norm and might establish

a new pattern: thus Am/ Hen. IV, p. 57,
first expanded Q5*s 'P/v.' to 'Prince.

9

, short-

ened the latter to 'Prtn
9

in a full line, and
did not revert to 'Pnnce.' for some time.

20. Reminiscent of the metrical bodging in

the F Rich. III. For some of this the com-

positors may have been responsible, but I

isolate it since it is common to both.

21. Probably a deliberate alteration: Qs's

spelling wavered between 'Herford' and
'Hereford' and for a time B had regularised
in favour of the former.
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122 lExit Exeunt Dufa & Queene, mancnt

Bush. & Greene

134 Phaue bccnc euer euer haue becnc

148 S.N.*A.(misplaced) 149 SN.Bush.
II.iri.S.D. JEnter the Du%e ofHereford, and Enter Hereford Northumberland

Northumberland

6 our your

I have queried readings which might have been due to copy. I assume that

the three additional entries for Green, York, and the Servant (after II.ii.40,

72, 85) and the Exit at the end of the scene were in his copy, though I am
more doubtful as to where responsibility lay for the alteration in the stage

direction at II.ii.i22
22
and in the heading to ILiii. I credit the copy also

with the addition of 'Castle' at II.ii.ng, the correction of 'for' to 'to' at

II.ii.i23
23 and the restoration of Qi's 'here' (om. Q2-3) at II.iii.3.

It is plainly not easy to draw a firm line between editorial alterations in

B's copy and his errors. The situation is clearer in A's work where, if we

similarly put down to copy three additional stage directions, one correction

of a Qi-3 reading and four of corruptions introduced in Q2-3, we have

four variants which look like compositor's errors :

II.in.29 we last for last we

35 direction directions

87 om. no uncle

90 these those

Two variants remain unaccounted for: A's 'kinsman' for 'Coosin' (Qi-3)
at ILiii. 125, almost certainly a correction from the prompt book,

24 and

'//. Percie* (II.iii.2o S.D.) for Q3's 'Harry Persic, which may similarly

have been the collator's alteration, since Compositor A was not given to

scamping his task.

This picture of the greater care of Compositor A is in accordance with

the evidence of Richard II as a whole and suggests that we may be right

in finding twice as many errors in B's work as in A's in Henry V. A single

page of a compositor's work will not necessarily reveal all its facets. Thus,
on p. 31, B lost one of Q3's two parentheses and added only one, whereas

22. At first sight, this looks like one of the five known variant formes makes it evident

characteristic alterations found in B's stints that the substitution of one word for another

of / Hen IV, but in Kick. II there is an in- (especially through repetition) was liable to

stance of this kind of curtailment in A's occur in Qi- only i out of 17 errors cor-

work (IV.i.32o), so that the collator may rccted was due to misreading
have been responsible (cf. Hamlet, Il.ii 39
for a similar curtailment of B's). 24. The Qi reading (though preferred by

editors) looks like an error of repetition

23. A characteristic error of repetition in (cf.11.111.123), like Qi's 'grief for 'joy' at

Qi. A consideration of proof-corrections Hl.iv.u (cf. III.W9).

(clearly made with reference to copy) in the
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A on p. 32 added two; and it was B who indubitably put the metre wrong
(II.ii-92-94), whereas A generally showed the less sensitive ear. Nor does

p. 31 exemplify B's habit of ravelling the wording, through recollection,

anticipation or inexplicable substitutions (like 'just' for 'right', rhyming
with 'fight', at I.iii.55). But the range and distribution of Folio variants

(mostly errors) can easily be seen from an analysis, on a compositor basis,

of Pollard's list on pp. 77-79 of his edition of Q3. Some of the items he in-

cluded might have been disregarded, while on the other hand some addi-

tions need to be made to his record (which omits, for instance, the B errors

at II.ii.iO3, 108, 134 mentioned above) ; but since his account of Folio errors

can easily be referred to, I summarise on the basis of that The stints of the

two compositors were as follows:

B pp. 23-31, 38, 42-5 (I.i.-II.iii.6, III.iv.54-IV.i.7i, V.ii.7 ff.)

A pp. 32-7, 39-41 (II.iii.7-III.iv.53, IV.i.72-V.ii.6)

An analysis on a compositor basis gives the following results:

A B
Letters omitted 3 9
Letters added 2 8

Letters substituted i 4
Words omitted 3 2

Words transposed 2 5
Words substituted 18 43

29 71

Pages set 9 14

The most interesting category of variants is Pollard's last, which includes

almost certainly a few corrections of Qi errors, prompt book changes (such
as are evident in some Qi and Folio agreements in Hamlet), collator's mis-

readings, editorial bodges, and a very generous contribution of composi-
tors' errors, mainly from B. There are, for instance, in B's stints 12 cases of

garbling due to repetition (8 instances) and anticipation (4 instances) to

one error of repetition and one of anticipation in A's.

I have so far exemplified what the analysis of compositors' errors in

Henry V suggests about the kinds of error we must expect to find and

where the greater concentration of errors is likely to be; and I have shown
how the basis of enquiry can be broadened by considering the evidence of

immediately antecedent text set by the same compositors. But the basis

needs to be as broad as possible and, as I have already suggested, Richard II

and i Henry IV are important as shedding light on the kind of alteration

that a collator, an editor, or a compositor might make. In this way, they
are fundamental to the understanding of Folio texts printed from more
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elaborately corrected quartos: 2 Henry IV, Richard III, Hamlet, Lear,

Othello, Troilus and Cresstda, and we should now add, in view of Mr.

Cairncross's conclusions Henry V. It is therefore the more surprising that

Professor Jenkins in a recent article on the Folio Hamlet24* makes no use

of their evidence and argues for conclusions about the Folio copy on mere

assumptions about what a collator or compositor might do. On his pre-

mises, we should have to postulate in the Folio copy for / Henry IV, for

instance, the speech prefix 'Falst.' (which occurs only once in Q5, where

the prefixes are 'Pal.' or 'Fals.') and the spelling 'Bardolph' (which never

occurs) ; we should further have to assume that a scribe and not the com-

positor was responsible for the free handling of B's stage directions and,

therefore, that the Folio text was printed not from Q5 but from a transcript.

Professor Jenkins's assumption that compositors reproduced copy word
for word and point for point is, of course, at variance with the facts. By ac-

cident and design they altered the features of their copy very considerably

and, although it seems fairly clear what the designs were, very few were

executed consistently.
25

The fact is that an editor today cannot afford to take the risk of con-

centrating on one text. He needs to be familiar with the whole canon, so

that he can work on comparative lines, for the reason given at the outset

of this article : that Jaggard's failure to correct proof with copy is a factor

that textual critics of the present century have not systematically reckoned

with; it undermines conservative editorial policy, since fidelity to a Folio

text may be no virtue but merely the condonement of vicious errors, and it

complicates more than need be the problem of transmission. The elimina-

tion of compositors' errors requires attack from within, on the lines sug-

gested with reference to the indubitable errors in Henry V, and from

without, by relating what one text has to contribute to the elucidation of

another. The editor of Troilus and Cressida, for instance, faced with the

Folio's 'just' for 'right' (Q) at I.iii.i64 should connect it with B's substitu-

tion in Richard II, already mentioned, and he should recognise A's 'emula-

tions, factions' (II.iii.69) for 'emulous factions' (Q) as an error of assimi-

lation, like his 'Noblish English' in Henry V. B's habit of carrying in his

head more than he could reproduce accurately (leading to paraphrase and

memorial substitutions), his meddling with stage directions, and justifying
lines by altering the wording are always a possibility to be reckoned with.

Above all, ramifications outside the Folio should be followed up, especially

the Pavier quartos, which shed a great deal of light on the sophistication of

243. "The Relation between the Second molly reproduced the parentheses of their

Quarto and the Folio Text of Hamlet" copy, Hamlet shows that the practice was
Studies in Bibliography, VII (1955), 69-83. not invariable; losses, however, occur else-

where 6 in F Rich. 77 (i by A, 5 by B) and

25. Thus, although the F compositors nor- n in F T. <& C. (2 by A, 9 by B).
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texts in Jaggard's printing house.
36

If evidence is not co-ordinated in this

way, the danger is that compositors' errors will be interpreted as authorita-

tive corrections (derived from the prompt book) in the Folio Lear, as sug-

gesting far more corrupt copy than need be for the Folio Hamlet, and as

Shakespeare's first shots in the Folio Troilus and Cressida (thus suggesting
that he revised the manuscript from which the quarto was printed). The
number of arbitrary alterations on the first page of the Folio Romeo and

Juliet should also act as a warning against taking too seriously all the

variants in Hamlet, Lear, Othello, and Troilus and Cressida. Falsification

of readings in the printing of Folio texts has done much to ravel the lines

of transmission.

When an editor has settled the substantive readings of his text, taking
into account what can be deduced about the copy, the compositors who set

it, and the proof-reading (if any), he is not nowadays out of the wood. To
start with, does he head his play 'Henry the Fift' (preserving the Folio's

old ordinal numeral) or does he modernise to 'Henry the Fifth'? What
must he do about 'accompt', 'wrack', 'venter', 'murther', 'apparence', 'Dol-

phin', 'eech', 'lyms', 'creeple', 'banqu'rout', 'strooke', 'vawting', 'cursie'

to give only a selection of the problems that face him? Obviously, if he is

not a phonologist he is severely handicapped, since it is one thing for an

old spelling editor to preserve all copy-text spellings which are not errors

but a very different matter to preserve a selection of old spellings and to

justify one's choice. An old spelling editor, for instance, would not hesitate

over 'strooke' (p.p.) in the above list. Even if he cannot give a phonological
account of the spelling, he will have seen it often enough. But what must

the partially modernising editor do about it? He has to interpret the spell-

ing in terms of a pronunciation related, by one means or another, to the

O.E. strong verb which, by normal sound development, would have re-

sulted in 'strike', 'stroke' (pret.), 'stricken', and he must canvas the possi-

bilities of analogy (with, for instance, 'stick', 'stuck') or dialectal influence

(as suggested by Kokeritz) before he can decide whether 'strooke' in-

dicated a different sound from 'struck', which was in process of supersed-

ing it. An old spelling editor is concerned with old spelling; partial mod-
ernisation involves discrimination between one spelling and another on a

phonological basis. This is a far more tricky business, which must inevitably

lead to arbitrary measures, since even experts may often be put to it to de-

cide what sounds some spellings represent; nor will experts always agree.
27

An appreciation of the ways in which Elizabethan speech habits differed

26. The deliberate absurdity of the 'mobled* 27. Thus Kokeritz (p. 176) seems inclined

queen in Hamlet is, for instance, the kind to think that Shakespeare's rhymes of

of reading one finds 'inobled' in the 1619 'chaste', 'haste', 'taste', and 'waste' with

quartos (cf. the substitution of 'thundering* 'blast', 'fast', 'last', etc. were eye rhymes,
for Lear's 'pother* in Q2). though citing Bulloker and later evidence
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from our own is, of course, important; but an impression of what the dif-

ferences amount to can only be given by phonetic transcription and a survey
of the influences that have affected the spoken language since the sixteenth

century. The arbitrary preservation of a few seemingly significant spellings
is of negligible value, since so many Elizabethan spellings identical with
ours (e.g. stream, join, George, hostess, realm, throne, adieu, suit, etc.) rep-
resented a pronunciation different from that of today. As a reflection of

Elizabethan speech habits, even an old spelling edition will give a totally in-

adequate picture. The linguistic interest of an old spelling Shakespeare
will, in fact, be mainly orthographical: if we want to know how actors

spoke their lines, we shall find a truer record in the unsophisticated spell-

ing of Henslowe or John of Bordeaux than in the conventional spelling of

printed books.

It has often been said that 'Shakespeare' has one spelling oftener than

another, as if the spelling of printed books was the author's and the anti-

quarian zeal for partial modernisation is perhaps prompted by the belief

that compositors reproduced the spelling of their copy. But a preponder-
ance of 'murther' and 'shew* spellings in the Folio, for instance, was merely
due to the fact that Jaggard A and B preferred these spellings to 'murder'

and 'show' and compositors' preferences tell us nothing about the writer's.

Though a start has been made on compositor identification on the basis of

differential spellings (a very different matter from the consideration of

a compositor's spelling as a whole),
28

nothing is known about conventions

in printing-house spelling during the thirty years between the publication
of Venus and Adonis and the First Folio: the whole subject awaits analyti-

to be taken into account in connection with
for a pronunciation going back to M.E. a copy but are useless for compositor identifi-

in the former group of words. Since some cation (e.g. the preference of Simmes's two

compositors (e.g. Roberta's) almost invari- compositors for 'haste', 'chaste', etc.) Fur-

ably used the short spellings ('chast' etc.) ther, my own lists of words which serve for

and others (e.g. Simmes's) had as firm a compositor identification in the Folio His-

preference for the long spellings, the par- tories and Tragedies are certainly incom-

tially modernising editor has to decide plete. More will certainly be added and I

whether to follow Shakespeare's composi- have, in any case, deliberately excluded
tors' spellings or act on Kokeritz's conclusion words of infrequent occurrence; c.g.

that Shakespeare used the obsolescent pro- A /.^^IUA p /^^II.A
nunciation (from M.E. a) in rhymes and

* (normally) B (normally)

801116 Puns'

pesant pezant
raze race

28. It should always be remembered that shrewd shrew'd
what serves for compositor identification and I have similarly excluded words for

may be inadequate for copy identification, which one of the two compositors' spelling
which requires the fullest possible informa- was variable:

don about a compositor's habits. Thus, Jag- answere/answer answer

gard's, Roberta's, Banter's, and Simmes's bloud/blood blood

compositors share certain habits which need heire hcyre/heirc
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cal investigation on a basis of printing house, date, and compositor. All

that seems clear is that, in the metamorphosis of manuscript into print,

compositors largely followed their own orthographical bent and that the

trade showed no inclination to make spelling more phonetic. Most of the

changes introduced or established during the sixteenth century tended, in

fact, to widen the breach between orthography and pronunciation (e.g. the

restoration of V in 'debt', T in 'realm', and V in 'isle'), so that we should

beware of supposing that, when Jaggard A and B substituted 'murther'

for 'murder', as they usually plainly did, they were expressing anything
more than a preference for one spelling over another.

The significance of the spelling of printed books in Shakespeare's day
remains to be seen. In the meantime, the advantage lies with the tradi-

tional practice of bringing spelling into line with current usage, since a

gallimaufrey of ancient and modern contributes nothing to the understand-

ing of Shakespeare's meaning or to a critical appreciation of the differences

between Elizabethan speech habits and ours. In accidentals, as in substan-

tive readings, we need to be chary of supposing that compositors repro-

duced copy with the conservatism that has sometimes been assumed.





The Printing of John Webster's Plays (II)

by

JOHN RUSSELL BROWN*

ALEXANDER

DYCE was the first to notice variant readings in copies
of the first quartos of Webster's plays, but his list, which was

accepted by F. L. Lucas for his edition of 1927, is by no means

complete. I have now collated all the copies of The White Devil

(1612), The Duchess of Malfi (1623), and The Devil's Law Case (1623)
which are known to me, and this article lists all the press-variants I have
found. The very minor variants due to deterioration of the type during

printing are excluded from my lists. Normally, changes in the spacing of

the type are also excluded.

My work has been greatly facilitated by the use of microfilm copies

supplied through the kind permission and co-operation of libraries in the

United States. To many of their librarians I am also indebted for answers

to queries arising from the scrutiny of these films.

I

Press-Variants in The White Devil (1623)

Copies: BM 1

(British Museum 840.0.37, wants sig. A), BM 2
(British Museum

C.34.e.i8), BM 3
(British Museum Ashley 2205), D 1

(Victoria and Albert Mu-
seum Dyce 10491), D2

(Victoria and Albert Museum Dyce 10491(2), wants Ai),
E (Eton College), F (Victoria and Albert Museum Forster 9334), O (Bodleian

Library Mal.2i6(6)); Fl (Folger Shakespeare Library), H (Harvard University),
Hn 1

(Henry E. Huntington Library 79606), Hn
2
(Henry E. Huntington Li-

brary 136106), I (University of Illinois, cropped), T (University of Texas), Y
(Yale University).

Sheet A, inner forme.

A2. line n Rhonoas Rhoncos

17 cntticcall crttticall

* "The Printing of John Webster's Plays to Professor F. P. Wilson should be added

(I)" was published in Studies in Bibh- that to Mr. John Crow; both have given
ography, VI (1954), 117-140. To my debt generous help and advice.
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PRINTING OF JOHN WEBSTER'S PLAYS (II)

Sheet H, outer forme.

Hi. IV.ii. 1 58

H3.

Catchword

IV.iii.62-3

could

LodowicW I LOD.
OMNES.

[omit]

IV.in.64 MON. My
IV.iii.67 state

IV.m.8i-2 [omit]

Why

Sheet I, outer forme.

I}. V.1.2OO 10

1. In state ii, IV.iii.48 is on H2T
.

2. The comma is not printed clearly; the

reading may be due to a wrongly adjusted

space.

would

Lodowicke? LOD.
SER. 1

MON. Concedimus vobts

Apostolicam benedictio-

nem & remissionem /

(peccatorem

My
seate

Exit Fran. Enter /
Monticelso.

MON. Why

two

Brachiano.
\

douico

Gasparo

cursed,
2

has

dottrels

cullice

they

presented

ap- 1 peare so.

Gasparo

to't

Enter

thcc

3. In several copies the marginal directions
are incomplete because of cropping.
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Sheet M, inner forme.

Mr. V.vi.224 treue treu

THE STATE OF THE COPIES4

true

BM 1 BM BM Dl D*

A inner.

B inner

D outer.

F inner

G inner

H outer.

I outer

K outer.

K inner

L outer

M inner.

E
2

2

I

I

2

I

2

2

2

3

F

2

Fl H Hn1 Hn*

The order in which I have placed some of these states may be ques-
tioned. For the outer forme of sheet H, it is conceivable that the Latin

benediction was cut out by a printing-house 'editor/ that 'state' was sub-

stituted for the technically correct, but little known, 'seate', and that the

entry for Monticelso was omitted on the mistaken notion that this character

remained on the stage after his speech ending line 73. The fact that only
three out of fifteen copies are in the state which I believe to be the corrected

one must also raise a doubt about the order I have given. But the arrange-
ment of the type on H2V

and 3 clarifies the issue. First, the speech prefix

for the benediction is indented considerably less than the others on H3,
which are all equidistant from the left of the body of the type even when
there is a run-on for line 51. Secondly, if the benediction had been re-

moved, the space on the page could easily have been filled up by re-arrang-

ing line 50 or line 51 as two lines, or, more simply still, by allowing a line

space before the centralized direction 'Enter Monticelso in state'-, there

would have been no need to move line 48 to H2V
and alter the catchword.

On the other hand, if the benediction was added, as I believe, then line 48
would have to be moved to make room, for no two consecutive lines on

H3 are short enough to be re-arranged as one. It therefore seems preferable
to consider the states in the order I have given, and to presume that either

the surviving copies of the quarto give a false impression of the proportion
of corrected to uncorrected copies, or else that the changes were made very
late in the printing of this forme.

The second state of the outer forme of sheet I survives in only four of

the copies I have collated, but 'two' seems more suitable than *io' because

Webster alludes in this passage to the story of Eteocles and Polynices whose

4. There is evidence of fnsket bite on Ci, E2T, and GI T
(corrected state) in some copies.
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bodies when burnt gave a flame which parted in two directions.
5 Moreover

my order is supported by a correction of 'ten' to 'tow' (for 'two') on 64, the

order of the states of the inner forme of this sheet being indicated by the

correction of 'life' to 'list', 'Well' to 'Wee'l', and, possibly, 'Sir' to 'O Sir'.

The order in which I have arranged the states of the inner forme of

sheet M is dictated by the consideration that if 'true' had first been printed
as 'treu', the corrector would not have taken another V from the case to

put matters right but would merely have transposed the V and V. It seems

more probable that finding the erroneous 'treue' he at first removed the

wrongV and then, discovering his error, transposed.
Most of the press-variants in The White Devil can be readily explained

as the simple correction of graphic or compositor's errors, but a considerable

number of the errors could not have been detected by reading the proof-
sheets alone. For the correction of the outer forme of sheet D, the inner

of G, the outer of H, and the inner of K either the copy or the author him-

self must have been consulted. The variants suggesting that Webster may
have visited the press are confined to G inner and H outer: they are the

change of 'Looke' to 'Call' (62), of 'thought on' to 'louely' (64), the ad-

dition of the Latin benediction (H3), and the addition of an entry for

Monticelso with a consequent change of speech direction (H3). The large

proportion of uncorrected copies for H outer and I outer suggests that

normal proofing was interrupted at this point. The evidence is not, perhaps,

considerable enough to make it certain that Webster visited the press, but

it will be seen that such a visit would correspond to his probable practice

for the other two plays.

The running-titles in this quarto are so similar to each other that it is

very difficult to trace the press-work in detail. It is, however, reasonably cer-

tain that two skeleton-formes were used.

II

Press-Variants in The Duchess of Malfi (1623)

Copies: BM 1

(British Museum 6^Lj2), BM 2
(British Museum Ashley 2207),

D (Victoria and Albert Museum Dyce 10494), E (Eton College), F (Victoria and

Albert Museum Forster 9333), O (Bodleian Library Mal.22o(i), wants N4);
Cha (Chapm Collection of Williams College, a made-up copy), Cl (Clark Library,

University of California), Co (Library of Congress), H 1

(Harvard University A
copy), H2

(Harvard University B copy), Hn 1

(Henry E. Huntington Library

61885), Hn
2
(Henry E. Huntington Library K-D 178), NY 1

(New York Public

Library, copy i), NY2
(New York Public Library, copy 2), T1

(University of

Texas I), T2
(University of Texas II), Y (Yale University).

5. Cf. Lucas, I, 251.
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dumbe-shcw,

6. What appears to be a / in the uncorrcctcd copies may be a broken long s.
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Sheet I, inner forme.

12. IV.i.Sj remembre remember

Sheet M, inner forme.

M4 . V.m.35 too go

THE STATE OF THE COPIES8

BM'BM* D E F O Cha Cl Co H* H* Hn1 Hn1 NY 1 NY* T1 T* Y
A inner.

B inner

C inner.

E outer

inner.

F inner.

G outer

H inner

I inner

M inner

There is little to remark upon with the majority of sheets which show
variant readings; the corrections are simple and the need for them self-

evident. The variants are restricted to single formes and are so few in

number that they probably represent a second stage of proof-correction.
The first irregularity is the correction of the signature on Ei ; the inner

forme also shows a minor correction and the fact that only five out of

seventeen copies are in state ii suggests that the erroneous signature was

discovered by accident late in the printing of the outer forme. The correc-

tion of proper names on F3
V
and the addition of an explanatory stage direc-

7. To the right of the text, in small type.

8. Among the variants not listed because

they were caused by deterioration of the

type during printing, one may be specially

noticed as it is just possible that it repre-
sents a genuine press correction: on KIT

,

Hn2 and Co read 'shrill? for the 'shrill;

(IV.ii.i8i) of the other copies. There is evi-

dence of frisket bite on 63 in some copies.
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tion on F4 are the first suggestions that the corrector may have consulted

his copy or some other authority. Such consultations are certainly implied

by the variants in the outer forme of sheet G and, more particularly, in the

inner forme of H.
The change of "Pewterers' to 'Painters' on G4

T
is not the correction of

an obvious error in the proof-sheets, for both readings make good sense;

nor is it likely to have been made through reference to the copy, for it is

hard to see how, if 'Painters' was in the copy, 'Pewterers' was set in its

place. The change was almost certainly due to the personal whim of a cor-

rector or to the second thoughts of the author himself. The greater number
of corrections in this forme and the fact that it is in three states also suggest

that a new method of proof-correction was adopted at this point. For the

first time, too, spelling changes are included among the variants.

Corrections in the inner forme of sheet H make it all but certain that

it was the author who was helping with the proof-correcting at this stage :

they are the change of 'order to 'habtt\ and 'Hymne to 'Ditty\ and the

addition of 'in dumbc-shcw on Hi v
, and the excision of the heading The

Hymne' and the addition of the note 'The Author disclaimes this Ditty to

be his' on Hx The addition of a stage direction on H4 and of 'sir' and 'a'

(twice) on H2 and H4 may be accounted for in the same way.
That the normal course of work in the printing house was interrupted

around sheets G and H is also implied by the arrangement of the running-
titles. The evidence may be tabulated :

I B2v-Cr-Dr-Er-Fr-Gr-H2M2v-K2v-L2v-Mr-N2v

II 2 -D2 -2 -F2 -G2 -Hi -Ii -Ki -Li -M2 -Ni
III B^-Cy-Dy-Ey-Py-Gy-U^-l^-K^-L^-My
IV B3 -C4 -D4 -E4 -F4 -G4 -H3 -I3 -K3 -L3 -M4 -N3

V B2 -0 -Di -Ei -Fi -Gi -H2 -12 -K2 -L2 -Mi -NT

2

VI Bi v-C2v-D2v-E2v-F2v-G2v-Hi v-Ii v-Ki v-Lr-M2v-Ni v

VII B4 -3 -D3 -E3 -F3 -G3 -H4 -I4 -K4 -L4 -M3 -N4
VIII B

From sheets C to G the two skeleton-formes alternate regularly with the

inner and outer formes, but at sheet H the skeleton-forme hitherto used for

the outer forme appears for the inner; the order of printing may have been

disturbed in order to allow the author to introduce his own corrections.

Similar change-overs occurred between sheets B and C, L and M, and

M and N.

Ill

Press-Variants in The Devil's Law Case (1623)

Copies: BM 1

(British Museum 644.f.7i), BM2
(British Museum 82.0.26(2), wants A2

and 3, D2 and 3, Fi and 4 , Ki, and L2 and 3), BM 3
(British Museum Ashley 2206,
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a made-up copy), C (Cambridge University Library Syn. 7.62.16), D (Victoria and

Albert Museum Dyce 10493), E (Eton College), O (Bodleian Library Mai. 199(7));
B (Boston Public Library), Cha (Chapin Collection of Williams College), Chi

(University of Chicago), Co (Library of Congress), Fl (Folger Shakespeare Li-

brary), H (Harvard University), Hn (Henry E. Huntington Library), NY1
(New

York Public Library, copy i), NY2
(New York Pubb'c Library, copy 2), PM

(Pierpont Morgan Library), T (University of Texas, a made-up copy), W (Uni-

versity of Wisconsin), Y (Yale University).

Sheet A, inner forme.

Ai\ line i5(Q)

Sheet B, outer forme.

Bi. 1.1.165

64*. 1.11.196

1.11.198

Sheet C, outer forme.

Ci. 1.11.240

C3 . 11.1.57

Sheet G, outer forme.

Gf. IV.i.77

Sheet G, inner forme.

GIT
. 111.111.290

111.111.307

III.iii.3o8

G2.

G4 .

111.111.319

111.111.320

Catchword

111.111.327

IU.iii.444

III.iii.444

IV.i.30
IV.i.32

IV.i.37
IV.i.38

IV.i.44

A wayting Woman.

[the first two words are to

the left of the preceding

column.]

witHall

and Man-oons

Cornecutting

thee

Gleeke

breds

his

countenance.

Let

not

Rcscrued

When

ore / Leon.

Aduocates

a

ith Margent sheet

Diuerses

pursuits
thce

Ignorance
It is

with't

A wayting Woman?

[in line with the rest of

the column.]

withall

& Man-toons

Corne-cutting

three

Gleckc,

bred

this

conuayance,

Exprest him stubborae*

hearted. / Let

was

Restored

Your10

ore. Leon.

Aduocats

one

i'th Margent

Diuorces

pursnets
them

Ignoramus
But tis

in't

9. In NY the reading is doubtful; it may 10. In state ii, 111.111.326 is on GIT
.

be 'Woman,
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Sheet K, outer forme.

Ki. IV.ii.595 sure sure from

K2T
. .1.46 salt rough

V.ii.2 resolned resolued

K3. V.ii.31 Letter. Letter?

Sheet L, inner forme.

L4. V.v.po Romclto Romelio

THE STATE OF THE COPIES 11

BM1 BM* BM8 C D E O B Cha Chi Co Fl H HnNY^Y'PM T W Y

Sheets G and K of BM1 and T represent mixed states. BM1 has Giv-2 in state 11 and G3T~4 in state i,

while T has Gr-2 in i and G3V~4 in 11. BM* has Ki and 2V in state 11 and K.3 in state i, while T has Ki and

3 in 11 and K.2T in i.

The profusion of corrections in the inner forme of sheet G and the

fact that it alone shows variants in both formes suggest that here, as for

sheets G and H of The Duchess of Malfi, the normal method of proof-cor-

recting for this book was modified. For this forme the corrector must, at

least, have consulted his copy, for several of the errors are not self-evident.

The correction of IV.Liy suggests that Webster himself might have been

responsible: it is hard to see how 'sheet' could have been printed if it were

not in the copy, and, if it were there, some other authority probably caused

its excision. The change of 'salt* to 'rough' on K2
T
may also be authorial.

The identification of headlines is difficult in this quarto but other bibli-

ographical details suggest that Webster visited the press after the first de-

livery of the manuscript and before printing was completed. On AIT
the

catchword 'The' is incorrect, being appropriate to A3 and not to the dedi-

cation on A2; A2 has no catchword, while A2V
repeats 'The' appropriately

for A3. It seems probable that sheet A was at first printed with title-page

(Ai), dramatis personae (Ai
T
), and the beginning of the text (A3-4

T
),

while A2-2
T
was left blank. If this were so, Webster probably brought (or

sent) a dedication and preface to the printing-shop some time later; these

would then have been set up separately and sheet A sent through the press

two more times. This unusual procedure is further attested by the align-

ii. Among the variants not listed because press-correction: on D3, O reads 'sakcs;'

they were caused by deterioration of the for the 'sakcs,' (11.1.358) of the other copies.

type during printing, one may be specially There is evidence of frisket bite on AT in

noticed as it possibly represents a genuine some copies.
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mcnt of the type. A2
T
and 3 are conjugate pages none of the copies in

England which I have examined leads me to think otherwise and have

similar type ornaments at their heads, but these ornaments vary between

copies in their alignment with each other, that on A3 usually being a little

higher than the one on A2V
Similarly the alignment of the equal-sized type

ornaments at the head of Aiv
and 2 varies between copies. Sometimes there

is variation in the alignment of the running-heads and type on A3
T and 4.

The misalignment of the several pages in different copies does not suggest
a perfectly constant spatial relationship between the type on A2 and 2

T

and that on the rest of sheet A, and, therefore, my hypothesis of a double

printing for sheet A and of a late delivery of the prefatory matter seems the

simplest explanation of the facts. Webster's allusion in his preface to im-

printed 'Commendatory Verses' may, perhaps, be due to insufficient space
on A2 and 2

V
, and not to his own modesty as he asserts.

IV

The Compositors of The Duchess of Maift (1623)

Special interest attaches to the printing of The Duchess of Maift; not

only did the Tied Bull' quarto of King Lear and the 1622 quarto of Othello

come from the same printing-house, but it is very probable that its com-

positors were working from a copy in the hand of Ralph Crane."* The re-

markable similarity in handwriting, spelling, and punctuation in the ex-

tant dramatic manuscripts in Crane's hand means that we can watch Okes'

compositors at work on a manuscript whose peculiarities can be guessed at

with a more than usual confidence. Not only will this add to our knowl-

edge of these workmen, but it may also help to evaluate the evidence for

believing that certain plays in the 1623 Shakespeare Folio were set from

transcripts by Ralph Crane. Certainly the identification of the work of the

two compositors for The Duchess of Malfi strengthens the argument that

its copy was such a transcript.

A spelling test alone might not enable this identification to be made.

The clearest differences between the work of the two men are the spellings

Dutchesse Duchesse

doe do

goe go

But these distinctions are only valid from Ei onwards and on these grounds
alone one might look for a third compositor setting sheets B, C, and D.

Other significantly varied spellings are infrequent and sometimes equivocal

ua. Cf. "The Printing of John Webster's

Plays (I)," Studies in Bibliography, VI

(1954), 134-136.
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when taken by themselves. For instance, i'th/i'th', and I'll/I'lc, tie, /'//, or

i'lc support the more important spellings in 17 out of 18 occurrences from
Ei to F4

T
,
but thereafter i'th* and I'll are almost invariable. Three more

words, title/little, sudden/sudaine, and young/yong are only helpful occa-

sionally. There is perhaps, a slightly greater tendency to end words in

- consonant +ie rather than in - consonant+y where the Dutchesse, doc,

goe spellings predominate," but such 'block' spellings are not fully re-

liable.
13

This evidence becomes much clearer when the spelling of Crane's dra-

matic manuscripts is taken into account. Earnavelt (BM. Add. MS.i8653),
Demetrius and Enanthe (Brogyntyn MS.42), The Witch (Bodleian

Mal.i2), and two transcripts of A Game at Chess (BM. Lansdowne MS.690
and Bodleian Mal.25) all spell title, sodaine?* and yong invariably, and only

very occasionally depart from doe and goe. The Witch spells Duchesse in-

variably. Now if these forms which appear usual to Crane are discounted in

the appraisal of the spellings from The Duchess of Malfi, their counterparts,

implying a change from the spelling of the copy, more clearly differentiate

the work of the two compositors throughout the book. The preponderance
of Duchesse, doe and goe at the beginning appears to be due to both com-

positors getting used to Crane's hand it is a very clear hand and their

work soon became straightforward, and then, with gathering speed of

reading, they each introduced some of their own spellings.

The spellings tabulated above now suggest that the work of the two

compositors for The Duchess of Malfi may be divided as follows:

Compositor A Ai~4
v

, 83-0, D^-Ez*, F3-G2-, H3~l2

Compositor B Bi-2v , C3~D2*, 3-^, G3~H2v
, I$-K

The evidence for sheet A is very slight, but, of the rest of the book, only
a few pages (mostly in sheets B, C, and D) remain doubtful.

This division of the book is supported by two other kinds of evidence.

The markings of scene divisions may be considered first. Two forms are

used, 'SCENA.I.' and 'SCENA I.' etc. They occur on the following pages:

SCENA. 04, Ei, 2% FS, Ii, Li, 2, My, 4-, N2
SCENA 62, Di, E4 , Fr, G4 , Hr, 2% I3

This corresponds exactly with the suggested division of pages between the

two compositors.
The other collaborative evidence is the varying frequency of colons and

12. In the statistics that follow I discount termination and other Problems in Shake-

the spelling of proper names and one- spearian Texts," Studies in Bibliography,

syllable words. I also, for contrast with the VII (1955), 14, n.8.

ftt spelling, discount /'// at the beginning .

of a sentence or line printed as verse. *+ Demetrius and Enanthe also has an-

other variant, suddetne.

13. Cf. Alice Walker, "Compositor De-
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semi-colons throughout the text of The Duchess of Malfi. The numbers

may be given for each stint.

B B/C C/D D/E E/F F/G G/H H/I I/K K/L L/M M/N N
3 8 4 12 4 10 8 15 4 18 10 14 10

3
T

14 4 '3 * X3 5 l8 9 15 i 9 "
4 13 9 14 5 14 3 12 9 21 10 19 2

4* 15 4 8 4 19 i 8 3 18 6 4
i 2 15 5 15 5 14 3 18 ii 5 7 13

7 16

9 12

22

Total 25 115 52 107 36 120 29 129 57 123 59 109 23

The pages probably could not be divided between the compositors on these

figures alone, but they are of value as supporting evidence. They may also

support the assumption that the copy was a Crane transcript, for it was this

assumption which clarified the evidence of the spellings; the two theories

hang together.

The knowledge of the stints of the two compositors throws interesting

light on the evidence for the copy being in Crane's hand which was de-

tailed in Volume VI of Studies in Bibliography. In general the Crane

characteristics are found in the work of both compositors; they used

brackets and capitals with more or less equal frequency, both used the

hyphen in unusual ways, and both set 'neu'r', 'you'll'd' etc., and special

spellings like 'noyce', 'whether', 'wincke', etc. Only the past tense ending
in '-'de' is restricted to one compositor; the final word cannot be said until

more is known about these workmen in other books, but in view of the

other evenly distributed forms, it seems probable that for *-'de' endings, as

for colons and semi-colons, A reproduced his copy more closely than B.

The question of how Crane's professional, clearly written manuscript copy
would influence a compositor is of general interest; so far, it can be said

that a few of the rarer pecularities which make identification of the copy

possible are likely to be found throughout the book, but, with some com-

positors Crane's forms of some simple, commonly recurring words may
disappear altogether after the first few pages.

The new knowledge about the compositors will help future editors of

The Duchess of Malfi and of other texts from Okes' printing-house. For

instance, in view of the paucity of stage directions in this play, it is im-

portant to notice that they are found in the work of both compositors ; the

copy, not the negligence of a compositor, must be blamed for the shortage.

Something may also be learnt from the kind of errors to which each com-

positor was prone: it seems that A was more likely than B to transpose

letters within a word, and to omit or confuse speech prefixes; B was appar-

ently more likely to omit a letter from the end of a word. These tendencies

need to be checked in other books set by these two compositors.





The Shares of Fletcher and his Collaborators

in the Beaumont and Fletcher Canon (I)

by

CYRUS HOY

I.

THE
BEAUMONT AND FLETCHER canon consists traditionally of fifty-

two plays, but it has long been recognized that of these only a

small number represent the work of the two dramatists in col-

laboration.
1 The exact number has yet to be determined, but

modern scholarship is agreed that less than twelve of the vast corpus of

plays which are currently designated by Beaumont and Fletcher's names

are indeed products of their joint authorship. Essentially, the some forty

plays that remain represent the unaided work of Fletcher, or Fletcher's

work in collaboration with dramatists other than Beaumont. Chief among
these is Philip Massinger, whose share in the plays of the corpus can be

demonstrated beyond any doubt, but there are others, and Beaumont-and-

Fletcher scholarship from Fleay to Oliphant has suggested as candidates

for the authorship of the non-Beaumont, non-Fletcher, non-Massinger

portions of the plays in question, the names of virtually every dramatist

known to have been plying his trade in Jacobean London. Among those

whose names, with varying degrees of plausibility, have been advanced,

are Nathan Field, William Rowley, Middleton, Shirley, Ford, Webster,

Tourneur, Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Chapman, Daborne, and Robert

Davenport.

Any investigation into the authorship of the plays which comprise
the Beaumont and Fletcher canon will not, in the nature of things, consist

merely in separating the work of Beaumont from the work of Fletcher.

Quite apart from the problem of determining which among the fifty-two

plays of the corpus are indeed Beaumont and Fletcher collaborations, there

remains the very sizeable task of distinguishing the work of Fletcher from

i. Throughout this study, in speaking of (1679), including Beaumont's Masque but

"the Beaumont and Fletcher canon" I refer excluding Shirley's The Coronation.

to the plays published in the second folio
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that of his various other collaborators apart from Beaumont. To distin-

guish any given dramatist's share in a play of dual or doubtful author-

ship, one must possess some body of criteria which, derived from the

unaided plays of the dramatist in question, will serve to identify his work
in whatever context it may appear. On this score, the question of author-

ship in the Beaumont and Fletcher canon is complicated at the very out-

set, for with the exception of his Masque, there is no play that can with

any certainty be regarded as the unaided work of Beaumont. And while

the Masque may afford a good enough indication of Beaumont's metrical

habits, the poetic diction in which its verse is cast tends to preclude any

widespread use of the linguistic forms especially contractions which

comprise the particular body of criteria to be used as authorial evidence

in the present study. Thus, in establishing evidence that can be used in

determining the respective shares of the collaborating dramatists, it is

necessary to proceed from the known to the unknown, the known in this

case being the unaided plays of Fletcher (which, as will be seen, can be

identified) and of Massinger (about which there is no problem of identi-

fication).

My purpose in the present study is to show (i) how the unaided plays
of Fletcher can be singled out from among the other plays of the canon,
and (2) how the pattern of linguistic preferences which emerges from

Fletcher's unaided plays contrasts sufficiently with the language practices

in the unaided plays of Massinger as to afford a basis for distinguishing
the work of the two dramatists one from the other. It will be noted that the

tests to be applied in this and subsequent studies tend not so much to over-

turn the usual assignment of shares in the plays of the canon as to confirm

previous attributions by a more extensive use of linguistic evidence than has

hitherto been brought to bear upon the works in question. This is parti-

cularly true of Fletcher and Massinger, whose shares have been assigned
within reasonably specific limits since the days of Boyle and Oliphant;

though it might be argued that tests of the present kind serve to base such

assignments on rather more demonstrable evidence than has sometimes

been used in the past, while they tend as well to define somewhat more

precisely the extent of previous attributions. In the case of such dramatists

as Field, Shirley, and Ford, it will be seen in a later article that linguistic

evidence provides a more certain basis for assigning their share in the plays
of the canon than has yet been available.

The criteria which I propose to apply in investigating the plays of the

Beaumont and Fletcher corpus is of a linguistic nature. By linguistic cri-

teria I mean nothing more complicated than an author's use of such a
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pronominal form as yc for you, of third person singular verb forms in -th

(such as the auxiliaries hath and doth), of contractions like 'cm for them,
i'th' for in the, o'th

9

for on/of the, h'as for he has, and 's for his (as in in's,

on's9 and the like). There is nothing particularly new in the use of criteria

of this sort, and I can claim no originality for any of the linguistic tests

that I apply in the course of this study. In 1901, A. H. Thorndike drew
attention to the use of the colloquial contraction 'em as a possible test of

authorship.
2
Thorndike found the form to occur frequently in Fletcher,

and not at all in Massinger, but since his evidence for Massinger was based

on Gifford's edition wherein
9em is consistently expanded to them his

conclusions were vitiated, as he later pointed out in an errata slip. None-

theless, the use of 'em as opposed to them can afford a significant clue to

distinct linguistic preferences, and the relevance of Thorndike's evidence

remains, though it does not apply in quite such a clear-cut fashion to

Fletcher and Massinger as he originally believed.

In editing The Spanish Curate for the Variorum Beaumont and

Fletcher in 1905, R. B. McKerrow noted the marked preference for the

colloquial form ye of the pronoun you in Fletcher's portion of that play,

and W. W. Greg, in his Variorum edition of The Elder Brother, made
the same observation with regard to that play. The extent to which
Fletcher employs the pronominal form ye was noted independently by
Paul Elmer More, who commented upon it in an article in The Nation

in igi2.
3
In 1916, in an article in the Publications of the Modern Language

Association of America, W. E. Farnham considered the use of such con-

tractions as '/ (for //, as in to't, ont, int, etc.), 's (for his or us, as in ons,

in's, tos, etc.), i'th', o'th', and the like, as a possible clue to authorship.
4

Most recently, in 1949, A. C. Partridge has applied linguistic evidence of

this sort in his study of the authorship of Henry VIII, adding such

additional criteria as is to be derived from the occurrence of the auxiliary

do as a mere expletive in affirmative statements, and the use of the inflex-

ional ending -th in the third person singular of notional and auxiliary

verbs.
5

Linguistic tests of the sort that I have indicated have not, however,
been hitherto applied to the question of authorship on any very consider-

able scale. The observations of both McKerrow and Greg were made

2. A. H. Thorndike, The Influence of tions in Beaumont, Fletcher, Massinger, and
Beaumont and Fletcher on Shakespeare, pp. Shakespeare as a Test of Authorship,"

24 ff. PMLA, XXXI, 326 ff. Later studies of par-
ticular value are found in R. C. Bald,

3. Reprinted in Shelburne Essays, Tenth Bibliographical Studies in the Beaumont

Series, pp. 3 ff. See also C. M. Gayley, and Fletcher Folio, and in J. Gerntsen's edi-

Francis Beaumont Dramatist (1914), pp. tion of The Honest Man's Fortune.

271-273.

5. A. C. Partridge, The Problem of "Henry
4. W. E. Farnham, "Colloquial Contrac- VIII" Reopened, passim.
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incidentally in the course of editing single plays, and neither ever pursued
the matter further. Paul Elmer More, after examining the occurrence of

yc in fourteen plays, and pointing to the possible value that such evidence

might have as an indication of Fletcher's share in the plays of the canon,
added that work of the sort required for any detailed study of the subject
was not much to his taste, and must be left to another. Farnham, who
did not consider at all the occurrence of ye, dealt with '/, 's and contrac-

tions involving the (ith', o'th
9

, etc.) in only eight plays. And Partridge,
to the present time, has been concerned only with Henry VIII. Thus the

various linguistic tests that have been proposed during die past half cen-

tury have yet to be applied systematically to all of the plays which com-

prise the Beaumont and Fletcher canon.

From an examination of the language forms present in the plays of the

canon, at least one distinct pattern of linguistic preferences is evident at

once. This is chiefly marked by the widespread use of the pronominal
form ye, together with the frequent use of such contracted forms as i'th',

o'th', 'em, h'as, 's for his, and a markedly infrequent use of third person

singular verb forms in -th. The pattern can be traced throughout four-

teen plays: ye is used repeatedly from the beginning to the end of each, and

this is enough to set them apart from every other play in the canon. They
are: Monsieur Thomas, Rule a Wife and Have a Wife, Bonduca, The

Chances, The Island Princess, The Humorous Lieutenant, The Loyal Sub-

ject, The Mad Lover, The Pilgrim, Valentinian, A Wife for a Month,
Women Pleased, The Wild Goose Chase, The Woman's Prize. In no one of

these does ye ever occur less than 133 times (in The Woman's Prize), and

in the remaining thirteen plays its rate of occurrence is much higher than

this, as high as 543 times (in The Wild Goose Chase). Elsewhere in the

canon, ye never occurs with anything approaching this frequency. In cer-

tain plays (e.g., The Knight of the Burning Pestle, The Nice Valour, The

Coxcomb, A King and no King), ye appears sporadically or not at all. In

certain others (e.g., The Spanish Curate, The Prophetess, The False One,

Barnavelt, The Maid in the Mill) the form appears, but it is to be found

clustered in single acts or scenes, and does not occur throughout the length
of an entire play. Thus, when ye is found to occur regularly throughout
each of fourteen plays and this in a manner that is not paralleled in any
of the other thirty-eight plays of the canon it seems reasonable to conclude

that one is here in the presence of a distinct linguistic preference that can be

of use in determining the work of the dramatist whose practice it repre-

sents.

To identify the dramatist whose linguistic practice is marked by the

widespread use of ye is not difficult. He is clearly not Beaumont. The plays
of the canon with which Beaumont's name is most closely associated
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plays like Philaster, The Maid's Tragedy, A King and no King, The

Knight of the Burning Pestle art precisely those in which ye seldom or

never occurs. Nor is Massinger the dramatist in question. An examination
of Massinger's fifteen unaided plays shows that, in all of these, ye occurs

but twice; in all other instances, Massinger employs the pronominal form

you. And the contracted forms (i'th', o'th', and the like) which are found
to accompany the use of ye in the plays of the canon, are like ye itself

conspicuous by their absence in the unaided work of Massinger, whose
use of contractions is remarkably conservative. The assumption a virtually

inescapable one is that the linguistic pattern characterized by a super-
abundance of ye's must represent the pattern of Fletcher. For three of

the fourteen plays in question (The Loyal Subject, A Wife for a Month,
and Rule a Wife) there is external evidence for Fletcher's sole author-

ship,
6
and I have no hesitation in regarding them all as his unaided work.

That they are unaided work can, I think, be demonstrated by compar-

ing the manner in which ye occurs in them with its occurrence elsewhere

in the canon. As I have already observed, in these fourteen plays the occur-

rence of ye, and all the linguistic phenomena that accompany its preva-
lence (absence of third-person verb forms in ~th, frequency of such con-

tractions as ith', o'th\ h'as, 's for his), is constant in its appearance through

every act and virtually every scene. In plays of the type of The Spanish
Curate and The Prophetess, however, the linguistic pattern established

by the occurrence of ye is to be found only within single acts, or within

individual scenes within acts, at the end of which it is abruptly broken

off. In such cases, it is usually preceded or followed by a pattern of a quite

different sort: one in which, first of all, the occurrence of ye is sharply

reduced, and in which a decrease in the occurrence of other contracted

forms is accompanied by an increased use of the verb form hath. In a very

great number of cases, the linguistic pattern which accompanies the pat-

tern established by ye is that of Massinger. A comparison of the first two
acts of The Spanish Curate, the first two acts of The Prophetess, and the

first act of Barnavelt, to cite but three examples, will indicate the manner
in which the two linguistic patterns alternate within the same play.

It is, I think, valid to conclude that when a play, of the type repre-

sented by The Spanish Curate, demonstrates in consecutive acts and

scenes two such sharply opposed linguistic patterns as those characterized

by the prevalence and the absence of ye, then that play must represent
the work of two separate dramatists. On the other hand, when in a play

6. Entries in the Office Book of Sir Henry bert, edited by J. Q. Adams, pp. 22 and 53).

Herbert, Master of the Revels from 1622 In his record of plays licensed for acting,

until the closing of the theatres, twice refer Herbert names Fletcher as the author of A
to The Loyal Subject as the work of Fletcher Wife for a Month and Rule a Wife (Ibid.,

(The Dramatic Records of Sir Henry Her- pp. 28-29).
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of the sort represented by The Loyal Subject or Monsieur Thomas a single

linguistic pattern is found to be maintained through virtually every scene

of its five acts, there is I think no real room for doubt that that play is

the work of a single author. Regarding the fourteen plays of this sort in

the canon, the linguistic pattern which links them together as the work
of a single dramatist is far too distinct in itself, and far too evident

throughout each, to admit the possibility of a second hand intervening in

their authorship. When a second hand appears in a scene that has been

formerly dominated by the Fletcherian linguistic pattern, its presence is

noticeable at once. If the second hand is that of a collaborator, then the

pattern will be immediately interrupted, and will appear but sporadically

throughout the play, as it does in such plays as The Spanish Curate and
The Prophetess. If the second hand is that of a reviser, then the whole

pattern will be obscured : ye's will, for the most part, disappear, or their

number will be greatly reduced, and the whole texture of Fletcherian acci-

dence is altered. The canon affords an illustration of this in The Night

Walter, originally one of Fletcher's unaided plays, but revised in its

extant text by Shirley.

Since the Fletcherian linguistic pattern is so pronounced and so dis-

cernible wherever his unaided work is present, I cannot consider his

unaided work to be in fact represented in any play where this pattern is

not evident. Thus I cannot agree with all those who have previously
studied the Beaumont and Fletcher corpus in placing Wit Without Money
among the plays of Fletcher's sole authorship. The linguistic pattern that

emerges from this play resembles far more closely the pattern to be found

in The Night Walter than the pattern which prevails in such plays as

Monsieur Thomas or The Wild Goose Chase.

2.

In evaluating linguistic criteria as a test of authorship, it is obvious that

no linguistic form can be regarded as distinctive of a particular dramatist

in any absolute sense; the extent to which he employs a given form may
distinguish sharply enough his practice from that of two other dramatists,

but not necessarily from that of a third. Thus emerges the necessity, in

determining linguistic criteria for the work of any one dramatist, of

singling out forms which are at once representative of his language pref-

erences, while serving to differentiate his work from the maximum num-
ber of his known or supposed collaborators. The value to be attached to

any piece of linguistic criteria is, in the end, completely relative: all

depends upon the degree of divergence between the linguistic patterns

that are to be distinguished.
With regard to the linguistic patterns which distinguish respectively
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the work of Fletcher and Massinger, these, as has been observed, and as

will be seen readily enough from the tables at the end of this study, are

composed of language preferences which are of an essentially opposite
nature. From this it is to be concluded that, in distinguishing the gram-
matical usage of two dramatists, a given linguistic form need not be pres-
ent in an author's work to afford evidence for determining his share of a

collaborated play. On the contrary, when his collaborator is found to

employ that form, its absence in the work of the dramatist in question
affords the best possible evidence for distinguishing the work of the two.

In a play of Fletcher and Massinger's joint authorship, the fact that

Massinger is known to make little or no use of the pronominal form ye
constitutes evidence just as positive for his work as Fletcher's known pref-

erence for the form constitutes for his. Evidence of this sort is of the best,

precisely because here the degree of divergence between the linguistic

patterns that are being distinguished is as great as it can well be. The one

pattern is marked by a strong preference for ye, with the use of the form

averaging fifty per cent; the other reflects a tendency to avoid the form

altogether.

Such clearly opposed linguistic preferences are, unfortunately, rare.

The extent to which the work of two such collaborators as Fletcher and

Massinger can be distinguished by the presence or the absence of a single

linguistic form pronominal ye is, indeed, quite exceptional in the

annals of the Jacobean collaborated drama. More often, such linguistic

preferences as can be shown to exist in the work of two dramatists are of

a more quantitative sort, with a given linguistic form present in the work
of both, but present at a higher rate of occurrence in the work of one than

in that of the other. In such a case, the value to be attached to any single

linguistic form as evidence for authorship must depend upon the extent

to which, in their unaided work, the one dramatist will tend to employ
it and the other to eschew it. The less the degree of difference in the use

which two dramatists make of the same linguistic form in their unaided

work, the less will be its value as evidence for distinguishing their shares

in a play of divided authorship. As two dramatists tend to approximate
each other in their use of a given language form, the evidential value of

that form is accordingly diminished.

Fortunately for any attempt to determine authorship on the basis of

linguistic preferences, a single language form may be used by both of two

dramatists and yet be of value in distinguishing their work in collabora-

tion, provided only that that form can be shown to occur at a consistently

higher rate in the unaided work of one dramatist than in that of the

other. The value to be attached to the verb form hath, as it occurs in the

unaided work of Fletcher and Massinger, is a case in point. Hath is to be
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found in the unaided plays of both dramatists, yet its occurrence in any

single play of Fletcher's never equals its occurrence in any one of Massin-

ger's plays. Similarly with ye in the work of Fletcher and Field: yc occurs

with some regularity in Field's unaided plays, but its occurrence there

never approaches the extraordinary frequency with which Fletcher

employs the form. The evidence to be derived from linguistic preferences
as sharply opposed as these is second in importance only to that which is

the most significant of all: the evidence that is based upon language pref-

erences which reveal themselves in the prevalence of a given form in the

work of one dramatist and its absence in that of another.

Thus far, in considering the factors that must be taken into account in

evaluating linguistic criteria, I have tried to emphasize the necessity for

determining the extent to which a given language form does indeed point
to a clear and unequivocal linguistic preference that will serve in distin-

guishing the work of two dramatists. It need hardly be said that no single

linguistic preference will serve equally to distinguish the work of a given
dramatist from that of all others. As I have already observed, a grammati-
cal or linguistic practice that may tend to set a particular dramatist apart
from two of his fellows will not necessarily set him apart from a third.

It should be obvious that no piece of linguistic criteria can be evaluated

in isolation; the significance which a single form may possess for distin-

guishing the work of any one dramatist will derive directly from the

extent to which that form is present in the work of his collaborators. The

frequent use of ye, hath, ith* or whatever in the plays of any dramatist

is of no value in distinguishing his work from that of dramatists who

employ such forms with equal or even approximate frequency. And no

importance can be attached to the absence of a particular form from the

work of any one dramatist unless it is known to occur in some noticeable

degree in the work of another. The linguistic pattern that has been

adduced for a dramatist on the basis of his unaided work will, of course,

remain constant. However, the value of the evidence to be attached to the

presence or absence of such linguistic forms as contribute to the distinc-

tive nature of this over-all pattern will obviously shift in relation to the

prevalence of those same forms within such other linguistic patterns as

may be present with it in a single play. Or, stated in another way: if a

given linguistic form is known to occur with approximately the same

frequency in the work of dramatists A, B and C, but does not occur at all

in the work of dramatist D, then while that particular form will have no
value as evidence for distinguishing the work of A, B and C, it will have

considerable value for distinguishing the work of any one of these from

dramatist D. The use of the verb form hath in the plays of Massinger and

Field will not serve to distinguish these dramatists from each other, but it
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may serve to distinguish both from Fletcher. And while the absence of yc
from the plays of Massinger will have very little value in distinguishing
his work from that of Beaumont, who seems to have employed die form
at least as sparingly as Massinger himself, the fact that Massinger almost

never uses ye will serve to distinguish his work not only from Fletcher's,

but from that of Field as well.

Clearly, no linguistic form can be regarded as the exclusive property
of a single writer. Just as clearly, however, writers can, and often doy
demonstrate a preference for certain colloquial and contracted linguistic
forms (a fact that is strikingly evidenced in the case of Fletcher and

Massinger) and such preferences can often serve to set apart the work
of one author from that of another. In a study such as this, the problem
must be to distinguish what are, indeed, an author's preferential forms,
and then to determine which of these can serve to differentiate his work
from that of his associates. For such a purpose, the very best linguistic

evidence will always consist in those forms which a given writer can be

shown to have used with conspicuous frequency, but which those with

whom he collaborated can be shown to have used ever so sparingly or

not at all.

The language forms which constitute the greater part of my evidence

for authorship consist, as will have been observed, of linguistic prefer-

ences which in a great number of cases are made manifest in only the

most minute typographical features of a printed text. In dealing with such

forms, and especially when one is preparing to attach any great impor-
tance to the frequency of their occurrence, the question is naturally raised

as to the extent to which an author's choice of contractions is preserved
in the transmission of his text. It is well known that certain seventeenth-

century compositors possessed clearly defined spelling preferences which

were imposed upon whatever text they might be setting, and one wonders

just how far such compositorial preferences were carried. Would a com-

positor, for instance, venture to impose his own preferences among col-

loquial and contracted forms upon a text as well? If so, then any study
such as the present one is the sheerest kind of folly, for the linguistic forms

by means of which one is seeking to identify a given dramatist's share in

a collaborated play might have been introduced into the text by any num-
ber of unknown compositors.

There is no reason, however, to believe that compositors took undue
liberties with the contracted forms in the manuscript before them; there

is, on the contrary, good reason for believing that they reproduced such

forms with considerable fidelity. Both W. E. Farnham and Paul Elmer
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More have drawn attention to the extent to which the same contractions

occur, with only slight variation, in the Beaumont and Fletcher quartos
and folios. As Farnham has observed, it is clear from the verse that such

contractions were intended by the author, and honoured by the printer,

because they are a necessary part of the metrical structure. And equally to

the point is his further observation that differences in the use of contrac-

tions in the parts of a collaborated play are "too orderly to be ascribed to

the vagaries of a printer" (Farnham, op. cit., p. 332). No one can seriously

consider the two linguistic patterns present in such a play as The Spanish

Curate, coinciding as they do with the beginning of acts and scenes, to

represent the language habits of two compositors. If such linguistic pat-

terns did in fact represent the language preferences of two compositors,
their occurrence would be found to accord with the bibliographical units

of the printed text, and would not in any way be related to the act and

scene divisions of the play itself. Finally, the manner in which the same

linguistic preferences can be shown to persist throughout the unaided

plays of a given dramatist, though the extant texts of these are the work
of several different printers, affords the ultimate proof that language
forms of the sort which can furnish evidence for authorship originated

with the author himself, and are sufficiently preserved in a printed text.

Fletcher's strong preference for the pronominal form ye is just as evident

in the 1639 quarto text of Monsieur Thomas, printed by Thomas Harper,
or in the 1640 quarto of Rule a Wife, printed by Leonard Lichfield, as in

the remaining twelve plays of his unaided authorship, printed for the

first time by Humphrey Moseley in the 1647 folio. The unaided Massmger
canon presents what is perhaps an even stronger argument for this con-

tention, for it is the product of even more diverse compositonal hands.

Of Massmger's fifteen unaided plays, thirteen were published, and these

represent the work of eleven printers. Yet the linguistic preferences which

emerge from these are completely consistent within themselves, and what
is equally striking, they are preferences which in no way contradict what
we know of Massinger's language from the manuscript in his auto-

graph of one of his unpublished plays. A study of the occurrence, in

some one hundred plays, of the linguistic forms that are here employed
as authorial evidence, convinces me that, in the greater number of cases,

the use of such forms either in the unaided plays of a given dramatist or

in plays of divided authorship is far too systematic to admit the possi-

bility that their presence has been affected, in any truly significant degree,

by compositorial intervention.

If, however, the evidence available would tend to absolve compositors
from the charge of tampering with the contractions in the manuscript
which they were set to reproduce, the same cannot, apparently, be said
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for certain scribes in their preparation of transcripts for the use of the

theatre, the printer, or a private patron. The three scribal transcripts which
exist for Fletcher's unaided plays demonstrate, on the one hand, a reason-

able accuracy in reproducing the linguistic preferences of the author on
the part of such a scribe as Ralph Crane and, on the other, the far more
erratic practice of such a scribe as Edward Knight, with the practice of the

unidentified scribe of The Woman's Prize falling somewhere between the

two.

Crane prepared a private transcript of Fletcher's The Humourous
Lieutenant (titled in his manuscript Demetrius and Enanthe). Since his

text contains some seventy-five lines not present in the text of the first

folio, the supposition is that Crane's transcript derives from Fletcher's

original manuscript, whereas the folio text represents a prompt-book

containing theatrical abridgements. In his transcript, Crane introduces

some thirty-four ye's not present in the text of the folio, while he omits

some fourteen ye's which the folio text exhibits, but the difference of

approximately twenty ye's in the total occurrence of the form in the two

texts is not great. It speaks, in fact, well for the care with which Crane

reproduced his copy when it is compared with the wide divergence in the

occurrence of ye in the two extant texts of another of Fletcher's unaided

plays. Bonduca. (For a careful study of Crane's characteristics as a tran-

scriber, see R. C. Bald, Bibliographical Studies in the Beaumont and
Fletcher Folio of 1647, P- 95> t)ut more especially his edition of A Game at

Chesse by Thomas Middleton., pp. 171-173.)

The text of Bonduca is extant in a scribal transcript, prepared by
Edward Knight, the book-keeper of the King's Company, from Fletcher's

foul papers, and in the text of the 1647 folio, printed from the prompt-book.
In the folio text, the pronoun ye is used 352 times; in Knight's transcript,

the occurrence of the form has been reduced by more than half, to 147
times. The variation in the two texts in this respect is of significance

because, on the basis of the first folio, the percentage of ye's to you's is the

highest to be found in any play of Fletcher's unaided authorship. If, how-

ever, Bonduca survived only in Knight's manuscript, the play would pre-

sent the lowest percentage of ye's to you's in all Fletcher, with the occur-

rence of the form falling markedly below its normal frequency in his un-

aided plays.

There is evidence of scribal intervention affecting the use of ye in an-

other Fletcher play, The Woman s Prize, and there is good reason to sup-

pose that the scribe responsible for the reduction in the occurrence of the

form is once again Knight. Like Bonduca, The Woman's Prize is extant in

two texts: an undated private transcript, prepared by an unidentified

scribe, and the text of the 1647 folio. In the first folio text, ye occurs but 84
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times, a number far below the usual occurrence of the form in Fletcher's

unaided work. In the manuscript, yc is found 133 times, and while this still

represents the lowest occurrence of the form in Fletcher, the increase of 49

ye's makes for a rather more satisfactory basis for regarding the play as

Fletcher's own.

There is external evidence which almost certainly has some bearing on

the first folio text of the play and the linguistic forms which it exhibits. On
18 October 1633 the Master of the Revels, Sir Henry Herbert, suppressed a

performance of The Woman's Prize (he refers to the play by its alternate

title, The Tamer Tamed), which the King's Company had scheduled for

that afternoon. On the following morning the prompt-book was brought
to him, whereupon he proceeded to purge it of "oaths, prophaness, and

ribaldrye" (Herbert, p. 20). The play, Herbert explains, was an old one,

evidently licensed during the Mastership of one of his predecessors, which

the King's Company had sought to revive, under a different title, without

applying for a new license. Herbert was thereby deprived of his licensing

fee, a matter about which he felt strongly, as he indicates in the entry in

his Office Book, though he advances another and more public-spirited rea-

son why old plays should not be restaged without the allowance of the

Master of the Revels: "they may be full of offensive things against church

and state; the rather that in former times the poetts tooke greater liberty

than is allowed them by mee" (p. 22).

The upshot of the whole affair was that two days later, on 21 October,
Herbert returned the prompt copy, properly expurgated, to the players,

accompanied by a note to Edward Knight enjoining him to "purge [the

actors'] parts, as I have the booke." The players' capitulation to Herbert's

demands was complete; two of their chief members apologized for "their

ill manners" and asked his pardon, and the following month Fletcher's

The Loyal Subject, which had been licensed by Sir George Buc in 1618,

was submitted to Herbert for re-licensing.

Mr. R. C. Bald, in a most valuable discussion of the two texts of The
Woman's Prize in his Bibliographical Studies in the Beaumont and
Fletcher Folio of 1647 (p. 60), points out that, while "the manuscript omits

two whole scenes (H.i and IV.i), two passages of fourteen and seven

lines respectively, and eight of three lines or less" that are included in the

folio, the manuscript exhibits, on the other hand, "eleven passages . . . vary-

ing in length from half a line to nine lines," which the folio omits. It is Mr.

Bald's opinion that the manuscript gives the play, which was originally

performed in 1610 or 1611, "as cut for acting before Herbert's time," while

"the folio gives a fuller version of the play, but observes the cuts that were
made by Herbert in 1633." To observe the cuts that Herbert demanded, it

does not seem unreasonable to suppose that a new prompt-book was drawn
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up, and if a new prompt-book was prepared, it seems clear enough from
Herbert's note of 21 October that the task would be performed by the book-

keeper Knight. From Knight's transcript of Bonduca we know how the

Fletcherian ye diminished under his hand (see Bald, pp. 99-100), and I can

only account for the small number of ye's in the folio text of The Woman's
Prize by supposing the manuscript from which that text derives to have

been prepared by him. With regard to the scribal transcript, the supposition
would be that the scribe responsible for it has been somewhat more faithful

in reproducing the language forms that must have stood in the original.

Since the manuscript text reflects more clearly than the folio the quality of

the Fletcherian original, I have used it as the basis for the statistics set forth

for The Woman's Prize in the linguistic tables at the end of the present

study.

The possibility of scribal intervention should perhaps be considered in

relation to two other of the plays which can be regarded as Fletcher's un-

aided work, Rule a Wife and A Wife for a Month. These, apparently
Fletcher's last plays, exhibit after The Woman's Prize the least number
of ye's of all the fourteen plays that I consider to be his. The first folio text

of A Wife for a Month gives clear indication of author's foul papers, but it

is not impossible that the text has derived from a not too careful transcript
of these. Two speeches are printed in alternately abridged and expanded ver-

sions, and there is a bad tangle in the second scene of the fourth act which

clearly would have had to be set to rights before the manuscript in back of

the first folio text could have been used as a prompt book. But if Knight's

transcript of Bonduca is any indication of his work for a private patron,
he would not have been above letting such difficulties stand in a text

which he prepared, if it were not to serve as a theatrical prompt copy.
And if the total number of ye's still present in the text of A Wife for a

Month (176) does indeed represent a reduction from the original number,
Fletcher's favourite pronoun has here been given much the same treat-

ment as Knight accorded it in his Bonduca manuscript.
The substantive text of Rule a Wife, that of the 1640 quarto, probably

derives, as Prof. Jump has suggested, "either from a prompt-book or from
a manuscript directly descended from a prompt-book."

7 The play was
licensed for acting by Sir Henry Herbert on 19 October 1624, and four

months later, on 8 February 1625, Herbert re-licensed The Honest Man's

Fortune, for which Knight had prepared a new prompt book that is

extant in his autograph. It would seem likely, then, since he was actively

employed by the King's Company at this time, that Knight prepared
the prompt-book for Rule a Wife as well. There is evidence of a sort

in the quarto of Rule a Wife that might be considered to link it with his

7. Rolh, Dufa of Normandy, edited by J. D. Jump, intro., xiii.
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work. The chief feature which the quarto and the Bonduca manuscript
have in common is a frequent occurrence of the contraction 'um (for

'cm). Since Knight employs 'cm throughout his manuscript of The Honest

Man's Fortune, 'um is not likely to represent his own linguistic prefer-

ence. And since the form is 'cm throughout the 1640 quarto of Rollo,

Dufo of Normandy, printed in the same house and in the same year as

Rule a Wife, it seems improbable that the 'um spelling is compositorial.
I regard it rather as a Fletcherian form which Knight has reproduced

forty-six times in his transcript of Bonduca, and perhaps thirty-two
times in the manuscript behind the quarto of Rule a Wife. Seventeen

times in the Bonduca manuscript, Knight uses the spelling Air for her.

The Air spelling occurs twenty-nine times in the quarto of Rule a Wife,
and it is the prevalent spelling throughout the manuscript of The Honest

Man's Fortune. The evidence is admittedly not great, but combined with

the fact that Knight was the probable person to have prepared a prompt-
book for the King's Company at this period, it seems at least possible that

the diminished number of ye's (213) in the quarto of Rule a Wife may be

traced to his intervention in the transmission of the text.

The following tables set forth the rate of occurrence, in the unaided

plays of Fletcher and Massinger, of those linguistic forms which are of

value in distinguishing the respective shares of the two dramatists in plays
of divided authorship. I have omitted The Faithful Shepherdess from the

number of Fletcher's unaided plays, for although it is undoubtedly
Fletcher's own, linguistically at least it has nothing in common with any
other of his unaided works. Its language is that of pastoral poetry, uncol-

loquial and somewhat archaic. It abounds in linguistic forms (most notably
the third person auxiliary forms hath and doth) which Fletcher seldom

or never uses in his other unaided plays, while all the most distinguishing
of his colloquial forms are either completely absent, or present in only a

negligible degree. Nothing could be more misleading than to regard the

language of The Faithful Shepherdess as typically Fletcherian.

Of the linguistic forms cited in the tables below, ye is much the most

important for purposes of authorial evidence. Since Fletcher employs the

form as both subject and object, direct or indirect, in either singular or

plural number, the rate of its occurrence in his unaided plays is very high.
In the fifteen unaided plays of Massinger, the form occurs but twice. Con-

tractions in / (y'are, y'avc and the like) are much less frequent in

Fletcher, and are of no value in distinguishing Fletcher's work from

Massinger's. The two occurrences of y'are in Fletcher's Monsieur Thomas,
Rule a Wife, Bonduca, and The Pilgrim, for example, are matched by the
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two instances of the form in Massinger's The Bondman. The single

instances of yavc and y'havc in, respectively, Fletcher's The Chances and

Bonduca are paralleled by single appearances of the same forms in,

respectively, Massinger's A New Way to Pay Old Debts and The
Guardian. There is nothing to distinguish Massinger's use of contrac-

tions in y' from Fletcher's, and I have not included them among the forms

cited in the following tables. Regarding the verb form hath, there is a

distinct difference in the Fletcher-Massinger usage. In Fletcher, the form
never occurs more than 6 times in a single play, and in two plays it occurs

not at all. In Massmger, on the other hand, hath never occurs less than 8

times in any one play, and generally it is found a good deal more often

than this as often as 46 times in a single play. Doth comes in only one of

the fourteen Fletcherian plays listed below, but since it appears but 5 times

in Massinger, the distinction in the practice of the two dramatists on this

point is not great. The contraction 'cm appears in all of Fletcher's unaided

plays, from 23 times in Women Pleased to 130 times in The Loyal Subject.

In certain of Massinger's plays, it will be noted, 'em is to be found occur-

ring as frequently as it does in certain of Fletcher's. But it seems signifi-

cant that all of these (e.g., The Picture, The Guardian, The City Madam)
are late plays, licensed for acting after Fletcher's death in 1625* In Massin-

ger's early plays, which would presumably reflect his language practices

at the time of his collaboration with Fletcher, 'em is used a good deal

more sparingly than in the unaided plays of Fletcher or in the later work
of Massinger himself: 7 times, for example, in The Parliament of Love,

9 times in The Renegado, 12 times in The Du^e of Milan. I tabulate

the occurrence of the form for whatever value it may have as a piece of

corroborating evidence for distinguishing the work of the two dramatists.

The evidence to be derived from the contraction i'th' is, on the whole,

good. Despite the fact that the 7 occurrences of the form in Fletcher's The
Island Princess are equalled in Massinger's The Guardian, the form is

found at least 4 times in all of Fletcher's plays, where it may appear as

many as 28 times, while it is found in but 5 plays of Massinger's, and in

none of these more than 7 times. It may be worth noting that the five

plays in which the form occurs are late ones, and that ith* appears in no

8. The eight Massinger plays which, on the to identify The Maid of Honour with The
evidence that is available, can be dated Honour of Women, licensed by Herbert on
after Fletcher's death are: The Picture, h- 6 May 1628. If the reference to the taking
censed 1629; The Emperor of the East and of Breda in A New Way (I, ii) stood in

Believe as you tist, 1631; The City Madam, the original version of that play-^and there

1632; The Guardian, 1633; The Bashful is no reason to suppose the contrary then

Lover, 1636 (licensing dates are drawn the play cannot have been written before

from Herbert's Office Book). The date of that event occurred, on i July 1625 (W.
The Maid of Honour and A New Way to Gifford, The Plays of Philip Massinger, III,

Pay Old Debts is uncertain. Malonc sought 503-4).
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play of Massingcr's written before Fletcher's death. A form, however,

which Massinger tends to employ occasionally, but which occurs only a

single time in Fletcher, is the contraction fthe. The contraction o'th'

affords evidence of a sufficiently clear-cut sort: the form occurs at least

once in all fourteen of Fletcher's unaided plays; it occurs not at all in

Massinger. The colloquial form a (for he) is found in six of Fletcher's

plays, but appears in none of Massinger's. Of a similar nature is the con-

traction 'is (for he is), present in five of Fletcher's unaided plays, but not

present in Massinger. H'as (for he has) is found at least twice in each of

the fourteen unaided plays of Fletcher, but it occurs only a single time in

Massinger. The contraction /' (for to, before a following vowel or h)
affords evidence of a sort for Massinger; it occurs at least once in ten of

his fifteen unaided plays, but is found only a single time in Fletcher.

Contractions involving 's for his occur chiefly in Fletcher following the

prepositions in and on. There are single instances in Fletcher of enclitic 's

for his with four other prepositions (at, for, to, up); with an adverb

(than); with a verb (stride). In Massinger, 's for his occurs but three

times: twice in the contraction in's, once in the contraction of.s. Only the

uses of *s for his with in and on have seemed worth recording in the tables

that follow.

As for contractions in 's for us, these occur most commonly in Fletcher

with the imperative verb form let. I find only two occasions in which

Fletcher has used enclitic
f

s for us after other notional verbs (put and

maJ(e); elsewhere, he uses the form only after the preposition on (5

times). In Massinger, 's for us is used only in the contraction let's, and

even this quite normal form Massinger uses very sparingly. It is the only
contraction in 's for us that I have recorded below. The enclitic use of '/

for it with both prepositions and verbs (in contractions such as in't, on't,

for't, to't, is't) is standard in the work of Elizabethan and Jacobean

dramatists, and contractions of this sort are of no worth in distinguishing
the work of Fletcher and Massinger, for their rate of occurrence in the

work of each is virtually identical. In the following tables I have recorded

only one form in 't for it, the contraction oft, and this only because the

form does not appear in Fletcher, while it occurs from one to nine times

in thirteen of the fifteen unaided plays of Massinger.
To summarize the chief features of the linguistic patterns of Fletcher

and Massinger: the Fletcherian pattern is one which is marked above all

by the constant use of ye ; one which exhibits a strong preference for the

contraction 'em to the expanded form them; one which regularly employs
such other contractions as i'th', o'th', h'as, and 's for his, and which makes

sparing use of the third person singular verb forms hath and doth. Stated
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Linguistic Tables for the Unaided Pkys of Fletcher and Massinger*

* Abbreviations. (References to the folio,

quarto, octavo, or manuscript text upon
which all statistics in the present study have

been based are given in parentheses after

each title.) B. L., The Bashful Lover (O
1655); Bel, Believe as You List (British

Museum Ms. Egerton 2828, Edited by C. J.

Sisson, The Malone Society) ; Bon., Bonduca

(F 1647) ; Bond., The Bondman (Q 1624) ;

Chan., The Chances (F 1647) ; C. M., The

City Madam (Q 1658) ;
D. M., The Du%e of

Milan (Q 1623) ; E. E., The Emperor of the

East (Q 1632); Guard., The Guardian (O
1655) ; G. D. F., The Great Du\e of Florence

(Q 1636) ; H. L., The Humourous Lieuten-

ant (F 1647); I. P., The Island Princess (F

1647) ; L. S., The Loyal Subject (F 1647) ;

M. L., The Mad Lover (F 1647); M. H.9

The Maid of Honour (Q 1632) ; M. Thorn.,
Monsieur Thomas (Q 1639) ; N. W., A New
Way to Pay Old Debts (Q 1633) ; Pict., The
Picture (Q 1630); Pilg., The Pilgrim (F
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numerically, it is a pattern in which the average rate of occurrence for

the forms in question is as follows:

Average occurrence

Contraction per play

yc 322
hath 3
'em 59
them 8

i'th' 14
o'th' 9
h'as 6

's (his) 5

The full significance of these figures can best be realized when they are

compared with the average rate of occurrence for the same forms in the

unaided work of Massinger. There yc occurs twice in fifteen plays. Hath
occurs at an average rate of 27 times. In the seven plays of Massinger's sole

authorship written before Fletcher's death, and so reflecting most nearly
the author's linguistic preferences during the period of his collaboration

with Fletcher, 'em is used an average of 12 times per play, them an average
of 23 times. The contraction ith is found 18 times in five of Massinger's
unaided plays, all of which date after the death of Fletcher. O'th does

not appear in any of Massinger's unaided plays; has is found but once

(in a post-Fletcher play) ;
's for his occurs twice (both times in a play

written after Fletcher's death). In the linguistic pattern which emerges
from the unaided plays of Massinger written during Fletcher's lifetime,

it can fairly be said then that the Fletcherian yc has no parallel; that

Massinger's average use of hath is nine times greater than Fletcher's; that

the Fletcherian preference for 'cm to them is precisely reversed in Massin-

ger; and that the contractions ith\ oth\ has, and 's for his are completely
absent from his work at this period. The linguistic patterns of the two

are as nearly opposite as they could well be.

1647; P. L. 9 The Parliament of Love (Vic- (F 1647) ; W. Pr., The Woman's Prize

tona and Albert Museum, Dyce MS. 39, (Folger Shakespeare Library, Lambarde
Edited by K. M. Lea, The Malone Society) ; Ms.).
Ren., The Renegado (Q 1630) ;

R. A., The
Roman Actor (Q 1629); R. W., Rule a Wife t The form occurs 32 times as 'urn in the

and Have a Wife (Q 1640); U. C.
t
The Un- 1640 quarto text (see above, p. 142).

natural Combat (Q 1639); Valen., Valen-

tinian (F 1647) ; W. G. C., The Wild Goose t The form occurs 10 times as a'th in the

Chase (F 1652); W. A/., A Wife for a Lambardc Manuscript.
Month (F 1647); W. P., Women Pleased



A Printer's Manuscript of 1508

by
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JOANNES

JOVIANUS PoNTANUs, the Neapolitan humanist, died in 1503,

leaving a number of important unpublished works in verse and prose,
and an active coterie of friends and admirers who were determined

that they should be published. During his lifetime, Pontanus had been

the leading spirit of the academy which took his name. After his death, the

Accademia Pontaniana embarked upon an ambitious program of gather-

ing and editing his works, a program which was to bring forth eight vol-

umes from the press of Sigismund Mayr at Naples between 1505 and 1512,

some of the texts of which eventually served as the basis for Aldus's col-

lected edition in three volumes, 1518-1519.

The labor of preserving these works was well organized and devotedly
carried out. Jacopo Sannazaro, famous as the author of Arcadia and one of

Pontanus's leading disciples, assisted in collecting the texts; Francesco

Puderico undertook the raising of funds to make publication possible; and
Pietro Summonte assumed the editorial burden. No doubt they were also

assisted by the scholarly printer, Mayr, who never failed to refer to himself

in the colophons of the several books in some such terms as "singularis

ingenii artifex." In order to protect the venture, Summonte secured a ten-

year patent for the publication of Pontanus's works in the Kingdom of

Naples, which he announced in the colophon of the first of the series in

these terms: "Nequis praeter unum P. Summontium aut hoc: aut alia loan-

nis louiani Pontani opera in tota Regni Neapolitani ditione imprimere:
siue haec ipsa aliunde aduecta uendere per decennium impune queat:

amplissimo priuilegio cautum est." (Parthcnopei, 1505, sig. T8
V

).

These publications were prepared with extraordinary care, and great

pains were taken to preserve the prototype manuscripts after the works
were in print. Although the manuscripts were scattered during the six-

teenth century, most of them survive, the greatest numbers being in the

Vatican Library and at Vienna.
1

In the British Museum is preserved the

i. Sec the introduction by Benedetto Soldati Carmina (Firenzc, 1902), I, ix-xxxiii; and
to his edition of loannts loviani Pontani Erasmo Pcrcopo, "La Bibhoteca di Gioviano
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manuscript of one of the works, DC Prudcntia (Add. MS. 12,027), which
was prepared for the press and from which was set up the undated edition

published by Mayr, probably in 1508. This manuscript may be taken as

representative of the entire group, which forms an important block among
the relatively few examples of early printer's copy which have survived to

the present day. It testifies to Summonte's meticulous editorial prepara-

tion, which even extended to some attempt at typographical design, and
it shows clearly how the printer treated the text.

3

The edition is question is a well-printed folio of 94 unnumbered leaves,

and its collation is a-g
8 h6

i-m
8
. The title-page reads: PONTANI

|

De Pru-

dentia : ac deinceps alii de Phi-|lofophia libri : ut per indicem qui in
|
calce

operis eft : licet uidere.

Evidently, when typesetting began, it had been determined that DC
Prudcntia was not to stand alone, but no decision had been reached as to

what other work or works should accompany it. DC Prudcntia occupies

quires a to h, and the remainder of the volume is taken up with the DC
Magnanimitatc of Pontanus. The colophon to which the title refers is on

sig. m8
v
, and it reads, "Quae toto contineantur libro: haec sunt. De Pru-

dentia libri quinque: De Magnanimitate duo. Cum decennali priuilegio."

No date appears in the book, but Michele Tafuri, the bibliographer of

Pontanus, established its date beyond reasonable doubt as I5o8.
3 He showed

that references in Summonte's dedications to Pontanus's Actius (1507) and
DC Scrmonc (1509) indicate that it must have appeared after the one and
before the other. The situation is a little complicated by the fact that a

dated octavo edition of DC Prudcntia was published by Filippo Giunta in

Florence, also in 1508. But the Giunta edition has no direct connection with

the Mayr edition. It was derived from a different manuscript and passed

through the hands of a different editor. It is thus for all practical purposes

totally distinct from the Mayr edition, and it needs no further considera-

tion in the present instance.

In common with all of Mayr's editions of Pontanus, DC Prudcntia con-

tains a most circumstantial explicit. It occurs on m/, following the regis-

ter, and reads, "Neapoli per Sigismundum Mayr Alemanum: singularis

ingenii artificem: Ac fideliter ex archetypis: Pontani ipsius manu scriptis:

quae post operum editionem: P. Summontius qua par fuit in louianum
suum pietate: Neapoli in bibliotheca Diui Dominici seruanda collocauit."

tendon. I have also to acknowledge the

Pontano," In Onorc di Giovanni Gioviano permission of the Trustees of the British

Pontano, L'Accadcmia Pontaniana (Naples, Museum to reproduce four pages of the

1926), pp. 53-65. MS. as illustrations of this study.

2. I am indebted to Mr. T. J. Brown, of
3. Catalogo dcllc cdizioni . . . di Gto.

the Department of Manuscripts, British Mu- Gioviano Pontano (Naples, 1827), pp. 34-38.
scum, for calling the manuscript to my at-
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A PRINTER'S MANUSCRIPT OF 1508

What is known of Pontanus's library casts some light on this explicit.

When Pontanus died in 1503, he was succeeded as head of the Accademia

by Summonte, who at once began the pious labor of preserving the master's

works from dispersal and loss. Pontanus's two daughters, Aurelia and

Eugenia, seem to have placed little value on either the achievements or the

library of their father. Summonte made it his first task to persuade them
to turn over to him the bulk of the holograph and other manuscripts of

the unpublished books, and these were to form the basis for the Acca-

demia's editions. The transaction appears to have taken place shortly after

Pontanus's death, and by it Summonte became both custodian and literary

executor of the writings. In 1505 the younger daughter, Eugenia, was per-
suaded to present the remainder of her father's library to the church of S.

Domenico in Naples. The inventory of the gift lists forty-nine volumes, and
includes four of Pontanus's works, while several of the classical manu-

scripts were copied out in his own hand.4 De Prudentia and DC Magnanimi-
tate do not appear in the list. Presumably they were among the manuscripts

already in Summonte's safekeeping.
However that may be, the original manuscripts (or archctypi, as Sum-

monte always called them) of the works printed between 1505 and 1512
were added by their editor to the library of S. Domenico as they appeared
in print. Apparently this scheme for their preservation developed after

Eugenia's gift, for there is no mention of it in the poems of 1505 or the

Actius of 1507, the first two publications in the series. But most of the later

volumes contain some such statement as that in DC Prudentia^ and it is

reasonable to assume that Summonte placed all the manuscripts in S.

Domenico.

But the plan for safeguarding the manuscripts and books of Pontanus

was doomed to failure. In the turbulent years of the mid-sixteenth century,

the library of S. Domenico was dispersed. How, when, or by whom is not

known. Some volumes eventually found their way into the Vatican Library,
and it is possible that they came there by way of the collection of Cardinal

Guglielmo Sirleto (1504-1585). Sirleto had strong Neapolitan connections,

and he began and ended his career at Rome as custodian of the Vatican

Library. He was also a notable collector in his own right. At his death, his

collection passed into the hands of Cardinal Ascanio Colonna, and at last

into the Vatican. Several more of the manuscripts came into the possession

of Joannes Sambucus, and with the rest of his extensive collection were

added to the Imperial Court Library at Vienna. The manuscript of DC
Prudentia here under consideration contains no indication that it was

4. The glory of Pontanus's library had been to its eventual destination some years before

the great Vatican Virgil; but this had passed Pontanus's death.

into Pietro Bembo's possession on the way
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among those placed in S. Domenico by Summonte, but such negative evi-

dence should not be given too much weight. It evidently remained at

Naples, for it bears at the head of the text the inscription "BER. ROTAE,"
the mark of ownership of Bernardino Rota (1509-1575), the Neapolitan

poet and humanist. Since another manuscript of De Prudcntia was among
those taken to Vienna by Sambucus,

5
it may well be that our manuscript

was never deposited in S. Domenico at all; but the case is far from certain.

Add. MS. 12,027 is written on paper in a clear humanist hand, with

some additions and revisions in the same hand, and further revisions by at

least two other hands. The book is a folio, and the normal page contains

twenty-three lines of text. Its gatherings are unsigned, and its collation is

i-3
10

4
14

5-1 1
10

i2
12

13, one hundred and thirty-six leaves in all; the last five

leaves are blank, as are also leaves 99 and 100. Catchwords appear only on

the last verso of each gathering, written downwards vertically at the foot

of the inner margin. The volume is foliated in an early hand, and the old

foliation runs to 138. There is a gap of two numbers following the last page
of text, and it may be that the last quire once contained twelve leaves, of

which the central pair is now missing.
Two leaves of a different kind of paper precede the text. These were

originally end-leaves, and the verso of the first bears the inscription in an

early hand, "Pontani manu opus conscriptum, et jn Actij Sinceri Bib-

liotheca Repertum." This inscription has been said to be in the hand of

Aldus Manutius, but comparison with specimens of Aldus's autograph in-

dicates that it is not; nor is it in the hand of the younger Aldus. A later,

probably eighteenth-century, hand has added beneath this the words, "ejus-

que Actii Sinceri Sannazarii manu castigatum." On the facing page what

appears to be the same later hand has written, "Joannis Joviani Pontani

opus M. S. ad Tristanum Caracciolum et Franciscum Pudericum, de Pru-

dentia in quinque libros distributum; repertum in Actii Sinceri Bibliotheca.

Codex chartaceus manu ipsius Pontani castigatum."
6
This last inscription

agrees best with the evidence supplied by the manuscript itself. There is

no indication other than these three inscriptions that the book was ever

in the possession of Jacopo Sannazaro,
7 whose distinctive autograph cer-

tainly does not appear anywhere in the manuscript. The text itself is not

holograph, but the work of a good professional scribe. However, many of

the corrections and revisions are in the hand of Pontanus, and the second

revising hand was that of Summonte. In addition to the work of author

and editor, the manuscript contains various markings made by the printer

5. Cod. Pal. 3413, fol. 305*-4i8*. 7. Actius Sinccrus was the sobriquet be-

stowed on Sannazaro by Pontanus, in ac-

6. Caracciolo and Puderico were the dedi- cordance with the custom of the Accademia.

catces of Pontanus's work. Thus Pontanus had also given himself a
middle name, Jovianus.
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both before typesetting commenced and also while it was in progress. Some
account of these revisions and markings, in the approximate order in which

they were made, may serve as a history of the manuscript on its way to-

wards and through the composing-room.
8

The work of the author is limited almost entirely to the rectification of

scribal errors: the insertion of omitted words and phrases and, in one or

two cases, lacking chapter-headings. It is impossible to determine who
made many of the smaller changes of capitalization and orthography. Page
8
b

(fig. i) may be taken as an example. The interpolation at the foot is un-

doubtedly in Pontanus's autograph, and his was probably the hand that

altered "beneficitia" to "benificentia" in the last sentence preceding the

heading "De Fortuna." Who corrected the q of "assequtrices" to c, capi-

talized the F of "Fortuna," and deleted "per" before "multa" in the penul-
timate line, can scarcely be determined. In any event, it is obvious that

Pontanus read through the manuscript with care and attention, looking

principally for places where scribal carelessness had altered his meaning.
Summonte's hand may be seen in a variety of alterations in the text and

directions to the press. His editorial duties were discharged with exemplary

thoroughness, and his work throughout shows that he was thinking not

only of the accuracy but also of the visual effect of the publication. These

two aspects of his labors are epitomized in the interesting and unusual pub-
lisher's "blurbs" which appeared on the two parts of the volume which
next followed De Prudentia from Mayr's press, the De Bello Neapolitano
et De Sermone of 1509. On the last verso of the first section of this book,

completed in May, are the words, "Mira orthographiae ratione impressum,"
and on the last verso of part 2, finished in August, "Kara impressionis ele-

gantia." Each of these phrases appears alone on its page, where it would be

exposed to tempt the buyer as the unbound sheets lay in the bookseller's

shop. No one can doubt what Summonte considered to be the strongest

points of the publications.

Some, if not most, of the minor alterations of single letters in the text

are the editor's. At least one long interpolation, that at the foot of I28
b

,
is

in his handwriting. He inserted the formal headings of Books II-V inclu-

sive (that of the first book is in the scribe's hand), and indicated the form
the headlines were to take in the printed volume. Fols. i-n have in his

hand at the top of the versos "DE PRV." (see fig. i) and at the top of the

rectos "LIB. I." After fol. n, he contented himself with merely writing the

8. Bound in at the beginning of Add. MS. printed editions known to him. Unfortu-

12,027 1S a modern manuscript in French nately, the undated edition actually printed

containing fourteen leaves (two are blank), from the manuscript was not among these,

signed "E. Audm" and dated "Florence, 30 and consequently much of Audin's spccula-

Novembre 1821." In it Audm discusses the tion is without foundation,

manuscript and attempts to relate it to the
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book-number on all rectos, usually in both arabic and roman numerals

(see figs. 2, 3). The latter evidently represent second thoughts, as the

printed book uses roman numerals. It also follows throughout the exact

style of abbreviated headline prescribed in the early pages of the manuscript.
Summonte was also responsible for the rectification of one major dis-

arrangement of the text in this manuscript, where the order of certain sec-

tions of Book V was incorrect or had been revised. A large part of Book V
is taken up with brief paragraphs setting forth examples of prudcntia culled

from the pages of history. In the manuscript, the paragraph dealing with

Hostilius is followed (109*) by that concerning the Roman Senate. But the

final order placed there instead the paragraph on Fabius Ambustius, which

occurrs in the manuscript on ii2
a
, followed in turn by the next five sec-

tions in order, running to the middle of n8a
. The new arrangement then

returns to the paragraph on the Senate and runs on through the two fol-

lowing sections, which complete the rearrangement; the text then skips

back to n8a
and takes up the remaining sections to the end of the book in

the order in which they appear in the manuscript. The text affected by this

change appears in the published book on sigs. g5
v
-hi

r
. Summonte's method

of indicating the changed order was very simple. In the margin at the be-

ginning of each of the sections he placed an encircled capital letter, the

alphabetical order showing the proper position of each in the rearrange-
ment. (These index letters are printed without their circles in the ensuing

discussion.) The section on the Senate is thus lettered G. In the margin
above the G is an encircled A preceded by the section-mark, , indicating to

the compositor that he was to seek the section so marked. The section on

Fabius Ambustius, of course, bears the letter A. At the end of the section F,

on n8a
,
is the marginal note, "quaere hanc litteram G et pone omnes per

ordinem usque ad I."

The short paragraphs of Book V also show an editorial policy deter-

mined and then abandoned. The manuscript as originally written set the

paragraphs down without headings. Summonte then inserted all the head-

ings, and at last, before publication, struck them all out again (see margin
in fig. 3). This may have been done either to save space, or to improve the

appearance. A number of the sections occupy no more than two lines of

type. Section-headings for all would have swelled the size of the book, and

would also have given it a choppy and cut-up look.

Besides the disarrangement in Book V, the text of the manuscript is

seriously defective at two points: it lacks the prologues to Books IV and V.

These were evidently supplied for the printed book from another manu-

script. At the head of Book IV (82
b
) is drawn a long acute angle enclosing

an encircled dot, to indicate an insertion. At the head of Book V (ioi
a

) is a

more complicated signal, consisting of two concentric circles cut by a vertical
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straight line, with another straight line emerging to the right.
9
In addition

there is pasted on the facing blank page a label in Summonte's hand reading,

"Qua se haue da ponere lo prologo de che serra vna facciata integra poco
piu o meno." The last four words appear to have been altered from "ne piu
ne meno." Thus Summonte was indicating to the printer not only the exist-

ence of the interpolation, but also its probable length. In the printed book,
the prologue occupies six lines more than one page (sigs. gi

r

-gi
v
). In fact,

if the heading of the book were eliminated, the whole prologue would fit

comfortably into a single page.
The altered decision on the section-headings of BookV and the estimate

of the length of its prologue reflect a concern for the physical appearance
of the printed book which is to be seen even more clearly in a series of di-

rections to the printer which runs through the whole manuscript. Sum-
monte wrote most of these on small slips of paper or labels inserted at the

appropriate points; a few were simply written in the margins. They repre-
sent what must be one of the earliest attempts at book-design by a person
outside the staff of the printing-office, and as such they are extraordinarily

interesting.

The simplest of the directions relate to the oblong space six lines deep

containing only a guide-letter, which occurs at the beginning of each pro-

logue and book in the printed work, intended for the insertion of an illumi-

nated or pen-work initial. On fol. is the first of these, a label which reads,

"Spatium pro Tonsa, secundum primum." (See fig. 4.) This is at the begin-

ning of the text of the main part of Book I; if any direction was inserted for

the beginning of the prologue, it has disappeared. At any rate, the printer

was ordered to leave a space for the initial just as he had the first time. At
the beginning of the prologue to Book II is simply the word "tonsa" in the

margin, while at the head of the main text of Book II is the notation,

"Tonsa come la prima." Thereafter only the word "tonsa" is used.
10

9. Similar markings arc used at several to Mr. Stanley Morison for this reference,

other points in the manuscript to indicate But to the humanist scribes and their fol-

shorter insertions. lowers, littcrae tonsae came to mean the up-

right roman script as differentiated from the

10. Tonsa is an abbreviation for littera cursive. Thus at the end of the sixteenth

tonsa (lettera tonda, Icttrc tondue). In the century the writing-master Marc*Antonio

thirteenth century litterae tonsae meant a Rossi (Giardino de Scrittore, Rome, 1598)

perpendicular and elongated alphabet, de- explains that his lettera antica tonda derives

rived in part from capitals and uncials and from the ancient Roman majuscule (plate

in part from minuscules, used for the head- 80), and proceeds to give nine plates of

ings of papal bulls and to signalize letters or specimens of various sizes. Evidently the

words supplied in copies of earlier docu- phrase meant the same a century earlier, and
ments to fill lacunae- see L. Delisle, "Les Summonte's direction referred to a roman
*Litterae Tonsae' a la Chancellerie romainc capital to be inserted in the manner cus-

au XIII* Siecle," Bibliotheque de ?cole des tomary in early books.

S) LXII (1901), 256-263. 1 am indebted
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A second class of direction relates to the insertion of additional chapter-

headings, which were written in by Summontc. Where space permitted,
he inserted them in the text as they would normally have appeared; where

there was not enough space, he indicated their proper point of insertion in

the text with a gallows-like paragraph mark, repeated in the margin with

the heading following it. The label pasted at the foot of fol. 72* (fig. 2) is

the earliest and most detailed of the directions dealing with this circum-

stance: "Questa e rubrica et pero farite qua capitulo."
11

Simpler labels to

this effect were pasted on fols. 73* and 73**, after which a number of inser-

tions were permitted to pass without comment; but when another inser-

tion was made somewhat later, Summonte felt it wise to be specific again,
and a label on fol. 122* reads, "fate capitulo et cosi farete in li altri con-

veneno appresso" (fig. 3).

Even more directly concerned with the design are the labels intended

by Summonte to indicate differences in layout between manuscript and

printed book. In the manuscript the prologue to Book II ends with a blank

space of nearly half a page; here Summonte wrote, "vna riga vacua in

mezo." Unfortunately in this case good typography forbade the following
of the instruction, for the prologue ended only seven lines short of a full

page (sig. C4
r

). Leaving one line blank would have allowed only the six

lines necessary for the "tonsa" at the beginning of the main text of Book II,

with a totally unacceptable visual effect. Very wisely Summonte's direction

was countermanded or ignored; the manuscript contains no further mark
to indicate which.

But Summonte's other instructions of this kind were carried out as

nearly as possible by the printer. The last section of Book II has no heading,
and in the manuscript (fol. 56") it is set off from the preceding section by
a blank line. Summonte inserted a label reading, "la ultima riga sia meza o

poco piu 6 manco di meza / et lo capitulo che seguita non habia da su riga
vacua ma siano continuate le righe." In the printed book (sig. d3

T
), the

preceding section ends with a little more than half a line of type. The last

section follows immediately in the next line, only being indicated in the

usual fashion by having its initial letter set out in the left margin. Very
similar labels appear in similar circumstances on fols. 69* and 122* (fig. 3),

and both are likewise carried out in print. Finally, on fols. ioo
b
and i3o

b

appear instructions to leave a blank line in the text, also carried out in

print.

Summonte's attentions to the manuscript thus ranged from the purely
textual to the purely typographical, and his concern is clearly perceptible

ii. Here and elsewhere in quoting these

annotations, abbreviations are silently ex-

panded.
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in the resulting publication. The collation of a few pages of the book with

the manuscript is sufficient to show how faithfully the text was followed,
and its continued close scrutiny is shown by the lengthy and minute list of

errata, embodying sixty corrections, on sig. mf. The book is also excellent

typographically, with its pages well proportioned and crisply printed. And
one of the governing principles of design running throughout is that ex-

pressed in the most detailed of Summonte's labels. A definite effort was
made to end every section with a half-line "poco piu o manco," and there

are in fact only two of the many sections of De Prudcntia which end with
a full line of type, and only eight or ten others that come close to doing so.

On the evidence of the labels, then, it seems reasonable to give Summontc
credit for a very large share of the book's design.

The marks made in the manuscript by the printer were, as one might
expect, on a severely practical level. First of all, he cast off the copy to de-

termine how many pages of print it would occupy. Probably by experiment
he found that forty-nine lines of manuscript produced about one page

(forty-two lines) of printing; so one of his first acts was to mark the manu-

script every seventh line, that being the common denominator of these

two figures. Some of this marking was done in pencil, but most with a very

light pen-stroke, usually in the left margin. The entire manuscript, with

very few exceptions, was so marked
;
in a few instances, the unit of measure-

ment was eight lines, but these seem to represent mistakes. The rubricated

section-headings were counted as normal lines.

The manuscript was also marked to show the division into pages of

type. The exact point where it was divided was indicated within the line by
the step-like mark of division commonly used by printers, and in the mar-

gin was written the number of the page within the particular quire which

began at that point. Thus, the beginning of the text of sig. di
r
in the printed

book is marked in the manuscript, "D.p
a

.i."; di
v

is marked "2"; d2
r

is

"3"; and so on. The signature-letter is given for only the first page of each

quire.

Some of these marks appear to represent experimental casting-off or

else trial settings, where as many as three divisions appear for each page.
In these cases, all but the mark for the eventual division are deleted by

crossing out. In fig. 2, the cancelled division-mark is opposite the numeral

6; the true division-mark is about a line later, a smaller T-shaped mark. In

the printed book this is the division between e3
r
and e3

v
(the beginning of

the sixth page of quire e).

Lightly but crudely pencilled numerals appear in the margins against

the section headings in the first dozen leaves of the manuscript. The num-
ber 25 preceding "De Fortuna" in fig. i is an example. These relate to one

series of the cancelled division-marks, and indicate the number of lines of
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manuscript between the proposed page-beginning and the heading. They
may probably be taken as evidence of typographical experiment at the start

of composition. After this initial period of experiment, the manuscript was

evidently cast off in pages; then when composition was in process the ac-

tual points at which pages began were also indicated in the manuscript
where they differed from the estimated divisions. Estimated and actual

page-beginnings generally came very close to agreement, differing only by
a word or two in most cases, and seldom by more than a line of type. The

printer's method, then, appears to have been to establish a working ratio

between manuscript and book, next to cast off the text on that basis, and

finally to record the actual progress of typesetting as the work went for-

ward.

One other mark appears in the manuscript, and it very probably has

nothing to do with either the editing or the printing of it. This is the word
"breue" which appears nine times in the margins of Book V, in a hand
which I cannot identify. There is no unusual effort at compression of text

in either manuscript or printed book at these points, and there seems to be

no ready explanation of the appearance of the word there. Possibly it is an

indication by some unknown reader of the manuscript that certain portions
of the text were to be summarized for his notes.

The printed text contains, in fact, more abbreviations throughout than

the manuscript, and within the printed book the amount of abbreviation

varies widely from page to page; in some portions there are only one or

two abbreviations to the line, in others as many as five or six to the line. It

is evident that as usual the compositor followed his own whim and the re-

quirements of justification in employing abbreviations; there is no observ-

able relation to the manuscript in this respect. Otherwise, he followed the

manuscript very faithfully, regarding in particular the changes in orthog-

raphy and capitalization which had been made in it. He also followed its

punctuation exactly, with one major change. The most common mark of

punctuation in the manuscript was the slant or virgule, and this apparently
was not in his roman fount, so it is everywhere replaced by the colon

not, perhaps, a happy choice, as it tends to break up the type-page.
We have, then, in the British Museum manuscript of DC Prudentia, a

good example of scholarly editor and scholarly printer working harmoni-

ously together to produce an edition not only meticulously edited but also

carefully designed certainly a very early instance of such a partnership.



New Light on the King's Printing Office,

1680-1730

by

ROBERT L. HAIG

THE
HISTORY of the King's Printing Office and its patentees from

the accession of James I to the beginning of the eighteenth century
was set forth in some detail by Henry R. Plomer more than fifty

years ago. More recently, Mr. A. F. Johnson has supplemented
Plomer's account for the period following the Restoration and has carried

the history of the patent down to the year 1742.' The main outlines of the

patent history are now clear, but details must be added as they are brought
to light. For example, the names of some shareholders in the office, desig-
nated in imprints only as "the assigns of an original patentee, are still

unknown. Johnson cites a record of payment for official printing made in

1694 to a "Richard Hutchenson," but reports: "Of this Hutchenson I can

find nothing more."
2 The incidence of such names, not known to have

been connected with the patent, requires explanation. More significantly,

the date at which John Baskett acquired an interest in the office remains

uncertain, and the circumstances under which his interest was obtained are

completely obscure. The purpose of this paper is to offer solutions for a

few of the problems raised by earlier accounts, and to supply a body of

new information relative to the King's Printing Office during the half-

century from 1680 to 1730. It is based principally upon Chancery documents

in the Public Record office which have not previously been cited.

I

In January, 1680, the printing patent originally granted by James I to

Robert Barker and then held by John Bill II and the assigns of Christopher
Barker III expired.

3 At the same time, the thirty-year reversion which had

i. H. R. Plomer, "The King's Printing 2. Johnson, p. 35.

House under the Stuarts," The Library,

new series, II (1901), 353-375- A- F- Ionn-
3- For a convenient "Chronological Sum-

son, 'The King's Printers, 1660-1742," The mary" of the various grants, see Johnson,

Library, fifth series, III (1948), 33-38- pp. 37-38.
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been granted by Charles I in September, 1635, to Charles and Matthew

Barker, the younger sons of Robert Barker, became effective.
4 The earliest

imprints under the new patent contained, as had those immediately pre-

ceding, the names of John Bill, Thomas Newcombe, and Henry Hills; only
the omission of Christopher Barker's name indicated that the earlier

patent had expired. Thomas Newcombe, manager of the King's Printing
Office since the Restoration and, with Henry Hills, titular King's Printer

since 1677, is known to have acquired "a right in certain letters patent

granted ... to Charles and Matthew Barker for 30 years. . . ."
5 The con-

tinuation of the names of Henry Hills and John Bill in the imprints has not

been explained, although, as A. F. Johnson observed, Bill and his heirs

evidently had some share in the patent for the next thirty years.
6

Complete explanation of the 1680 imprint and the changes which oc-

curred later requires an account of the vicissitudes through which Charles

and Matthew Barker's reversion passed from the time it was granted in

1635 until 1710, the date at which it expired. Such an account has hitherto

been lacking. The divisions and subdivisions of the patent reversion which
took place during the forty-five year interval before it became effective

were not, obviously, reflected in the imprints of the incumbent patentees;

neither were they recorded in the official patent rolls. Information con-

cerning the transfer of ownership in the reversion has existed, presumably,

only in fragmentary references scattered through unsearched wills and

among unrecorded indentures, many of the latter no longer extant. There

is, however, a secondary source for such information which has apparently
been neglected.

During the final decades of the seventeenth century, and until at least

the middle of the eighteenth, shareholders in the King's Printing Office

found it necessary to defend their monopoly on frequent occasions by in-

stituting proceedings in Chancery against printers, publishers, and book-

sellers who allegedly infringed upon the royal patent. The Bills of Com-

plaint filed by the King's Printers in these cases are closely-written parch-

ments, some of them exceeding five feet in length, each of which sets forth

the patentees' grievance against a particular defendant. But the actual com-

plaint, in nearly every instance, occupies a relatively small part of the

unwieldy document. Almost invariably, the greater portion of each Bill of

Complaint is devoted to a demonstration of the plaintiff's right to bring
suit for patent infringement; and the demonstration, in every case, takes

the form of a recitation of the history of each share in the patent from the

time of the original grant to the date at which the suit was filed. These

4. P.R.O. Rot. Pat. ii Charles I. 6. Johnson, p. 34.

5. Calendar of State Papers Domestic, 1677-

1678 (London, 1911), p. 124.
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redactions purport to be based upon primary sources; some of them make
reference to particular wills, indentures, and other relevant documents.

The following account has been compiled chiefly from a group of sixteeen

Bills of Complaint exhibited in Chancery by the King's Printers between

1680 and 1750.' Details omitted in some of the bills have been supplied,
whenever possible, from others, and disagreements between bills on proper
names and dates have been indicated.

Little more than two years after they had been granted their thirty-

year reversion in the King's Printing Office, Charles and Matthew Barker

sold, for an unspecified sum, half of their interest in the reversion. The

purchaser, by an agreement made early in November, 1637, was one Jane

Lucas, a widow, of London.8
This interest was later sold by Mrs. Lucas to

John Bill II, King's Printer under an earlier patent. The date of the sale is

not recorded in the Chancery Proceedings. In 1682, two years after the re-

version had become effective, Bill's share passed to his son, Charles, whose

name first appeared in the official imprints of i686.
9
Since this moiety re-

mained intact from 1637 until the expiration of the patent in 1710, its his-

tory is a simple one; that of the other moiety is more complex.
The second division in the Barker reversion occurred on December 3,

1667, when Matthew Barker, who had survived his brother Charles, sold

one-third of his remaining share (i. e., one-sixth interest in the reversion)

to a Richard Brailesford of Askham, Nottinghamshire. Brailesford died

sometime during the ensuing seven years, leaving his interest to his widow,

Rachel, who subsequently married one William Scroop of East Retford.

The Scroops' share in the reversion was purchased in 1674 by Thomas

Newcombe, then manager of the Printing Office. He retained it until his

death in 1681. Of Newcombe's share, more must be said later.

7. Public Record Office. 05/499/75, The Capitalization, which is frequently incon-

Patentees of the King's Printing Office sistent within a single Bill of Complaint,

[hereafter designated as KP] v Samuel Lee has been normalized in quotations from
ct al, 1682, 05/146/31, KP v. Roger Clavell these documents
et al, 1696, 05/148/1, KP v. Abel Roper I am indebted to Mr. E K Timings of

et al, 1697, 05/148/51, KP v. Richard Bald- the Public Record Office for assistance in

win, 1607, 05/592/16, KP v. Thomas locating and deciphering a number of the

Snowden, 1698, 65/592/17, KP v. Ichabod documents cited in this paper.

Dawkes, 1698; 05/592/18, KP v. Anne
Baldwin, 1698, 05/592/19, KP v Benjamin 8 P.RO. 05/335/15 dates the purchase
Beardwell et al, 1701; 05/592/20, KP v. November 4, 1637; 05/146/31 gives the

Samuel Cope, 1703; C5/5Q2/2T, KP v. John date as November TO

How, 1703; 05/592/22, KP v Henry Hills,

1706; 65/592/23, KP v. Joseph Button, 9. For an account of the changes in the

1707; 05/335/15, Edward Darell v. James King's Printers' imprint to 1714, sec Tudor
Hills ct al, 1708, 011/238/14, KP v. Ed- and Stuart Proclamations, 1485-1714, cal-

ward Berrmgton, I7i5; 011/169/10, KP endared by Robert Steele (Oxford, 1910),
v. Samuel Hobbins, 1746, 011/178/5, KP v. I, xxxvi-xxxvn.

John Nicholson and Felix Farley, 1747.
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In 1672, Matthew Barker sold his remaining two-sixths interest in the

reversion to Henry Hills and George Sawbridge, who shared it equally.
10

Sawbridge's interest in the 1680-1710 patent seems never to have been made

public. It was inherited in 1681 by his widow, Hannah, and at her death,

apparently in 1686," by their son, Thomas. In 1692, Thomas Sawbridge
died intestate, and Letters of Administration for his estate were granted to

Edward Brewster, a former partner in publishing of the elder Sawbridge."
This fact explains the occurrence of Brewster's name in the Treasury Books
as a recipient of payment for official printing between 1692 and lyio,

13 but

it introduces further complexities. From 1692 until 1700, Brewster held

Sawbridge's share of the patent in trust. In June, 1700, this third of a half

interest was subdivided into four equal shares, one of which Brewster as-

signed to each of the following: Sir Thomas Wheate, Baronet, of Glymp-
ton, Oxfordshire; John Little (or Littell), Esquire, of London; John Black-

all (or Blackball), Gentleman, of London; and Elizabeth Bent, a widow,
of Agmondesham, Buckinghamshire.

14

By 1706, John Blackall's one twenty-
fourth share had passed to his son George. The incidence of Brewster's

name in the Treasury Books after 1700 presumably indicates that he con-

tinued to administer the property in the patent for Sawbridge's assigns.

The one-sixth interest in the reversion purchased by Henry Hills from
Matthew Barker in 1672 was retained by Hills until his death in December,

1688, or January, 1689. By his will, dated December 10, 1688, Hills ordered

a division of his share into thirds. One-third of his sixth interest (i. e., one-

eighteenth of the property in the patent) was to go to his widow, Elizabeth ;

one-third was to be shared equally by three of his sons, Gilham, James and

George; the remaining third apparently went to another son, Henry Hills

Jr.
15

Elizabeth Hills, one of the executors of the will, was convicted of

recusancy, and Adiell Mill, the other, was declared a bankrupt, whereupon
Gilham Hills was granted Letters of Administration, and Elizabeth's share

in the patent was vested in him and two of his brothers, James and George.

10. P.R.O. 05/146/31 gives the date as R. Plomer, Dictionary of Booksellers and

1672; 5/335/15 reports that on August 8, Printers . . . 1641-1667 (Oxford, 1907), s.v.

1672, Barker sold to Hills and Sawbridge "Sawbridge, George."
the "privilege and authority" of printing the

Bible "for which purpose the said originall 13. Cf. Johnson, p. 35.

copy or manuscript thereof was con-

veyed. . . ." 14. Titles and other designations here as-

signed arc those applicable in April, 1706.
11. The dates of the deaths of George, P.R.O. 05/592/22.
Hannah and Thomas Sawbridge are from
H. R. Plomer, Dictionary of Printers and 15. The MS (P.R.O. 5/335/15) has been

Booksellers . . . 7665-7725 (Oxford, 1922), partially obscured at this point. It states that

p. 263. "out of his other third part thereof he gave
several [bequests?]," but cf. Plomer, Die-

12. The partnership is referred to in H. tionary . . . 1641-1667, p. 155.
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Gilham Hills now held, for himself and his brothers, two-thirds of his

father's one-sixth interest in the patent; however, possibly because Henry
Hills Sr. had become a Roman Catholic before his death, the name of

Hills vanished from the official imprints after the Glorious Revolution. It

returned only after the Barker patent expired in 1710.

By an indenture of March n, 1699, James Hills borrowed ^200 on his

one twenty-seventh share in the patent from Edward Darell (or Darrell),

a "citizen and stationer."
16 On July 15, 1701, Darell lent James 50 more

on his share, and on April 27, 1708, Gilham Hills mortgaged his one

twenty-seventh to Darell for ^300. In November, 1708, Darell sued in

Chancery for repayment of the loans; alternatively, he requested a free

title to the shares in the patent so that he might recover his money by dis-

posing of them. In their joint answer to Darell's complaint, the brothers

estimated the value of their interest in the Printing Office at "considerably
more than double the sumes lent by the complaint upon the same" ( ,550)
and denied that the value had "in any way lessened but dayly increased!

considerably." There were, they stated, "severall very considerable sumes

of mony due to them from the government for printing Acts of Parlia-

ment and other things in the reign of the late King William the third

and her present Majesty ... the accounts whereof lye now before the Lord

High Treasurer. . . ." With this money, they intended to repay Darell's

loans. The Treasury Books for the period reveal that a warrant for ,3,524
i8s. od. was made to the Queen's Printers on July 25, 1709, in payment for

printing and stationery wares supplied by them during the year preceding

Michaelmas, I7o8.
17

Apparently, James and Gilham Hills retained their

interest in the office until the expiration of the patent six months later. I

have found no record of a judgment in the case.

Thomas Newcombe's acquisition of one-sixth interest in Charles and

Matthew Barker's patent has already been explained, and it is known that

on Newcombe's death, December 26, 1681, his share passed to his son,

Thomas II. The younger Newcombe, who became titular King's Printer

in 1682 and succeeded his father as manager of the office, died on March

21, i69i.
18

By his will, proved April n, his interest went to his widow,

Dorothy, with the stipulation (also contained in his father's will) that ten

pounds be set aside from the annual profits of the office for the benefit of

ten ancient printers or their widows.

From April, 1691, to the expiration of the Barker patent in 1710,

16. This indenture, which recounted the 17. Calendar of Treasury Bool(s (London,
history of the 1680-1710 patent from the 1949), XXIII (1709), 274.

grant to Charles and Matthew Barker in

1635, is citcd at length in P.R.O. 05/335/15. 18. John Nichols, Literary Anecdotes of
DarelPs name is not included in Plomcr's the Eighteenth Century (London, 1812-15),
dictionaries. IX, 551.
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"Charles Bill and the Executrix of Thomas Newcombe" were designated
in official imprints ; but the imprints reflected nothing of the fortunes which
befell the "executrix" and her share in the patent. Three years after the

death of her husband, Dorothy Newcombe was declared to be of unsound
mind. By Letters Patent under the Great Seal of Chancery dated February

19, 1694, custody of her person and property was assigned to John Williams,
who had succeeded Thomas Newcombe II as manager of the King's

Printing Office.
19

According to the terms of the commission, all of Doro-

thy's lands, tenements, goods, chattels, and money were turned over to

Williams to be used for her maintenance, and Williams was to render an

account of these to the Lord Chancellor. The responsibility was no small

one, for Thomas Newcombe's estate was extensive, but Williams was soon

relieved of it. Less than six months after the commission had been issued,

Dorothy was officially declared to have recovered, being once more of

sound mind and sane memory. On June 8, 1694, Williams' custodianship
was revoked, and control of Dorothy Newcombe's property was restored

to her.
20

Shortly after her recovery, the widow of Thomas Newcombe II was
married to Richard Hutchinson, of the parish of St. Margaret, New Fish

Street. Articles for the marriage were executed on May 29, 1694, more than

a week before John Williams' guardianship of Dorothy Newcombe termi-

nated. From references to the articles we learn that Dorothy's property in-

cluded (besides an estate at Wandsworth, Surrey, where she resided) an

interest in some houses and land near Puddle Dock, London, leased by
Thomas Newcombe I from King's College, Cambridge; ownership "in

fee simple" of several houses in Clinkard's Court, Westminster; and a share

in other houses at "Wandsworth Hill."
21
At the date of the marriage arti-

cles, her one-sixth interest in the King's Printing Office "and stock thereof"

was reported to yield an income of ^200 annually, with an additional

fifteen pounds being received from a share in certain houses "in the print-

ing office yard." Her total income was estimated at ^439 a year.

Richard Hutchinson, who must have assumed control of Dorothy's
interest in the Printing Office,

22
died intestate on August i, 1695, the year

19. On John Williams, described variously son [Jr.] v. Dorothy Hutchinson et al,

in official documents as "auditor," "agent" 1706, cites the terms of the marriage arti-

and "manager" of the King's Printing Office, cles. 0110/187 includes a security made by
see Johnson, p. 35. Richard Hutchinson Jr. in 1719 which cites

the marriage articles, a list of the tenants

20. P.R.O. 0110/187, a box of documents of the Puddle Dock property with their

pertaining to the estate of Dorothy New- yearly rents, and detailed inventories of

combe, includes copies of the commission Dorothy Hutchinson's jewels, plate, and
and revocation (in Latin). household furnishings.

21. P.R.O. 05/335/45, Richard Hutchin- 22. Supra, p. 157.
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following the marriage, leaving two sons by a former wife, Richard Jr.

and George, who reached majority in the early years of the eighteenth cen-

tury. The circumstances of Dorothy Hutchinson's life in the twelve years

following are not recorded, but by July, 1708, she had been again declared

a "lunatique," and John Williams, with one Thomas Welham of London,
had as before received a royal commission for custody of her person and
estate. On July 30, 1708, Williams and Welham assigned custody of the

widow's person to her younger stepson, George Hutchinson, who pledged
himself by a bond of ^1,000 to care for her at her home in Surrey, the

costs to be borne by Williams and Welham out of income from her

property.
23

II

With the final transfer of Dorothy Hutchinson's share to the control of

Williams and Welham, the history of Charles and Matthew Barker's

patent in the King's Printing Office comes to an end. On January 10, 1710,

this patent expired, and the interests of Charles Bill and the assigns of

Thomas Sawbridge were terminated. The new thirty-year term, which

began on the same date, had been granted by Charles II to Henry Hills

and Thomas Newcombe I on December 24, i675.
24

Its transmission to their

successors had followed the pattern outlined above for their shares in the

Barker grant. Early imprints under the new patent read : "The Assigns of

Thomas Newcombe and Henry Hills, deceased"; in 1711 the name of John
Baskett was added.

Questions of the date and the circumstances surrounding the origin of

Baskett's interest in the office have been raised by A. F. Johnson, who in-

ferred correctly that Baskett purchased a share in the Newcombe-Hills

patent, though he had found no document confirming this and no account

of Baskett's being sworn in as King's Printer.
25 The original documents

have still not come to light, but a relatively detailed account of the transac-

tions by which Baskett became King's Printer is given in a 1715 Bill of

Complaint filed by the patentees against Edward Berrington, printer of the

Evening Post.
26

23. P.R.O. 0110/187 contains a copy of offenses consisted generally of reprinting

George Hutchinson's bond to Welham and proclamations and speeches of the sovereign
Williams. at the opening and closing of Parliament.

The zealousness with which the patentees

24. P.R.O. Rot. Pat. 27 Charles II. defended their monopoly on such items in-

dicates that a considerable portion of their

25. Johnson, p. 36. profits must have come from public sale of

the official versions. Berrington had reported
26. P.R.O. 011/238/14. The King's Print- royal orders for "preserving unity in the

ers filed at least half a dozen complaints church" and changes in the prescribed forms
of patent infringement against the printers of prayer in the Evening Post of November
of newspapers between 1696 and 1715. The 20 and December 21, 1714, and October 4,
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According to the bill, those shareholders in the patent whose terms

expired in January, 1710, had intended when they withdrew from the office

to "take away their part & share of the printing presses letters tools & other

utensills & stock used & employed in the carrying on the business of the s
d

office. . . ." John Williams and Thomas Welham, described in the bill as

custodians and managers "of the person and estate of ... Dorothy Hutchin-

son . . . during her lunacie (which still continues)/' had felt that it would
be "more for the advantage of the office & the s

d
Dorothy Hutchinson . . .

to lett in another partner into the s
d

office who should lay down such a

sume of mony as should be sufficient to purchase in the share & interest of

the partners and proprietors whose term was then expiring rather than

suffer them to withdraw & take away the same in specie
"
Gilham Hills,

administrator of his late father's half interest in the new patent, had agreed,

whereupon Williams and Welham had applied for and been granted an
order in Chancery permitting them to sell a portion of Dorothy Hutchin-

son 's share in the office to John Baskett.

By an indenture dated May 20, 1710, between Williams and Welham,
Gilham Hills, and Baskett, one-third of Dorothy Hutchinson's moiety was

conveyed to Baskett for a sum unspecified in the Bill of Complaint. A
notation among documents relating to the Newcombe-Hutchinson estate

reveals that in April, 1710, the month before Baskett purchased his interest,

an appraisal of the "books, paper, printing materials, additional building
&c." belonging to the Printing Office was made by Robert Knaplock and

John Walthoe, two of the leading booksellers in London. Their valuation

of the property totalled
; 13,812 4*. $%d. This would appear to place the

value of Baskett's sixth interest at just over 2,yx>.
27

Continuing the account of Baskett's title to the office, the Bill of Com-

plaint states that after his purchase, "to wit on or about the month of April

[1712] . . . John Baskett by & with the consent of ... Thomas Welham
John Williams and Gilham Hills & for the benefitt of them & the s* John
Basket [t] was duly admitted & sworne printer to her late Majesty Queen
Anne as hath been formerly accustomed in the like cases[,] & in or ab'

the month of November last [1714] . . . was also duly admitted & sworne

printer to his p
r
sent Majesty King George

"

In February, 1718, some six years after Baskett's official appointment as

King's Printer, Dorothy Newcombe Hutchinson died, having never, ap-

"~~~

attempted such a defense. I have failed to

1715. He admitted having sold between find a judgment in the case.

3,000 and 3,500 copies of each of these

issues but insisted that the King's Printing 27. P.R.O. 0110/187. The notation is ap-
Office monopoly did not extend to such pendcd to the inventory of 1720 which I

materials. This is the only suit I have en- reproduce below.

countered in which a newspaper printer
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patently, recovered her sanity.
28

Surviving documents indicate that John
Williams and Thomas Welham still retained custody of her property at the

time of her death, and they were responsible for it for several years there-

after. Among various accounts and memoranda relating to the estate which
are preserved in the Public Record Office, one is of particular interest. It is a

general inventory, probably compiled by John Williams, of the stock and

equipment at the King's Printing Office in March and April of 1720." I

reproduce it here, normalizing abbreviations which cannot be reproduced
in type.

An Accompt of the Books, paper & printing

Materials, &c. in His Majestys Printing Office

The inventory seems to have been compiled primarily as an aid to the

appraisal of Dorothy Hutchinson's estate. Despite its promising title, it is

disappointingly vague about the equipment of the printing house. Never-

28. Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, IX, 551,

where Dorothy Hutchinson is erroneously
described as the "relict of Thomas New-

combe, sen. Esq."

29. P.R.O. 0110/187.
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theless, several features in the list of printed stock are of interest: the di-

vision between London and Oxford of octavo Bible production, for ex-

ample (reflected in the imprints of the Old and New Testaments, 1718-19),
and the fact that relatively inexpensive editions of the Bible and the Book
of Common Prayer comprised slightly more than sixty per cent (1,151
9*. 4

l

/id.) of the total value of the stock. Impressions on fine paper of the

individual Acts of Parliament were intended, perhaps, for the libraries of

discriminating lawyers and the reference shelves of governmental offices.

The final item in the list, the South Sea Act, must have enjoyed a sub-

stantial sale between April, 1720, and the bursting of the "Bubble" four

months later.

From the date of his appointment as King's Printer until the expiration
of the Newcombe-Hills patent, John Baskett's name dominated the official

imprints. In 1723, five years after Dorothy Newcombe Hutchinson's death,

the imprints read: "Printed by John Baskett, Printer to the King's Most

Excellent Majesty, And by the Assigns of Thomas Newcombe and Henry
Hills, deceased." In the following year, the reference to Newcombe's as-

signs probably John Williams and Thomas Welham dropped out.

While I have found no explanation for this among the Chancery records,

Baskett's purchase of privileges as King's Printer in Scotland between 1711
and 1725 and his acquisition in 1715 of a thirty-year reversion upon the

English patent makes it seem probable that by 1724 he had purchased the

remaining two-thirds of the Newcombe moiety in the 1710-1740 patent.
30

Between 1725 and 1727 the name of Thomas Norris, described as "assignee

to George Hills," was added to the imprints, but in 1728 Baskett's name is

found alone. A. F. Johnson states that from 1727 until his death in 1742
Baskett's name appeared alone on publications of the King's Printing

Office,
31
but I have observed that A Table of the Statutes, Publicly and Pri-

vate for the year 1729 was "Printed by the Assigns of His Majesty's Printer,

and of Henry Hills, deceas'd," and the title-page of a quarto New Testa-

ment dated 1731 bears the same imprint. This would indicate that Baskett

did not gain exclusive rights to the Newcombe-Hills patent until after 1730,

if indeed he ever did.

I have found among the Public Records no new information about the

King's Printers during the final decade of the Newcombe-Hills patent
term. When it expired in 1740, the thirty-year reversion which partly as

a result of Jonathan Swift's influence had been granted in 1713 to Benja-
min Tooke and John Barber became effective.

32
Baskett's name continued

30. Plomcr, Dictionary . . . 1668-1725, s.v. 32. P.R.O. Rot. Pat. 12 Anne. C. H. Tim-

"Baskett, John"; Johnson, p. 36. perky, 4 Dictionary of Printers and Print-

ing (London, 1839), 599.

31. Johnson, p. 36.
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in the imprints, and it has been assumed, in the absence of documentary
evidence, that he had purchased the Tooke-Barber reversion.

33 The assump-
tion is now further substantiated by litigation of 1747 in which Thomas
Baskett, John's son and successor as King's Printer, declared that the 1740-

1770 patent had "become legally vested in John Baskett" by virtue of "sev-

eral assignments and other good acts in the law."
34 The same Chancery

suit reveals that Robert Baskett, who with Thomas inherited his father's

rights to the Printing Office in 1742, assigned his moiety in the office, by an

indenture of June 18, 1744, to William Mount and Thomas Page, partners

in bookselling and publishing on Tower Hill. These matters, however, be-

long to a later chapter in the History of the King's Printing Office. That

important and exacting work should one day be undertaken.

33. Johnson, p. 36, cites Robert Steele to reversion for 1,500 and repeats the asser-

that effect (Tudor and Stuart Proclama- aon in his Dictionary . . . 1668-1725, s.v.

ttons, I, xxvu), but comments upon the ab- "Barber, John." He gives no authority for

sence of documentary evidence. H. R. the statement in either work, and I can

Plomer, A Short History of English Print- find none.

ing (London, 1915), p. 195, states that

Baskett purchased Barber's share of the 34. P.R.O. 11/178/5.





Simms's First Magazine: The Album

by

JOHN C. GUILDS, JR.

WHEN
THE Southern Patriot and Commercial Advertiser of

June 9, 1825, announced that "a Society of Young Gentle-

men" was planning to publish by subscription "a Weekly
Literary Miscellany to be termed The Album? probably

few Charlestonians raised their eyebrows. Magazines and newspapers came
and went in Charleston, and the appearance of a prospectus was old news to

the citizens of the old city. Hardly a handful of readers could have known
that included among the "young gentlemen" editors was a nineteen-year-old

litterateur named William G. Simms, Jr.; and certainly those informed

few found their knowledge no reason for excitement. Gilmore Simms in

1825 was to them yet a nonentity; and the magazine he was to help edit

attracted so little attention that its name was never mentioned by the

Charleston press after the few encouraging comments inspired by its

prospectus.

Perhaps this early lack of interest in the Album helps to account for its

strange "disappearance" for more than a century and a quarter. Simms's

biographer, W. P. Trent, apparently knew nothing of its existence; Guy A.

Cardwell, in an unpublished study of Charleston periodicals, dismissed it

as follows : "No copies located ; or, projected but probably did not appear" ;*

and William Stanley Hoole, the one writer to associate Simms's name with

the Album before its recent "discovery" by Alexander S. Salley, also con-

cluded that it "failed to materialize, perhaps because of the lack of guaran-

teeing subscribers"
3

a natural assumption since no mention of its actual

appearance was made by the contemporary newspapers. Not, then, until

the publication of the first volume of Simms's Letters was the existence of

i. "Charleston Periodicals, 1795-1860: A 2. "Simms's Career as Editor," Georgia

Study in Literary Influences, with a De- Historical Quarterly, XIX (March, 1935),

scriptive Check List of Seventy-five Maga- p. 48n.

zincs" (University of North Carolina Ph.D.

thesis, 1936), p. 212.
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the Album established by the owner of its only extant file, Mr. Salley.*

For the past decade and a half Mr. Salley has had in his Simms Collection

an inconspicuous little half-leather-bound volume made up of the first

twenty-six numbers of the Album the first and perhaps the only volume

of an early Charleston literary journal that has waited long and patiently
for its first review.

But, since the title-page of the Album does not list its editor or editors

and since the contributions are either unsigned or signed with initials or

pseudonyms, the fact that Simms was associated with the Album is not

nearly so evident as the fact that the Album did exist. Included in the

magazine's 210 pages, however, are at least twenty-six poems that later

appeared in volumes of Simms's poetry, and in addition there are at least

thirty-one other contributions, discussed below, which may be added to a

list of his writings. That Simms's connection with the Album was closer

than that of a mere contributor is indicated by his statement in a letter to

James Lawson, October 15, 1841: "Prior to this [the editorship of the

Charleston City Gazette, 1830-1832] however, I had more than once been

engaged in editing Literary Journals. My editorial career (in letters) com-

menced when I was yet quite short of eighteen."
4 One wishes, however,

that Simms's correspondence of 1825 were extant: none of the later letters

mention by name the "Literary Journal" that he first edited. Thus, although
one has proof that Simms at an early age edited a Charleston literary jour-

nal called the Album, one still is faced with the problem of showing that

the magazine which Simms edited was the same magazine to which he

contributed so heavily. Since external evidence is not conclusive, one must

3. The Letters of William Gilmore Simms, tonal career at "quite short of eighteen"
ed. Mary C. Simms Ohphant, Alfred Taylor suggests (i) that he may have edited yet

Odell, and T. C. Duncan Eaves (1952), another journal of earlier date than the

I, Ixv. Vols. II and III (in a series of five) Album, or (2) that he was predating the

were published in 1953 and 1954, respec- Album a mistake common enough among
lively; all vols. hereinafter cited as Letters, authors reflecting upon their youthful work.

I am indebted to Mr. Salley for the use of I have searched the Charleston newspapers
his Simms library, including the Album, of 1822-1823 without finding a clue to a

and to Professor Eaves for his advice in the magazine Simms might possibly have edited,

preparation of this article. For a study of Simms himself gave conflicting evidence;

Simms's editorship of the Album and four on October 16, 1841, he wrote to Lawson:
other magazines, see J. C. Guilds, Jr., "When I was 18 I commenced editing, and
"Simms as a Magazine Editor, 1825-1845: continued to do so until I was 23 either in

With Special Reference to his Contribu- literary or political journals" (Letters, I,

tions" (Duke University Ph.D. thesis, 1954). 285) which seems his most accurate state-

ment; yet Evert A. Duyckmck quotes

4. Letters, I, 283. One other "Literary Simms as saying, ". . . at seventeen I was

Journal" that Simms edited before 1830 is editing a juvenile periodical . . ." (National
the Southern Literary Gazette, 1828-1829. Portrait Gallery of Eminent Americans,
Sunms's statement that he began his edi- 2nd ed., New York [1867?], I, 514).
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look at the Album itself for confirmation of Simms's editorial connection

with it.

Although evidence derived from an examination of the Album is not

sufficient to prove that Simms was the only editor, it can be clearly demon-
strated that he was at least one of the editorial board. In the Album for

October 29, 1825, appears an essay, labelled simply "For the Album" and

signed "Numpo," that obviously is the work of the editor or editors.

Dreaming that he is a mouse in the "Communication Box" of the Album,

"Numpo" discloses information about contributors that could be known

only to someone actually engaged in reading manuscripts for the magazine.

"Numpo" reveals, for instance, that "Almirez," "Wilton," "Sydney," and

"Triptolemus Twig" are pseudonyms for the same person; and since poems
signed "Almirez" and "Wilton" were later published under Simms's name,
it cannot be doubted that the "Poet" described in the following paragraphs
is Simms:

The being who approached, seemed to me to bear the appearance of a Poet, and
from the confidence of his air, and apparent intimacy with every cranny of the office,

fit seemed
|
that the pages of the Album were not unfrequently the arena of his

poetical exploits. I was moreover inclined to think that this wayward wight, held

some seat of consequence in the wigwam, by the intimate and jocular manner in

which he conversed with one of the publishers,
5 who had entered immediately after

him. He immediately proceeded to empty his pockets of their varied contents, much
to my surprize, as the source from whence they were taken seemed to be inex-

haustible. Essays, Fragments, Odes, Epistles, Scraps, Monodies, Sketches, and other

dishes of Literature, so varied that it reminded me of the numerous modes of cook-

ing eggs in France.

First came a Tale of "Robbers and Ghoules," by Sidney [sic], and then a multi-

tude of Stanzas and Sonnets, by Wilton, closely followed by a "Greek Warrior's

Address at Thermopylae," "The Captivee" [sic], and half a hundred others, by
"Almirez," and now "Sketches," Essays, and a complete medley of Prose and Poetry,

poured out so quickly that I was unable to decyphcr their different titles. I remember,

however, having by a few gleams of "Moonshine," found out that "Wilton," and

that reprobate potatoe thief, "Triptolemus Twig," were so nearly allied that death

alone could part them.6

The picture of Simms as one holding "some seat of consequence in the

wigwam" lends irrefutable support to the belief that he was active in the

editorial management of the Album.

One might even hazard a guess that young Gilmore was the only editor,

posing as the "Society of Young Gentlemen" in an effort to hide his iden-

5. The publishers of the Album were Gray as used in the first paragraph was a favorite

& Ellis, No. 9 Broad Street. expression with him. For example, see his

letter of April 6, 1843, to James Lawson,
6. Album, I, 138-139. There is reason to Letters, I, 346.

believe that Simms is "Numpo." "Wigwam"
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tity and to win supporters for what seemed a community project.
7 Never-

theless, whether Simms was the magazine's only editor or not, the fact that

he had a part in making policy and in setting standards means that any
study of the Album is certain to throw light on his early development as an
editor.

Perhaps the best way to understand the aims of the Album is to allow

its editors to speak for themselves. In the prospectus already referred to,

the "Society of Young Gentlemen" self-consciously announced that "this

is our first sin, our debut in the Literary world":

When we declare that we have no hope or expectation of pecuniary recompense, but

the desire of furthering the Literary character of our state, it is presumed that we
will not be suspected of selfish views, but that proper and decided support will be

given by a generous public, to a Publication, which has for its object their amuse-

ment and instruction.

The ALBUM, will, with a few trifling exceptions, be totally devoted to Original
matter. It will be open to every department of Science, and Literary information,

and will be published as soon as 100 subscribers can be obtained. . . .

The ALBUM will be published weekly, on fine medium paper, and will consist

of eight large octavo pages. . . ,
8

That some Charlestonians were sympathetic and quick to encourage
the efforts of these literary-minded young men is indicated by two letters

that appeared in the Southern Patriot and the Courier, respectively, almost

immediately after the publication of the prospectus. Addressing himself to

the editor of the Patriot, "Candidus" remarked, "I have long thought that

for the credit of our city, and the improvement of taste, particularly of the

younger part of our community, a publication like the one announced was

much to be desired."
9

A few days later an urgent appeal for the public support of the Album

appeared in the Courier, again in the form of a letter to the editor. The

writer, who styled himself "A.B.C.," asserted that "If anything were want-

ing to induce us to patronize the work in question, the sole consideration of

those to whom its superintendance [sic] is committed, would prompt us to

7. William Stanley Hoolc, who believed more probable that they were young men
the Album never materialized, stated in his of Simms's age. For Simms's description of

unpublished Duke University dissertation the activities of "a host of juvenile writers"

(1934): "I have a strong feeling that Simms in Charleston in the early 1820*5, see "Remi-
and others under the guidance of the elder niscences of South Carolina," XIX Century,
Timrod had an interest in the proposed II (May, 1870), 920-924.

Background of Charleston, 1830-1860," p.
8 ' ?^< Patr

o
tot * p?"*** Ad'

3o7n.). Simms later spoke highly of William ^^ J"nc
?;

l825- The following Terms

Henry Timrod (scT "Early Writers of
to Subscribers were announced: 25 cents

South Carolina," XIX Century, II [Feb.
*"**** Payable on receiving the first

niary, 1870], 695-696). If there were other
Number of * Month-

editors of the Album, however, it seems 9. Ibid., June n, 1825.
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promote their ends." Because the Album's editors were "young Charles-

tonians, not excited by any sordid or pecuniary view, but urged by the

laudable and honorable motive" of establishing in their native city a literary

periodical which "will be of an advantage to the rising generation," the

"liberal public" owed the projected work its support. "A.B.C" emphasized
that the Album would be devoted largely to "such original matter, as may
be sent to their [sic] columns by those at home," and added that he had

"every reason to believe" that the journal would be "well-conducted."
10

The writer of this long letter seems so thoroughly familiar with the

aims and plans of the yet unpublished Album that one wonders if "A.B.C."

was not somebody among the "Society of Young Gentlemen" perhaps
Simms." At any rate, in view of the publicity the Album received before

publication, it is strange that apparently not a word was written in notice

of the first number, issued on Saturday, July 2, 1825. Even if it was pub-
lished without the "100 subscribers" asked for in the prospectus, the new

journal obviously had at least limited backing; and in the October 22 num-
ber its editors (assuming that there was more than one) assured it readers

that "our form will, at the commencement of the second volume, be con-

siderably enlarged and otherwise materially improved"
12

a statement

which suggests high hopes if not prosperity. An announcement in the issue

for August 27, however, had indicated that some subscribers had been "neg-
lectful" in the "prompt payment of their subscriptions"

13
a bad omen.

Nevertheless, with the completion of the first volume, the editors, "grateful
for the encouragement" their journal had received, again proposed to

issue it "in a more enlarged form."
14

If the second volume ever material-

ized, however, it has escaped notice.
15

II

It has been noted that the Album was "with a few trifling exceptions,

[to] be totally devoted to Original matter," and that it was to be "open

10. Courier, June 15, 1825. 12. Album, I, 136.

ii. "A.B.C." closed his letters by suggest-
J3- #*#* t 72 -

ing "as a motto for
jour'Album,

the cele- im j (Dcccmbcr 24j l8a5) 2I0.

brated saying of SYMS. Disctpuhs [sic] cst
* ^ * D/

priori*, posterior dies" The quotation is 15. It seems probable that at least the first

from Publilius Syrus, a writer of Latin number of the second volume was issued.

Mimes of about 44 B.C. The printing of Informing their subscribers of the method

"Syms" for "Syrus" probably is simply an of payment for the new volume, the editors

amusing typographical error, but the pos- wrote in the December 24 issue: "Our first

sibility exists that it is a play upon Simms's number of the Second Volume, with a

name. In addition to whatever interest these Subscription Book, will be sent to our

letters might have aroused, the "Prospectus" Patrons, who may be
disposed

to continue

appeared consistently in the Southern Pa- on the same terms" (ibid.). A search of the

triot (sometimes on the front page) from Charleston newspapers of 1826 revealed no

June 9 to July 21, 1825. mention of the Album.
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to every department of Science, and Literary information." As "A.B.C."

had predicted, this small miscellany, unlike most of the literary journals
of its day, did not depend upon translations or excerpts from foreign au-

thors to fill its pages; it apparently relied upon "original matter" written

by local citizens exclusively for the Album. The common practice of using

pen names or initials makes the identification of contributors difficult, but

"Caroliniensis," "Juan," "Mortimer," and "Florio," for instance, appear in

the Charleston newspapers as well as in the Album. Simms, like other con-

tributors to his magazine, also found time to write for the newspapers; a

check through the Courier alone revealed some ten or twelve poems signed

by his pseudonyms.
16

In make-up the twenty-six issues of the Album do not vary much. The

"eight large octavo pages" of each number usually contain an installment

of a continued story, one or two essays or sketches in the Spectator tradition,

four or five short poems, and perhaps a book review and a complete story,

more often than not with an "exotic" setting. Although the prospectus
claimed scientific as well as literary interests, the Album is actually entirely

literary, there being not a truly "scientific" article in the volume.
17
In this

respect and in the even more surprising respect that it completely ignores

politics the Album is a rarity among early Southern periodicals.

"A.B.C." had "surmised" that the Album would be modeled upon the

"Ladies' Literary Gazette, of New-York"
18

by which he unquestionably
meant the New-York^ Mirror, and Ladies' Literary Gazette, then edited

and published by George Pope Morris. And once again that conjecture

proved to be remarkably accurate: both the Mirror and the Album were

eight-page weeklies "of a very miscellaneous nature,"
19

although the Af/'r-

ror's pages were of quarto size. Both emphasized the American character

of their work; both scorned everything political; and both made a definite

bid for women readers. The Album (as its name suggests) was in many
ways a "ladies' gazette" its pages abound with "Epistles to the Ladies"

and with sentimental poems, stories, and essays designed to make the fe-

male heart flutter. In rejecting a contribution by "Malvina" in the third

number, the editors made a statement implying that the Album's reading
audience was composed largely of women: ". . . however we may ourselves

16. Poems by "S.G.W.," "Delta," "Mu- 18. Courier, June 15, 1825.

saeus," and "P." appear in the Courier of

1825. 19. Frank Luther Mott, A History of

American Magazines, 1741-1850 (New York

17. Perhaps "science" as used in the pro- and London, 1930), p. 321. The Mirror had

spectus means knowledge or learning, the first been issued on August 2, 1823, with

sense in which the word was frequently Samuel Woodworth as editor and Morris as

used by Jefferson in his letters. publisher. Morris took over both jobs in

1824.
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wish to oblige the Ladies, we must still remember that we serve the

Ladies."
20
Another indication of the importance of women in the eyes of

the editors is the relatively large amount of space given to a controversy
over woman's station in life."

A periodical of exclusively literary interests nearly always experiences
financial difficulty; the young editors' statement that they expected no

"pecuniary recompense" indicates their realization of this truth and under-

lines the sincerity of their "desire of furthering the Literary character" of

their state. Exactly how much the Album was able to accomplish was of

course restricted to the amount of interest and support given it by the city

of its origin. And in view of the fact that the Album was admittedly a liter-

ary miscellany in a political-minded section, was edited by inexperienced

hands, and lacked even the attraction of European reprints or translations/
2"

it seems surprising that it survived for as long as six months.

The editors evidently had an overabundance of material for their

opening number,
23 and in the second they tried to establish a criterion for

contributors in a notice "To Correspondents." "Orlando," for example,
was told that he "is too trite" and that the "want of interest in his communi-
cation prevents its insertion." Another correspondent, "M.G.A.," was found
"inadmissible" because he "has not been sufficiently careful" in the exercise

of judgment; "... a laxity on our part," the editors concluded, "would only
tend to make him more careless."

24

Apparently the editorial staff of the Album recognized the importance
of maintaining critical standards, for such comments as these appear
rather frequently in the early numbers. On one occasion, after making
some cynical remarks about the "rage for Poetry," the audacious young
editors tactlessly offered advice to potential writers of poetry for the Album.
"Let the example he [the would-be poet] takes as a model," the editorial

reads, "be a great one and let him follow, not imitate. Never be content

with the bare symphony of sweet sound, but even sacrifice ear to nerve
"

In conclusion the editors stated that these "remarks are intended for a con-

siderable number of our metrical correspondents, who are particularly

20. Album, I (July 16, 1825), 24. Monthly Magazine and Review, Simms was
to have little use for sentimental literature

21. See the following essays in the Album: written for women readers.

"On Women" by "Z.," p. 102; "For the . . , . ,

Album" by "A.," pp. 118-119; "Idle Hours" ;

c cemion to prove the rule is the

by "W.A.," pp. 146-148; "For the Album" Translation from the Spanish, of Mr.

by "Common Sense," pp. 163-164; "For the
Letamondis Opinion on the Education

of
Album" by "W.A.," pp 173-174; "For the

Women which appeared m four install-

Album" bj "Common Sense," pp. 179-180;
ments beginning October 15, 1825.

and "For the Album" by "Richard Thread- 2
- 5^ Album, I (July 2, 1825), 8.

lace," pp. 187-189. Later, as editor of the
' D"

Magnolia and the Southern and Western 24. Ibid., I (July 9, 1825), 16.
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averse as well to reason as rule, and are satisfied by merely stringing rhymes

together... ."
as

Such cocksureness did not endear the journal to all its correspondents.
In an editorial entitled "Ourselves" in the August 20, 1825, number, the

editors disclosed that their policy was bitterly resented by some of the

authors whose offerings had been rejected :

... we have now discovered that there are other concomitants to Editorship besides

the matter to fill our pages. ... In the first place, patience in enduring the squibs of

irritable authors, who reposing unbounded confidence in their own powers of intel-

lect, tax, in our rejection of their effusions, both our judgment and our candor. In

the second place, a certain obstinacy of disposition is necessary, which in some
measure entitles us to the characteristic of prejudice, when we are really least so. And
in the third place, endurance of the numerous gratuitous opinions of friends, whose

judgments are unerring, and who all differ.

The "Young Gentlemen" then took to task one "Vernon," a corre-

spondent who evidently had belligerently protested when his contribution

had been refused. "If, in the rejection of his verses of which he so virulently

complains," the editors wrote, "he concieves [sic] that we have acted with

any discriminate favor, he is at liberty to submit his effusion to the public

eye through any other vehicle; it shall not disgrace ours."
26

After this untactful blast at vain would-be contributors, the Album

apparently was willing to let its case rest, usually refraining from editorial

comment in the later numbers. Perhaps this reduction in criticism of re-

jected articles simply means a decrease in the number of contributions; cer-

tainly it does not indicate a significant change in policy, for the editors on

occasion still ridiculed the attempts of certain of their correspondents.
In the November 19 issue, for instance, a brief critical notice seemingly
an imitation of Jeffrey's "slashing" humor reads in part: ". . . we can-

not publish EVERY THING; we are conscious already of having ad-

mitted much more, than our sober judgment could recommend or ap-

prove."
27

Even the admission that too many inferior pieces had already been ac-

cepted confirms the belief that the Album had not (intentionally, at least)

lowered its standards. One reason, perhaps, why the editors could afford to

use some kind of measuring stick on the offerings of their correspondents is

that they filled a large portion of their periodical with their own writings.

Depending as it did upon untried editors and correspondents, the Album of

course contains little of real literary worth, but there is no decline in general

25. Ibid, I (July 30, 1825), 39-40. forts," a humorous presentation of some of

the trials of the magazine editor (ibid., I

26. Ibid., I, 61-62. [November 26, 1825], 177-178; [December

3, 1825], 182-185). Simms is probably the

27. Ibid., I, 170. See also "Editorial Com- author.
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merit in the later issues. The truth seems to be that the "Young Gentlemen"
remained steadfast in their efforts to encourage the best literary efforts of

their fellow South Carolinians, and when these efforts were particularly

futile, they did not scruple to reject them, even at the cost of writing last-

minute fillers themselves.

Ill

The student of American literature is interested in the Album primarily
because it contains some of the first published writings of an important

literary figure. Most of Simms's contributions are no better than what would
be expected from the pen of an inexperienced young author steeped in

Scott and Byron; but occasionally there is a flash of vigor and gusto that

anticipates the work of the mature Simms. Already apparent are his ability

to tell a story and his diffuse style. It is impossible to determine exactly how
much of the Album is Simms's handiwork, but probably he wrote con-

siderably more than the fifty-six items that can be definitely ascribed to

him. These contributions consist of forty-four poems, four reviews, and

eight works of fiction of varying length. There can be little doubt as to

Simms's authorship of the forty-four poems: all are signed with pseu-

donyms proved to be his and (as has been stated) twenty-five were later

republished in volumes of his poetry. The four book reviews and a series

of three "sketches" appear under common pen names of Simms "G."

and "S.," respectively. The other fictional items at least two of which are

best classified as novelettes bear five different noms de plume: "E ,"

"P.," "Sydney," and "Triptolemus Twig."
38

The poems by Simms in the Album are signed with six pseudonyms:
"Almirez," "Wilton," "Florio," "S.G.W.," "M.E.S.," "T.G.," and "G." As a

whole, these selections are not distinguished poetry, but they represent the

best to appear in the Album, and several of them ("The Captive," "The

Miniature," "Shadows," "Come seek the ocean's depths with me," and

"Ruins") are almost as good as any that Simms ever wrote. It is perhaps sig-

nificant that Simms republished all but three of the poems signed "Almi-

rez," which at the time was apparently his favorite nom de plume.
The book reviews are notable chiefly for their independence and fair-

mindedness;
20

the young critic seems already to have realized that if his

28. Sec Appendix for a list of Simms's 29. The books reviewed are The Leper of

writings in the Album. Of Simms's pseudo- Aost, author and date of publication un-

nyms mentioned in this essay, only "S." has known; The Christian Indian; or, Times
hitherto been attributed to him. Sec J. Allen of the First Settlers (New York, 1825),

Morris, "The Stones of William Gilmore author unknown; James McHenry, The
Simms," American Literature, XIV (March, Pleasures of Friendship: A Poem in Two
1942), 28n. Parts (Philadelphia, 1825); and George

Houston, ed., National Tales, 2 vols. (New
York, 1825).
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opinions were to be of value they must be independently formed, and that

if his critical writings were to possess merit, they must attempt to analyze
both virtues and defects, without compromising his own standards of ex-

cellence and without regard to the author's reputation or popularity. Al-

though the five reviews are largely devoted to synopses of the books in-

volved, either in his introductory or in his closing remarks Simms at-

tempted an estimate of the book as a piece of literature. Perhaps the best

of the reviews is "The Christian Indian," which combines a pleasing style

with some critical acumen.

The three "Sketches,"
30 which in reality are a connected series of brief

tales, are marred by the sentimentality and the gloomy sensationalism that

mark the excesses of the Romantic movement They are good examples of

the misguided zeal of the inexperienced writer under the spell of Byron
and the Gothic novelists. Simms was later to learn that his forte was the

"realistic" depiction of the historical events of his own state, not the por-

trayal of strange scenes in foreign or nameless lands. The best that can be

said for these sketches is that they make easy, pleasant reading in the popu-
lar fashion of their day.

31

Two other of Simms's contributions to the Album, "Country Comforts"

and "The Return," might also best be labelled "sketches" rather than short

stories. Each revolves about a single humorous incident. Although the in-

tended humor of "Country Comforts" is not altogether successful, the piece

is an interesting attempt to record the manners, the dialect, and the cus-

toms observed at a country inn. "The Return" has to do with the over-

solicitous gentleman who is given a tweak of the nose as reward for his

efforts to rescue his young lover-friend from the kisses of a beautiful

maiden. 32

Simms's authorship of "The Vision," a fanciful short story of the pursuit
of happiness, is established by "Numpo" in the article already referred to.

"Numpo's" essay not only gives clear evidence that Simms was one of the

editors of the Album ; it also establishes several new pen names for Simms
and more important reveals that his contributions were both varied and

prolific. Although no names are given, as has been already demonstrated

the essay is helpful in that it lumps together unsigned articles and articles

30 The first sketch, "First Love," ap- the Cabin, and Castle Dismal. See Letters,

pcared July 16, 1825; the second, "The II, 224.

Queen of May," July 3; and the third, bear-

ing no title, July 30. 32. "Country Comforts" is signed "E ,"

a pseudonym that Simms used again while

31. The Gothic strain continues, however, editor of the Southern Literary Gazette in

in those stones and novels by Simms which 1828-1829 and of the Southern and Western

in a letter to Gnswold he termed works in 1845. "P.," the pen name attached to

of "passion & imagination" Martin Faber, "The Return," was likewise employed by

Confesston, Carl Werner, The Wigwam and Simms in the Southern Literary Gazette.
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signed with various pseudonyms as coming from the same person. For ex-

ample, the following paragraph identifies the author of "The Corsair,"

signed "G.," and the author of "The Vision," signed "T.G.," as one and

the same:

The person who now approached, was tall in his figure, and his dejected counte-

nance, which seemed expressive of settled melancholy, while it interested the eye,
also elicited the sympathy of the beholder. I soon discovered him to be the pensive
dreamer of the battery, and could hardly reconcile in the author of "The Vision,"
the "Corsair" of a former Album*3

Since "G." is an established nom de plume of Simms, "T.G." can be added

to the long list of his pseudonyms, and "The Vision" and a poem entitled

"Lafayette's Farewelfl] Stanzas" added to his canon.

"Numpo" also confirms Simms's authorship of the two novelettes pub-
lished serially, "The Robber an Eastern Tale" and "Moonshine." "The

Robber," signed "Sydney," appeared as the featured work of fiction in the

first seven numbers of the Album] it is another Gothic tale of terror,

equipped with a villainous protagonist, an innocent heroine, gloomy caves

with secret passages, a flesh-devouring ghoul, and fierce voracious birds.

It anticipates in a way "The Confessions of a Murderer," which in turn

became the basis for Martin Faber (i833).
34

The second short story or novelette, "Moonshine," appearing under the

pseudonym "Triptolemus Twig," begins in the number before "The
Robber" terminates, and continues through twelve more installments. Even
without "Numpo's" confirmation, there is enough internal evidence to

convince one of Simms's authorship. Although the tale lacks unity, and

its author changes his design after it is well under way,
35 "Moonshine" ap-

pears almost unmistakably to be a forerunner of the first of Simms's "Revo-

lutionary Romances," The Partisan (1835). "Moonshine" is laid in South

Carolina just before the outbreak of the Revolutionary War and, like the

novel, has as one of its leading characters a Colonel Walton, who is a

British sympathizer at the beginning of the "rebellion" and the widowed
father of the beautiful and charming heroine Charlotte in "Moonshine,"
Katherine in The Partisan. In each case the heroine has a sympathetic
maiden aunt and more important loves a partisan leader in General

Marion's army. To carry the striking similarities even further, in both the

story and the novel a decisive battle is fought near Colonel Walton's planta-

tion.

33. Album, I (October 29, 1825), 137. If nal; and other Tales, 2 vols. (New York,
Simms is the writer, this quotation is an 1837), I, xi-xii.

interesting self-portrait

35. See Album, I (September 10, 1825),

34. See "Advertisement to the Second Edi- 85-86.

tion," Martin Faber, the Story of a Crtmi-
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"Numpo's" awe at the number and the variety of contributions pulled
from the pockets of the productive "Poet" tempts speculation as to what

other "dishes of Literature" may have been written by Simms. The quota-
tion immediately preceding Chapter IX of "Moonshine" offers a clue:

"Forward yet not advanced; the weary frame

"Quails at the task, imposed upon itself."

Myself.

The signature "Myself immediately arouses curiosity: could Simms be

quoting himself? Perhaps Simms, like Scott, made up quotations for

mottoes when he could not find anything suitable in the works of other

poets. There is a poem in the Album signed "Myself," but the quotation is

not from it. Included also are four essays by "Myself," one of which reads

very much like the work of an editor of the Album :

If I have even an imperfect idea of the labours of an Editor, his situation must
indeed be critical, when the time approaches for making up the form of his paper,
and he finds there is still much matter wanted before it can be completed; then is he

obliged to write in compulsion; and not unfrequently at such times may he find him-

self involved in a sad dilemma for a subject, and although a person in his circum-

stances should ever have his wits about him, yet would it me no more than charitable

to make all due allowance, recollecting that a man cannot at all times speak from the

soul, as when the spirit moves.
36

Admittedly, these five pieces cannot be safely assigned to Simms on the

basis of this slight evidence; since it has been demonstrated, however, that

he contributed heavily to the Album, even faint clues should not be over-

looked.

And if one accepts internal or circumstantial evidence, at least nine

other works (excluding "Numpo's" essay) can be added to the list of

probable contributions by Simms. These nine pieces consist of two brief

poems and an essay by "M."; two poems by "Edwin"; a "tale" by "Ami-

raid"; a sketch by "Jeremiah Birdeye"; and two unsigned editorials. "M."
is thought to be Simms because he used that pseudonym in 1828-1829 and

again in 1845 ;

37
one of the poems by "Edwin," "Song" (beginning "Ah!

say not, say not, love is sweet"), is similar to "Say'st Thou That Love is

Sweet?" included in Areytos\ or, Songs of the South (1846) ;
"Zamor and

Zuelieme An Arabiam [sic] Tale" by "Amirald," written in a style char-

acteristic of Simms, has the exotic setting, the beautiful heroine, and the

dashing hero favored by him at this early period. It is also worth noting that

"Zuelieme" (with a slightly modified spelling) appears again in Simms's

work as the heroine in The Cassique of Kiawah (1859). "Not At Home"

36. "To the Reader," Album, I (October 37. Both the Southern Literary Gazette

15, 1825), 122. Contributions tentatively as- and the Southern and Western contain con-

signed to Simms are listed in the Appendix, tnbutions by Simms signed "M."
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by "J^11^ Birdeye," a sketch consisting of the conversations among
members of the "club of Choice Spirits" in Charleston, is an attempt at

the Spectator and Blactyuood's "Noctes Ambrosianae" idea that he was to

try again in the Cosmopolitan (1833) and to think of trying in the South-

ern and Western Monthly Magazine and Review (i845>.
38 "Not At Home"

contains some of the salty humor and vigor characteristic of Simms at his

best. The two unsigned editorials, almost unmistakably by Simms, are men-
tioned elsewhere.

3*
For want of evidence one cannot say definitely, but the

possibility exists that most of the Album was written by Simms.
In summary, then whether or not one accepts the doubtful assign-

ments mentioned above it has been shown that Simms actively engaged
in writing for the Album as well as in directing its editorial policy. Though
crude in themselves, his contributions represent the spade work for some
of his best poems and for at least one of his major novels. The experience of

serving as an editor of the Album must have been invaluable to him, for it

gave him not only an organ for the publication of his own juvenilia (and
one suspects that this was not a minor attraction to the young editor), but

also an opportunity to formulate a policy for his future, larger-scale edi-

torial ventures. Already he had learned to strike out boldly and fearlessly

as a critic ; and already he had hit what was to be the keynote of his career

as a magazine editor: the advancement of Southern literature.

38. See "A Chat in the Symposium," Cos- 39 See above, p. 176 and note 27.

mopolttan- An Occasional, I (1833), 17-24,

41-46, 69-74, and Letters, I, 449

APPENDIX

SIMMS'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ALBUM

I. POETRY

Almirez "By Almirez" (Come seek the ocean's depths with me), 96. (L&OP;
PDDLQ 1

"By Almirez" (Well then we part and now I feel), 150-151. (L&OP)
"Camp-Meeting," 8. (L&OP)

i. When I have found that a contribution Legendary and Contemplative
was repubhshed often with extensive re- (1853)

vision in another volume by Simms, I have Poems Simms's Poems, Areytos or Songs
indicated the repubhcation in parentheses. and Ballads of the South, With

The following is a key to the symbols used: other Poems (1860)
SLG Southern Literary Gazette, 1828-

Areytos Areytos: or, Songs of the South 1829

(1846) SP&P Southern Passages and Pictures

EL Early Lays (1827) (1839)

L&OP Lyrical and Other Poems (1827) SWMMR Southern and Western Monthly
PDDLC Poems Descriptive, Dramatic, Magazine and Review, 1845
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"Captive, The," 103-104. (L&OP; PDDLC)
"Greek Warrior to his Countrymen, at the Straits of Thermopylae,
The," 56.

"Lonely Tree, The," 16.

"Memory's Page Written for a Lady's Scrapbook," 12. (L&OP)
"Miniature, The," 161-162. (L&OP; SLG, I, 89; SWMMR, II, 86)
"One Song, The," 194. (L&OP)
"Pyramid of Mind, The," 48. (EL)
"Rebel Flower, The," 40. (L&OP)
"Shadows," 71. (L6-OP)
"Sketch, A" (Regardless of the storm . . .), 142-143. (L&OP)
"Song" (O, think not memory lives in vain), 201. (L&OP)
"Stanzas" (Tis evening! oe'r the western sky), 24. (L&OP)
"To ****"

(And dost thou too smile . . .), 30. (L6-OP)
"To an Unfortunate Friend," 112.

"To the Evening Star," 63-64. (L&OP)
"Where Art Thou?" 79. (L&OP; PDDLC)

Florio2 "For the Album," 135-136.

"Memory," 88.

"Song" (Gone, Gone are the hopes . .
.), 191. (SWMMR, I, 108;

cf. Arcytos, 43)

"Song" (Lights of my soul . . .), 185.

"To-,"127-128.
"War Song," 146.

G. "Corsair, The," 21-22.

"Epigram, on Reading a Fourth July Address to Freedom," 77. (EL)
"Sonnet to-, in her Scrap-book," 15. (L&OP; Poems)

M.E.S. "For the Album," 194.

"Imitation of Old English Poetry," 185-186.

"Song" (Those orbs of light, those orbs of light), 199. (EL)

"Song To Emma," 134-135.

S.G.W. "Extempore ToJ****," 50-51.

"Ruins," 201-202; 209. (L&OP)

T.G. "Lafayette's Farewel[l] Stanzas," 139-140.

Wilton "Congaree Boat-Horn, The," 151-152.
"Sonnet" (Maid of the dark blue eye!), 80.

"Sonnet to Despair," 106. (L&OP)
"SonnetsTo Grief [2], 88. (L6-OP; EL)
"Sonnet, to the Past," 120. (L6-OP; PDDLC)
"Stanzas, to the Breeze," 135. (SP&P)
"To Anna, with a Mocking Bird," 173.

"To ****, on her Smiling asking me the cause of my sullcnness," 122.

II. PROSE

E- "Country Comforts," 195-198.

2. Many poems signed "Florio*' are prc- Caroliniana Library of the University of

served in Simms's scrapbooks in the South South Carolina.
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G. "Review The Christian Indian," 65-68.
"Review The Leper of Aost," 58-60.
"Review National Talcs," 165-167; 171-172.
"Review The Pleasures of Friendship," 89-91.

P. "The Return," 44-45.

S. "Sketches No. i. First Love," 19-21.
"Sketches No. 2. The Queen of May," 31-32.
"Sketches No. 3," 36-37.

Sydney "The Robber an Eastern Tale," 6-7; 9-10; 17-18; 25-26; 33-34;

41-42; 49-50.

T.G. "The Vision," 105-106; 116-117; 122-123.

Tnptolemus

Twig "Moonshine," 46-47; 57-58; 73-75; 85-87; 100-102; 106-108; 123-

125; 140-142; 160-161; 174-176; 180-182; 189-191; 206-208.

III. OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS PROBABLY BY SIMMS

A. POETRY

Edwin "Song" (Aht say not, say not, love is sweet), 75. (cf. Arcytos, 97)

M. "Answer to the Charade in the last Album," 15. Ibid., 128.

Myself "To My Mistress' Tongue," 1 18.
3

B. PROSE4

Amirald "Zamor and Zuelieme An Arabiam [sic] Tale," 191-194.

Jeremiah

Birdeye "Not At Home," 203-205.

M. "Out of Countenance," 199-201.

Myself "Myself," 156-158.

"Reflection," 98-99.
"To the Reader," 121-122.
" Whom the Coat Fits, Let Him Wear It/

"
145-146.

Numpo "For the Album," 129-131; 137-139.

Unsigned "Editorial Comforts," 177-178; 182-185.

"Ourselves," 61-62.

3. I also have reason to believe that the 4. This list does not contain mere editorial

eight poems signed "Juan" and the three notices.

poems signed "Roderick" are by Simms. If

"Juan" and "Roderick" arc Simms, then

the five prose contributions signed "W.A."
are by him also. See Album, I, 130.





A Checklist of the Writings of John

William De Forest (1826-1906)

by

E. R. HAGEMANN

JOHN

WILLIAM DE FOREST was born in Seymour (Humphreysville),

Connecticut, on 31 March 1826. He attended private schools until ill-

health forced him to depart from the United States in January, 1846,

for a sojourn in the Near East where he resided with his brother,

Henry, a medical missionary, in the Levant. De Forest returned to his

native Connecticut in the autumn of 1847.

After completing his first book, History of the Indians of Connecticut,

he journeyed to Europe in the winter of 1850 and remained on the con-

tinent, living in Italy, central Europe, and France, until the spring of 1855,

when he once again returned to the United States.

On 5 June 1856 De Forest married Harriet Silliman Shepard, daughter
of Charles Upham Shepard, professor of chemistry in die Charleston

(S. C.) Medical College and Amherst College. Their only child, Louis,

was born 23 February 1857. In 1859, Amherst awarded De Forest an hon-

orary M.A.
In the autumn of 1861, De Forest volunteered his services to the Army

of the United States and was commissioned captain in the Twelfth Con-

necticut Volunteers on i January 1862, the unit he was to serve with for

most of his Civil War service. De Forest saw combat in Louisiana from

March, 1862, until 30 January 1864, and took part in the sharp and bloody
attacks on Port Hudson on the Mississippi River. From August, 1864, until

his discharge from federal service on 2 December 1864, De Forest served in

Virginia.

He was not done with military duty, however, and early in 1865, he was

nominated for a captaincy in the Veteran Reserve Corps. He served for a

time in Washington, D. C., then was transferred to the Freedmen's Bureau

and sent to Greenville, South Carolina, where he took charge of the sub-

district, with the title of Acting Assistant Commissioner, on i October
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1866. He remained there until i January 1868, when he was finally mus-

tered out of military service.

De Forest settled in New Haven and began his long, frustrating, and

often disappointing career as writer. For over thirteen years, from 1868 to

1881, he published novels, short stories, essays, and poems, but gained little

in the way of recognition from the reading public of the day, although he

did gain some critical success. The publication of The Bloody Chasm in

1881 brought to a close this busy period in his life, and he was silent, al-

though actively engaged, to some extent, with writing, until 1898, the year

his last novel appeared.
In the summer of 1884, De Forest once again went to Europe and lived

in France until his return in the spring of 1886. He made at least two at-

tempts to issue a collected edition of his works, but they came to naught.

His health, always a serious problem with him, plagued him in the iSgo's,

and he struggled to remain alive.

The vogue for historical romances which developed in the late years

of the nineteenth century brought De Forest out of enforced retirement,

and his A Lovers Revolt, a tale of the American Revolution, appeared in

the autumn of 1898. He subsequently issued a family history in 1900 and

two collections of his poems in 1901 and 1902.

The end was quiet for him, and he died on 17 July 1906 in New Haven.

He was buried two days later in the Grove Street cemetery.

There has long been a need for a checklist of De Forest's writings, many
of which, especially his short stories, are uncollected and scattered in var-

ious periodicals of his day. No foolish claim will be made that this list is

exhaustive; indeed it is my hope that other scholars interested in De Forest

will add to my efforts. It is just possible that his two manuscript novels,

The Senator, lost while De Forest was traveling to New York in 1867, and

A Daughter of Toil, written in the i88o's and rejected by Century Maga-
zine and Harper's, will some day be found.

The checklist is divided into (i) book publications, (2) periodical pub-

lications. Part III is a list of contemporary reviews.

Acknowledgement should be made to Professor James H. Croushore,

Mary Washington College of the University of Virginia, for his pioneer

work on De Forest. His unpublished doctoral dissertation, John William

De Forest; A Biographical and Critical Study to the Year 1868 (Yale,

1944) and editions of A Volunteer s Adventures (New Haven, 1946) and

A Union Officer in the Reconstruction (New Haven, 1948) are invaluable

to the student of American letters.
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PART I. BOOKS
A. Novels

"Witching Times. A Novel in Thirty Chapters."
Putnam's Monthly Magazine, VIII-X (Decem-
ber, i856-Scptember, 1857), VIII, 570-594;

IX, 11-28, 188-207, 297-3 1 ?, 394-4 I 3 5 I 5~

524, 621-630; X, 62-74, 218-231, 393-404.

[This novel did not receive volume publica-

tion.]

Seachff, or, The Mystery of the Westervelts.

Boston* Phillips, Sampson and Company,
1859 466 pp.

Mtss Ravenel's Conversion from Secession to

Loyalty. New York- Harper & Brothers, 1867.

52i pp
"Overland" The Galaxy, X-XII (August, 1870-

July, 1871), X, 149-175, 293-320, 483-407,

638-656, 785-802; XI, 53-65, 205-218, 387-

400 535-547, 662-675, 801-816; XII, 41-56.

[Frontispiece to Volume XII (bound) is a

portrait of De Forest.]

Overland New York Sheldon and Compan>,
[1871]. 200 pp [Frontispiece to book is a

portrait of DC Forest ]

"Kate Beaumont " The Atlantic Monthly, XXVII-
XXVIII (January, 1871 -December, 1871),

XXVII, 70-92, 184-201, 298-321, 446-462,

573-580, 726-743; XXVIII, 45-63, 189-206,

289-306, 483-499, 546-563, 660-677
"Kate Beaumont" "New Monthly Magazine

(London), NS V-VI (June, 1874-December,

1874), NS V, 639-652; NS VI, 42-56,

161-174, 273-288, 408-426, 521-533, 692-699.

[Appeared anonymously This is the only

instance, so far as I have been able to de-

termine, that De Forest was serialized in an

English periodical ]

Kate Beaumont Boston J R Osgood and Com-

pany, 1872 165 pp
"The Wetherel Affair

" The Galaxy, XIV-XVII

(December, i872-January, 1874), XIV, 727-

740; XV, 15-29, 149-163, 293-307, 437-45t

590-604, 735-750, XVI, 16-32, I57-I73* 305-

W, 456-471, 615-630, 735-746; XVII, 15-30.

The Wetherel Affair New York- Sheldon and

Company, 1873 222 pp.

"Honest John Vane." The Atlantic Monthly,

XXXII (July-November, 1873), 66-76, 150-

164, 285-296, 438-447, 574-590. [In five

parts, twelve chapters ]

Honest John Vane. New Haven, Conn : Rich-

mond and Patten, 1875. 259 pp. [The five

parts are dropped and the twelve chapters of

serialization arc expanded into twenty-four ]

"Playing the Mischief." Frank Leslie's Chimney
Corner, XX-XXI (November 21, i874-May
22, 1875), XX, 2-4, 17-20, 33-35, 51-54,

67-70, 85-86, 101-102, 118-119, 131-133*

147-149, 164-166, l8l-l82, 195-196, 2II-2I2,

227-229, 245-246, 260-262, 275-278, 291-294,

306-308, 324-326, 351, 359-361, 382-383,

397-399, 413-415; XXI, 14-15.

Playing the Mischief. New York: Harper 6c

Brothers, 1875, 185 pp.

Justine's Lovers. New York: Harper & Brothers,

1878. 135 pp. [Appeared anonymously. The

pen-name "Jane L. HowelP* is given in The
Cumulative Catalog of Library of Congress

Cards (1948); nowhere else have I been able

to find this name. The R. B. Hayes' Copy in

The Hayes Memorial Library, Fremont, Ohio,

does not have this name.]
"Irene the Missionary." The Atlantic Monthly,

XUII-XLIV (April, i879-November, 1879),

XLIII, 426-442, 587-601, 759-774; XLIV,

64-80, 172-190, 311-325, 417-434, 598-611.

[Serialized anonymously.]

Irene the Missionary Boston- Roberts Brothers,

1879. 3Qo pp [Appeared anonymously]
The Bloody Chasm. New York- D. Applcton

and Company, 1881. 301 pp
The Oddest of Courtships; or, The Bloody

Chasm New York- D. Appleton and Com-

pany, 1882. 301 pp.

A Lover's Revolt New York. Longmans, Green,

and Company, 1898. 417 pp
Miss Ravenel's Conversion from Secession to

Loyalty Intro bv Gordon S. Haight. New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1939. 467 PP

Haight, Gordon S., ed. Miss Ravenel's Con-

fer fion from Secession to Loyalty New York:

Rmehart & Company, Inc , 1955 485 PP-

[Printed from the 1867 edition; the numer-

ous typographical errors have been corrected.]

B Travel Books

Oiiental Acquaintance; or, Letters from Syria.

New York- Dix, Edwards & Company, 1856.

285 pp

European Acquaintance; Being Sketches of Peo-

ple in Europe. New York: Harper 8c Brothers,

1858. 276 pp.

C. Poetry

The Downing Legends; Stones in Rhyme. New
Haven, Conn.: The Turtle, Morehouse &

Taylor Company, 1901. 206 pp. [Contents:
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"Prelude," "The Witch of Shiloh," "The Last

of the Wampahoags," "The Gentle Earl,"

and "The Enchanted Voyage."]

Poems; Medley and Palestrina. New Haven,
Conn.: The Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor Com-

pany, 1902. [Some of De Forest's fugitive

verses, rewritten or revised, were included

here. See under "Poems" for bibliographical

data. Also included here were "The Deliverer,"

first printed in Justine's Lovers, p. 72; "The

Human," first printed in Justine's Lovers as

"Man," p. 119; "Pickett's Charge," first

printed in The Bloody Chasm , pp. 235-236,
and "Raven Van Ross," first printed in The

Bloody Chasm, pp. 284-285.]

D. History and Genealogy

History of the Indians of Connecticut from the

Earliest Known Penod to 1850. Hartford,

Conn.: W. J. Hammersley [sic], 1851. 504 pp.

[Hamersley published two subsequent editions

in 1852 and 1853. In 1871, Joel Munsell

(1808-1880) published a fourth edition in

Albany, N. Y., from a remainder he had pur-

chased, and added a new tide-page.]

The De Forests of Avesnes (and of New "Nether-

land) a Huguenot Thread in American Co-

lonial History. 1494 to the Present Time.

New Haven, Conn.: The Tuttle, Morehouse

& Taylor Company, 1900. 288 pp.

E. Autobiographical Writings

Croushore, James H., cd. A Volunteer's Ad-

ventures. Introd. by Stanley T. Williams. New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1946.

237 pp. [Seven of fourteen chapters appeared

in periodicals; see under "Articles."]

Croushore, James H., and David M. Potter, cds.

A Union Officer in the Reconstruction. New

Haven, Conn : Yale University Press, 1948.

211 pp. [The ten chapters appeared in peri-

odicals; see under "Articles.' ]

PART II. PERIODICALS

A Short Stories

"The Hashheesh Eater." Putnam's Monthly

Magazine, VIII (September, 1856), 233-239.

[Anonymous; credit for authorship given in

Croushore, John William De Forest, (Unpub-
lished Ph.D. thesis, Yale University, 1944),

p. 141.]

"Maria and Her Stones." Putnam's Monthly

Magazine, VIII (October, 1856), 422-427.

[Anonymous; credit for authorship given in

Croushore, p. 143 ]

"The Isle of the Puritans." Harper's New
Monthly Magazine, XIV (March, 1857), 512-

518. [Anonymous; authorship given in Charles

A. Durfee, compiler, Index to Harpers New
Monthly Magazine, Volumes I to LXX In-

clusive (New York, 1886), p. 173 ]

"The Baby-Exterminator." Putnam's Monthly

Magazine, X (July, 1857), 50-58. [Anony-
mous; credit for authorship in Croushore, p.

I54-]

"Henry Gilbert." Harper's New Monthly Maga-
zine, XXI (August, 1860), 359-366. [Anony-
mous, Table of Contents for Volume XXI
credits De Forest.]

"My Neighbor, the Prophet." The Atlantic

Monthly, VI (September, 1860), 309-323.

[Anonymous; authorship given in The Atlantic

Index, 1857-1888 (Boston, 1889), p. 61.]

"Doctor Hawley." Harper's New Monthly Maga-
zine, XXVI (February-March, 1863), 312-322,

468-477. [Anonymous; authorship given in

Index to Harper's* p. 173 ]

"Tom Mallory's Revenge
"

Harper's New
Monthly Magazine, XXXI (September, 1865),

443'453 [Anonymous; Table of Contents for

Volume XXXI credits De Forest ]

"Visit to the Isle of the Puritans." Harpers New
Monthly Magazine, XXXI (October, 1865),

561-570. [Anonymous; Table of Contents for

Volume XXXI credits De Forest ]

"Fate Ferguston." The Galaxy, III (January i,

1867), 87-100 [Signed "J. W."; letter from

De Forest to The Galaxy, dated i February

1867, establishes authorship ]

" 'Rum Creetcrs Is Women.' "
Harper's New

Monthly Magazine, XXXIV (March, 1867),

484-491. [Anonymous, Table of Contents for

Volume XXIV credits De Forest ]

"Mrs. Pullet's Perversion." Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, XXXIV (April, 1867), 646-656.

[Anonymous; Table of Contents for Volume

XXXIV credits De Forest ]

"Mr. Pullet's Mistake." Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, XXXV (August, 1867), 359-365-

[Anonymous; Table of Contents for Volume

XXXV credits De Forest.]

"A Gentleman of an Old School." The Atlantic

Monthly, XXI (May, 1868), 546-555. [Anony-

mous; Table of Contents for Volume XXI
credits De Forest ]

"Parole d'Honneur." Harper's New Monthly
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Magazine, XXXVH (August-September, 1868),

372-378, 483-490. [Anonymous; Table of

Contents for Volume XXXVII credits DC
Forest.]

"Love in Mount Lebanon." The Atlantic

Monthly, XXIII (February, 1869), 228-240.

[Anonymous; Table of Contents for Volume
XXIII credits De Forest.]

"A Strange Arrival." The Atlantic "Monthly,

XXIII (Apnl, 1869), 427-437. [Anonymous;
Table of Contents for Volume XXIII credits

DC Forest.]

"The Duchesne Estate." The Galaxy, VII (June,

1869), 823-835.
"The Drummer Ghost

" The Atlantic Monthly,
XXIV (July, 1869), 1-13 [Anonymous;
Table of Contents for Volume XXIV credits

De Forest.]

"A Night at Sea" Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, XXXIX (July, 1869), 195-202.

[Anonymous; Table of Contents for Volume

XXXIX credits De Forest.]

"The Taillefer Bell-Ringings." The Atlantic

Monthly, XXIV (August, 1869), 129-140.

[Anonymous, Table of Contents for Volume
XXIV credits De Forest ]

"Marcus and Hildegardc." Appletons' Journal,

II (September 18, 1869), 130-134. [Anony-

mous; Table of Contents for Volume II

credits De Forest ]

"The City of Brass." The Atlantic Monthly,
XXIV (October, 1869), 389-398. [Anony-

mous; Table of Contents for Volume XXIV
credits DC Forest.]

"Lieutenant Barker's Ghost Story." Harper's

New Monthly Magazine, XXXIX (October,

1869), 713-720. [Anonymous; Table of Con-

tents for Volume XXXIX credits De Forest.]

"The Ovcrsoul of Manse Roseburgh." The

Galaxy, IX (February, 1870), 214-231. [Anon-

ymous, Table of Contents for Volume IX

credits DC Forest ]

"A Quern of Society." Putnam's Magazine,

NS. V (April, 1870), 393-406. [Anonymous;
Table of Contents for Volume V credits De
Forest ]

"The Lauson Tragedy." The Atlantic Monthly,

XXV (April-May, 1870), 444-455, 565-575-

[Anonymous; Table of Contents for Volume

XXV credits DC Forest. Reprinted in Rossiter

Johnson, ed., Little Classics (Boston, 1875),

III (Tragedy), 56-107.]

"Chanet." The Galaxy, IX (May, 1870), 632-

645.

"The Hungry Heart." Uppincott's Magazine,

VI (August, 1870), 189-199-

"The Story of a Handkerchief." Harper's New
Monthly Magazine, XLIII (July, 1871), 268-

275. [Anonymous; Table of Contents for

Volume XLJII credits De Forest.]

"Captain Horsfall's Romance." The Galaxy, XII

(December, 1871), 788-803.
"The Man with a Nose Like an Owl." Hearth

and Home, IV (February 24, 1872), 148-149.

[Illustrated.]

"A Case of Vitrification
"
Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, XLJV (March, 1872), 561-570.

[Anonymous; Table of Contents for Volume
XLJV credits DC Forest. The last of three

stories which have as their main characters

Mr. and Mrs. Pullet; the other two are "Mrs.

Pullet's Perversion" and "Mr. Pullet's Mis-

take."]

"The Colored Member." The Galaxy, XIII

(March, 1872), 293-302.

"An Independent Ku-Klux." The Galaxy, XIII

(April, 1872), 480-488.

"Father Higgins' Preferment." Harper's New
Monthly Magazine, XLIV (May, 1872), 918-

922.

"Cap'n Phin Glover As President" The Chris-

tian Union, VI (August 14-21, 1872), 141-

142, 164-165. [The second, and last, story in

which Phin Glover appears; the other was
"A Strange Arrival." Phin Glover also was a

character in Overland ]

"An Inspired Lobbyist." The Atlantic Monthly,
XXX (December, 1872), 676-684. [Reprinted
in Stories By American Authors (New York,

1884), IV, 137-161.]

"Old John Raddle." Sunday New Yor% Times,

August 1 6, 1874, p. 2.

"The Brigade Commander." Sunday New Yor%

Times, November 22, 1874, pp. 3-4. [Re-

printed in Stones By American Authors, VIII,

5-470
"Was It a Ghost?" Sunday New York Times,

January 17, 1875, p. 3.

"Yesebcl." The Galaxy, XXI (March, 1876),

343-356.

"Jenny Gridley's Concession." Harper's New
Monthly Magazine, LVII (August, 1878),

449-460. [Anonymous; authorship is given
in Index to Harper's, p. 173, although incor-

rectly entided "Jenny Gridley's Mistake."]
"The Other Fellow." The Atlantic Monthly,
XUI (December, 1878), 669-682. [Reprinted
in Bret Harte's Great Deadwood Mystery

(London, 1879), pp. 71-104.]
"The Black Huntsman." Harper's Bazar, XVII

(September 20-October n, 1884), 602-603,

614-615, 634-635, 650-651.
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B. Short Novels

"Delia." Hearth and Home, II (February 5-

March 19, 1870), 105-106, 121-122, 137-138,

I53-I55, 169-170, 185-186, 203. [Six chap-

ters; illustrated.]

"Annie Howard." Hearth and Home, II (March

i9-May 21, 1870), 201-203, 217-219, 233-234,

249-251, 265-267, 281-282, 297-299, 3I3-3M,

329-330, 347. [Twenty-five chapters; illus-

trated.]

C. Articles

"Experiences in Mount Lebanon." Putnam's

Monthly Magazine, VI (October, 1855), 396-

401. [Anonymous; reprinted in Oriental Ac-

quaintance as Letter VII, "Acquaintance in

Mount Lebanon," pp. 122-144.]

"Notes in Syria." Putnam's Monthly Magazine,

VI (November, 1855), 493-5. [Anony-

mous; reprinted, with the addition of one

paragraph, pp. 1560-1 58m, in Oriental Ac-

quaintance as Letter VIII, "Syrian Manners

and Conversation," pp. 145-179 ]

"A Visit to the Druzes." Putnam's Monthly

Magazine, VI (December, 1855), 613-617.

[Anonymous; reprinted, with additions, pp.

193111-1951 and I96b-i97b, in Oriental Ac-

quaintance as Letter IX, "Nobles, Geese, and

Sheep," pp. 180-201.]

"Abu Hamood's Mule: and the Cedars of Leba-

non." Putnam's Monthly Magazine, VII

(March, 1856), 264-268. [Anonymous; re-

printed, with the addition, pp. 2i3m-2i4m,
in Oriental Acquaintance as Letter X, "Beirut

Tales and Lebanon Cedars," pp. 202-223.]

"Some Oriental Acquaintance.*' Putnam's

Monthly Magazine, VII (April, 1856), 415-

419. [Anonymous; reprinted, with slight re-

visions, in Oriental Acquaintance as Letter

XII, same tide, pp. 248-266.]

"Charleston Under Arms." The Atlantic Monthly,

VII (April, 1861), 488-505. [Anonymous;

authorship given in The Atlantic Index, p. 61.]

"The First Time Under Fire." Harper's New

Monthly Magazine, XXIX (September, 1864),

475-482. [Anonymous; Table of Contents for

Volume XXIX credits De Forest. This was the

first draft of Chapter IV, same ride, A Volun-

teer's Adventures (New Haven, 1946), pp.

53-71.]

"Sheridan's Battle of Winchester." Harper's New
Monthly Magazine, XXX (January, 1865),

195-200. [Anonymous; Table of Contents

for Volume XXX credits De Forest. This was

the first draft of Chapter XI, "Sheridan's

Victory of the Opcquon," A Volunteer's Ad-

ventures, pp. 171-190.]
"Sheridan's Victory of Middletown." Harper's
New Monthly Magazine, XXX (February,

1865), 353-3^0. [Anonymous; Table of Con-

tents for Volume XXX credits De Forest This

was the first draft of Chapters XIII-XIV, "The
Batdc of Cedar Creek," A Volunteer's Ad-

ventures, pp. 204-232.]

"Port Hudson." Harper's New Monthly Maga-
zine, XXXV (August, 1867), 334-344. [Anon-

ymous; Table of Contents for Volume XXXV
credits De Forest. This was the first draft of

Chapters VH-VIII, same tide, A Volunteer's

Adventures, pp. 104-147 ]

"The Great American Novel." The Nation, VI

(January 9, 1868), 27-29. [Anonymous; au-

thorship given in Daniel C. Haskell, compiler,

The Nation, Volumes 1-105, New Yor^, 7^65-

19/7; Indexes of Titles and Contributors

(New York, 1951), I, 13.]

"Two Girls." The Nation, VI (February 6,

1868), 107-109. [Anonymous; authorship

given in Haskell, I, 13.]

"The 'High-Toned Gendemen.' " The Nation,

VI (March 12, 1868), 206-208. [Anonymous;

authorship given in Haskell, I, 13 ]

"Drawing Bureau Rations. I The Applicants."

Harper's New Monthly Magazine, XXXVI
(May, 1868), 792-799; "II The Distribution."

Ibid., XXXVII (June, 1868), 74-82 [Anony-
mous; Tables of Contents for Volumes
XXXVI-XXXVII credit De Forest. Part I was

reprinted, with the addition of sub-titles, as

Chapter III, "Applicants for Bureau Rations,"

A Union Officer in the Reconstruction (New
Haven, 1948), pp. 49-68. Part II was re-

printed, with the addition of sub-titles, as

Chapter IV, "Drawing Bureau Rations," Ibid ,

pp. 69-90.]

"Forced Marches." The Galaxy, V (June, 1868),

708-718. [Reprinted as Chapter VI, same title,

A Volunteer's Adventures ]

"The Low-Down People." Putnam's Magazine,
N.S. I (June, 1868), 704-716. [Anonymous;
Table of Contents for N.S. Volume I credits

De Forest. This was the first draft of Chapter

VII, same tide, A Union Officer in the Re-

construction, pp. 135-158.]

"The Man and Brother." The Atlantic Monthly,

XXII (September-October, 1868), 337-348,

414-425. [Anonymous; Table of Contents for

Volume XXII credits DC Forest. Part I was

the first draft of Chapter V, same tide, A
Union Officer in the Reconstruction, pp. 91-

iii. Part II was the first draft of Chapter VI,
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"More Man and Brother," Ibid., pp. 112-134.

"A Bureau Major's Business and Pleasures."

Harper's New Monthly Magazine, XXXVII

(November, 1868), 766-775. [Reprinted as

Chapter II, same title, A Union Officer in the

Reconstruction, pp. 25-48.]
"A Report of Outrages." Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, XXXVIII (December, 1868), 75-84-

[Reprinted as Chapter I, same title, A Union

Officer in the Reconstruction, pp. 1-24.]

"Chivalrous and Semi-Chivalrous Southrons."

Harper's New Monthly Magazine, XXXVIII

(January-February, 1869), 192-200, 339-347-

[Pp. 341-346, Part II, was reprinted as Chap-
ter VIII, "Semi-Chivalrous Southrons," A
Union Officer in the Reconstruction, pp. 159-

172. Pp. 192-197, Part I, was reprinted as

Chapter IX, "Chivalrous Southrons," A Union

Officer in the Reconstruction, pp. 173-188

Pp. IQ7-200, Part I, and pp. 339-341, 346-

347, Part II, was reprinted as Chapter X,

"More Chivalrous Southrons," A Union Offi-

cer in the Reconstruction, pp 189-204 ]

"A Revival of the Papacy." The Galaxy, XIV

(October, 1872), 483-494.

"Gregory VII-King of Kings." The Galaxy ,
XIV

(November, 1872), 604-617
"The Growth of 'Giant Pope.' I From Pastor to

Pontiff." The Galaxy, XIV (December, 1872),

764-776, "II From Pontiff to Prince
"

Ibid ,

XV (January, 1873), 41-53. [This completes

a series of four historical articles on the

Roman Catholic Church.]
"The Cats of Antiquity." The Atlantic Monthly,
XXXIII (May, 1874), 556-563

"Modern Cits." The Atlantic Monthly, XXXIII

(June, 1874), 737-744
"Crumbs of Travel." The Atlantic Monthly,
XXXVIII (December, 1876), 696-705.

"A Turko-Russian War." Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, LVI (January, 1878), 261-271.

[Anonymous; Table of Contents for Volume
LVI credits De Forest.]

"The Cradle of the Human Race." The Atlantic

Monthly, XLI (February, 1878), 145-157.

[Anonymous; authorship given in The At-

lantic Index, p 6 1.]

"The Turkish Wars with the Hospitalers."

Harper's New Monthly Magazine, LVI (Feb-

ruary, 1878), 430-441. [Anonymous; Table

of Contents for Volume LVI credits De
Forest ]

"The Russians on the Bosphorus." The Atlantic

Monthly, XLI (April, 1878), 502-512. [Anon-

ymous; authorship given in The Atlantic

Index, p. 6 1 ]

"Caesar's Art of War and of Writing." The

Atlantic Monthly, XUV (September, 1879),

273-288. [Anonymous; authorship given in

The Atlantic Index, p. 61.]

"Our Military Past and Future." The Atlantic

Monthly, XLIV (November, 1879), 561-575-

[Anonymous; authorship given in The At-

lantic Index, p. 61.]

"The Founder of New York." American Histori-

cal Register, II (May and July, 1895), 881-

890, 1172-1180.

D. Poems

"Our Skater Belle." The Atlantic Monthly, III

(April, 1859), 491. [Anonymous, authorship

given in The Atlantic Index, p 61. Revised

and printed as "The Skater" in Medley and

Palestnna, p. 39.]

"In Louisiana
"

Harper's New Monthly Maga-

zine, XXVI (May, 1863), 791. [Revised and

printed as "The Combat" in Medley and

Palestnna, pp. 4-6. Reprinted in Richard

Grant White, ed
, Poetry; Lyrical, Narrative,

and Satirical of the Civil War (New York,

1866), pp. 151-153.

"Battle Memories." Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, XXXII (March, 1866), 503. [Anon-

ymous; Table of Contents for Volume XXXII

credits De Forest. Three short poems, "Before

the War," "Port Hudson," and "Gettysburg,"

are grouped under the general tide, "Battle

Memories." "Before the War" and "Gettys-

burg" were revised and printed together as

"After the War" in Medley and Palestnna,

pp 19-21. "Port Hudson" was revised and

printed as "The Storming Column" in Medley
and Palestnna, pp. 11-13 ]

"A Sigh" The Galaxy, X (July, 1870), 96

[Annexed to the poem is the inscription,

"Imitated from the French of Sully Prud-

homme." Revised and Printed as "Separation"

in Medley and Palestnna, p. 43 ]

"An Old Story." The Galaxy XVI (November,

1873), 598. [Revised and printed as "The Same
m the Ending" in Medley and Palestnna, pp.

68-69.]

"The King of the Cannibal Islands." Scnbner's

Monthly, IX (March, 1875), 645. [In the

department "Etchings"; the poem is not listed

in the Table of Contents for Volume IX.

Revised and printed as "The Cannibal Con-

quest" in Medley and Palestnna, pp 96-97.]
"The Fastidious Goblin." The Atlantic Monthly,
XXXV (May, 1875), 601-602. [Revised and

printed, with same tide, in Medley and

Palestnna, pp. 82-84.]
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"The Jack in Office." Scribner's Monthly, X
(June, 1875), 263. [In the department "Bric-

a-Brac"; the poem is not luted in the Table

of Contents for Volume X. Revised and

printed as "The Goat" in Medley and Pales-

trina, pp. 73-74-1

"A Ballad of Salem." The Galaxy, XX (Oc-

tober, 1875), 486. [Revised and printed, with

same tide, in Medley and Palestrina, p. 75.]

"Happy Islands." Harper's New Monthly Maga-
zine, LI (October, 1875), 712. [Two short

poems, "United" and "Parted," are grouped
under the general tide "Happy Islands."]

"Romance." The Galaxy, XXIII (January, 1877),

61. [Revised and printed, with same tide, in

Medley and Palestrina, pp. 34-36.]

"A Sea-Side Story." Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, LIV (May, 1877), 791. [Anony-
mous; Table of Contents for Volume LIV
credits De Forest. Revised and printed, with

same tide, in Medley and Palestrina, pp. 57-

60.]

'The Battalion." The Galaxy, XXIII (June,

1877), 817. [Revised and printed, with same

tide, in Medley and Palestnna, p. 3.]

"The Burden of Istamboul." Appletons' Journal,

N.S. III (August, 1877), 138. [Anonymous;
Table of Contents for Volume III credits De
Forest Revised and printed as "The Warning"
in Medley and Palestnna, pp. 169-171.]

"Forward." The Atlantic Monthly, XL (August,

1877), 173. [Revised and pnnted, with same

tide, in Medley and Palestnna, p. n.]

"Quatrains." The Atlantic Monthly, XLII (Octo-

ber, 1878), 403-404.

"The Solo." Harper's New Monthly Magazine,
LXTV (February, 1882), 400. [Anonymous;
Table of Contents for Volume LXIV credits

De Forest. Revised and printed, with same

tide, in Medley and Palestnna, p. 40.]

"The Sea-Maiden. A Tile Picture." Harper's

New Monthly Magazine, LXIV (April, 1882),

716. [Anonymous; Table of Contents for

Volume LXIV credits De Forest.]

"The Phantom Ship." Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, LXVI (March, 1883), 519. [Anony-

mous; Table of Contents for Volume LXVI
credits De Forest. Revised and printed, with

same tide, in Medley and Palestrina, pp.

29-30.]

'The Archer's Prayer." Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, LXXIII (June, 1886), 106. [Re-
vised and printed as "The Archer's Plea" in

Medley and Palestrina, pp. 37-38.]

. Reviews

"Olimpia Morata." The New Englander, XIII

(May, 1855), 216-234. [Anonymous; author-

ship is given in Index to The New Englander

(New Haven, 1862), p. 4. This is a review

of Vie d'Olympta Morata. Par Jules Bonnet.

(Paris, 1851).]

"Recent Literature." The Atlantic Monthly,
XLIV (September, 1879), 405-407. [Anony-

mous; authorship is given in The Atlantic

Index, p. 61. This is a review of James A.

Froude, Caesar. A Sketch (New York, 1879).]

"Farragut." The Atlantic Monthly, XLV (May,

1880), 688-691. [Anonymous; authorship is

given in The Atlantic Index, p. 61. This is

a review of Loyall Farragut, The Life of

David Glasgow Farragut (New York, 1879).]

F. Letter to Editor

"An Independent's Glance at the South." The

Nation, XXIII (September 28, 1876), 196-

197-

G. Marginalia

[Howells, William Dean.] "Editor's Study."

Harper's New Monthly Magazine, LXXTV

(May, 1887), 987. [Anonymous; authorship

is given in William M. Gibson and George

Arms, "A Bibliography of William Dean

Howells," Bulletin of the New Yor^ Public

Library, LI (April, 1947), 241. DC Forest's

appreciation of Tolstoi in a letter to Howells

is quoted by the latter.]

[ .] "Editor's Study." Harper's New
Monthly Magazine, LXXV (October, 1887),

803. [Anonymous; authorship given in Gib-

son and Arms, p. 241. Howells quotes from

a letter from De Forest, written to "the press,"

in which the latter discusses the International

Copyright. I have not been able to locate this

letter.]
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PART III. CONTEMPORARY REVIEWS OF DE FOREST'S
WRITINGS

A. Novels

Seachff

"Reviews and Literary Notices." The Atlantic

Monthly, IV (July, 1859), 131-132. [The

only review, so far as I have been able to

determine, of the novel.]

Miss Ravenel's Conversion from Secession to

Loyalty.

"Literary." Harper's Weekly, XI (June 8, 1867),

355-

"Miss Ravenel's Conversion." The Nation, IV

(June 21, 1867), 491-402.

[Howells, William Dean ] "Review and Literary

Notices." The Atlantic Monthly, XX (July,

1867), 120-122. [Authorship given in The
Atlantic Index, p. 61.]

"Literary Notices." Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, XXXV (August, 1867), 401.

Overland

"Literary Notes." Appletons' Journal, VI (No-
vember u, 1871), 555

"Recent Publications" The Nation, XIII (De-

cember 28, 1871), 423-424.

"Recent Literature
" The Atlantic Monthly,

XXIX (January, 1872), in.
Kate Beaumont

[Howclls, William Dean ] "Recent Literature."

The Atlantic Monthly, XXIX (March, 1872),

364-365. [Authorship given in The Atlantic

Index, p. 6 1.]

The Nation, XIV (March 21, 1872), 189-190.

"Current Literature." The Galaxy, XIII (May,

1872), 7I3-7M.
The Wetherel Affair

[Perry, Thomas S.] "Recent Novels." The Na-

tion, XVIII (May 21, 1874), 336. [Author-

ship given in Haskcll, I, 39 ]

[Howclls, William Dean.] "Recent Literature."

The Atlantic Monthly, XXXIV (August,

1874), 229-230. [Authorship given in The

Atlantic Index, p. 61.]

"Culture and Progress." Scribner's Monthly, IX

(December, 1874), 258-259.

Honest John Vane

[James, Ir , Henry.]
"

Honest John Vane." The

Nation, XIX (December 31, 1874), 441-442.

[Authorship given in Haskell, I, 43.]

"Recent Literature." The Atlantic Monthly,

XXXV (February, 1875), 238.

Playing the Mischief

"New Novels." The Nation, XXI (August 12,

1875), 106".

"Literary." Appletons' Journal, XIV (August 14,

1875)1215.
"Editor's Literary Record." Harper's New
Monthly Magazine, LI (September, 1875),
602.

[Lathrop, George P.] "Recent Literature." The
Atlantic Monthly, XXXVII (February, 1876),

238-^39. [Authorship given in The Atlantic

Index, p 6 1.]

Justine's Lovers

"Some New Books." Harper's Weekly, XXII

(June 22, 1878), 495.

"Editor's Literary Record." Harper's New
Monthly Magazine, LVII (August, 1878),

468
Irene the Missionary

"Recent Novels." The Nation, XXIX (December

25, 1879), 442.

"Recent Novels." The Atlantic Monthly, XLV
(May, 1880), 680-681.

The Bloody Chasm
"Bnefs on New Books." The Dial, II (Novem-

ber, 1881), 150.

[Sedgwick, Arthur G.] "A Novel of the Re-

bellion." The Nation, XXXIII (November 10,

1881), 376-377. [Authorship given in Haskell,

I, 124 ]

"Literature" The Century Magazine, XXIII

(February, 1882), 627.

A Lover's Revolt

[Matthews, James Brander ] "Chronicle and

Comment." The Bookman, VIII (October,

1898), 9Q. [Authorship given in Croushore,

p. 392n ]

[Ireland, Emma N.] "Recent Fiction." The Na-

tion, LXVII (December 15, 1898), 453. [Au-

thorship given in Haskell, I, 274.]

Howells, William Dean. "American Letter.

Some Recent Novels." Literature, III (De-
cember 17, 1898), 578-579.

"The Rambler." The Book Buyer, XVII (Janu-

ary, 1899), 572-573.

"Novel Notes
" The Bookman, VIII (February,

1899), 588.

Howells, William Dean. "The New Historical

Romances." The North American Review,
CLXXI (December, 1900), 947, 948.

B. Travel Books

Oriental Acquaintance
"Editorial Notes." Putnam's Monthly Magazine,

VIII (November, 1856), 544-545.
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"Literary Notices." The New Englander, XIV

(November, 1856), 622-624.

"Literary Notices
"

Godey's Lady's Book, LIV

(February, 1857), 182.

European Acquaintance

"Literary Notices
"

Harper's New Monthly

Magazine, XVI (March, 1858), 547-548.

"Literary Notices
" Graham's Magazine, LII

(April, 1858), 374-

"Literary Notices." The Knickerbocker Maga-
zine^ LI (April, 1858), 403-407.

"Critical Notices." The North American Re-

view, LXXXVI (April, 1858), 591.

"Review of New Books." Peterson's Magazine;

XXXIII (April, 1858), 324.

"Notices of Books." The New Englander, XVI

(November, 1858), 929-930.

C Poetry

The Downing Legends
Duluth (Minn ) Herald, July 27, 1901.

Denver Times, July 28, 1901.

Detroit News Tribune, July 28, 1901.

Literary World (Boston), August I, 1901.

Seymour (Conn ) Record, August I, 1901.

American Art Journal (New York), August 10,

1901.

Baltimore American, August 13, 1901.

Minneapolis Tribune, August 18, 1901.

Philadelphia Enquirer, August 25, 1901

Baltimore Sun, August 29, 1901.

Southern School Journal (Lexington, Ky.), Au-

gust, 1901.

Hartford (Conn ) Times, September 10, 1901.

Utica (N.Y.) Observer, September n, 1901.

Poems; Medley and Palestnna

Burlington (Vt ) Free Press, February 6, 1902.

Louisville Courier-Journal, February 8, 1902.

Louisville Post, February 8, 1902.

New Orleans Daily Picayune, February 9, 1902.

Pacific Churchman (San Francisco), February

15, 1902.

Cleveland Leader, Februar> 16, 1902
Boston Home Journal, fceoruary 22, 1902.

Indianapolis Sentinel, February 23, 1902.

Providence (R. I ) Journal, February 23, 1902.

Richmond (Va ) Times, February 23, 1902.

Boston Pilot, March 8, 1902.

Buffalo (N. Y ) Courier, March 23, 1902.

Los Angeles Herald, March 23, 1902

The Living Church (Milwaukee, Wis ), April

4, 1902.

Boston Evening Transcript, April 14, 1902
New Haven (Conn ) Journal and Courier, May

5, i9 2 -

Boston Pilot, May 17, 1902

[Higgmson, T Wentworth.] "Recent American

Poctr>." The Nation, LXXIV (May 29, 1902),

430. [Authorship given m Haskell, I, 334 ]

New York Evening Post, June 4, 1902.

Chicago Tribune, June 30, 1902.

The Catholic World (New York), August, 1902



Notes on the Unrevised Galleys of

Faulkner's Sanctuary

by

LINTON MASSEY*

ALMOST

TWENTY FIVE years ago Jonathan Cape and Harrison

Smith published on February 9, 1931,' in an edition of 2219

copies,
2

a sixth novel by William Faulkner, entitled, Sanc-

tuary.
On its surface level the book appeared to be a narrative in Freudian

terms of sex, sin, and depravity.
3

It was an immediate success and soon

reached the best-seller list, as a grateful public, not then conditioned to the

sadistic splendors yet to be unfolded by latter day Mickey Spillanes, mani-

fested a shocked pleasure in the contemplation of young Southern woman-
hood in terms of corn cobs, rather than moonlight and honeysuckle. Until

this moment few readers had indeed been aware of William Faulkner;
now he dusted off the old stories and sold them at suitably higher prices
to editors who had previously rejected them. Hollywood bought his book,
and sought to place Faulkner himself under contract. He was from this

moment a made man, with a secure though tempestuous reputation as a

literary craftsman.

* Read m modified form before members March, 1931, without supporting evidence,

of the Society on March 23, 1955. The paper but this date is manifestly in error,

has been revised for publication since that

time with friendly advice and encourage-
2 Starke

"An American Comedy, an In-

ment from Mr Fredson Bowers and Mr. troduction to a Bibliography of William

John Cook Wylhe. Faulkner"; The Colophon, Part 19 (1934),
states 'about 2000 copies.' Daniel, A Cata-

_ . . . . .
,

_
, logue of the Writings of William Faulkner.

'^y^T? date pphcd b? copyright Yale University Llbrar I9 2> states
..

Office, The Library of Congress Cf the sub- ..

and thls fi has been ad
stantiatmg evidence of the pub isher s ad-

here> cven th h no authont 1S cltcd b
vertiscment m Publishers Weekly for Jan. Damel
31, 1931, p. 556; and the announcement in

the issue of Feb. 7, 1931, p. 705. The book 3. The summary of the plot as given in

was reviewed by John Chamberlain in The The Oxford Companion to American Litera-

New York Times, February 15, 1931. Starke ture contains a number of inaccuracies, so

and others give the publication date of serious as to invalidate the whole.
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That Sanctuary was in fact a work of some complexity in both struc-

ture and content did not become apparent until the Yoknapatawpha
cycle had grown in magnitude and velocity; then his early novel was rec-

ognized as a key book, springing directly from Sartoris, and stretching
on through the series to The Hamlet and Requiem for a Nun and A
Fable. Sanctuary, so viewed, restated the myth of Beauty and the Beast,

modified to assure no miraculous transfigurations; and the book surely

represented a study of evil, not the duality of good and evil, but of evil

as corruption. Faulkner's characters were symbols of a materialism
4
that

revolted him as profoundly as their callous brutality affected the sensibili-

ties of his impercipient readers. Here was vileness, and the more pictorial

of the seven deadly sins.

Here, too, was irony: for each one who dies in Sanctuary, Tommy or

Goodwin or Popeye or Red, each comes to his end for the wrong reason.

Those who are abused, but do not perish, are not necessarily guilty of

wrong-doing; however, this is not quite the same thing as saying they are

innocent, because no one is wholly innocent in Sanctuary. Indeed, it

could be said of the author,
"

thou hast done much ill well," and he

might not demur in this instance, if only because he has later shown that

sin and suffering must be experienced if man is to be saved. This idea

assuredly owed as much to Dostoevsky and Tolstoy and Hawthorne as ever

it did to the simple, though perhaps not entirely orthodox, protestantism

fashionable at the time in north Mississippi. Sanctuary was, however, a

study in sin, not in salvation.

While it was his sixth novel to be published, it was the fifth in actual

order of composition.
5 When his third, Sartoris, was published by Har-

court, Brace in January, 1929,* two years had elapsed since the publica-

tion of its predecessor, Mosquitos; and in the interval he had, as he later

phrased it, written his guts into The Sound and the Fury, a manuscript
that was taken by still another publisher who warned that the book would

not sell, as indeed it did not, when it was issued in October, 1929^ hard

upon the heels of Sartoris.

In the summer of that year, 1929, Faulkner, with three commercial fail-

ures on his hands and a prospective fourth in the presses, "began to think

4 Cowley, in his introduction to The Port- ccpted by Howe, and others. Cowley's un-

able Faulkner, reads 'mechanism* for 'ma- supported assertion would not seem to be

tenalism,' an interpretation that now seems susceptible of proof, particularly in view of

more political than literary. Faulkner's own recollections as outlined

in his introduction to the 1932 Modern Li-

5. Cowley is guilty of an unaccountable brary Edition of Sanctuary.

lapse when he asserts in his introduction to

The Portable Faulkner that The Sound 6. Copyright Office, The Library of Con-

and the Fury was written before Sartorts, gress.

a statement that has been uncritically ac-
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of books in terms of possible money. I decided," he wrote later by way of

explanation, "I decided I might just as well make some of it myself . . .

I had been writing books for about 5 years, which got published and not

bought ... I took a little time out, and speculated what a person in Missis-

sippi would believe to be current trends, chose what I thought was the

right answer and invented the most horrific tale I could imagine and wrote

it in about three weeks and sent it to Smith who had done The Sound
and the Fury and who wrote me immediately, 'Good God, I can't publish
this. We'd both be in jail....'"

7

Harrison Smith's editorial judgment may quite possibly have been un-

exceptionable. His dilemma was certainly acute, faced as he was on the

one hand with a wish to publish an author who bore the plain touch of

genius, and on the other, with a not altogether unnatural wish to escape
the consequences of a professional visit by the Reverend John Sumner.

Smith resolved the question by begging it: he postponed publication of

Sanctuary and filed away the manuscript for the time being. Faulkner

pitched into the labor of writing still another book, As I Lay Dying, in

the short space of six weeks; Smith accepted it, and it was issued in Oc-

tober, I930.
6

Critical acclaim had been the principal satisfaction gained from the

publication of both The Sound and the Fury and As I Lay Dying, for

neither of the small editions sold very well. Smith himself was obviously
not disheartened. He had the courage at this point, in bad times and with

two other novels by the same author neatly stacked on warehouse shelves, to

proceed with Sanctuary. Some months previously, and despite his doubts,

he had ordered the setting of type on Sanctuary beginning on May i6,
8

1930; but upon the arrival of the manuscript of As I Lay Dying, that novel

was rushed to press, and work was suspended on Sanctuary with four gal-

leys, only, set in Linotype. Since As I Lay Dying thus took precedence, it

was not until November 3rd
9
that typesetting was resumed on Sanctuary;

but the job was then completed without interruption, and galleys were sent

to the surprised author.

"I think I had forgotten about Sanctuary," Faulkner wrote several years

later,
7

"just as you might forget about anything made for an immediate

purpose, which did not come off. As I Lay Dying was published and I

didn't remember the mss. of Sanctuary until Smith sent me the galleys.

Then I saw that it was so terrible that there were but two things to do: tear

it up or rewrite it. I thought again, 'It might sell; maybe 10,000 of them
will buy it.' So I tore the galleys down and rewrote the book. It had al-

7. Introduction to the 1932 Modern Li- 8. Month and day printed on ist galley,

brary Edition of Sanctuary.

9. Month and day printed on 5th galley.
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ready been set up once, so I had to pay for the privilege of rewriting it, and

trying to make out of it something which would not shame The Sound and
the Fury and As I Lay Dying too much and I made a fair job. . . ."

Now this retrospective glance by Faulkner was made some two years

after the revisions just mentioned had been completed. On this occasion

he waved a deprecatory hand and told how he had debased his art by

writing the book for money. His pettishness at the time ignored the cyni-

cism of the Great Cham himself, who had remarked that nobody would

write at all, except for money, just as it overlooked the fact that Faulkner's

early, imitative novels had been composed out of motives not too circum-

spect, frankly to make money and to fashion a career resembling that of

Sherwood Anderson. "I liked that money," he said when Liveright gave
him an advance of $200. "It seemed to me a mighty easy way to earn

money."
10

It was not until Faulkner was well along into Sartoris that he realized

"writing was a mighty fine thing," that "you could make people
stand on their hind legs and cast a shadow."

11

In any event, his own
dismissal of Sanctuary at that time is now rejected by responsible critics,

who do nevertheless mourn the fact that Faulkner once ventured to im-

peach his own artistic integrity, when that attribute is in point of truth

his distinguishing characteristic, his shield of honor, his white plume. Those

who presume to sit cross-legged over the nativity of another man's intel-

lectual offspring may be expected at very least to voice some opinion as to

the legitimacy of the birth.

But to grant or not, as one may choose, Faulkner's quick hop from

Beale Street to Grub Street and back again, he began in any case the not

wholly agreeable task of tearing down the galleys of Sanctuary, in mid-

November, 1930. There was presumably not much time to spare. Perhaps
Harrison Smith already wanted the book for publication in the follow-

ing February; still, the work was soon finished, and a revised text was

dispatched to Smith. In the years that succeeded, many unanswered ques-
tions arose regarding the nature, extent, and effect of those revisions.

No set of the original galley proofs, from which comparisons could be

drawn, was known to have survived the passage of time. Assuming that

six sets had been pulled in accordance with usual practice, two sets would
have been sent to the author, two would have gone to his agent, and two
would have been retained by the publisher. Out of these six sets, one was

torn down in the course of the rewriting and might be presumed lost in

the process, or discarded by the printer; the other set might possibly remain

10. Robert Cantwcll, quoting an unspeci- u. Cantwcll, Signet Edition of Sartons.

fied source in his introduction to the Signet
Edition of Sartons.
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in Faulkner's files, of the two sets sent him. Of the agent's sets, the where-

abouts of one is unknown; the other forms the basis of these notes. Both of

the sets once in the possession of the publisher are in existence, and their

present owners have been identified." Until this time, however, no pre-

liminary examination of any set has supplied for the record even tentative

answers to the teasing questions: what were the changes? How acutely did

they alter the novel as first written?

Presumptive evidence would indicate a drastic revision of the text.

Those students of Faulkner's work who recognize the Byzantine intrica-

cies often introduced into the action of his stories, could expect alterations

centered on the structure of his book, even though they would at the same
time be prepared to encounter those literary devices already his very own:
his handling of pure suspense, ironic suspense, and the dramatic emphasis
to be obtained by a manipulation of the time element, along with his idio-

syncrasies as to syntax, his abrupt transitions, and his deliberate procrasti-

nations. Such students of his work would expect a meticulous revision and
a thorough one. They would not be disappointed.
A reference to Appendix A13

illustrates the extent of the changes made.

In terms of the galleys, this table shows how chapters were transposed, and

how material was rewritten, condensed, or canceled; but it does not desig-

nate the points where new portions were inserted. Appendix B remedies

this deficiency by turning matters about and viewing the published book

in terms of the galleys. Both tables are, of course, complementary. Together

they suggest, as well as such tables may, the lengths Faulkner was willing
to go in the reconstruction of his book. They reflect the labors of a proud,

sensitive, and, at this stage of his career, an almost desperate craftsman.

But no tabulation can possibly reveal the character of the alterations

made, nor can it disclose how profoundly the changes affected the moti-

vation of the novel. When Faulkner first wrote Sanctuary back in that

summer of 1929, his mood, it will be recalled, was one of despair: his

previous novels had not sold very well, and he needed money.
14 He had

written Sanctuary in a few weeks and had shipped it off to Harrison

Smith. Proof sheets did not reach him until mid-November of the follow-

ing year; when they arrived, he found 103 galley sheets, and a narrative

as loose in structure as it was infirm in purpose. An abstract of those galleys

12. While the private owners of these two 13. References to the published version in

sets are known to the present writer, he has both appendices A and B are based on the

not been authorized to make their names first edition, or to the first Modern Library

public. When this paper was in proof, the Edition, which was printed from the ongi-
wntcr learned that Professor Carvel Collins nal plates,

of M.I T. owns the author's set of galleys

with Faulkner's typed inserts and substitu- 14. This need was doubtless accentuated

tions. by the fact that he was married on June 20,

1929
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will readily indicate both the confusion, and the necessity of an entirely

new approach to the narrative.

In these proofs of the story as it was first written, then, the tale opens
with Horace at the jail interviewing Goodwin after his arrest for the

murder of Tommy. Chapter Two establishes the incestuous nature of

Horace's attachment both for his sister and his stepdaughter; and episodes

out of the earlier book, Sartoris, are recalled, those relating to Horace's

affair with Belle, the woman he eventually married, and those concerning
his behavior at the time Narcissa decided to marry. An inadequate transi-

tion, still within this Chapter Two, reveals that Horace has deserted Belle

and is walking to Jefferson, though he is thirsty enough at the moment to

be looking for a spring. Horace is then detained by Popeye; he drinks a

good deal of whiskey at Goodwin's; and in due course, with no drama-

tization of the scenes at the Frenchman Place, he reaches Jefferson. Here

Horace calls on Miss Jenny and finds Narcissa in the garden with Gowan.

After supper there is a long conversation between Horace, Miss Jenny,
Narcissa's son, and a character out of Sartoris, Saddie, who will disappear
in the printed book. There is here incorporated a long description of Miss

Jenny's living room and an account of her ancestors' lives, all destined for

removal in the revised version. Horace recounts his meeting with Popeye
and goes on to explain why he has left his wife; thereafter, back in his

hotel room he remembers Ruby and how he had watched her in the

kitchen at Goodwin's, where events and scenes are now recalled in detail,

even to the pocket watch Popeye had inherited from his grandfather,
which contains a lock of his mother's hair in the back of the case.

Horace, staying at Miss Jenny's for two days, once again gazes at the

photograph of his stepdaughter, Little Belle. Later, in the ensuing action,

there is a considerable amount of shuttling back and forth between Miss

Jenny's and his own old house, into which he finally moves, where yet

again he broods over his unhappy marriage and where he thinks about

Ruby, and, inevitably, of Little Belle. On one of his trips to town he sees

the crowd at the undertaker's parlor where the murdered Tommy now lies.

Once more at Miss Jenny's, Horace tells her about his talk with Good-

win, who stubbornly refuses to accuse Popeye; then comes the message
from Ruby and her subsequent admission that a young girl was present
when the murder was committed.

Not until this point has been reached in the story, on what would have

been about page 85 had the galleys been reduced to page proofs, does

Temple Drake make her appearance. Heretofore she has not been so much
as mentioned; now she is shown returning from that dance at the Uni-

versity, meeting Gowan the next day, wrecking the car at the Frenchman
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Place, and so on, with the action stopping just as Ruby is about to serve

supper.

Quite unnecessarily, the scene reverts to Ruby, back in Jefferson, as she

resumes her account of what went on thereafter, telling how the men came
into Temple's darkened room one by one while she waited inside for them
to leave so she could secrete Temple in the corn crib for the night. Again
rather unnecessarily, the point of view shifts abruptly and the anonymous
narrator interposes to continue the story and to relate the events leading

up to the murder of Tommy and the entrance of Popeye into the corn crib.

Still another quick transition allows Horace to resume his central position
in the narrative, as Ruby continues and tells of her telephone call to the

sheriff, of Gowan's running away, and of Temple's departure with Popeye.

Horace, back at Miss Jenny's, studies Little Belle's photograph, goes to the

University with his enquiries about Temple, and runs into Senator Snopes.
The account of Popeye's trip to Memphis with Temple follows, along

with the subsequent episodes at Miss Reba's and the comic interlude with

the apprentice barbers, all without material change from the printed ver-

sion. Then again Horace returns to the reader's view as he buys the news

of Temple's whereabouts from Senator Snopes, moons over that photo-

graph of Little Belle, and finally talks with Temple at Miss Reba's, before

catching the train for Jefferson.

Temple now makes her telephone call to Red; Popeye takes Temple to

the speakeasy; Red is murdered; there is the wake and the funeral and the

amusing party at Miss Reba's afterwards, when so much is learned about

Red, Popeye, and Temple, all before the action reverts to Jefferson and

Horace and the opening of the trial. In the courtroom Ruby and Temple
each testify in turn, and Temple leaves with her father.

There now appears in the galleys a letter from Horace to Narcissa,

followed by Narcissa's reply. Both letters are dramatically ineffective, allow

the author to evade his responsibilities by failing to provide a climax, and

virtually destroy the artistic validity of the narrative. These letters wholly

disappear in the published version. The first, from Horace in Kinston, says

he was obliged to run away from Jefferson after Temple had testified and

the jury had announced its verdict, because he had found more reality

than he could stomach. He had gone back to Belle and to Little Belle; as

for the case itself, it would be referred to another lawyer. Narcissa's reply
is brief enough, and is almost peremptory in tone. She reports that Goodwin
was removed from Jefferson on the same day Horace left. They were get-

ting ready to lynch Goodwin, she says, so his going spared them that, at

least

Then comes the concluding chapter, giving a truncated account of the
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false murder charge against Popeye, his trial, and execution. No mention

is made of Popeye's early life, or parentage.

Here, then, was the script as it lay before William Faulkner on that

mid-November day of 1930, when he faced the necessity of rewriting a

book that had been dashed off in an incredibly short space of time, well

over a year ago. In examining those loose galley sheets today, an observer

may in fancy imagine the author's dismay and concern as he turned idly

through them: for here was not a wholly bad book, but one that surely

revealed carelessness and disclosed a lamentable dichotomy in purpose.
And in looking over the author's shoulder, such an observer might, with

all the assured glow of omniscience and infallibility conferred by hindsight,

presume to advance a few plausible, if entirely unauthenticated, guesses

regarding the problems facing Faulkner on that notable day.

For one thing, to consider the lesser faults in turn before viewing the

graver imperfections, an investigation should be undertaken regarding
those multiple and often inexplicable shifts in time and locale. Even allow-

ing for a virtual magic in the manipulation of these elements, the galleys

appeared to be almost crude in this respect, with their abrupt and ap-

parently capricious changes, to say nothing of a further contribution made
to disorder and general untidiness by frequent alterations in the point of

view, from that of the author himself to one or another of the characters,

and back again. To be sure, these were all quite unimportant technical cor-

rections that any competent author could effect.

Then, as another matter, there were the excrescences, those passages
which delayed the action without serving it, such as, for instance, that

episode transplanted in full bloom out of Sartoris depicting Horace's

affair with Belle while she was still married to her first husband, Harry
Mitchell. Conversely, there were other, new, as yet unwritten portions that

should be inserted in the revised book, passages that would clarify or dram-

atize the action, a case in point here being the absolute necessity of por-

traying Horace after the trial, when he should run full tilt into a mob ready
to lynch him as Goodwin's lawyer. But all such alterations, the parts to be

omitted and the passages to be inserted, were mechanical, or nearly so, for

any trained writer.

Two questions remained, however, and the answers to them were of

primary importance, since on them the book would stand or fall. Whose

story is this ? What does the story mean ? Because these questions are in-

separable, let them be examined together in the search for a single answer.

In its original, unrevised form, the story is patently a Freudian study
of Horace Benbow, a man who is so much the victim of his half-hidden in-

cestuous fantasies that he has no will of his own, cannot act, and possesses

no courage. He was a minor figure in Sartoris, here enlarged into the
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shadow of a man and magnified as the protagonist. About him the story

swirls, as he moves dreamily through it with all his tiresome obsessions

and preoccupations, with his furtive and futile love for both sister and

stepdaughter, with his ambivalence toward the mother-substitute whom
he has married. So ineffectual a hero, acting in such brilliant counterpoint
with so witless a heroine as Temple Drake, no doubt was designed to

dazzle the eye, but the truth was that the spectacle merely fatigued the

optic nerve.

Actually, there were two stories in these pages of galley proof, the

Freudian study of Horace Benbow in the one; and in the other, the ad-

ventures of Temple Drake, an inquiry into the nature of sin as one facet

in that trinity of the ritualism of re-birth : sin, suffering, and salvation. Evil

was projected symbolically in this second story, with terror springing out

of the corruption. There was no innocence and little goodness anywhere;
there was no salvation and little suffering.

Only by suffering for his sins could a man be saved, but then he must
be capable of suffering and he must be capable of redemption. The paradox
was clear: to save his soul a man must possess one. Repent not, and you
are not to be saved; be corrupt and recognize it not as evil, and you are

already defiled and lost and condemned.15

Knowing you are doomed and

damned you find sanctuary, no matter how fleeting, in a corn crib or in a

Memphis bordello if your name is Temple Drake; or in a jail if you are a

Lee Goodwin; or in death if you are a Popeye. You acquiesce in your fate,

not as a nebulous form of determinism, but as an inevitable consequence of

your folly, your debasement, and your unfitness to win salvation. What

happens to you is symbolic of what had already happened to your soul.

Your choice was made before you undertook the act.

Thus, perhaps, did William Faulkner analyze those galley sheets and

consider how best they might be revised, so as not to shame too much
The Sound and the fury and As I Lay Dying. Which should it be: Freud

and Horace, or sin and Temple Drake? A decision could not have been

very difficult. Horace and his aura of languid libidinousness had been con-

veyed once before in the earlier Sartoris, a fact that possibly accounted for

the warmed-over flavor in the unrevised text of Sanctuary. On the other

hand, Temple Drake as a current manifestation of profane love was new;
and participation in vice, even vicariously, was always more interesting

than a mere contemplation of its possibilities; and maybe 10,000 of them

15. Faulkner's idea that a soul may be Sanctuary" in the November, 1951, issue

redeemed through suffering is explicit in of The Harvard Advocate, underscores the

Requiem for a Nun. It is, moreover, sometimes forgotten fact that Sanctuary

neatly summarized in that book in Nancy's merely recorded corruption, and never made
own words on p. 278, first edition. Mr. it appealing, nor registered any approval.
Carvel Collins of M. I. T. in "A Note on
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would want to read about it; and that was the immediate objective, to write

a book that would sell.

Once such a decision had been made, the rest was easy. Out must go
the psychological overtones, the domesticity and warmth of Miss Jenny,
and the ascription of any humanity whatever to most of the characters.

Popeye must be denied any such sentimental affectation as the ownership
of a watch that belonged to his grandfather and had a lock of his mother's

hair in the case. Out, too, and speedily, must go the emphasis on Horace.

This was largely a matter of transposition and exclusion. Viewed in the

round, a complete reorientation was a prime requisite, with a smash finish

to replace those really dreadful letters between Horace and Narcissa, an

immolation scene, perhaps, with the helpless and blameless victim as a

sacrifice to appease the angry mob.

Place the opening of the book at the Frenchman Place, as Horace looks

up from the spring to find the diabolic Popeye staring at him with those

eyes like two knobs of rubber, but whisk him away before he can domi-

nate the action. Bring Temple into view, then plunge her into a tragedy
that will be all terror and no pity whatever, for with no pity there could be

no purification and hence no katharsis. Keep enough of the bumbling
Horace, that dispirited Daedalus who was never able to remember where

he had dropped the skein of linen thread, that somnambulist neither quick
nor dead who was beyond good and evil because he was incapable of the

one and too spineless for the other, keep this tragic failure of a man to

contrast with the more forthright and animated bootleggers and gangsters
and madams who had the merit if not the virtue of honesty; but subdue

the light falling upon him, and always thrust Temple back into the glare.

Be heartless, therefore, in stamping this pattern of evil; be unrelenting; be

direct. Cut here, rewrite there, transpose, elaborate, condense.

In some such fashion, and with a minimum of effort, Faulkner altered

the entire focus and meaning of the book; he simplified a too-complex

structure; he excluded the irrelevant; he clarified the obscure passages
where ambiguity was not an asset; he amplified those portions requiring

emendation; he gave the novel a climax; and he freed it from its bonds

of previous servitude to an earlier book.

For the magnitude of his accomplishment there can be only admiration ;

for the skill he revealed there can be only respect; and for his minor miracle

of revision there can be only gratitude. Had he failed, had he served up in

error that mishmash of Freudianism out of day-before-yesterday's scraps,

then it is possible to believe he might at the same time have committed the

artistic suicide he once mentioned when, long ago, out of sheer despera-

tion, he took refuge in the writing of a book with the magnificently ironic

title of Sanctuary.
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APPENDIX A

Galley Proofs: Published Book

CHAPTER I:

1-6: canceled

7-43: XVI, 3-38

44-51: rewritten as XVI, 39-56

52-59: XVI, 58-64
60-68: XVI, 66-74

69: canceled

70-75: XVI, 75-80

76-87: canceled

88-109: XVI, 92-114
IIO-II2 XVI, 85-86

113-121' canceled

122-169: XVI, 115-162

170-179: canceled

180-182: rewritten as XVI, 163-166

183-406: XVI, 167-291

CHAPTER IP

1-242 rewritten as II, 71-181
243-295 canceled

296-487. condensed as I, 9-158

488-495- canceled

496-638 rewritten as II, 276-392

639-675' canceled

CHAPTER III:

1-26: XV, 127-143

27-70 canceled

71-73- III, 8-10

74-107 III, 16-24

108-140- canceled

141-146 paraphrased as III, 12-13

147-155 canceled

156-167 condensed as III, 25-34

168-169- III, 14-15

170-303 condensed as III, 35-110

304-321. canceled

322-334- rewritten as XV, 12-25

335-347 canceled

348-377. Ill, 124-136

378-589: canceled

590-617- XV, 39-71

618-625 canceled

626-633- XV, 72-80

634-642: expanded as XV, 81-126

CHAPTER IV:

1-157: canceled

158-220: condensed as I, 159-186

221-256: canceled

257-269- II, 297-309

270-273: canceled

274-298: II, 21-51

299-351: canceled

352-436: H, 195-275

CHAPTER V:

i: XV, 32

2-146: canceled

147-151- XV, 1-11

152-161. canceled

162-191- paraphrased as XV, 127-145

192-235: canceled

236-245- also paraphrased in XV, 127-145

246- XV, 146

247-292- canceled

293-297: XV, 147-152

298-355- canceled

356-372 XV, 153-168

373-406: canceled

407-475 XV, 169-237

CHAPTER VI-

1-23- XVII, 1-23

24-28. canceled

29-32: XVII, 29-32

33-51: paraphrased as XVII, 33-39

52-67: expanded as XVII, 40-63

68-164: XVII, 64-160

165-179 XVII, 164-178

180-198 canceled

199-298. XVII, 192-292

299-314- canceled

315-317. VI, 300-301

318-321: canceled

322-328 VI, 302-312

329-372- rewritten as VI, 313-339

CHAPTER VII:

1-397' IV, 1-397

CHAPTER VIII

1-126: V, 1-126

127-404- VI, 1-279

CHAPTER IX-

1-370 VII, 1-370

CHAPTER X-

1-3* canceled

4-62: XIX, 8-66

63-67: canceled
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68-138: XIX, 71-142

139-187: IX, 60-118

188-447: XI, 1-260

448-573: XII, 1-126

CHAPTER XI:

1-17: canceled

18-525: VIII, 9-517

526-645: XIII, i-iai

CHAPTER XII:

1-4: XIX, 1-7

5-7: XIX, 67-70

8-25: dramatized as XIV, 1-55

26-94: canceled

95-144: dramatized as X, 1-88

145-181: canceled

182-213: XIX, 161-210

214-237: canceled

238-287: XIX, 161-210, also

288-303* canceled

304-314: condensed as XIX, 246-249

3I5-33 1 : condensed as XIX, 250-261

332-460: XIX, 262-391

461-470: canceled

471-620 XIX, 394-541

621-635* canceled

636-733: XIX, 542-637

734-744 canceled

745-809: XX, 22-84

CHAPTER XIII:

1-501: XVIII, 1-501

CHAPTER XIV:

1-278. XVIII, 502-779

CHAPTER XV:

1-69: XVIII, 780-848

CHAPTER XVI:

1-371* XXI, 1-372

CHAPTER XVII

1-48: XX, 229-276

49-58: condensed as XX, 85-88

59-86: XX, 89-115

87-122: condensed as XX, 133-137

123-189: XX, 138-201

190-206: canceled

207-222; rewritten as XX, 203-228

223-448: XXII, 1-321

449-465: canceled

CHAPTER XVIII:

1-556: XXIII, 1-556

557-564: canceled

565-602: XXIII, 557-595

CHAPTER XIX:

1-619: XXIV, 1-619

CHAPTER XX:

1-240: XXV, 1-240

CHAPTER XXI:

1-373- XXV, 241-614

CHAPTER XXII:

1-74: rewritten as XXVI, 1-43

75-92: canceled

93-235 condensed as XXVI, 44-217

CHAPTER XXIII*

i : rewritten as XXVII, i

2-5* XXVII, 52-55

6-24* canceled

25-36: paraphrased as XXVII, 56-64

37-62* XXVII, 65-90

63-113* XXVII, 92-142

1 1 4- 1 1 5: canceled

116-261: XXVII, 143-281

262-263* canceled

264-270. XXVII, 282-296

280-285* canceled

286-488: XXVII, 297-500

489-516. rewritten as XXVII, 501-526

CHAPTER XXIV.

1-239* XXVIII, 1-240

CHAPTER XXV:

1-83: canceled

CHAPTER XXVI:

i -2 1: canceled

CHAPTER XXVII:

1-6: rewritten as XXXI, 1-8

7-224: XXXI, 277-498

225-266: XXXI, 501-542

267-268* XXXI, 499-500
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APPENDIX B

Published Book: Galley Proofs

CHAPTER I:

i-8: new, paraphrasing II, 279-295

9-158: condensing II, 296-487

159-186: rewriting IV, 158-220

187-266: new

CHAPTER II:

1-20. new

21-51: rewriting IV, 274-298

52-70: new

71-181: condensing II, 1-242

182-194 new

195-275- rewriting IV, 352-436

276-289: condensing II, 496-528

290-296. new

297-309: adapting IV, 257-269

310-392 condensing II, 530-638

393-396. new

CHAPTER HI

1-7* new
8-10 III, 71-73

ii new

12-13. paraphrasing III, 141-146

14-15 III, 168-169

16-24- condensing III, 74-107

25-34: HI, 156-167

35-110- III, 170-303

111-123- adapting III, 74-107

124-136 HI, 348-377

CHAPTER IV

1-397. VII, 1-397

CHAPTER V:

1-126. VIII, 1-126

CHAPTER VI:

1-279: VIII, 127-404

CHAPTER VII:

1-370: IX, 1-370

CHAPTER VIII:

1-8: paraphrasing XI, 1-17

9-517: XI, 18-525

CHAPTER IX:

1-59: new

60-118: X, 139-187

CHAPTER X:

1-88: dramatizing XII, 95-144

CHAPTER XI:

1-260: X, 188-447

CHAPTER XII:

1-126: X, 448-573

CHAPTER XIII:

1-121: XI, 526-645

CHAPTER XIV.

1-55: dramatizing XII, 8-25

CHAPTER XV:

i-ii- V, 147-151

12-25- rewriting III, 322-334

26-31- adapting III, 34-36

32: V, i

33-?8: III, 34-36

39-80- III, 590-633
81-126. expanding III, 634-642

127-145: paraphrasing III, 1-26; also V, 162-

174; also V, 175-191; and also V, 236-245

146: V, 246

147-152: V, 293-297

I53-237' V, 356-372; also 407-475

CHAPTER XVI:

i-2' new

3-38- I, 7-43

39-56. rewriting I, 44-51

57: new

58-64- I, 52-59

65. new

66-74: I, 60-68

75-80: I, 70-75

81-84: new

85-86: paraphrasing I, 110-112

87-91: new

92-114- I, 88-109

115-162: I, 122-169

163-166: paraphrasing I, 180-182

167-291: I, 183-406

CHAPTER XVII:

1-23: VI, 1-23

24-28: new

29-32: VI, 29-32
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33-39: paraphrasing VI, 33-51

40-63: expanding VI, 52-67

64-160: VI, 68-164

161-163: new

164-178: VI, 165-179

179-191: new

192-292: VI, 199-298

293-299: new

300-301: vi, 315-317

302-339: rewriting VI, 329-372

CHAPTER XVIII:

1-848: XIII, 1-501; also XIV, 1-278; also XV,

1-69

CHAPTER XIX:

1-7: XII, 1-4

8-66: X, 4-62

67-70: XII, 5-7

71-142: X, 68-138

143-160: new
161-210: XII, 238-287

211-245: rewriting XII, 182-213

246-249: condensing XII, 304-314

250-261: condensing XII, 315-331

262-391: XII, 332-460

392-541- XII, 471-620

542-637: XII, 636-733

CHAPTER XX:

1-21: new

22-84: XII, 745-809

85-88: condensing XVII, 85-88

89-115: XVn, 59-86

116-132: new

133-137: condensing XVII, 87-122

138-201: XVII, 123-189

202: new

203-228: dramatizing XVII, 207-222

229-276: XVII, 1-48

CHAPTER XXI:

1-372: XVI, 1-371

CHAPTER XXII:

1-321: XVII, 223-448

CHAPTER XXIII:

1-556: XVIII, 1-556

557-595: XVIII, 565-602

CHAPTER XXIV:

1-619: XIX, 1-619

CHAPTER XXV:

1-614: XX, 1-240; also XXI, 1-373

CHAPTER XXVI:

1-43: condensing XXII, 1-74

44-217. condensing XXII, 93-235

CHAPTFR XXVII:

i: rewriting XXIII, i

2-51: expanding XXIII, 6-24

52-55: XXIII, 2-5

56-64: paraphrasing XXIII, 25-36

65-90: XXIII, 37-62

91. new

92-142: XXIII, 63-113

143-281: XXni, 116-261

282-296: XXIII, 264-279

297-500: XXIII, 286-488

501-526- XXIII, 489-516

CHAPTER XXVIII:

1-240: XXIV, 1-239

CHAPTER XXIX:

1-191: new

CHAPTER XXX-

1-134: new

CHAPTER XXXI:

1-8: expanding XXVII, 1-6

9-276: new

277-498: XXVII, 277-498

499-500: XXVII, 261-262

501-542: XXVII, 225-266
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VARIANTS IN THE 1479 OXFORD EDITION
OF ARISTOTLE'S ETHICS

by

DENNIS E. RHODES

NOT
since the days of Falconer Madan and E. Gordon Duff have the results

of detailed research on early Oxford printing been published. Now, as

the British Museum's cataloguing of English incunabula proceeds, it is possible
to give an account of the variants which occur in the second book printed at

Oxford Aristotle's Ethics in the Latin translation of Leonardo Bruni. The
book is a small quarto of 174 leaves, the first blank, with signatures a-x

8
y
6 and

with 25 lines to a page. It is not relevant to the present note to argue whether

or not Theodoric Rood was the printer of the first three Oxford books: con-

troversy which has raged for years has never settled this point. Meanwhile it

does not appear ever to have been noted in print hitherto that the Aristotle of

1479 exists in different states.
1 The variants which I have been able to discover

in the British Museum's two copies seemed to be sufficiently numerous and

interesting to justify a detailed examination of all known copies. I am very

grateful to all the librarians who have answered my questionnaires on this

subject.

First, however, it is necessary to re-examine Duffs entry for this book in

respect of the number of extant copies. Of the nine copies which he records,

only seven can be traced today, with the addition of an eighth in the Broxbourne

Library belonging to Mr. and Mrs. Ehrman. There never was a copy in Nor-

wich Public Library, although the Broxbourne copy was formerly in the pos-

session of Norwich Cathedral, which may account for Duffs error. The Earl of

Pembroke's copy, sold in 1914, is now in the Chapin Library at Wilhamstown,
Mass. Lord Amherst's copy, wanting four leaves and (says Duff) sold in 1908,

I have not traced.
2
Further, the Gesamtl^atalog (2373) lists a copy at Cambridge

University Library which is in fact a single-leaf fragment; it repeats from Duff

i. Except that Duff, Fifteenth Century 2. It is just possible that this copy is now
English Boo^s (1917), no. 32, notes that in the Broxbourne copy, which also lacks four

the capital-space on 9* both British Museum leaves, not including the first blank; but no

copies have a printed guide-letter O, which indication is provided by the book itself that

is absent in other copies. He further notes its previous owners were other than the

that on 2
r

, 11.6 and 7, the misprints Visita- Dean and Chapter of Norwich. See also

turn* (for 'usitatum') and 'insidnant* (for Falconer Madan, Oxford Boofa (vol. 2,

'insudant'), which are visible in the British Oxford Literature 1450-1640, and 1641-1650,

Museum copy, have been corrected in all p. 3): "Lord Ashburnham's copy was the

other copies by erasure occasionally supple- Bright copy and became Lord Amherst's,
mented by inking. It may be remarked that sold in turn in 1909 (sic)". But Madan docs

correction by inking without erasure is here not name the next purchaser,

found in one of the British Museum copies

(0.2.3.7.). These manuscript corrections

were presumably carried out in the printer's

office.
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the error of locating a copy at Norwich; and it unaccountably locates one at the

Henry E. Huntington Library in California, which again is untrue. Extant

copies other than fragments are therefore as follows: (i) British Museum,

C.2.a.7; (2) British Museum, Grenville 7930; (3) Bodleian Library, Oxford, S.

Seld.e.2; (4) All Souls College, Oxford, LH.4.C.I4; (5) Chctham's Library,

Manchester; (6) John Rylands Library, Manchester, no. 15969; (7) Chapin

Library, Williamstown, Mass.; (8) Broxbourne Library (imperfect).
3 In the

account which follows, these copies are listed thus: BMi, BMi, Bd, AS, C, JR,

W, and Bx.

VARIANTS IN RESET FORME

Inner sheet a (inner forme)

2nd setting: BMi
ist setting: BMi, Bd, AS, C, JR, W [this sheet is wanting in Bx]

04 verso

5 cutrapclia:] eutrapelie

5 fupabudancia] fupabundacia
1 8 turn comoditatc] turn comitatc

22 copia Imgue] copia? lingue

23 Superabundacia inquit] Supcrabundancia Iquit [in original setting the 'u* of 'iquit'

is badly broken]

24-25 fcurrilitas . . . et qui illam] fcurrilitas . . . qui illam [in second setting the final

V of
'

fcurrilitas' is a peculiar sort with tall, angular arms, sloping to the right]

35 recto

i fcurca: qui aute] fcurra' qui autej [in original the 'u' of 'autc?' is broken]

5 abhoret] abhorret [in original the first V of 'abhorrct' is gothic, the second roman; in

resetting the single V is roman; the spelling is an example of a new error introduced

by the compositor into the resetting]

7 vidctur ... in lingua] videntur . . . i lingua
1 8 cdtine] contine

20*21 femp la/tine bonum] femp lati/ne bonum
21 quide:] quidem.
22 tame] tamen

25 omne animal fubfstancia fit] offie animal fubftancia fit.

PRESS VARIANTS

Inner sheet n (outer forme)

Corrected: BM2, Bd, C, W, Bx
Unconnected: BMi, AS, JR

n3 recto

25 fed vt fanitas fie fapiecia felicitatem. cu] fed vt fanitas fapiencia fclicitatem. cum

n6 verso

4 bomm t vituperabiliu.] bo rm ^ vituperalium.

9 propter racionem] racioncm

3. The Bodleian also has fragments of two are leaves Is, 16, ly and 18. Leaf 1115 is in

other copies: at InccEy. 1(1) are leaves V3, the National Library of Wales,

and v6-8, mutilated; while at Arch.G.c.yfe)
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Outer sheet q (inner forme)

Corrected: BM2, Bd, AS, C, JR, W
Uncorrected: BMi, Bx

q2 verso

i fupius] fupins [(u) has dot over the V]

97 recto

6 no failiaritatc neoj mictua oucrfacoc] no miliaritatc neq? mitua couerfacoe

22 ingenuitas] ingenntas [(u) has dot over second 'n']

Observations

(1) Two pages of the inner forme of inner sheet a turn out to have been

completely reset.

(2) All the remaining variants occur by press correction in the second half

of the book, and in each case both pages of a forme are affected. However,
neither of the formes here involved has been reset: indeed, in the press cor-

rection the setting of as few letters as possible in each of the lines affected has

been changed.

(3) BMi is the only copy which shows the uncorrected state of n and q com-

bined with the original setting of a; and BM2 the only copy showing the re-

setting of a (combined with the corrected states of n and q) : this is perhaps

purely fortuitous but the copy may have been made up from late-printed sheets.

Three copies show a mixture of the original setting of a and the corrected states

of n and q. Two copies show a mixture of original quire a, uncorrected n, and

corrected q. Bx (defective in quire a) is the only copy which shows (u) in q
and (c) in n.

Conclusions

(i) It is clear from the arrangement of the variants that the book was

printed in formes of only two pages. It now occurs to one to ask whether the

sheets were cut in half before printing or whether each full sheet was printed
on the one half with a two-page forme and then put through the press a second

time to print the other half with its appropriate two pages, the process being

repeated in the perfecting. In three copies examined to check this interesting

point (BMi,2 and Broxbourne, the latter missing five leaves in quire a), in some

one sheet of each quire in the scries a-f there is an impossible combination of

watermarks or of their absence; and this evidence shows that quires a-f were

printed by cut sheets. On the other hand, in these three copies all the remaining

quires exhibit normal watermarking, this indicating that printing by full sheets

(each sheet going through the press four times) was the method in quires g-y.

(2) It is not likely that the inner forme of 34 was reset merely to correct its

two small misprints (a4
v
,l.i8 and a5

r
,l.i). Indeed, the fact that this, the only

forme to be reset, is also the forme which would normally be the first to be

printed, strongly suggests a decision taken during its printing to increase the

size of the edition. Other explanations are possible: for instance, the forme

might have been hopelessly upset during printing, and have had to be reset; or
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insufficient copies of it might have been printed, and this error have been noticed

before or during the printing of the outer forme. But then one would have to

ask: why did the accident happen to this of all formes? The balance of prob-

ability points to a decision to increase the size of the edition, because no other

interruption involving resetting would be specially associated with the printing
of a first forme. It would be unsafe to assume offhand that the state of this

forme in which the misprints are corrected is the later. The compositor makes
so many misprints in the remainder of the book, that he might well here have

introduced new errors in resetting a forme which he had previously set cor-

rectly. But the fact that one state survives in six copies and the other in only one

may perhaps indicate that the single-copy state is the later; and this is also the

one in which the misprints arc corrected. Lastly, a sudden discovery by the

printer that the possible market for his book was larger than he had hitherto

foreseen (or an unexpected order for further copies from his patron or agents,

etc.) is particularly liable to occur with a book in considerable demand. Such,

certainly, was Aristotle's Ethics in fifteenth-century Oxford. Other similar cases

will readily be called to mind, as for instance that of Fust and Schoeffer's Mainz
Psalter of 1457.

(3) No variants have been discovered in the remainder of the book, although
similar misprints occur throughout, even in the non-variant formes of quires n

and q. It would be useless to speculate what accident led to the correction of

misprints on only two formes of n and q. It is noticeable however that each page
of these formes contains a corrected misprint. Evidently in each case whoever

noticed the first error (it need not necessarily have been the careless compositor)
was thereby stimulated to find the second; but he did not notice or understand

the misprint 'mitua' for 'mutua' on q/,!^, and this was only made worse by the

substitution of 'mictua*.

A VOLUME FROM THE LIBRARY OF SEBALD PIRCKHEIMER:
LIBRI IMPRESSI CUM NOTIS MANUSCRIPTIS, VIII

by

CURT F. BuHLER1

THE
PIERPONT MORGAN Library recently acquired a copy of Ovid's Meta-

morphoses printed at Parma by Andreas Portilia in 1480 (Hain 12160).

Below the colophon on the last printed page of the volume (PML 46607) there

is a note which now reads: "Rubrica per me sebaldum Pirkcymrr anno m cccc

Ixxx & Octaua cpiphanic."
3
It is with the identity of the Sebald Pirckhcimcr who

rubricated the volume that we are now concerned.

i. This series of notes was undertaken in have escaped the notice of earlier students,

the hope of arousing more general interest The previous numbers have appeared as

in manuscript notes found in printed books follows: (I) Modern Language Notes, LJII

than has hitherto been the case. Here one (1938), 245-249; (II) Iris, XXXIII (1942),

may still come upon "discoveries" which 609-620; (III) Medievalia ct Humanistica,
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This copy of the Metamorphoses also bears the stamp of the Royal Society in

London, which plainly tells the history of the volume.3 It will be recalled that

Wilibald PirckheimerV library remained in the family till 1636, when Hans

Hicronymus Imhoff sold the books to Thomas Howard, second Earl of Arundcl.

Thirty-one years later, his grandson, Henry Howard (sixth Duke of Norfolk),

presented his library (including the Pirckhcimer books) to the Royal Society. The
greatest part of these books was sold by the Society in 1873 to the antiquarian
bookseller Bernard Quaritch, and the present volume appears in his General

Catalogue of Boo^s (London, 1874, p. 1444, no. 18109) with this description:
"Ovidii Metamorphoseos libri, folio, with MS. notes by Pirckheimer, who writes

his Christian name Sebald, a few rude drawings on the margins, bd. Rare I2 -

Parma, Andreas Portilia, 1480."

However, to return to the inscription as quoted above, history records only
three contemporary Sebald Pirckheimers, all descended from Hans Pirckheimer

the second (d. 1400). His grandson Sebald,
5

through the family of his first mar-

riage (to Katharina Graser), died at an early age shortly after the turn of the

century and can thus be excluded from our consideration. Sebald's nephew and

namesake, in turn, was married to Katharina Praun, became a member of the

"grosser Rat" of Niirnberg in 1477, suffered a catastrophic bankruptcy in 1492
and thereupon retired to the Carthusian monastery in Niirnberg.

6 He also ap-

pears in the records as "Sebald the Carthusian", but such books as he had (mostly
on moral philosophy) he left to his Charterhouse. The third Sebald 7 was Wili-

bald's younger brother, concerning whom precious little is known; he and Wili-

bald were, of course, the great-great-grandsons of Hans Pirckheimer II by his

second wife (Katharina Teufel). Dr. Hans (d. 1501), the father of the boys,
records Sebald's birth (Arundel MS. 449, f. 278*) as "Anno domini 1475 qw/nto
kalendas februani, quae fuit dies sabathi."

8
In 1475, January 28th did fall on a

Saturday, thus establishing the fact that Dr. Hans was using the "style of the

Circumcision" (January ist) as the beginning of the year;
9
this was then the

Rcimann, p. 40 ff.

IV (1946), 107-110; (IV) Tradttio, IV

(1946), 429-435; (V) Scriptorium, VI 6 Rcimann, p. 43, and (as the Carthusian)

(1952), 274-276; (VI) To appear in Anglia; p. 187.

(VII) Renaissance News, VII (1954), 95-97.

, . . . , ,. . . 7- Mentioned repeatedly by Rcimann, this
2. Below this is written the distich: Sebald is ^ only onc notcd by g^

Bis sex millenos versus in codice scnptos Rcicke> Wtllibald Pirckheimers Brieiwechsel
Sea terqwmque minus cowtinct ouidius.

(Munchcn, 1940).

3. For further details, see Seymour de . . .

Ricci, English Collectors of Boo^s & Manu- * Rcimann p. 241, cites the entry m full

scripts (Cambridge, 1930), p. 25, and Emile I arn most obliged to Mr. T. J Brown, of

Offenbacher, "La bibliothequc de Wilibald *f Department of Manuscript in the Brit-

Pirckheimer," La Eiblioflia, XL (1938),
h Museum, for a new and full transcript

241-263.
of this entry in the Arundel manuscript

4. On Wilibald, compare the Allgemeine 9. On this point, compare Frederick R.

Deutsche Biographic, XXVI (1888), 810-817, Goff, "The Dates in Certain German In-

and Arnold Reimann, Die alteren Pirck- cunabula," PBSA, XXXIV (1940), 17-67
heimer (Leipzig, 1944), passim. (csp. p. 18).
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customary style at Niirnberg. This Scbald was certainly still alive on 26 April

1485, when he was mentioned in the will of his step-grandmother, Walpurg
Donninger (Doniger).

10
It is generally assumed, on what authority I have been

unable to discover, that he died before his mother; the death of Barbara Loffel-

holz Pirckheimer took place on 21 March 1488.
Since the Ovid we are discussing subsequently turned up with other books

from Wilibald's library, it seems reasonable to suppose that his brother was not

only the former owner of the volume but also the author of the note. But on 13

January 1480, Sebald Pirckheimer was not yet five years old; even in the fifteenth

century children were not so precocious that they could rubricate volumes at

this early age!

Fortunately, modern technology can here come to our aid and offers a solu-

tion for our problem. In studying the inscription, one notes that the "-aua" is

written in a different colored ink, with the last two letters written beyond the

edge of the type-page and extending well into the inner margin. Examination by

microscope suggests that another letter lies below the first "a". Further, only the

characters "aua" have offset on the opposite (blank) page. The fourth letter of

"epiphanie" seems to have been an "f" over which another hand has written a

"p". The "-hanie" may also have been written at the same time and with the

same ink as the "-aua". In the infra-red photograph of the inscription taken by
the Library's expert photographer, Mr. Mark D. Brewer, almost the entire pas-

sage disappeared, the only characters clearly surviving being the "-aua" and

"-phanie." Incidentally, the rubncation in the colophon (capital strokes and

underlinings) made by the same ink also disappeared in this process.

It is plain by now that the original inscription has been tampered with. Fur-

thermore, close examination reveals that it is equally probable that the original

letter under the beginning of "-aua" was an "o". This now suggests that the in-

scription be read as: "Rubrica prr me sebaldum Pirkeym^r anno m cccc Ixxx &
Octo. epif." It would, of course, have been quite possible for Sebald Pirckheimer

to have rubricated the volume, and drawn some of the crude but interesting

sketches in it, by 6 January 1488 when he was almost thirteen years old. In any

event, that is how the present writer reads the inscription. But why, then, was

the date altered? The only explanation that is at all plausible is that some later

reader "corrected" the date to agree with the year of the colophon (M.CCCC-
LXXX) without noting that the inscription now proclaims the astonishing fact

that the book was rubricated before it ever was printed (Idibus Mans May
I 5th)!!

Since we are now assured that Sebald Pirckheimer was alive in January 1488
and did not die shortly after 1485," a further deduction becomes possible. Among
the "carmina mea quae Paduae composui anno domini 1491," there is a poem
by Wilibald addressed to his "most gracious" grandfather ("Ad avum obsequen-

10. Reickc, p. 38; Reimann, p. 112. The n. No date for Sebald's death is given by
date of the death of Sebald's mother is Reimann ("Er ist wohl jung gestorben",

given by Reimann, p. 132, note 4. p. 142, n. i) or by Reicke ("er starb jung,
wenn auch schon iiber zehn Jahre alt," p.

289).
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tissimum") in which reference is made to the "iuvenes nepotes."" Now Wili-

bald arrived in Padua to commence his studies there in the autumn either of 1488
or 1489 (the authorities disagree).

13 Dr. Emil Reicke, in editing this poem, as-

sumed that the word "nepotes" had to refer generally to descendants rather than

specifically to grandsons, since he maintained (without offering evidence to that

effect) that by this time Wilibald was the sole surviving grandson. May one not

assume, just as readily, that Sebald was still alive at the time of the writing of

this poem or, at least, that Wilibald in far-off Padua still thought that his brother

was alive in Niirnberg? Such an interpretation would certainly underscore the

words "avus" and "nepotes", and give them a natural and proper relationship.
In that case, it is clear that Sebald was either still alive or Wilibald believed he
was so when Wilibald was a student at Padua.

JOHN STOWS EDITIONS OF SKELTON'S WORKES AND OF
CERTAINE WORTHYE MANUSCRIPT POEMS

by

WILLIAM RINGLER

TOHN STOW, best known as an Elizabethan historian, author of The Annales of

J England, A Survay of London, and principal editor of the second edition of

Holinshed's Chronicles, admitted himself that his earlier interests had been poetry
and divinity rather than history.

1 He remained throughout his life a diligent col-

lector of early poetical texts, and many of the manuscripts containing texts of

Chaucer, Lydgate, and others passed through his hands;
3
but so far his only

known published works dealing with poetry are his edition of Chaucer in 1561
and the notes he contributed to Speght's edition of Chaucer in 1598. In view of

his avowed interest in, and extensive manuscript collections of, early poetry, I

believe it highly probable that he edited at least two other volumes of verse.

The first of these is Pithy pleasaunt and profitable worses of maister S1(elton y

Poete Laureate. Nowe collected and newly published. ANNO 7568. Imprinted
at London . . . by Thomas Marshe (STC 22608). The table of contents (*4

V
) is

12. Compare Reicke, pp. 36-38. The poem 2. Bodleian Fairfax 16 (3896); British Mu-
was written down by Wilibald on the fly- scum Additional 29729, Harlcy 367, 542,
leaves of an Italian inclinable. These leaves, and 2251; Lambeth 306; and many others,

removed from the book, were in 1940 m the We need a checklist of the literary manu-

possession of Dr. Erik Waller of Lidkoping, scripts that were in Stow's possession, with

Sweden (Reicke, p. 32). an analysis of his marginalia and of the

quotations from and comments on poets in

13. OfTenbacher, he. cit., states that Wili- his historical writings. If this were done,
bald was in Padua in 1488 (p. 241), while Stow might appear as the most important
Reicke (p. 8) maintains that he did not preserver and cataloguer of early poetry
reach Italy till 1489. before Thomas Warton. Rene* Wcllck, The

Rise of English Literary History (1941),
i. C. L. Kingsford, introduction to Stow's discusses Leland, Bale and others, but omits

Survey, I (1908), ix. Stow.
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headed: "Workes of Skelton newly collected by I. S. as foloweth." At this time

Stow was working for the printer Thomas Marsh, who published five editions

of his Summarie of Englyshc Chronicles between 1565 and 1573; and in his own
historical works he showed a knowledge of the satirical poems of William

Cornysshe, whose "Treatise bituene Trouth and Information" is added to the

present collection.
3

It is therefore highly probable that the editor "I. S." was

John Stow.

The Worses contains thirty-two items assigned to Skelton. The editor had

gathered all the material (nineteen poems and a fragment) from seven earlier

printed volumes of Skelton's poetry, printed twelve other poems for the first time,

and made one wrong attribution.
4 The volume was reprinted in 1746 and 1810,

and remained the standard edition of Skelton until Alexander Dyce published
his Poetical Worlds in 1843. Dyce reprinted the entire contents of the 1568 volume,
and added seven poems from three early prints that I. S. had overlooked; but

beyond that he could find only three short items in manuscript that are certainly

Skelton's.
5

I. S. was even more reliable in establishing the canon of Skelton's

writing than was Dyce; for only one of his thirty-two items was wrongly attrib-

uted, while Dyce admitted six poems which are either doubtfully or wrongly
attributed.

6
Since Dyce's time A Ballade of the Scottysshe Kynge has been re-

printed; and four fragments, all wrongly or doubtfully attributed, have been pro-

3. Z6-8
T

; see Annales (1615, p. 488). Stow

may have found Cornysshe's poem in what
is now Brit. Mus MS Royal 18 D II (5),

which also contains Skelton's Northumber-

land elegy that was first printed in the

1568 Worses.

4. The volumes reprinted are: A Goodlv
Garlande or Chapelet of Laurel! (STC
22610) A-D6* and X8 p'r

; The Bowge of
Court (22597) D6MV; Certayne Bofcs

(22598-600) G4-L4; Why Come ye nat to

Courte (22615-6170), Colyn Chute (22601-

6030), Phyttyp Sparowe (22594-5960), and

Agaynste a Comely Coystrowne (22611)

L,4-V8
T

. The poems not hitherto printed
are: "The duke of Albany" F2-Gs

T
; "Epi-

taphes of two knaues of Disc," "Lamenta-

tion for Norwichc," "Against y* Scottes,"

"Praise of y* palmtre," "Bedel quondam
Belial," 'The dolorus death of ... North-

umberlandc," "Epitaphium Margarcte
countisse de Dcrbi," "Epita. Hen. septi.,"

"Eulogium pro suorum temporum," X8T
-

Z5
T

; "Against venemous tongues," and "Of

Calliope," Aal-3
T

. "Of thre fooles," Xi-8,
was shown by F. Brie (Enghsche Studten,
XXXVII [1907], 18-21) to be an extract

from H. Watson's The Shyppe of Fooles

(STC 3547).

5. Dyce reprinted Dyuets Balettys and

Dyties (STC 22604), Magnyjycence
(22607), and A Replycacion (22609); he

omitted A Ballade of the Scottysshe Kynge
(22593), an earlier version of "Against the

Scottes," which was first reprinted by John
Ashton in 1882. Dyce printed from manu-

scripts "The Rose both White and Rede"

(I, ix-xi), "Agenst M. Garnesche" (I, 116-

131), and the presentation verses beginning
"I, liber, et propera" (I, 147).

6. In the Garlande Skelton said he had
written poems on "Mannerly Margery"
(printed by Dyce, I, 28-29), "Woffully araid"

(1, 141-143), and "Vexilla regis" (1, 144-146);
but we cannot be certain that the texts of

the surviving songs, the first two set to

music by William Cornysshe and John
Browne (d.i498), arc Skelton's -"Vexilla

regis" is definitely not his (Brie, op. at.,

pp. 22-26; E. B. Reed, Christmas Carols

[1932], p. 71). The attributions of "The
Maner of the World Now a Dayes" (I, 148-

154), "Salve plus decies" (I, 177 printed
in the 1568 Worses but not claimed as

Skelton's), and "Hoyda joly rutterkyn"

(II, 245-246) have no acceptable evidence to

recommend them.
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posed as additions to the Skelton canon.
7 The 1568 Worses, therefore, contains

all but eleven of the poems which can certainly be assigned to Skelton.

The second volume probably edited by John Stow is Ccrtaine Worthyc

Manuscript Poems of great Antiquitie Rescrucd long in the Studie of a North-

folfc Gentleman. And now first published ByLS Imprinted at London [by

Robert Robinson] for #[obert]. Dfexter]. 7597 (STC 21499). This has a one-

line dedication, "To the worthiest Poet Maister Ed. Spenser," and prints for the

first time three fifteenth-century poems. The first, "The Statelie Tragedie of

Guistard and Sismond in two Bookes," a versification of Boccaccio's Decameron,

IV, i, probably made about 1485, is also preserved in an early sixteenth-century

manuscript; the second, "The Northren Mothers Blessing, Written nine yeares

before the death of G. Chaucer" (probably too early a date), a version of "How
the Good Wife Taught her Daughter," is also preserved in five manuscripts; and

the third, "The Way to Thrift," a moralizing poem in nine stanzas, is also pre-

served in three manuscripts.
8
Certaine Worthye Manuscript Poems contains just

the kind of early verse that especially interested Stow, and the dedication to

Spenser is evidently a salute from one student of British antiquities and earlier

English poets to another.
9 The balance of probabilities favors the assumption that

the editor "I. S." was John Stow.

7. "Petevelly Constraynd am y," proposed

by W. Birch, Athenaeum (29 Nov. 1873),

p. 697; rejected by Brie, op. at, pp. 21-22

both these scholars were unaware that an

earlier and more complete text (begin-

ning "Petyously constraynyd am I"), with

music by Doctor Robert Cowper, is in

Brit. Mus. MS Royal Appendix 58, ff.i7
T
-i9;

it was published by E. Fliigel, Anglta, XII

(1889), 266-267, who did not recognize it as

a separate piece and obscured its identity by

printing it in long lines as part of another

song. "Masteres anne" and "How darest

thow swere," proposed by Brie, op. ctt., pp.

29-32; rejected by L. J. Lloyd, RES, V
(1929), 302-306. "Syth ye went," a fragment
of a morality play with characters Good

Order, Old Christmas, and Prayer, proposed

by G. L. Frost and R. Nash, SPy XLI

(1944), 483-491; doubtful because the only

basis of attribution is Bale's unsupported

assertion that Skelton wrote a comedy De
bono ordine.

8. For a full bibliography of each poem

see Carleton Brown and Rosscll H. Robbins,
The Index of Middle English Verse (1943),
Nos. 3258, 671, and 1982. The original be-

longing to the Norfolk gentleman has dis-

appeared, for none of the surviving manu-

scripts could have been the source of the

print, which is therefore an independent
substantive text. L. R. Zocca, Elizabethan

Narrative Poetry (1950), pp. 143-145, is in

error in ascribing "Guistard and Sismond"

to the second quarter of the sixteenth cen-

tury see H. G. Wright's thorough study
of all the early English versions, EETSos,
CCV (1937), xxxvi.

9. In his Annales (1615, p. 811), Stow

listed Spenser in his roll of honor of "our

moderne, and present excellent Poets"; just

as in the same place he enrolled Skelton,

along with Chaucer and Lydgate, among
"the chiefc of our auncient Poets ... by
whose smguler paines, and industry, our

natiue language, hath from time to time,

been much refined: and at this time directly

by them, brought to great perfection."
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WILLIAM BARLEY, ELIZABETHAN PRINTER AND BOOKSELLER

by

JOHN L. LIEVSAY

WILLIAM
BARLEY, the subject of this brief sketch, was a minor Elizabethan

whose shortcomings remained far enough on the hither side of the law,

and whose virtues lacked enough of being spectacular, to prevent the recording
of either in the Dictionary of National Biography. Yet in many respects he was a

worthy, even remarkable,
1

representative of his age. And, since his years of

London activity overlap those of numerous lesser literary figures and coincide

almost exactly with those of William Shakespeare, the curious student of our

literary history finds in the record of his career and interests much to repay

investigation.

We have his own word that he was born about 1565;* but where, deponent

sayeth not. Possibly his family was originally of Sussex. Some support for this

conjecture may be seen in his being twice before the Court of High Commission

for illegal sale of printed matter in the Sussex town of Cowdry,
3 and again in his

dedicating two of his publications to residents of that county.
4 He first appears

in the London records as a member of the Drapers' Company, his term of ap-

prenticeship in that company ending in isSy.
5

Apparently there is no record of

his translation from the Drapers' to the Stationers' Company, which must have

taken place shortly thereafter. Such translations were not uncommon; but in

Barley's case the change must have involved some irregularity. It is difficult,

otherwise, to account for the fact that a man who had followed the stationer's

trade for sixteen years should be made free of the Company only so late as i6o6.
6

Whatever may be the facts behind his obscure and possibly clandestine entry
into the ranks of the Stationers, it is a matter of record that between 1591 and

1614 Barley's name is associated as printer, publisher, agent, or patentee with

approximately one hundred publications. The number is not great enough, of

course, to place him among the most noteworthy members of his profession;

but it is sufficiently impressive to warn the historian of the period that Barley is

not entirely negligible. What is here proposed, therefore, is a cursory examina-

tion and evaluation of his output.
So far as his own printing and publishing are concerned, Barley's career falls

1. "This somewhat remarkable man," says and A New Boofe of Tabhture (1596),
the cautious R. B. McKerrow, Dictionary of dedicated to "the Right honourable & ver-

Printers and Booksellers (1910), p. 20. tuous Ladic Bndgett Countesse of Sussex."

2. Ibid. 5. Pcrcival Boyd, Roll of the Drapers'

Company of London (1934), p. 12.

3. Ibid.

6. Edward Arbcr, A Transcript of the

4. The Delightful History of Celestina the Registers of the Company of Stationers of
Faire (1596), dedicated to "his vcne good London, 1554-1640 A.D. (1875-1894), 5
friend, M. Barley of Pctworth in Sussex"; vols.; Ill, 29, 683.
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into two clearly marked active periods separated by a long and unexplained

period of virtual silence. The first and more vigorous period extends from 1591 to

1599; the second begins in 1606 and continues to 1614. In the "dead" period be-

tween 1599 and 1606 only three imprints bearing Barley's name have been dis-

covered.7

Throughout these more than two decades Barley's interests, as reflected

m the titles issued, remained pretty much the same: music, popular patriotic and
sensational topical matters, works of utilitarian or "improving" nature, mild

religious guidance, and, at the fringe, a few works which might almost step into

the category of belles-lettres. A tradesman himself, it is clear that he was intent

upon entertaining, instructing, and improving the members of his own class.

By way of illustrating this somewhat narrow range of interest let us examine
for a moment Barley's offerings for a single year, 1595. This, the peak year of his

earlier period, saw the issuing of Adriano Banchieri's The noblenesse of the

Asse, a curious piece of lore appealing to the popular love of paradox; Nicholas

Breton's Marie Magdalcns Louey a bit of religious, sermonizing prose to which is

added A Solemne Passion of the Soules Loue, a highly alliterative poem in the

common six-line ballad form; and B. H.'s The Glasse of Mans jolly, and meanes
to amendment of life, a series of preacherly attacks, in a kind of debased Euphu-
ism, upon the vices of drunkenness, whoring, and excess of dress. In this last

book the unsigned address "To the Christian Reader," for which Barley may
himself be responsible, gives an interesting and characteristically Barleian apology
for the publishing of the work:

If any . . . doc obiect that ther be many good bookes set forth, and therfore this is

needles: it is more requisite for them to consider there may be vnlawful bookes of

ribaldrie, merry lyes and vnprofitable stories to please fond phantasies, which doth

derogate the glone of God: I wish the muenter, the seller and buyer to remember
that they are the meanes to enlarge the diuels kingdomc. It is miraculous to sec how
in many places they are delighted, perused and iterated againe & againe. And the

bookes which are a meane to draw vs from the diucll and hel torments, be little

exercised of many: which doth diuulgate and euidently declare such people hauc not

the sweet taste that those haue which be indued with Gods holy spirit. It is apparant
that sathan hath bewitched vs, and that the tares and his adherents spring thicker

then the good corne. And therefore needfull there should be more good bookes to

improoue the impictie that most be adict vnto 8

Other publications of 1595 were the Strange and wonder'full things happened
to Richard Hasleton in his ten yeares Trauailes in many forraine Countries' John
Hawkins' A Salade for the Simple . . . out of Prouerbs\ and Thomas Johnson's

Cornucopia, Or diuers secrets: Wherein is contained the rare secrets in Man,

7. Thomas Morley, The Fitst Eoo\e of tones, of Kings, Princes, Dufas, Earles,

Ayres. Or Little Short Songs, to Sing and Lords, Ladies, Knights, and Gentlemen.

Play to the Lute, with the Base Viole With the great troubles and misenes of the

(1600); London Visitation Articles, Articles Dutches of Suffol^e. Vene pleasant either

To be enquired of . . . in the Visitation ... to bee read or sunge, and a most excellent

of Richard [Bancroft] Bishop . . . in his warning for all estates (1602).

Second general! Visitation (1601); and

Deloney's ballads, with music, Strange His- 8. Sig. A3
P "T
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Beast, Foules, Fishes, Trees, Plantes, Stones and such Ufa most pleasant and

profitable, and not before committed to bee printed in English. Newlie drawen
out of diuers Latine Authors into English by Thomas lohnson. Notwithstanding
the mouth-filling pretensions of the title-page, Johnson's compilation is in reality

a rather slender collection of outrageously "unnatural" natural history in which
all the entries, as if directed to very simple readers, are exceedingly brief. Johnson
is possibly to be identified with the "T.I." or "T.J." whose sensational pamphlet

Barley published in the same year under the appropriately descriptive title, A
World of wonders. A Masse of Murthers. A Couie of Cosonages, etc.

A pamphlet of similar cosening and conny-catching claptrap is the anonymous
Brideling, Sadling and Ryding, of a rich Churle in Hampshire, by the subtill

practise of one ludeth Philips, a professed cunning woman, or Fortune teller.

With a true discourse of her vnwomanly vsing a Trype wife, a widow, lately

dwelling on the bacf( side of S. Nicholas shambles in London, whom she with

her confcrates (sic), likewise cosoned: For which fact, shee was at the Sessions

house without New-gate arraigned, where she confessed the same, and had

iudgement for her offence, to be whipped through the Cittie, the 14. of February,

1594. For convenience in wading through this title-page epitome, the printer has

grouped the lines paragraph-wise; and for the reader's greater delectation and

conviction, since "seeing is believing," he has also supplied a crude woodcut of

this modern Judith bestriding her saddled and bridled Holofernes. The historian,

however, hot upon the scent of current events, will do well to place this veracious

account beside his copy of the Travels of Sir John Mandeville; for of authentic

Hampshire or London chronicle there is here no trace. The whole episode of the

bridled "churl" is, in fact, lifted bodily from Henry Chettle's Kind-Harts Dreame,
a work published three years earlier.

Two plays and two pamphlets of topical interest by the egregious patriot-

propagandist, Henry Roberts,
9
complete Barley's output for 1595. One of the

plays was W. Warner's translation which has the distinction of being the first

published in English of Plautus' Menachmi. The other, an early instance of an

English play printed in Roman letter, was Robert Wilson's ThePedlersProphecie.
Neither performance has much to commend it as a work of art.

With the two pamphlets we are carried into the midst of the bustling swagger
of British seafaring life in the Great Age. The first of these, Lancaster his Al-

larums to give it only an inch or two of its page-long title a tall, thin quarto
in black letter and roman, recounts a typical freebooter's sortie into Brazil. It is

true that certain "men of worth" duly enumerated lost their lives in the

adventure; but the patriotic reader is left to infer that this trifling detail was
more than offset by the fetching home of fifteen good ships laden with "spoyles
and rich commodities . . . which was Sinemon, Sugar, Pepper, Cloues, Mace,
Calloco-cloth and Brassel-wood." The second of Roberts' pamphlets, of which
a single copy has survived,

10
this time in verse, though lacking the lavish detail of

Lancaster his Allarums, is launched upon the same salt-spray of British naval

9. See Louis B. Wright, "Henry Roberts: 10. Preserved in the Huntington Library,
Patriotic Propagandist and Novelist," SP, San Marino, California.

XXIX (1932), 176-199.
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enthusiasm and bears the stirring tide, The Trumpet of Fame: Or Sir Fraunces

Drakes and Sir lohn Hawkins F[arc]well: with an encouragement to all

Saile[rs] and Souldiers that are minded to go in this worthie enterprise. . . .

Barley knew where to place his appeal: No Elizabethan worthy of his salt could

possibly have felt other than aggrieved that he had but one life to sacrifice at

the side of a Lancaster, a Drake, or a Hawkins.
The sensational, the patriotic, the pseudo-marvelous, the utilitarian and im-

proving, the mildly religious, and the quasi-literary these, as represented in the

foregoing titles, constituted Barley's stock in trade. Lacking representation there,

however, is one important item to which we must now turn our attention.

In 1575 the Queen issued a twenty-one year patent for the printing of ruled

music paper and of "all music books whatsoever." At that time the patent was
looked upon as of little consequence and went uncontested to the musician

Thomas Tallis and his pupil, William Byrd. By 1596, however, the printing of

these musical supplies had apparently become a more lucrative endeavor. When
the original patent expired, therefore, Barley, ever alert to turn an honest or even

a slightly tarnished penny, stepped into the breach and published his Pathway to

Music^e (1596)" and A New Bootee of Tabhture (1596). For these, lacking
music type at that time," he made shift to print from wooden blocks.

No further musical publications by Barley can be traced before 1598, in which

year Thomas Morley, the musician, secured for himself a renewal of the expired

Tallis-Byrd patent. Thereafter, until Morley's death in 1602 or 1603, Barley issued

various musical works as one of Morley's several assignees. Just how this associa-

tion came about is obscure. Pattison13
conjectures that Barley's earlier "conflicts

with authority may have enabled Morley to drive a harder bargain with him than

with a better-established printer." This seems not unreasonable; but the arrange-
ment may also have resulted from their being neighbors in Little St. Helens,

Bishopsgate, though Morley's residence there has been disputed.
14 Certain it is

that in the years 1596-97 a far more interesting figure than Morley was haunting

Barley's neighborhood. The records 15 show that the petty collectors of subsidy
were in those years finding it difficult to lay hands upon the taxes or person of

one "Willelmus Shakespeare," resident "In Warda de Bishopsgate ... In

parochia Sancte Helene." One cannot help wondering whether the tax-delinquent

poet-player and the law-flouting anti-monopolist printer ever exchanged views

11. Title probably influenced by another of XVIII, 842. The evidence supplied by the

Barley's popularizing works published in title-page of Richard Carlcton's Madrigals to

the same year, his The Pathway to Knowl- fiue Voyces (1601), the imprint of which

edge . . . Written in Dutch> and translated reads, "Printed by Thomas Morley dwelling
into English, by W.P. in Little Saint Helens," is vitiated by the

fact (Pattison, op. cit.9 p. 413) that the type
12. Bruce Pattison,

<f

Notes on Early Music in this work is the same as that in later

Printing," The Library, 4th ser., XIX Barley imprints issued from the same ad-

0938-39), 413- drcss-

13. Op. ctt., p. 413. 15. Charles Williams and Sir Edmund
Chambers, A Short Life of Shakespeare

14. Cf. Encyclopedia Britannica, nth cd., (1933), pp. 54, 146-148.
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the time of day in the parish streets or within the walls of the printing

shop in Little St. Helens.

But to return to Barley's musical ventures. During the period from 1598 to

1602 Barley issued, as Morley's assignee, some half dozen publications: the Stern-

hold and Hopkins' Whole Boof(e of Psalmes. With their woontcd Tunes

{1598?), and again, with Richard Alison's music, The Psalmes of Dauid in

Meter. The plaine song to be sung and plaide vpon the lute, orpharyon, citterne

or base violl (1599); John Bennet's Madrigdls to Foure Voyces (1599); John
Farmer's The First Set of English Madrigals: To Foure Voices (1599) ; Anthony
Holborne's Pauans, Galliards, Almains, and other short AEirs both graue and

light, in fiue parts, for Viols, Violins, or other Musical Winde Instruments

(1599); and Thomas Deloney's collection of ballads, Strange Histories, Of
Kings, Princes, Dulles, (etc.) . . . Verie pleasant either to bee read or sunge

(1602).
What happened to Morley's patent immediately after his death is not known;

but by 1606 the rights had passed to Barley.
16

Perhaps there is a connection be-

tween Barley's new role and his having been made free of the Company of

Stationers in that year. In any event, from 1606 to 1613 all English music books

were printed by him or by his assignees. With the rather numerous 17

productions
of these latter we are not here directly concerned. Barley himself, in his second

period, seems to have printed but three: Thomas Weelkes' Ayeres or Phantas-

tict(c Sptntes for three voices (1608), Thomas Ravenscroft's Pammeha. Musters
Miscellanie (1609), and Thomas Robinson's New Cithare Lessons (1609). To
these should possibly be added T. S.'s folio broadside with musical notes, A
Psalme of Thanfygiuing, to be sung by the Children of Christs Hospttall (1610),

printed for Barley by Edward Allde.

Barley's role among our early printers of music is thus clearly one of con-

siderable importance.
18

It has, as a matter of fact and with some justice hitherto

been regarded as his chief claim upon our remembrance, though I am inclined

to believe that an equally good case can be made out for him on other grounds.
Before turning to a discussion of his more purely "literary" associations, it

may be well here to mention a miscellaneous group of titles further illustrative

of Barley's range of interest. What is probably his first known publication, The
Honourable Actions of ... E. Glemham, Esquire*

9
. . . against the Spaniards

(1591), is obviously part of the patriotic afterwash of the Armada. A Most

16. Pattison, op. /., p. 416. 19. The Honourable Actions specifics (sig.

A2) that Glemham (or Glcnham) was "of

17. Twenty, according to my (probably in- Bcnhatt in Suffolke," and he is again so

complete) count; cf. STC, Nos. 356, 4243, identified in a ballad entry to John Kydd,
4255, 4257, 4258, 5679, 5769, 6040, 7098, 12

May, 1591, in the Stationer? Register:

7461, 11166, 11826, 14734, 14736, I5588> "declaringe the noble late done actes and

18123, l8l 32> J9923 25204, 26105. dcedes of Master EDWARD GLEMHAM
a Suffolk gent vpon the Seas and at Saincte

1 8. Cf. Frank Kidson, British Music Pub-
Georges lions &c."; cf. Arber, Transcript, II,

Ushers, Printers and Engravers (1900), pp. 2740.
6-7; and H. C. Colics, cd, Grove's Diction-

ary of Music and Musicians^ 3rd. cd., 5 vols.

(1932), I, 225.
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wicked WorJ^ of a wretched Witch wrought on R. Burt (1592) bespeaks an in-

terest which he and his fellows shared with James I and not a few of theirNew
England descendants. Gods Arrowc against Atheists (1593) is a long and labored

tract by the esteemed puritan preacher, Henry Smith, popularly known as

"Silver-tongued Smith." Present Remedies against the Plague (1594) speaks for

itself, as does A Boo\e of Curious Strange Inuentions, called the First Part of

Needleworks (1596). The Pathway to Knowledge, also of 1596, is a substantial

black-letter quarto, largely of elementary mathematical nature. Especially useful

(and therefore attractive to Barley and his clientelle) would have been the

method of "keeping of a marchants booke after the Italian maner," which con-

cludes the work. Epulario, Or, The Italian Banquet (1598) is a cook-book
"wherein is shewed the maner how to dresse and prepare all kind of Flesh, Foules

or Fishes. As also how to make Sauces, Tartes, Pies, &c. After the maner of all

Countries." And The Penniles Parliament of Threed-bare Poets: Or, All Mirth
and Wittie Conceites (1608) is a kind of modified and inferior jestbook, a second

part to the famous Jacl( of Dover.20

I reserve to a place of its own the little morsel known as Strange Newes out

of Kent, of a Monstrous and misshapen Child, borne in Olde Sandwitch, vpon
the 30. of lulie last, the life (for strangenes) hath neuer bccnc scene (1609). A
crude cut on the title-page, reproduced in the text,

21

graphically depicts a mis-

shapen creature of dumb-bell shape, head set in breast (i.e., with no neck, like

Mandeville's anthropophagi), and with too many fingers and toes on the duck-

like hands and feet. According to the statement preceding the account proper,
the tract is published (and written by Barley?) as a warning to Englishmen for

our sinncs and transgressions, therefore good Countrymen, and you whose Chris-

tianhkc mindes will relent at the relation hereof: good Countrymen, I say, let me
intreat you, that both your eyes and cares, may bee gentle witnesses to the truth of

this strange wonder in nature, and that your hearts and mindes may be bent to a

repentant vnderstanding, for the discourse here following, is both strange, true,

fearefull, and full of much wonder, and because there shall be (no doubt) made of

the veritie thereof, I haue here placed downe the names of such personages of

credite, now dwelling in London, that were eye-witnesses thereof, and personably

(sic) saw the same . . ."

Then follow six names of witnesses, four men and two women. Their social

level, and that of the prospective readers, may be gauged by the three whose

trades are specified:

M. Dicfaon, a Cooper, in Thames strecte, neere to Saint Dunstons church.

M. Smith, a victualer, in long-Southwark.

Richard Rawson, Waterman, dwelling in East-Smithfield.33

Barley knew as well as you or I that every reader is looking not merely for facts

but for what our college freshmen call the true facts; and a fact attested by such

a "personage of credit" as "M. Dickon, a Cooper, in Thames streete, neere to

20. Both parts of this jestbook were re- 22. Sigs. A3
T
4.

printed for the Percy Society (1842). ^ sig ^
21. Sig. B2T.
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Saint Dunstons church" is just bound to be a truer fact than one sworn to by any
old John a' Nokes or John a' Styles.

34

To come now to the most important consideration of all: What, if anything,
do we owe to Barley in the realm of literature? The answer is, Not much that

could not be spared; yet some things which we should be loath to relinquish to

oblivion. Mention has already been made of his publishing the earliest English
translation from Plautus an accidental distinction, no doubt. But during the

'po's Barley also published five other plays,
35
among them that curious dramatized

sermon on repentance known as A Looking Glassc for London and England
(1594), by Robert Greene and Thomas Lodge.

36 The others are of less intrinsic

interest: George Peele's The Famous Chronicle of King Edward the First

(1593); two anonymous plays, The True Tragedie of Richard the Third (1594)
and The Life and Death of Jacke Straw, a notable Retell (1594); and Robert

Wilson's The Pedlers Prophecie (1595)-

Barley is sometimes disparagingly referred to as a publisher of ballads, and it is

true that most of his verse offerings are of sub-literary calibre. Still, even here, he

cannot be dismissed entirely. It will suffice to recall his publication of Nicholas

Breton's A Solemne Passion of the Soules Loue (1595; 1598), and to remind our-

selves that to him we owe the preservation, in a fragmentary and unique ex-

emplar,
37

of Thomas Watson's second sonnet sequence, The Teares of Fancte.

Or Loue Disdained (1593) .

Only two works of (admitted) prose fiction figure in Barley's list, and both

are translations or are said to be. The first, allegedly "done out of French" and

doubtfully ascribed to Barley himself as translator,
28

is The Delightful History of

Celestina the Faire (1596). If this euphuistic romance is less entertaining than

those of Lyly, Greene, or Lodge, it is hardly less so than those of Melbancke,

Dickenson, and Turner; and it is certainly to be preferred to the conglomerative

pastiches of John Hind. The book has, incidentally, nothing whatever to do with

the better-known Spanish work, La Celestina, with which the STC has con-

fused it.

Of the second, and undoubted, translation little need be said. It is a render-

ing by "W.B." probably William Braunche (or Branch) of Pope Pius II's The
Most Excellent Historic, Of Eurydus and Lucresia (1596), an erotic tale already

long familiar to English readers through earlier versions. In style it is even more

exaggeratedly euphuistic than Celestina the Fatre, as the following sentence may
suggest:

24. Barley had used the same method of 25. Complete bibliographical descriptions

authentication before: e.g., in the anony- of all the Barley plays may be found in

mous Two Most Strange and notable ex- W. W. Greg, A Bibliography of the English

amples, shewed at Lyshborne (i.e., Lisbon) Printed Drama (1939), I, Nos. 112 (a), 114
the 26. day of lanuane now last past (1591), (a), 118 (a), 118 (b), 126, 134, 135.

to be identified with the Henry Roberts and 27. Preserved in the Huntington Library,
the "H.R." whose works Barley published San Marino, California,

from time to time.
2g gcc STCf
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The branch which carely bloometh, is like to haue his blossoms bitten with dis-

dainfull blasts, whereby they oftentimes proue but meer blights, and better had he

fared with a friendly biting frost, to hauc had his new peeping lemmes gently nipped,
and at first detained within their buds, then perswaded with the pleasing applause
of sweet Zephyrus, so timely, or rather vntimeiy to display them to the full view,
which exposed should bee iniured by the baleful breaths, violent and virulent blasts,

proceeding from those freezing quarters, and their cold collaterals.
39

There remains to be assessed Barley's relation to certain prose pamphlets
of half a dozen lesser Elizabethan writers whose works he printed or sold.

These are among the most interesting of the publications with which Barley is

connected; but, unfortunately, the precise nature of his connection with them is

frequently shadowy, often hinting of something just short of piracy. We have

seen, for instance, how one of his anonymous sensational pamphlets made use of

Chettle's Kind-Harts Dreame. In exactly the same way, but with more extensive

verbatim pillage, two other of his anonymous books represent reprints, under
new titles, of works already published. His Pilgrimage of Man, Wandering in a

Wildernes of Woe (1606) is simply a disguised re-issue of John Alday's popular
translation (1566?) of Pierre Boaistuau's TheOtrum Mundi; and his Court of

good Counsell (1607) is made up of selected verbatim transcriptions from the

Third Book of George Pettie's translation, The Civile Conversation (1581), of

Stefano Guazzo. No doubt there are still other instances of this kind of book-

making among Barley's publications; but it is a problem beyound the modest

scope of this paper to discover them or, having discovered them, to determine

just how far Barley is himself responsible for this crafty dealing with other

men's wares.

In addition to those already mentioned, Barley published an illustrated and

undated issue of the Troublesome Trauatles of Edward Webbe;
30 a reprint of

Thomas Harman's Caveat under the title probably influenced by Greene's pop-
ular series of The Groundwor\e of Canny-Catching (1592); and a reprint
of Nashe's blast against Gabriel Harvey, The Apologie of Pierce Pennilesse: Or

Strange Neives, Of the intercepting certaine Letters (1593), better known from

the running-title of the earlier editions as Foure Letters Confuted. The last of

Barley's publications that need be noticed here is his original (and sole) edition

of Thomas Dekker's A Knight's Conjuring, done in earnest: discovered in jest

(1607).
I have not tried to depict Barley as an important figure in Elizabethan cul-

ture, nor have I here been able to set down all of the little that is positively known
about him. I have, further, no doubt that some of his conduct was highly repre-

hensible. But even on the basis of the small evidence here submitted, I suggest
that his interests and associations make of him a person about whom we would

gladly learn more.

29. "To the courteous Reader," sig. Ai. date of the editio pnnccps\ the STC says
"bef. 1595." If Arber's date is correct, this

30. Edward Arbcr, ed., Edward Webbc, is the earliest of Barley's books to be pre-

Chief Master Gunner, His Trauailcs (1868: served.

English Reprints), p. 10, dates this 1590,
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IN RE GEORGE SANDYS' OVID

by

RICHARD BEALE DAVIS

(i) The 1623 Edition of the First Five Boofa

In George Sandys: a Bibliographical Catalogue of Printed Editions in Eng-
land to ijoo (New York Public Library 1950), Professor Fredson Bowers
and I mentioned that Mr. F. S. Ferguson had located a 1622 edition of The
First Five Booties of Ovids Metamorphosis by George Sandys. No details were

at the time available. In 1954 I examined the book in the Library of Win-
chester College and arranged to have a microfilm made for further study.

1 A
brief examination showed that the date was 1623 instead of 1622. Further investi-

gation proves that the interesting little volume is not a reissue of the 1621 edi-

tion but a complete resetting.

Before going into details, however, we should consider some general facts

about the author and this particular work. George Sandys' translation of the

whole fifteen books of Ovid's Metamorphoses (1626, rev. ed. 1632) is in its

major part (i.e., more than half the books) the first poetry written in English
in the New World.3 But before Sandys came to Virginia in 1621 he had trans-

lated the first five books.3 And in that year, before or after he sailed, appeared
a second edition of this first one-third of the Ovid.

The 1621 edition was described by J. Haslewood in i8o8,
4 but until 1947 even

the copy he examined had disappeared from view, and there was even some

doubt that it had ever existed.
5 In the latter year, however, Dr. James G. Mc-

Manaway of the Folger Shakespeare Library was able to secure for his institu-

tion a copy of this "elusive little book." He describes it in detail in an article

published in I948.
6

In 1950 in George Sandys: a Bibliographical Catalogue

1. The book was made available through 3. Entered in the Stationers Register 27
the courtesy of the Warden and Fellows of April 1621 to Matthew Lownes and William

the Library of Winchester College. Mr. Jack Barrett.

Blakiston, Librarian, was most helpful on my
visit to the Library and later in arranging 4. In Sir E. Brydges, Centura Uterarta, VI,

for the photographing by the Bodleian Li- 132*!.

brary at Oxford. He also rcexammed the

book later for a few more bibliographical 5. See my own doubts in R. B. Davis,

details. "Early Editions of George Sandys's 'Ovid':

the Circumstances of Production," PBSA,
2. Though the news-ballad, "Good Newes XXXV (1941), 255-276.
from Virginia," appeared in London in 1623
as "sent from lames his Towne ... by a 6. 'The First Five Bookes of Ovids Meta-
Gentleman in that Country," its doggerel morphosis, 1621, Englished by Master George
can scarcely be considered poetry. See the Sandys" Papers Bibliographical Society of
facsimile of the broadside in W. H. Robin- the University of Virginia, I (1948-1949),

son, Ltd., Catalogue . . . A Selection of 71-82.

Extremely Rare and Important Boo)(s and

Manuscriptsy London 1948, item 98.
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appeared a bibliographical descriptive summary of this copy. Both these con-

siderations point out that at least two questions remain concerning the little

book: i) what and where was the first edition? 2) was there originally in the

1621 Folger copy the "head of Ovid in an oval, with verses beneath, as in the

folios," as described by Haslewood? The first question remains unanswered.

But in the 1623 edition we have an answer to the second. And a consideration

of the 1623 brings up other interesting matters.

The Winchester Ovid is bound in old, probably contemporary vellum. Fac-

ing the engraved titlepage and conjugate with it is the missing head of Ovid
with engraved verses beneath, with the head facing left, in the oposite direction

from what it does in the 1626 (first complete) edition. The engraved titlepage
reads: THE

|

First Five Bookes
|

of
|

Ovids Metamorphosis |

edit 3
d

.
|

Im-

printed for W: B:
| 1623

The engraved page is certainly the same as that used in 1621. Whether the "edit

3
d
." and "1623" are workings over of "edit 2

d
." and "1621" or whether they are

reengravings after obliterations is more doubtful.

The collation differs somewhat from that of 1621 (see Sandys: A Biblio-

graphical Catalogue, p. 26) and perhaps should be considered next:

12: [fold, two leaves, engraved tp and Ovid's head], f6
( fi) A-F12

(original Fi2 perhaps missing and replaced by blank leaf with stub bound before Fi)
7
,

77 leaves (counting the present Fi2 leaf but not the engraved fold), pp. [10] 1-8 6

10-141 /42-/44; $5 ( ^[4, 5) signed. (Note: p. i is signed here, though in 1621 this

is doubtful.)

In their Contents the two editions are identical with the exceptions noted

below. The five books begin respectively at Ai, B2T, 06*, D8, and En, each

headed like Bk. I except for appropriate number and argument, as in 1621.

Actually there is entirely satisfactory evidence that the whole of the 1623
edition is a page-for-page resetting of the 1621 (or possibly an earlier first) edi-

tion. Punctuation, catchwords, and capitalization are among the many indica-

tions.

Thus we have evidence that while the poet was completing his translation

in the Virginia colony during the hours snatched from night and repose, the

first five books was reset and republished in London. Like Michael Drayton,
who had encouraged Sandys to go on with the work,

8
the publisher felt that

here was something the public would read. Perhaps the appearance of at least

three editions of the first five books before he returned to London in 1625 im-

pelled Sandys to the almost immediate publication of the whole, without taking
time for the polishing of the couplets and for the commentaries he was to add

later.
9 This apparently hurried publication may have been partially motivated

7. The paper is so discolored that it is diffi- 214) "To Master George Sandys Treasurer

cult to be sure that it is not the original for the English Colony in Virginia."
twelfth leaf accidentally detached.

9. R. B. Davis, George Sandys, Poet-Adven-

8. See his 1621 poem (in W. J. Rebel et al, turer (1955), pp. 198-226.

cds., Worlds oj Michael Drayton, V, xxviii,
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by the author's confidence in the book's salability but probably partially to get

it back into his own hands again. For in 1626 Sandys secured from Charles I a

license for the exclusive rights to the complete edition for twenty-one years.
10

(2) The Decree: Sandys v. Stansby

The complete or second edition of George Sandys' Ovid's Metamorphosis
was published in 1632 with elaborate commentaries on the text. Sandys, who
was never wealthy, had borne the costs of publication himself. When in 1635
he found that one of the two booksellers who were handling the sale of the

copies would or could not return him the amount expected from his investment,
he was more than perturbed. He turned to the law for redress. Because of the

peculiar conditions of the agreement, he felt that a "court of common law"

would do nothing for him. Therefore he entered suit in His Majesty's Court

of Exchequer.

Sandys entered his plea against the established and reputable printer William

Stansby in Hilary Term, 10 Charles I. His Bill, which covers the conditions of

the agreement and outlines Sandys' complaint, the Answer, and the Depositions
of a group of Oxford printers testifying in Sandys' favor were all published in

an article in The Library in 1948." These earlier documents supply interesting
names and details of procedure and distribution in book printing and selling

in the earlier seventeenth century. But they do not settle the suit, for the deposi-
tions of Stansby's witnesses were not to be found, nor the Decree or Order.

Professor Fredson Bowers gave at the end of the article a detailed analysis of

the situation as it stood in the light of the documents available.

Since 1948 the present writer, in further investigations in the Public Record

Office, has come upon the Order in the case, though the Stansby witnesses' de-

positions remain unlocated after extensive search. This Order reviews the suit,

and for the sake of clarity should perhaps be printed entire. It seems unneces-

sary to repeat most of the details and explanations already in print in The

Library.
As we noted in the earlier article, Stansby's figures as to the number of copies

he received from the printer were obviously in error. The Court bore the

plaintiff out in deciding that the plaintiff's own figures were correct. We should

like to know what the auditor, Mr. Pevey, decided about the exact amount to

be paid to Sandys. And Stansby's specific charges for the printing and engrav-

ing of the first and last sheets are still not given, though of course almost surely
he had to present the itemized account to the auditor.

So far my own investigation and a later one by a professional researcher

have not uncovered these figures or decisions if they exist. Perhaps the audi-

tor's report did not have to be formally entered. At all events, our earlier feeling
that the poet was entirely justified in appealing to the law for justice is here

confirmed. It took a long time to get legal justice. Whether Sandys ever actually

10. Davis, "Early Editions," pp. 267-270. Stansby: the 1632 Edition of Ovid's Meta-

morphosis," The Library, 5th sen, III (1948),
11. R. B. Davis, "George Sandys v. William 193-212.
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received financial remuneration we should like to know. Stansby was dead by

1638 or 1639.

Exchequer, decrees and orders 125/20 [1636]
Adhuc Tcrmino Pasche Anno 12 mo

Regis Caroli

Monday 9 May A/

London [fol. 136*-] Whereas George Sandys Esquier in Hillarie Tearme in the tenth

yeare of His Majesties raigne cxhibitat his English bill into this Court against William

Stansby defendant thereby shewinge that he the said plaintiff havinge translated out

of Latin into English Verse the booke called Ovids Metamorphosis his Majestic was

pleased to graunt to the said plaintiff the sole printinge thereof where upon the said

plaintiff printed manic coppies at Oxford of the said translation And that the de-

fendant beinge a Printer and Stationer and printinge the first and last sheets of the

said books did undertake to vend for the said plainnff the said coppies and to allowe

to him after the rate of XII li for everie quarter of a hundred of and for all such

printed coppies as the said plaintiff should deliver or send to the said defendant or

should come to the said defendants hands and to be accomptable for the same to the

plaintiff from tyme to tyme upon demaund accordinge to which Agreement in Anno
Domini 1632 and 1633 fowcr dryc fatts conteyningc eight hundred [fol I37

r
]
and

twentie coppies of the said printed books in quires were at severall tymes sent to the

said defendant whereof fiftie were of the best sort of paper and that the defendant

disposed of sixe hundred nyntie and fower of the said printed coppies and that the

residue beinge one hundred twentie and sixe coppies remayned to bee accompted for

And that upon the defendants owne last Accompt made it did appeare that xvij li vij

s. ij d. remayned unpaid for books then formerly delivered which xvij h vij s.
Ij

d.

and the said hundred twentie sixe coppies remayninge did amount to fowerscore

pounds seaven shillings and two pence or thereabouts with which the said plaintiff

by his said bill chardged the said defendant and humblie desired that the said de-

fendant might sett forth upon his oath how manic books came to his hands what was

paid and what remayned and how manic of the said first and last Sheets lykewise

remayned in his hands. To which bill the defendant by his Answere confessed! the

receipt of the said fower Dne fatte of the said printed coppies affirminge that there

were only seaven hundred and nine coppies and eight imperfect books in the same
dne fatts and demaundeth allowance for howse roome carriage and recarriage bindinge
of books and for the chardges of printinge of the said first and last Sheets of the said

books and for his paines in tellingc of the books and for keepinge the accompt the

somme of fortie pounds whereupon the said plaintiff replied and the cause beinge at

yssue and witnesses examined on eyther parte and the cause this daie cominge to

hearinge some of the proofes were read of the said plaintiff part and declared by
Mr Lenthall of Counsell with the said plaintiff where upon and upon hearinge of the

allegacions of Mr. Edwards and Mr
. Proctor of Counsell with the said defendant for

that it appeareth to this Court that the said fower dry fatts conteyninge eight hundred
and twentie of the said printed coppies or books did come to the hands of the said

defendant for which he remains accomptable agordinge to the first Agreement And
that upon the Accompte betweene the said plaintiff and defendant the sommc seaven-

tecne pounds seaven shillings and two pence remained unpaid by the said defendant

to the said plaintiff And that by the Answere of the said defendant it appeared that in

the defendants hands there are remayninge one hundred three score and one of the

said first and last sheets.

[fol i37
d
] It is this daie ordered by the Court that the defendant shall accompt
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unto the plaintiff for all the books received by him which this Court doth declare to

bee eight hundred and twentie books and lykewise for the said first and last sheets soe

remayninge in his hands and the said Accompt between the said plaintiff and de-

fendant is referred to M* Pevey one of the Auditors of this Court upon the proofes in

Court of eyther part to bee cast upp and examined and to consider of the defendants

allegacions And the said Auditor is required by this Court to certifie the true estate

of the said Accompte to this Court and what allowance the said Stansby maic deserve

for his paines for the utteringc and ventinge of them as the same now stands proved
on both sides. And there upon this Court intendeth to give the plaintiff releafe ac-

cordingly.

Hillary proq. (plaintiff)
Wa. pro defendant

PATTERNS IN PRESS FIGURES: A STUDY OF
LYTTELTON'S DIALOGUES OF THE DEAD

by

WILLIAM B. TODD

SEVERAL
years ago I reported, as somewhat out of the ordinary, the issue of six

different impressions of Burke's Reflections (1790), all within a period of

seventeen days.
1 Even more remarkable, I now suggest, is the publication of

three distinct editions of Lyttelton's Dialogues (1760), all in less than a week. If

the rapid appearance of two editions, the two easily distinguished, provoked
some comment at the time,

3
the actual existence of three may deserve this later

notice.

Of greater interest than mere numbers, however, is the extraordinary manner
in which the book was prepared. Superficially the Burke and Lyttelton are

much alike: both are octavos running over 300 pages and, in the initial printing,

both have several cancels. But where the one, a product of the end of the century,

was efficiently machined by some fifteen pressmen, the other, printed thirty years

before, was tortuously worked so far as they can be identified by no more
than eight. And where in the course of printing the one required only two
alterations in procedure, each easily arranged from standing type, the other

necessitated at least five, most of them achieved with the greatest difficulty from
new settings. By one means or another, though, Lyttelton's printer, the eminent

Samuel Richardson, accomplished more in less time than Burke's. How he per-
formed this miracle remains to be seen.

Throughout the account of the three editions (ABC) and, later, of a fourth

(D), the reader should consult the accompanying table of press figures. As these

appear, at first sight, to be a very heterogeneous mixture they have been parti-

tioned in several groups, or phases of press-work, and assigned distinctive num-

i. The Library, 5th scr., VI (1951), 100-108. 2. Candid and Critical Remarks on the

Dialogues of the Dead (1760), pp. 1-2.
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bcrs. For the first edition it may also be convenient to arrange these figures and

phase signs in a graph indicating the skeleton-formes used for the work.

Phase i

I

II

III

IV
V

Phase 2

I

II

III

IV
V

B

(0

3(o)

C" D

(0

(o)

4(0

(o)

9(o)

As illustrated in the graph, work began in an orderly fashion, after a tentative

beginning at B, with pressmen 3 and 4 sharing three formes for the first two

signatures in each sequence and 3 or 2 working the odd pair in the third signa-
ture. Since this book has a running-title across both pages of an opening

(DIALOGUES |

OF THE DEAD), the arrangement of the headings in any one

skeleton generally limited its use to one forme. Thus through signature H
skeletons I, III, and IV carry letter only for inner formes; and V, together with

II, the common property of two presses, carry letter only for the outer. At I,

however, the headlines were completely transposed, not only for the three but

for the independent two-skeleton sequence, so that from this sheet onward the

frames previously used for one forme are now consistently used for the other.

Whatever the reason for this, work continued to K when, as noted, the pair of

formes for each signature, hitherto assigned to a single press, are now allocated

to two. This shift from successive to simultaneous printing was doubtless in-

tended, here and elsewhere, to speed up the work and thereby reduce the

accumulation of ready-type set by the compositors. Once this backlog was

eliminated, upon the completion of L, the presses again revert to successive

printing.

edition. For notes on figures as a sign of
cancellation sec these Studies, III (1950-51),

I92-93-

3. Figure 3, assigned here because of its

analogous position in the following sequence
FGH, probably appeared on one of the four

leaves subsequently cancelled in this sheet.

The four may be identified partially by
stubs (usually before Ci and after C6), more

accurately by the recurrence of the cancel

type for Ci, 4-6, together with a new setting

of 2-3, 7-8, in the C gathering of the next

4. Though preliminaries A and a have
headlines differing from those used for the

text, figure 8 is given this position to com-

plete the sequence.
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At signature O occurs the first major alteration (phase 2), an increase in

issue perhaps by another 500 copies. While this eventually complicated matters

its only immediate effect was a further delay in presswork and thus, from R
through U, further simultaneous printing to reduce the accumulation of type.

Then again, from X through the preliminaries, the pace slackened as 8 alone

finished off the remaining sheets needed to complete the book for publication

on Friday, May 17. Of the preliminaries signature A4 was probably machined

as a half-sheet and a
2
imposed with eight reset pages of C, all required for an

extensive cancellation in that sheet.

Once the book went on sale it immediately became apparent that the demand
would exceed the original order; but as that possibility had already been antici-

pated, in part, by an overprinting of O-X and the preliminaries, it seemed an

easy matter to reset and machine the earlier sheets and thus bring all signatures

up to the count for the expanded issue. Work therefore began on the third phase
of operations, a sequence including the first four text sheets less only C, a

signature deferred until the pages newly set for cancels could be reimposcd with

the others required for this sheet. Towards the end of the run, however, it

became apparent that the supplementary issue would still fall short of the

demand, and again the men were obliged to overprint, now most 5 of F, all of

G through K, and the rcimposed C. But in this, the fourth phase, the situation

was far different from that encountered in the second, for any extension of the

run after publication only served to delay the issue. Though Richardson en-

deavored to finish the job by assigning every available man to press and simul-

taneously printing the formes of every sheet, his best efforts, as he must have

realized, were not enough. Whether he maintained the increased issue or

reverted to the lesser number, some customers would fail to receive their copies.

Faced with this unhappy dilemma Richardson, we may suppose, admitted

defeat and immediately sought assistance from another printer. The sheets pro-
duced by the other shop, all easily recognized by differences in ornaments and

measure, and by the absence of press figures, extend in this edition from M
through N, the two signatures needed to complete an issue previously expanded
from O through X. With these off his hands, Richardson then ordered his own

shop to reduce the issue of L, the last of the sheets in his sequence.
6 So by dint

of various strategems edition B hastily emerged as a composite of sheets, some

produced from an earlier overprinting (2) and thus shared with A, some pro-

5. At F, an impression extending through of no great consequence, since what hap-
two editions, two copies (ICU, NPV) have pened at an early stage of a continuous im-
a mark only in the inner forme (78-7) ; the pression might well appear only in the last

other nine, different marks in both formes copies to be bound.

(77-7, 78-8). This may indicate that when
die order to expand the issue was received 6. Sheets of a certain issue (phase 3) which
number 7 began to perfect first the several is later increased (4) must necessarily be re-

copies he had already printed, then those set to make up the difference; but sheets

which 8 was now working. Admittedly the deliberately underprinted to expedite an
evidence for the shift is confined to two issue (5) need only be reimpressed, once

copies of the later edition; but this is perhaps the short count has served its purpose.
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duccd from a later overprinting (4) and thus shared with C, and some produced

by a normal run before (3) and after (5) the later extension (3, 5) and thus

peculiar to itself.

As the advertisements disclose that C, the 'Second Edition', also appeared
less than a week after A, it is easy to believe, as the figures indicate,

7
that this

too was rushed through the press and hurried to the stalls. Fortunately some of

the work was already done, by virtue of the overprinting in B, and what re-

mained was now conveniently divided between two shops. Among the 17 sheets

still lacking the second office reimpressed M and N, the two it had set for the

preceding edition, and reset O through X, while Richardson's men reimpressed

L, the sheet they had previously underprinted, and reset A, a, B, D, and E. To

equalize the work Richardson also probably undertook the printing of an errata

leaf Yi, a list belatedly received to correct errors in the first edition, as well as a

cancel leaf b. Perhaps the cancel was also intended for the first edition but, if

so, in the rush of events on this work it could be supplied only for the last

several copies of C. It now appears, so far as I know, only in the British Museum

copy, which has several lines transposed to page 115 so that on 116 space is

allowed for Boileau to remark, in further commendation of Pope: "Nor could I,

nor did even Lucretius himself, make Philosophy so poetical, or embellish it with

such charms, as you have, Mr. Pope, in your Essay on Man." All the shuffling of

type required to introduce this sentence must have been particularly annoying
to Richardson, already much harrassed with the production of the book, for the

encomium came sixteen years too late to be appreciated by its recipient. Even

so it may be admitted, I suppose, for these are dialogues of the dead.

With all these little details arranged, the so<alled 'Second Edition' (C) was

published on May 22, and both shops now stood ready for any eventuality. To
the extent other commitments would allow, the type was now held intact, one

shop retaining all the letter for B, D, and E, the three sheets most recently

impressed, and the other retaining most of the letter from M through R. But

alas, after clamoring for copies the public was now, for awhile, sated with

Lyttelton; and it was not until September that the printers could again use, for

edition D, what they had so carefully preserved. Thus after many desperate

measures the well-laid plans which finally evolved were all to little avail. None-

theless the work was done, and while Richardson and his unknown associate

have left us none of their Dialogues the book itself is adequate testimony of their

remarkable achievement.

Addenda

A. Graph of presswork. For purposes of illustration the number of copies

printed for each edition is an arbitrary assignment based on the number now
extant.

7. Sheets D and E, successively printed by tancously machined by four in this,

one man in the preceding edition, arc simul-
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B. Bibliographical description.

Edition A
DIALOGUES

|

OF THE
|

DEAD.
| [rule] | [ornament] | [double rule] |

LON-
DON:

|
Printed for W. SANDBY, in Flect-ftreet

| [short rule] |
MJDCCXX.

8. A4 a2 B8 C8 (Ci, 4-6)D-X
8

First state. Headpiece page [i] represents a pedestal in the center (Sale, Richardson,
No. 15), a piece 3 mm. too narrow for the letterpress on this page. The copy with

this varies also in having a figure 3 on page 316. Copy examined: CtY (Im 1^998 760)
Second state. Headpiece, as in later editions, represents a globe in the center (Sale,

No. 34), a piece approximating the measure of letterpress. Copies examined: B.M.

(7i6.c.i), ICN, NN (Berg), Todd; reported: OrU.

Edition B

Description and collation as for A. Without cancels in C.

Pages reset: 1-16, 19-22, 29-192; reimpressed: 17-18 and 23-28 (previously used for

cancels in A); of same impression: i-xii, 193-320. Copies examined: B.M. (244.1.7),

CtY (Fielding Sz 760!), DLC, NjP.

Edition C
DIALOGUES

|
OF THE

|
DEAD.

| [rule] |
The SECOND EDITION.

| [rule] |

[ornament] | [&c. as in A].
Collation as for B, with added errata list Yi.

Pages reset: iii-xii, 1-16, 33-64, 193-320; reimpressed: title (altered), 145-192; of same

impression: 17-32, 65-144.
First state. Leaf 12 cancellandum, catchword on recto "BOILEAU."

Copies examined: ICU (sheet F has figure 7 on page 78, sheets O, P, R, U, X of the

earlier impression), NN; reported: NNUT (sheet L of B impression), NPV (sheet
F figured as in ICU), PHC.
Second state. Leaf 12 a cancellans, catchword on recto "fects".

Copy examined: B.M. (84o6.ccc.9).

Edition D
DIALOGUES

| f&c. as in C except:] The THIRD EDITION

Collation as for C except that errata corrected and list removed.

Pages reset: iii-xii, 17-32, 65-165, 168-72, 176, 183-98, 226-31, 235-39, 257-320; the

remainder reimpressed.

Copies examined: B.M. (8405.ccc.i4), ICU, MH.
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HAWTHORNE'S INCOME FROM THE TOKEN

SEYMOUR L. GROSS

HAWTHORNE
published more of his talcs and sketches in Samuel Griswold

Goodrich's gift-book, The To\en, than in any other single magazine or

annual. In the years 1831-1838 no less than twenty-seven of Hawthorne's pieces,

including some of the finest he ever wrote, appeared amongst a welter of senti-

mental engravings, incredibly puerile verses, and fantastic fictions in this the most

popular "painted bladder" of its time.

A knowledge of how meager Hawthorne's income from The Tofen was,

gives us, I believe, an insight into at least one of the causes of Hawthorne's de-

pression during "the solitary years," a depression that became so profound in

1836, that Horatio Bridge sincerely feared that Hawthorne was "too good a

subject for suicide."
1 Even allowing for that kind friend's tendency toward the

hysterical, there is little question that Hawthorne's emotional nadir was reached

in the months before the publication of the Twice Told Tales, and that the

meagerness of his remunerations was no small contributing factor to his depres-

sion. Bridge, obviously echoing Hawthorne's recent letter, writes: "I coincide per-

fectly with you touching the disparity between a writer's labor and a publisher's.

It is hard that you should do so much and receive so little for [from?] the

"Token" (Hawthorne and His Wife, I, 149. Letter dated Feb. i, 1837).

Robert Cantwell has estimated that Hawthorne's work for The To\cn

brought him an income of $100 a year.
2
Small as that sum is, even by nineteenth-

century standards, it is still too high an estimate. Hawthorne contributed tales

or sketches to The To\en in each year between 1831 and 1838, with the exception
of 1834, so that by Cantwell's figure Hawthorne would have earned $700 from

his writing for that annual. Because we have positive evidence for the amount

paid Hawthorne for only nine of the twenty-seven published pieces, any estimate

of the total income must, of course, be hypothetical; but, for reasons I shall briefly

outline, an estimate of about half of Cantwell's would seem more nearly to ap-

proximate the truth.

We know that Goodrich paid Hawthorne $35, or about 75 cents a page for

"The Gentle Boy" (Hawthorne and His Wife, 1, 132). It therefore seems reason-

able to assume that the other three stories which appeared along with "The Gentle

Boy" in the 1832 To\en, "The Wives of the Dead," "My Kinsman, Major Mo-

lineux," and "Roger Malvin's Burial," were purchased at the same rate. If this

is so, then all four brought Hawthorne $84. There is no certain way of telling

what Goodrich paid Hawthorne for "Sights from a Steeple," which was pub-

1. Julian Hawthorne, Nathaniel Hawthorne The American years (1948), p. 138. Mr.
and His Wife (1884), I, 142. Cantwell's error stems, I assume, from his

supposition that the income derived from
2. Robert Cantwell, Nathaniel Hawthorne: the writings for the 1837 Tofan was typical.
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lishcd the year before, but if Goodrich offered $35 for a forty-six page story,

chances are that he would not have given over $10 for a ten page sketch. Haw-
thorne might justifiably have expected a higher rate of pay for the three pieces
he published in the 1833 To\en from an editor who wrote him of his 1832 stories,

"they are as good, if not better, than anything else I get" (Hawthorne and His

Wife, I, 132), and who admitted that he was "gratified to find that all whose

opinions I have heard agree with me as to the merit of the various pieces from

your pen."
3 But if Goodrich did give Hawthorne a raise, it was probably to no

more than a dollar a page, for a dollar a page in 1837 was the most Hawthorne
ever was paid for his work for The To\en. It is more than likely, however, that

Goodrich, who, on the whole, had the predatory ethics of most commercialists,

paid Hawthorne at the same rate as for the 1832 pieces. Hawthorne, then, prob-

ably received either $36 or $45 for his three pieces in the 1833 Tofen, depending
on whether the rate was 75 cents or a dollar a page.

The only fact we have to go on in ascertaining the payment for the six pieces
which appeared in the 1835 and 1836 Tokens is an irritatingly enigmatic remark

dropped by Hawthorne's son-in-law, George Parsons Lathrop, in his introduc-

tion to the Riverside edition of the Twice Told Tales. After asserting the fact

that Goodrich skimmed off parts of the defunct Story Teller for his annual (a

fact substantiated by Elizabeth Peabody
4

), he says, "It is worth recording as a

curious fact in literary history that for the accompanying stories which Goodrich

used m his annual he gave Hawthorne about three dollars apiece."
5 Which

stories or how many were so meagerly paid for, Lathrop does not say.We do know,

however, that the manuscript of The Story Teller was sent to Goodrich early in

1834 (Conway, p. 22), and since no work by Hawthorne appeared in the 1834

issue, any parts of The Story Teller which Goodrich wished to use would have

had to wait until at least the 1835 volume. Moreover, we know for a certainty

that Goodrich paid Hawthorne $108, or about a dollar a page, for the eight pieces

in the 1837 To\en (Hawthorne and His Wife, 1, 138), and that the five pieces in

the 1838 volume, the last Hawthorne ever submitted to the annual, were solicited

by Goodrich in February, 1837: "If you have any articles written for the 'Token,'

I should be glad to get them soon, as I am putting the work into the hands of the

printers" (Hawthorne and His Wife, 1, 150). Therefore, by a process of elimina-

tion, the stories referred to by Lathrop must be among the six published in the

1835 and/or 1836 Tokens. We can, however, exclude "Alice Doane's Appeal."
This tale, we know, was originally a part of Seven Tales of My Native Land

(Hawthorne and His Wife, I, 124), and was then carried over to Provincial

Tales.
6 The version which appeared in the 1835 Token was almost certainly a

revision in which the incest and other sexual elements of the original version have

3. Bertha Faust, Hawthorne's Contempo- 5. The Wor\s of Nathaniel Hawthorne,
raneous Reputation (1939), p. 15. George Parsons Lathrop, ed. (1883), I, 10.

4. Moncure Conway, Life of Nathaniel 6. Goodrich mentions the tale adversely

Hawthorne (1890), p. 42. in his letter acknowledging his receipt and

reading of the Provincial Tales manuscript
(Hawthorne and His Wife, I, 131-132).
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been deleted or toned down.7

My own feeling is that all five of the remaining

pieces were part of The Story Teller, for everything else published by Hawthorne

during this period was part of The Story Teller, except two hack pieces for the

American Magazine of Useful and Entertaining Knowledge, a magazine he

edited for six months in 1836. There is no reason to believe that Hawthorne

wrote special pieces for The To\en during this period: he seemed willing to ride

along on the strength of the segments of this the third of his ill-fated projects.

If my surmise is correct, then these five pieces (which, by the way, included

"The Maypole of Merry Mount" and "The Minister's Black Veil") earned Haw-
thorne $15, or about 22 cents a page! The figure seems incredible, but we have

no reason to believe that Lathrop is lying. What probably happened was that

Hawthorne, disheartened by the unforeseen decision to break up The Story

Teller? despondently allowed the opportunistic Goodrich to take the five pieces

for the criminally low price of $3 apiece. In speaking of the fracturing of his

project into unrelated fragments, Hawthorne told his sister-in-law, Elizabeth

Peabody, that "he cared little for the stories afterwards, which had in their origi-

nal place in The Story Teller a great deal of significance . . ." (Conway, p. 32).

Since "Alice Doane's Appeal" was contracted for along with the four 1832 tales,

perhaps Goodrich paid for it at the same rate (75 cents a page), or about $13.

As we have already said, Goodrich paid Hawthorne $108 for the eight pieces

in the 1837 Tol^en. The five pieces in the 1838 To\en were probably paid for at

the same rate as those of the previous year. Goodrich's letter requesting material

for the 1838 ToJ(en seems tacitly to accept the fact that Hawthorne would sub-

mit his material at the same rate (about a dollar a page) : "The 'Token* is out;

the publisher owes you $108 for what you have written, shall it be sent to you?
I shall want three or four sketches from you for the next volume, if you can

finish them." (Hawthorne and His Wife, I, 138). The last five pieces in The

To\en, then, probably earned Hawthorne $68.

When we add the figures we come out with a rather dismal total. As I esti-

mate it, Hawthorne's income from The To\en was somewhere in the vicinity of

between $334 and $343. Certainly more ought to have been given the man who, if

he did not quite "save" The To^en with his writing, as Bridge once angrily ex-

claimed (Hawthorne and His Wife, 1, 143), did adorn its otherwise pallid pages
with some of the most notable short stories in the language.

7. Sec my forthcoming article in Nine- magazine. But when Buckingham gave up
tcenth-Ccntury Fiction on the revision of the editorship at the end of 1834, the new
the tale. editors, Samuel G. Howe and John O.

Sargent (as well as Park Benjamin, who
8. Joseph T. Buckingham, editor and pub- carried editorial weight even before he

lishcr of the New England Magazine, agreed acceded to the editorship titularly in March,
to publish the project serially in his maga- 1835), decided that the work should be

zinc. Accordingly, the first two installments broken up into unrelated fragments. It seems

of The Story Teller appeared in the No- Hawthorne could do nothing about the

vember and December, 1834 issues of the change in plans.
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JOHN ESTEN COOKE ON PUBLISHING, 1865

by

I. B. CAUTHEN, JR.

IT
HAS become almost axiomatic that Southern writers, particularly just after the

Civil War, found it difficult to place their writings with Northern pub-
lishers.

1 The reasons for such a belief are not hard to find: the latest literary

history of the South is filled with references to the difficulties of "placing" an

article with journals above the Mason-Dixon line.
3
Indeed, the Southerners

themselves may be guilty of refusing to acknowledge the temper of the times, a

movement away from the chivalric ideals, the golden glow of the past, towards

the new day of business and realism.
3

Among those few writers who turned northward for publication
4 should

be included John Esten Cooke, the Virginia novelist, who less than three months
after Lee's surrender at Appomattox declared his intention of sending his

"wares," as he called them, to New York editors. A letter of his, previously

unpublished, makes his reasons clear.
5 The letter is dated June 23, 1865, and

was written at "The Bower," the home of Cooke's old friend, "Ned" Dandridge;
it is addressed to "Overton."

Dear Overton,

I write to ask another favour in addition to the numerous ones performed for the

late Captain Cooke of the so called C. S. Army. I have "nothing to wear" this swelter-

ing weather but a tremendously hot suit of Confed. cloth, and want you to get from

Mammy's and send me by Express, my broadcloth coat and pantaloons. I am obliged
to ask you to pay the dollar more or less, it will require, which I will repay, the

1. The most recent statement of this gen- 3. For an analysis of the antagonism be-

erally accepted belief that I have seen oc- tween Northern and Southern ideals, see

curs in Professor Jay B. HubbelPs excellent Henry Nash Smith, "Minority Report: The

study, "Charles Chauncey Burr: Friend of Tradition of the Old South," in the Literary

Poc," PMLA, LXIX (1954), 833-840. He History of the United States, ed. Spiller,

points out that both William Gilmore Simms Thorp, Johnson, and Canby, I, 607-617.

and John Esten Cooke "were finding great

difficulty in inducing Northern editors and 4. Professor Hubbcll points out in his his-

publishers to print any of their writings" tory of Southern literature (p. 711) that

(p. 834). whereas Simms, Bagby, and Hayne failed to

establish connections with Northern pub-
2. See Professor Hubbell's statements on lishcrs, John R. Thompson and George
"Authorship in the New South," The South Gary Eggleston both served as editors of

in American Literature 7607-7900 (1954), Bryant's Evening Post.

p. 710, where he writes that "the lot of the

Southern writer had never been a happy 5. The letter is preserved in the Hunter

one, but in the lean years of the late sixties Garnett Papers at die University of Virginia,

it was pitiable indeed."
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moment I sell my horses, which will be soon. Direct the package, tightly wrapped in

brown paper, with thick twine, to

"A. S. Dandridge Esq
Care Garland Butler P. M.

Kerneysville

Jefferson Co. Va".

It will then come straight. Please do this for me, as early as may be, as I want to

go over to the Vineyard [his brother Philip's home] soon, and really require the

clothes. Tell Mammy I am well, and send my love: and that I don't want anything
else.

[overleaf] Now for a "few remarks" as to matters and things in general. I am
like thousands of others, afloat, and my plans are rather unsettled; but I do not take

a blue view of affairs by any means. I believe that a "better time is coming" and that

the professions will soon begin to be more lucrative than ever. My resource for the

present, will be literature for the New York market, not the Richmond, where I

can see nothing but a cowardly sett [sic] of time servers, whom I for one don't intend

to harbour with. I have already sent to N. Y. to the News, sketches of Jackson

and Stuart which will bring me, I think, about $50 and I have little doubt of

finding a market there for all my wares. For the present I am following my ordinary

programme of spending the summer with the clan hereabouts only I came up a

little earlier than usual.

[Five paragraphs pertaining to family matters follow.]
Send along the clothes, and tell me what they cost. Please do this at once

Yours affly

Jno. Esten Cooke, late Capt.

The sketches of Jackson and Stuart duly appeared in the New York Daily
News under the title "Southern Generals in Outline / Personal Sketches and

Anecdotes"; a footnote to the first, the sketch of Jackson, which appeared on

Tuesday, October 24, 1865, established the spirit in which they should be read:

The design of the writer of these lines is to present a few familiar sketches of the

more prominent Southern Generals, illustrated by characteristic anecdotes, many of

them hitherto unpublished. His position gave him an opportunity of seeing in un-

dress, so to speak, many of the most notable personages of the time; and these

sketches may prove interesting, whatever the opinions or sympathies of the reader.

They pretend to be nothing more than sketches. The fully finished portraits of the

great historic figures of the recent contest cannot now be made; but the outline may
be traced, and, perhaps, the likeness caught.

The sketch of Jackson is for the most part drawn from the articles that Cooke
had published in February, 1863, in The Southern Illustrated News 6

of Rich-

mond as well as from a three hundred-page biography of Jackson that Cooke
was to publish later that year. Only a few details are changed, those which

might possibly offend Northern readers. The description that Cooke gives of

Jackson "moving about slowly and sucking a lemon (Yankee spoil, no doubt)"

6. For a reprint of these articles, see Stone- ed. R. B. Harwell (Charlottesville: The
wall Jackson and the Old Stonewall Brigade, Tracy W. McGregor Library, 1954).
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is retained except for the parenthetical. Otherwise, the article has importance
only as the intermediate step between the 1863 articles and the biography and the

longer "revised" biography of 1866.

The second sketch, that of General J. E. B. Stuart, appeared in the News for

Wednesday, November 22, 1865, and was signed "J. E. C." It was "puffed," as

Poc might have remarked, by this notice on the editorial page, headed "General

J.E. B.Stuart":

We publish today a charming sketch of this distinguished soldier, written by one
who served under, and with him, and who knew him, and loved him; and whose
skillful and graceful pen contributed to our columns the admirable sketch of Stone-

wall Jackson which we published a few weeks ago.
7

For these sketches, John O. Beaty tells us,
8 Cooke "received ten dollars a

column and the cash in hand was a godsend." The two sketches cover about

seven columns and Cooke's pay for them must have been approximately $70, a

little more than he expected. Without any doubt the newspaper thought that

this was worthwhile for them: in the issue of October 25, 1865, they boasted that

"The News has a larger circulation in the Southern States than all other New
York daily papers together." The boast was addressed to the advertisers, for

certainly a newspaper that carried articles on two of the South's heroes would

appeal both to the Southerners and to the advertisers' sense of a potential market.

Along with the fortunate John R. Thompson and George Gary Eggleston,
who both secured literary positions in New York, can be counted John Esten

Cooke. He turned away from Richmond and Baltimore and dispatched his

articles to the North where he was a bit more certain of a favorable reception.

Indeed, of the thirty-one titles listed in the Cooke bibliography (Beaty, pp. 164-

165), all but two of them were published outside the South: only ///>, an early

novel, and the 1863 biography of Jackson appeared under Richmond imprints.

The other novels and biographies were issued from presses in New York,

Philadelphia, Boston, and even Toronto. Perhaps Cooke's letter to a friend con-

cerning the forwarding of clothes suitable for the Virginia summer will allow

us to modify an axiom too long automatically accepted.

7. In addition to these two sketches, there 8. John Esten Cookf, Virginian (1922), p.

appears also a series of articles on "Mosby 87.

and his Men," almost certainly by J. Mar-

shall Crawford.
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WALT WHITMAN'S CORRESPONDENCE WITH
WHITELAW REID, EDITOR OF THE

NEW YORK TRIBUNE

by

EDWIN HAVILAND MILLER

AMONG
the papers recently deposited by the Reid family in the Library of

Congress are eleven unpublished letters of Walt Whitman to Whitelaw

Reid, who, as editor of the New York Tribune from 1872 to 1905, frequently

published the writings of the poet. These letters are significant for two reasons:

they establish first printed appearances of some of Whitman's prose and poetry,
and they also demonstrate that the poet was not quite accurate when he averred

that he had difficulty publishing his works in the United States.
1

Despite reserva-

tions about Whitman's artistic stature, the New York Tribune encouraged him

by printing many of his self-styled "gossipy" letters and a lengthy review of his

1876 author's editions of Two Rivulets and Leaves of Grass; in addition, in its

"Personals" the newspaper gave Whitman a great deal of publicity by printing,

among other items, his own press releases.

Reid's friendship with Whitman began when the poet "came to Washington
as a nurse in the Army Hospitals." Reid adds: "No one could fail then to admire

his zeal and devotion, and I am afraid that at first my regard was for his charac-

ter rather than his poetry. It was not till long after The Leaves of Grass' period
that his great verses on the death of Lincoln conquered me completely."

2 How-
ever, in the first extant letter to Reid, the editor did not hesitate to reject a Whit-
man contribution.

431 Stevens st. Camden,
cor West. N. Jersey

Dec 5. [1874]
3

My dear Reid,
Hasn't this got vim enough from your point of view, even as editor of the paper

to make you print it in the Tribune^

I am still tediously invalided here but have not at all given up the hope of get-

ting out of the woods, & doing some work yet.

When you come to Philadelphia, try to come over & see me.

Walt Whitman

1. See the excellent article by Portia Baker, 3. This letter has been dated "1874," cvi-

"Walt Whitman's Relations with Some New dently by Reid. The following letters re-

York Magazines," AL, VII (1935), 274-301. printed here have been dated by the same
hand: February 8, 1876; September 21, 1878;

2. See the facsimile of Reid's letter of De- November 27, 1878; May 8, 1879; May 12,
cember 21, 1911, in Charles N. Elliot's 1879; May 23, 1882. The dates are confirmed
Wdt Whitman as Man, Poet and Friend by references to articles or letters in the

(Boston, [1915]), p. 213. Tribune. On the basis of internal evidence
I have dated the letters of July 12, 1878, and
September 30, 1878.
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The next note to Reid is of importance, for it establishes that Whitman re-

viewed his 1876 books in the Tribune on February 19, 1876 (p. 4, cols. 3-5), under
the heading, "Walt Whitman's Poems.

|

Extracts from Two Rivulets.'
"

private

Calculated to make from 2 i/$d to 2 2/jd. columns, in the ordinary nonpareil,

(or minion is it ?
) you use for reading matter.

If convenient, when in type, send me a (revised) proof, which I will return by
next mail.

Walt Whitman

431 Stevens st.

Camden,
N. Jersey.

[8 Feb. 1876.]

Whitman's review begins: "Herewith are presented, in advance of their publi-

cation, sufficiently copious extracts from Walt Whitman's new volume of poems,
'Two Rivulets,' to give a fair and pretty full summary of it. The book is an inter-

twining of the author's characteristic verse, alternated throughout with prose;
and hence the name." In the article, Whitman, with considerable journalistic

skill, excerpts significant passages from Two Rivulets. First he quotes from the

Preface two paragraphs (pp. 5-6)
4 which explain his purpose in this miscellaneous

collection of prose and poetry. Then he reprints his title poem "Two Rivulets"

(p. 15) and the second poem "Or from that Sea of Time" (p. i6).
s Next appear

two more paragraphs from the Preface (pp. 12-13), with the deletion of a quota-
tion from his poem "Eidolons" (pp. 17-20), which he reprints in entirety in the

newspaper. Without comment he reprints a prose section entitled "Thoughts for

the Centennial" (pp. 16-17), probably because of the topical interest in the Cen-

tennial exposition in Philadelphia later in the year. Then, abruptly returning to

the biographical, he includes the first stanza of "Out from Behind this Mask"

(p. 24). Once again rapidly changing subject matter, but always alternating

prose and poetry, Whitman includes a prose section on "Freedom" (pp. 31-32),

the poem "To a Locomotive in Winter" (pp. 25-26), and the prose "New Poetry
Prose Grander than Verse" (pp. 28-30, here entitled "New Poetry") .

At this point in his review Whitman introduces descriptive material con-

cerning his volume which the ordinary critic probably would have placed at the

beginning:

The volume, in its 350 pages, comprises, besides the "Two Rivulets," from which

the foregoing extracts are taken, the prose essay, "Democratic Vistas," and the poeti-

cal pieces already published under the name of "Passage to India." Quite a large part

4. All references arc to the Author's Edi- poet in his note to Reid asks for proof, he

tion (Camden, 1876), which consists of five evidently did not receive it, since the texts

parts separately paginated. of the newspaper versions reveal minor
differences in capitalization and punctua-

5. In reprinting this second poem in the tion. In line 20 of "To a Locomotive in

newspaper, Whitman treats it as a continu- Winter" in the Tribune, the phrase "rumb-

ation of "Two Rivulets." Although the ling like an earthquake" is omitted.
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of the book is occupied with Whitman's "Memoranda During the War," in the army

hospitals, or down at the front, being given verbatim from the original notes of the

time, "blotch'd here and there with more than one blood stain, hurriedly written,

sometimes at the clinique, not seldom amid the excitement of uncertainty or defeat

or of action, or of getting ready for it, or a march." He says, as he introduces these

litde note-book mementoes of the war. . . .

Thereupon he quotes three paragraphs from "Memoranda during the War" (pp.

4-5). Then, turning to his 1876 edition of Leaves of Grass, Whitman writes: "We
also add a few hitherto unpublished forthcoming pieces from 'Leaves of Grass.'

On the new title page of the volume appears the following verse, signed by
Whitman's autograph. . . ." He reprints "Come, said my Soul" from the title-

page, "After an Interval" (p. 369), "When the Full-Grown Poet Came" (p. 359),

and "The Beauty of the Ship" (p. 247) .

6 He concludes his article by quoting

again from Two Rivulets: "A Song by the Potomac," which is called "By Broad

Potomac's Shore" (p. 16) in the printed book, and "Ship of Democracy," which

is the third section of "As a Strong Bird on Pinions Free" (p. 3), also the title

of part four of Two Rivulets.

The works quoted in Whitman's article mark first appearances in print

which, I believe, have not been previously noted.

The third letter to Reid refers to the publication of Whitman's "A Death-

Sonnet for Custer" (later entitled "From Far Dakota's Canons"), in the Tribune

on July 10, 18767

431 Stevens st.

Camden N Jersey

July 1 8 '76

My dear Reid,

The cheque has reached me $10, as pay for the little poem Thanks I enclose

a f for the "Personals," if thought proper.
Walt Whitman

The "Personal," which appeared on July 19 (p. 4, col. 5), is another unnoted

Whitman item:

The burial of little Walter Whitman, an infant year-old nephew of the poet,
occurred a day or two since at Camden, N. J. It was very simple, without sermon or

ceremony. In the middle of the room, in its white coffin, lay the dead babe, strewed

with a profusion of fresh geranium leaves and some tuberoses. All the young ones

of the neighborhood, by groups or couples or singly, kept coming noiselessly in,

surrounding the coffin. Near the corpse, in a great chair, sat Wait Whitman, envel-

oped by children, holding one encircled by either arm, and a beautiful little girl on
his lap. The little one looked curiously at the spectacle of death and then inquiringly
in the old man's face. "You don't know what it is, do you, my dear?" said he, add-

6. All references arc to the Author's Edi- been published in Royal Cortissoz' The Lije
tion (Camden, 1876). of Whitelaw Reid (New York, 1921), I, 312.

Reid's reply appears in Horace TraubeFs

7. The letter, dated July 7, 1876, in which With Walt Whitman in Camden (1908),
Whitman forwarded the poem to Reid has II, 212.
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ing, "We don't cither." Many of the children surrounding the coffin were mere babes,

and had to be lifted up to take a look.

The willingness of the Tribune to print this flattering account of the poet by
the poet is a tribute to its sense of fairness. For earlier in this year Robert

Buchanan, the English poet and admirer of Whitman, created a veritable inter-

national incident in which this newspaper vehemently took sides against

Whitman.8

On March 28, the London correspondent of the Tribune, in a first-page arti-

cle on "Anglo-American Topics," devoted two lengthy paragraphs to Buchanan's

impassioned, but not very accurate, assertion, in the London Daily News of

March 13, that Whitman was impoverished by the refusal of American editors

to accept his poetry. The skepticism of the reporter "Save me from my friends

or from one of them must be Mr. Walt Whitman's cry when he gets this week's

mails from London" is also apparent in a long editorial in the same issue of

the newspaper, "In Re Walt Whitman." On March 30 an editorial note again
assails Buchanan for the recklessness of his charges and maintains, somewhat

gratuitously, that Whitman's position in the Attorney General's Office "sup-

ported a family of four persons, before he received it; he held the place several

years, and if he failed to accumulate any surplus during that time, the cause

thereof was certainly not 'persecution.'"
9 Another hostile editorial appeared on

April 12, "American vs. English Criticism," in which the author evaluates Whit-

man's poetry and, while acknowledging the power of his verse, laments the

absence of discipline and restraint.

Whitman's American friends soon rushed to his defense. On April 13, the

Tribune printed a letter from John Burroughs, "Walt Whitman's Poetry" (p. 6,

col. i),
10

although the newspaper evidently withheld this letter, dated March 30,

8. An analysis of references to Whitman March 28, then, the newspaper revealed no
in the Tribune during the first seven months animosity toward Whitman,
of 1876 reveals a sharply fluctuating atti- While the controversy raged over the

tudc. On January 29 (p. 6, col. 6) and again Buchanan allegations, the Tribune was
on February 25 (p. 4, col. 5), Whitman hostile to the poet in news dispatches. Sec

interviews, reprinted from other newspapers, the references on March 30 (p. 6, col. 2),

emphasize the poet's complaints about his April 10 (p. 4, col. 5), April 17 (p. 4, col. 4),
treatment by American magazine editors, and on April 26 (p. 4, col. 5). The last two
The first interview, which appeared in the items arc based on communications from
West Jersey Press, was sent by the poet to Moncure D. Conway, the Unitarian minister

William Michael Rossctti and was the basis and early friend of the poet, who labeled

for Buchanan's provocative letter. Sec Ckf- Buchanan's charges "gross exaggerations."
ton Joseph Furncss, Walt Whitman's Wor%-

shop (1928), pp. 246-248. On February 10 9. A bitter attack on this editorial appeared

(p. 4, col. 5), the Tribune observes: "A in the Camden New Republic on April i,

gentleman of Philadelphia has sent Walt reprinted in Richard Maurice Bucke's Walt
Whitman a

present
of $100." On March i Whitman (Philadelphia, 1883), pp. 21^217.

(p. 4, col. 6), the newspaper reprints an-

other excerpt from Two Rivulets, on the 10. This letter is reprinted by Clara Barrus

murder of Lincoln, which appears in 'Mem- in Whitman and Burroughs Comrades
oranda during the War" (pp. 48-49). Until (1931)* PP- 125-128.
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until after the appearance of the third editorial on the preceding day. Then a

letter from William D. O'Connor, one of Whitman's most fervid admirers, was

printed on April 22, "Walt Whitman. Is He Persecuted?" (p. 8, cols. 1-3). In

answer to this extravagant, and garrulous, encomium appeared an editorial, on
the same day, entitled "Intellectual Convexity." In May the Tribune returned

to its former policy of treating Whitman objectively. Perhaps Whitclaw Reid

himself restored the balance after Bayard Taylor," evidently the author of the

editorials referred to above, had run roughshod over the poet. At any rate, after

the storm caused by Buchanan, the newspaper continued to reprint Whitman's
contributions and to give him good publicity, as evidenced in the letter of July 18

reproduced above."

The next letter, although undated, can be assigned to 1878 through the refer-

ence to "A Poet's Recreation," a "gossipy" letter printed in the Tribune on July

4, 1878 (p. 2, cols. 1-2) ,
13

431 Stevens street

Camdcn New Jersey

July 12 [1878]

My dear Reid

I forward you same mail with this the little "Passage to India" we spoke of,

with the "Captain" bit in.14

If convenient have the pay for my letter of July 4 in Tribune ($20) sent me here.

I am well, for me All the better for my pleasantN Y jaunt.

Walt Whitman

The following three letters deal with the publication of "Gathering the Corn,"
a previously unnoted signed article which appeared in the newspaper on Octo-

ber 24, 1878 (p. 5, cols. 4-5) .
IS

ii. See Barrus, p. 173; Burrough's letter to 12. The neutrality of the Tribune is cvi-

Edward Dowden in April, 1876, in The Life dent in the allusions to Whitman during
and Letters of John Burroughs (1925), I, the next three months; see May 6 (p. 6,

182; O'Connor's letter to Dr. Buckc in col. 6), May 26 (p. 4, col. 5), June 3 (p. 6,

Esther Shepherd's Walt Whitman's Pose col. 5), June 20 (p. 6, col. 2), and July 6

(1938), p. 356. In an unpublished letter to (p. 4, col. 5).

John Burroughs, dated May 4, 1876, O'Con-

nor attacks, with his customary vehemence, 13. Noted in CHAL, II, 560. The material

the editorial of April 12 and vilifies Taylor in this letter appears in Specimen Days and
with such phrases as "small potatoes" and Collect (Philadelphia, 1882-1883), pp. 113-

"peach blossom." (This letter is in the 118.

Estelle Doheny Collection of the Edward
Laurence Doheny Memorial Library at St. 14. "O Captain! My Captain!" appears in

John's Seminary, Camarillo, California.) In Passage to India (Washington, 1871), p. 41.

a letter to Kennedy in August, 1886, Whit- This volume appeared separately and was
man refers to Bayard Taylor and Whitclaw later bound with Leaves of Grass. Whitman
Reid as "the most malignant and persistent refers to the former state,

enemies of W. W. and L. of G. from the

beginning and throughout"; see William 15. This article, with minor phrasal
Sloane Kennedy, Reminiscences of Walt changes, appears in Complete Prose Worlds
Whitman (1896), p. 51. (i9M>. PP- 495-49&
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431 Stevens Street

Camden New Jersey

Sept 21 [1878]

My dear Reid,

Won't the herewith do for an editorial these days?
The price is $10

Walt Whitman

I am keeping quite well & hearty yet for me

431 Stevens Street

Camden New Jersey

Sept 30 [1878]

My dear Reid

Yes put my name to the piece, if you like it better that way But I think you
had first better send the M S back to me, & let me fix it up for an October article

Yours
Walt Whitman

431 Stevens Street

Camden New Jersey Nov 27 [1878]

My dear Reid

If convenient please send me the pay for the Gathering the Corn article ($10)

published Oct: 24
All goes about as usual with me

Walt Whitman

On April 15, 1879, the Tribune carried a two-column report of Whitman's
Lincoln address "A Poet on the Platform" (p. 2, cols. 3-4). The first paragraph
of the "news report,"

The poet Walt Whitman made his beginning as a lecturer last night at Steck

Hall, in Fourtcenth-st. His subject was the death of President Lincoln. He reads

from notes, sitting in a chair, as he is still much disabled from paralysis. He desires

engagements as a reader of his own poems and as a lecturer. The following was
last night's discourse. . . .

draws upon a letter sent to Reid the preceding day :

Monday afternoon

April 14 [1879]

1309 Fifth av: near 86th st

My dear Reid

As you might possibly have room in the paper & a full report might hit I send

you a complete copy of my lecture, to take the chances for to-morows paper (As I

calculate, it would make about three quarters of a column of small type)

My plan is to break the tedium of my half invalidism from time to time (& also

collect a few shekals) by getting engagements as a lecturer & reader, & this is an

attempt to break the ice.

Walt Whitman 16

16. The text of this letter is based on a typescript prepared by the secretary of the late

Ogden Reid.
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The next two letters refer to three of Whitman's "gossipy" articles which ap-

peared in the Tribune in May, 1879.

1309 Fifth av. near 86th st

Thursday afternoon May 8 [1879]

My Dear Reid

Can you use this for Saturday's paper? (Will make a column & a third or half

about)
If put in type please have me the proof (which I will return forthwith) sent

to-morrow afternoon anytime before 7 o'clock to above address

Walt Whitman

1309 Fifth av: near 86th street

Monday noon May 12 [1879]

My dear Reid

If you put this in type perhaps you could send me a proof to-morrow Tuesday
afternoon say by 2, (if convenient order it so, specifically)

It will make, I think, from 1
1/2 to i% columns Can you use it in Wednesday's

paper?
I have another screed Central Par\ jottings, &c which I think of offering

you for Saturday's paper I return to Camden in a few days

Walt Whitman

The first "Letter to the Editor," on May 10 (p. 2, cols. 1-2), is entitled "Broadway
Revisited.

|

Letter from Walt Whitman.
| Sights and Sounds in the Metropolis

Broad-
1way, from the Battery The Old Park

|

Theatre John Jacob Astor

The Old Omni-|bus Drivers." The second letter appeared on May 17 (p. 2, cols.

3-4) : "Real Summer Openings. |

Letter from Walt Whitman.
| Jaunting Up

the Hudson The Ulster County | Region Spring Sights amid Hills and

Rocks
|

The Birds; Bees; Turf-Fires Shows on
|

the River Vassar and

Manresa Walter
|

Dumont and his Medal." 17 The "screed Central Par\ jot-

tings, &c" was called "These May Afternoons" when it came out in the May 24
issue (p. 2, cols. 3-4) .

l8

(The first two letters have not been recorded in the

Whitman canon.)
The next letter is interesting because it reveals a promotional scheme which,

if successful, would have been a profitable venture for the poet. However, Reid

evidently was not enthusiastic about the project, for the material does not appear
in the Tribune.

London Ontario Canada

June 17 '80

My dear Reid

Herewith find a letter for the paper. The price is $12 If used it must be printed
in the paper of Tuesday, June 22 (or afterward) The letter is sent in the same

17. The first letter, rearranged, appears in 18. This letter is erroneously dated May 23

Complete Prose Worlds, pp. 506, 12-14; the in CHAL, II, 560. The material was abridged
second, rearranged and abridged, in Spect- when reprinted; see Complete Prose Worfa
men Days and Collect, pp. 129-133. pp. 127-130.
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manner as this to several other papers in Canada & The States (no two papers in

same city) one each in Boston, Phila: Cincinnati, Denver, &c on the same condi-

tion this condition being a point of honor It is sent to no other but you in New
York

Walt Whitman

I am well for me & having a good time fine country, many fine people here

I go all about leisurely but this will be my headquarters & p. o. address all summer 19

The last extant letter to Reid confirms what any one examining the publicity

Whitman received in the Tribune, particularly in 1876, suspected: the poet fre-

quently supplied Reid with press clippings from Philadelphia and Camden news-

papers. In this letter, at the top of the page, Whitman has scrawled: "? Under
Bits of Criticism in Sunday Tribune" Then he supplies the headline: "A defence

of Walt Whitman From the Philadelphia Press." There follows a clipping from
the Press concerning the Boston censorship of the Osgood edition of Leaves of
Grass. So far as I can discover, this excerpt did not appear in the Tribune. Sig-

nificantly, presumably in the hand of Whitelaw Reid, we find at the bottom of

the letter the words "not answered."

Camden May 23 [1882]

My dear Reid

Couldn't you feel to print the above say for instance in the Bits of Criticism in

next Sunday's Tribune?

Walt Whitman

Thus Whitman's relations with the New York Tribune in the 1870*5 and the

early i88o's were not only cordial, despite the brief hostility during the Buchanan

incident, but also remunerative. As we can see from references to payments,
Reid was not miserly in his treatment of the poet, and, with the exception of two

articles, he freely opened to Whitman the pages of one of the most influential

newspapers of the era. Such was Reid's interest that he permitted the poet to

act as his own publicity agent. That Whitman's contributions were not always
of the highest caliber is probably in pan the responsibility of the Tribune, which

preferred, according to Henry James, "'newsy' and gossipy" reminiscences to

more substantial fare.
30

19. An almost identical letter of the same and on August 15, 1881 "City Notes in

date, addressed to the Editor of the Denver August" (p. 5, col. 5). Both are noted in

Tribune, is in the Doheny Collection. Ex- CHAL. The first article is referred to in a

cept for minor phrasal changes the only letter to Reid (now in the New York Pub-

difference is the price Whitman asks $10 lie Library), dated August 3, 1881, which
rather than $12. According to CHAL, II, has been reprinted by Professor Rollo G.

560, the article entitled "Summer Days in Silver in AL, VII (1935), 80-81.

Canada" appeared in the London [Ontario] In the preparation of this article I am
Advertiser on the date stipulated. greatly indebted to the following: Mrs.

Ogdcn Reid; Dr. David C. Mearns, Chief

20. See James's letter to Reid on August of the Manuscripts Division, The Library

30, 1876, in Cortissoz, I, 308-309. Other of Congress; the Rev. Patrick O'Brien, li-

letters by Whitman to the Editor of the brarian of St. John's Seminary; and Pro-

Tribune were printed on August 4, 1881 fcssor Rollo G. Silver.

"A Week at West Hills" (p. 5, col. 4)
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PART I: INCUNABULA AND EARLY RENAISSANCE

AGENO, FRANCA, Nota sullc rcdazioni c

Ic prime stampc del Morgantc [of Pulci].

Gwrn. stor. lett. ital., 70 (1953): 50&-I3.

[2360]

AGENO, FRIDERICUS, Ubrorum saec.

XV impressorum, qui in pubhca ticinenst

biblwthcca adservantur, Catalogus, Florence,

Olschki, 1954. 472 p. (Bibl. dt bibhogr. ltd.

29). [2361]

ALKER, HUGO, Dcr Inkunabclkatalog der

Universitatsbibhothek Wien, Biblos-Schnf-

ten, 3 (i953)- J78-83. [2362]
Uber den Stil von Schoffers zwei-

farbigen Inmalen, Gutenberg Jahrb. (1954):

66-70. [2363]

ALMAGlA, ROBERTO, La diffusion des

produits cartographiqucs flamands en Italic

au XVI' siecle, Atch. int. d'hist. des sciences,

7:46-48. [2364]

Note sulla cartografia dell'Itaha nel

sec. XV e XVI, Atti Accad. naz. dei Lincei,

scr. 8, 6 (1951): 3-9- [2365]

ALTAMURA, A., [Richard de Bury] . . .

Ampia bibhografia delle fonti dei mano-

scritti, delle edizioni a stampa e delle tradu-

zioni del suo Philobiblon, in BURY, A.,

Philobiblon, Naples, 1954, pp. 14-46. [2366]

ARMSTRONG, ELIZABETH, Robert

Estienne, Royal Printer, Cambridge, Univ.

Press, 1954. xx p., il, 309 p. [2367]

AUDIN, MAURICE, Types du XVme siecle,

Gutenberg Jahrb. (1954): 84-100.

BATTELLI, GUIDO, La biblioteca comu-
nale di Sassoferrato e i suoi incunaboli,
Accad. e bibl df

Italia, 22:76-79. [2368]

BAUDET, H., M. A. NAUWELAERTS
and F. TICHELMAN, Lijst van Werken
von Noord-Ncderlandsc Humanisten Ge-

boren voor of omstrecks 1500, Folium, 4:3-

28. [2369]

BAUMANN, WALTER, Die Druckerei

Stuchs zu Niirnberg, Gutenberg Jahrb.

(1954): 122-32. (Incl. STC of imprints:

Georg Stuchs, 132 titles, ca. 1483-1517;

Johann Stuchs, 93 tides, 1509-32; Nikolaus

Stuchs, 2 titles, 1535-37)- [2369^]

BENZING, JOSEPH, Dormtzer's Pflantz-

buchlem [1529-48], Das Antiquanat, 10:

273-4- [2370]
Ulnch von Hutten und der Druck

seiner Schnften in der Schweiz, Stultijera

Navts, 11:68-72. [2371]
BIBUOTHECA CATHOUCA nccrlandicat

tmpressa 7500-7727, The Hague, NijhofT,

1954. x, 669 p. (Pp. 1-56 cover 1500 to 1550
imprints). [2372]

BLUM, HANS, Em neuer Erfurter Buch-
bmder des 15. Jh. [Nicolaus Moir], Guten-

berg Jahrb. (1954) .-267-73. [2373]

BLUM, RUDOLF, Der Prozess Fust gegen
Gutenberg, Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz, 1954.

3!., 118 p. (Beitrage zum Buch-u. Bibho-

thel(swesen. 2). [2374]

BOER, BERTILO de, Een Lichtpuntje in de

Costcrkwestie?, Het Boe%, 31:270-81. [2375]

BOUCHEREAUX, S. M., Rcchcrches bib-

liographiques sur Gilles Corrozet, Bull, du

Biblioph. (1954): 260-95. (Cont. of Selective

Check List, No. 6). [2376]
BOUZA BREY, F., La marca del impresor

*The abbreviations used here for periodicals are taken from the Modern Language Asso-
ciation of America Style sheet. The compilers gratefully acknowledge the cooperation of
Mr. Curt F. Buhler and Mr. John C. Wylhe, and the kindness of members of the Society
in suggesting items for inclusion. The editor of Studies in Bibliography would be grateful for

authors' reprints or copies of publications to ensure listing in this annual feature. However,
books cannot be reviewed.
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Agustfn dc Paz Mondonedo 1550, Cuad. est.

gallegos. 5(1950) :393-4o8. [2377]

BREEN, QUIRINUS, The Observations in

M. T. Ciccroncm of Manus Nizohus [1535-

1630], Studies in the Renaissance, 1:49-58.

[2378]
BRISTOL (Eng.), REFERENCE LIBRARY,
A Catalogue of Booths . . . Printed in Eng-
land and Ireland up to the year 1640 and of

English Bool(s Printed Abroad, Bristol, 1954.

5i P- [2379]
BROWN UNIVERSITY, LIBRARY, A
Contribution to a Union Catalog of Six-

teenth Century Imprints in Certain New
England Libraries, [Providence], 1953. vii,

466 p. (STC. of about 10,000 titles; Harvard
and Yale are not incl ) [2380]

BUCHER, O., Scbald Mayer, der erste Dil-

hnger Buchdrucker [1550-76], Jahrb. Hist.

Ver. Dillingen, 54 ( 1952) : 1 07-29. [238 1 ]

BUHLER, C. F, Authors and Incunabula,

Studies in Art and Literature for Belle da
Costa Greene, Princeton, Univ. Press, 1954,

pp. 401-406. [2382]
Battista Palmieri, printer and minia-

turist, Ubri, 5:153-55. [2383]
Corrections in Caxton's Cordiale

[1497], PBSA, 48.194-96 [2384]
Savonarola's Arrest and the Theft of

a Book . . . ,
Renaissance News, 7:95-97

[23851
A Volume from the Library of Dr.

Nicolaus Pol [in the Pierpont Morgan Li-

brary, containing Census 0499, 0501, 6498,

0495 and ^346], Gutenberg Jahrb. (1954)-

147-51. [2386]

CARTIER, R. E., La Bible de Gutenberg [a

census], Bull, du btbhoph. (i954):58-6i.

[2387]

CASALI, SCIPIONE, Annah della tipografia
veneziana di Francesco Marcohm da For//,

[Forh, Casali, 1861, repr.:] Bologna, Gerace,

1953- 16, xvin, 344 p. [23873]

CAVALLERA, F., Tridentina; raretes bib-

hographiques sur le Concile de Trente, Bull,

litt. eccl. (1953) .-120-23. [2388]

CONI, FRANCO, Elenco descrittivo degh
incunaboh della Btblioteca universitana di

Caghan e di altre btbhoteche sarde . . . ,

Caglian, Granero, 1954. 51 p. (Pubbl. Sez.

reg. sarda dell'Assoc. ital. per le bibl. 9.

Lists 222 items). [2389]

CONRADY, K. O., Zu den deutschen Plau-

tusiibertragungen; ein Oberblick von Al-

brccht von Eyb bis zu J. M. R. Lenz,

Euphorion, 48:373-96. [2390]

COSENZA, M. E., Biographical and Biblio-

graphical Dictionary of the Italian Human-
ists and of the World of Classical Scholar-

ship in Italy, 1300-1800, New York, Renais-

sance Soc., 1954. 29 reels on i6mm film.

(Reproduces the appr. 40,000 cards in the

author's working file). [2391]

DALY, L. W., Master Jacobus* Frogs [Aris-

tophanes, Frogs, Basle, Frobcn, 1524], [Univ.

Penn.] Library Chron., 20:66-68. [2392]
DE GRAAF, B., "Alardiana [Alardus Am-
stclrcdamus] in the Bibliotheque nationalc,

Folium, 3:183-87. (Cf. Selective Chec\ List,

No. 1883). [2393]
Alardus Amstelredamus (1491-1544),

Folium 4:29-118. [2394]

Vergeten Glory; over de Studie van

het Vrocg i6e-Eeuwse Nederlandse Hu-
manisme, Folium, 3:81-91. (Plea for bibliogr.
of Dutch Humanism). [2395]
DE MARINIS, TAMMARO, Di alcuni anti-

chi hbri fiorentini illustrati [St Augustine,
Loratiom, ca 1498; Antomus, Confesstone,

1496; the same ca. 1510; Apolonius de Tyro,
ca 1498, Paulo Enca, Disputatione, 1509; Pe-

trarca, Trionfi, 1515, Pulci, Cinffo Calvaneo,

1508; Trastullo delle donne, ca. 1515]. Gu-

tenberg Jahrb (1954): 152-67. [2396]
DOBROVSKf, J., O zavedeni a rozsireni

fathtt'sfa v Cechdch, Prague, Nakl. Cesk.

Akad. Ved., 1954. 125, xvi p. (Intro, into the

hist, of printing in Bohemia). [2397]

DONATI, LAMBERTO, Micellanea biblio-

grafica: I Opera nova contemplatwa [ca.

1537?]. II. Un altro rehtto del Pohfilo

[1499], Bibhofiha, 56:21-26. [2398]

Protogoni ed epigoni della miniatura,

Amor di Itbro, 2:108-28. (Deals with paral-

lels in book illus.) [2399]

DORGAN, C. W., Boccaccio's Genealogy of

the Gods [in French, Pans, Jehan Petit],

1531, Boston Publ. Libr. Quart., 6:117-19.

[2400]
The French version of Alciati's Em-

blems \Livret des emblemes, Paris, Wechel,

1536], Boston Publ. Ltbr. Quart., 6:188-90.

[2401]

DRESLER, A., Hat Gutenberg in Bamberg
die 36-zeihge Bibel gedruckt?, Borsenblatt

(Aus dem Anttquariat) , 10:553-56; 618-22;

701-704. [2402]

DUHEM, J., Bibliotheca aeronautica vetustis-

sima, Bull, du biblioph. (1954): 39-47, 69-81.

(Cont. of Selective Chec\ List, No. 1891).

[2403]

EIS, GERHARD, Martin Pollich's Vorher-
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sage [undescnbcd edition of Prognosticate,

Leipzig, M. Landsbcrg] fur 1490, Ltbrt, 4:

103-29. (With fees.) [2404]

FASTNACHT, A., Katalog dokumentdw
Btbhotety Za\ladu Narodowego tm. Osso-

lms)(ich, Cz. i: Do^umenty x lot 7507-7700

[Cat of the Ossolinski Library], Wroclaw,
1953- vn, 328 p. [2405]

FAVA, DOMENICO, Manuals dcgh incuna-

buhy Milan, Gorlich, 1953. 290 p. (2nd. ed.)

[2406]

FONTAINE VERWEY, H. de la, Pietcr

Coecke van Aest en de Uitgaven van Serho's

Architectuurboek, Het Boefa 31:251-70.

[2407]
De Wercld van het Boe\; Rede

Haarlem, Willink, 1954. 47 p. [2408]

FUHRMANN, O. W., The Gutenberg "Do-
natus" Fragment at Columbia University,
New York, Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1954)136-

46. [2409]

FULTON, J. F., Michael Servetus . . . with
a Bibliography of His Worlds and a Census

of Known Copies by M. E. Stanton, New
York, Reichner, 1953 [1954]. 98 p. [2410]

GELDNER, FERDINAND, Urn das Psal-

terium benedictinum von 1459, Gutenberg
Jahrb. (1954)71-83. [2411!

GENTY, MAURICE and G. N. GENTY,
Les incunables de 1'Academie de medicine
de Pans, Libn, 3:420-23. [2412]

GERLO, ALOIS, Radius Ascensius "Stulti-

ferae naves," Latijnse Aanvulhng bij Sebas-

tian Brant's "Narrenschiff," Rev. beige de

phil. et d'hist., 32:510-24. [2413]

GIEGLING, FRANZ, ttbcr die Entwicklung
dcs Notendrucks, Stultijera Navis, 11-80-88.

[2414]

GIOVANNOZZI, LUCIA, Contributo alia

bibhografia delle opere del Savonarola . . . ,

Florence, 1953. 170, 5 p. (Corrected entry of

Selective Chec\ List, No. 1937). [2415]

GIULIANO, MABELLI, Gh annah delle

edizionj virgihane, Florence, Olschki, 1954.

392 p. (Bibl. di bibhogr. ttal 27). [2416]

GOFF, F. R., Rare Books, Libr. Congress
Quart. /., 11:180-94. (Addit. to Rosenwald

Coll.) [2417]

GOLDSCHMIDT, E. P., The first Cam-
bridge Press [Siberch] in its European Set-

ting, Cambridge, Univ. Press, 1955. 96 p.

(Sandars Lectures, 1953). [24173]
GOLLOB, HEDWIG, Studien zur deutschen

Euch\unst der Pruhdrucl(zcit\ I Die Strass-

burger Initialserien der ln\unabeln und
Fnthdruc\e. 77. Der Schmuc\ des Wiener

Buchesy Leipzig, Harrassowitz, 1954. 20 p.,

85 pi. (Zentralbl. f. Btbhothel(sw. Beiheft

78). [2418]

Wiener Planetendarstellungen aus

der Zeit der ersten Tiirkcnbelagerung, Gu-

tenberg Jahrb. (i954):i43-46. [2419]

GRANT, W. L., European Vernacular

Works in Latin Translation, Studies in the

Renaissance, 1:120-56. (Rcf. to numerous

early editions given in copious footnotes).

[2420]

GREG, W. W., Ad imprimendum solum

[Regulation of Henry VIII, Nov. 16, 1538],

Library, 5th sen, 9:242-43. [2421]

GRYCZOWA, A., Dru\arstwo pols\ie w
dobie Odrodzema, Warzawa, 1953. 76 p.

(Typewritten; on printing in Poland during
the Reformation). [2422]

HARVARD UNIVERSITY [Renaissance

Acquisitions], Renaissance News, 7:70-71.

[2423]

HASE, MARTIN von, Erfurtcr Klein-

drucker des zweiten Viertels des sechzehn-

ten Jahrh. [Ill, Wolff Heinick. IV. Golt-

hammer], Guteberg Jahrb. (1954) '.198-203.

(Cf. Selective Chec^ List, Nos. 1373, 1907).

[2424]

HIRSCH, RUDOLF, An Undescribed

Printed Poster of 1516 [Ausschrciben of

Duke Ulrich von Wiirttemberg], PBSA,
48:414-16 [2425]

HISPANIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA, A
History of the . . . Society, New York,

1954. x, 569 p. ("Library Collection," de-

scribes among others the outstanding hold-

ings in early printed books, pp. 373-541).

[2426]

HOBSON, KENNETH, Some Notes on the

History and Development of Bookbinders'

Stamps and Tools, Print, 8(4) ^7-42. [2427]

HOLLSTEIN, F. W. H., German Engrav-

ings, Etchings and Woodcuts, ca. 1400-1700,

Amsterdam, Hertzberger, 1954- v. i-

[2428]

HOLTER, KURT, Zum gotischen Buchein-

band in Osterreich; die Buchbinderwcrk-

statt des Stiftes Lambach, Gutenberg Jahrb.

(i954):28o-89. [2429]

HOURS, ENRI and CLAUDE DEL-

BANNE, Deux placards imprimcs a Lyon en

1489 [Ordonnance d'Antoine de Feurs and

Mandement de I'Eveque d'Autun], Guten-

berg Jahrb. ( 1954) : 137-42. [2430]

ICAZBALCETA, J. G., Bibliografia mexi-

cana del sigh XVI [repr. of 1886 ed.],
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Mexico, Fondo de cultura ccon., 1954. 581
p., iL [2431]
INDICE GENERALS degli incunaboli dette

bibhoteche d'ltalia (v. Ill, G-H), Rome,
Libr. dello Stato, 1954. viii, 254 p. (Indtci
e cataloghi. n.s. I). [24313]

INGUANEZ, MAURO, A Hand-List of

Incunabula of the Royal Malta Library,
Studies in Art and Literature for Belle da
Costa Greene, Princeton, Univ. Press, 1954,

pp. 407-11. [2432]

JACKSON, W. A., Printed Quire and Sheet

Numbers, [Paris, 1510-50; Spam, 1598-1733],

HLB, 8:96-102. [2433]

JENNY, MARKUS, Zur Geschichte des

cvangclischen Gesangbuches in Basel im
1 6. u. 17. Jh., Stultijera Navis, Festgabe
Emanuel Stic^elberger, 1954, pp. 31-38.

[2434]

JOHNSON, R. K., A Survey of Early Paper-

Making with Emphasis on Europe and the

I5th Cent., Aspects of Ljbrananship, 3(22

P-) [2435]

JUCHHOFF, RUDOLF, Aufgang und
Blutezeit des Kolner Buchdrucks, in WIEN-
AND, A., ed., Funf Jahrhunderte schwarze
Kunst in Ko/n

t Cologne, 1953, pp. 9-26.

[2436]

Johannes de Westfalia als Buch-

handler, Gutenberg Jahrb. (1954)1133-36.

(Identifies Johannes de Aquisgrano as Jo-

hannes de Aken de Westfalia, Louvain

printer). [2437]

JUNTKE, FRITZ. Em unbekannter oster-

reichischer Lederschmttband des funfzehn-

ten Jahrh, Gutenberg fahrb. (1954)1274-79.

[2438]

KAZMEIER, A. W., Druck und Papier des

Manifestes von Diether von Isenburg von

1462 [G.W. 8338], Gutenberg Jahrbuch

(1954) 26-35. [2439]

KOCOWSKI, B., Slqsfa studia infanabu-
hstyczne, Wroclaw, Bibl. uniw, 1953. 28 p.

(Repr. from his Z dziejow l(siqzl(i). [2440]

KRONENBERG, M. E., Enkele Nieuwe

Gegevens over Henrick Eckert van Hom-
berch [i.e. Butzbach; Delft-Antwerp-Brus-

sels], Het Boe^ 31:291-98. [2441]

Fragments of a Bookseller's List,

Probably Antwerp, About 1533-35, Trans.

Cambridge Bibl. Soc., 2:14-37. [2442]
Houtsnedcn van Jan van Doesborch

in Edinburg gebruikt [Palayce of Honour
of Gawin Douglas, ca. 1540], Het Boefa

31:348-49. [2443]

Johann Haselberg von Reichenau als

Johann Monteleporis te Antwerpen (1532),
Het Bock, 31:299*302, [2444]

[KRUITWAGEN, B.j, In mcmoriam Pater

Dr. Bonaventura Kruitwagen OJFM. [spe-
cial issue of] Het Boefa 32, no. i. (100 p.;

biogr. articles on the great incunabulist).

[2445]

KYRISS, ERNST, Die altestcn ffedruckten

Adanten, Gutenberg Jahrb. (19545:107-14.

Aus dcr Bibliothek von Martin

Crusius [1526-1607], Borsenblatt (Aus dem
Antiquariat) , 10:22-3. [2447]

Parisian Panel Stamps Between 1480
and 1530, SB, 7:113-24- [2448]

Stuttgarter Buchbmdcr des 16. bis

zum Anfang des 19. Jh. Zeitschr. f. Wurt-

temb. Landesgesch., 12 (1953 [1954] '310-26

(Cf. Selective Chec\ List, No. 1931). [2449]
Verzierte gotische Embande im alien

deutschen Sprachgebict, i. Tafelband [Cf.
Selective Chec^ List, No. 911], Stuttgart,

Hettlcr, 1953. 31 p., 152 pi. [2451]

LABAYEN, A. M., El primer libro impreso
en Tolosa, Bol. Real Soc. vascongada de

amig. del pats, 9(1953) :435-43- [2452]

LANCKOROrtSKA, MARIA, Die Burgk-
mair-Werkstatt und der Petrarcameistcr,

Gutenberg Jahrb. (1954): 171-80. [2453]

Weiteres zur Identifizierung des

Petrarcameisters, Stultijera Navis, 11:35-43.

[2454]

LAW, R. A., Sixteenth Century Chronicles

in the University of Texas Library, [Univ.

of Teras] Library Chronicle, 5:9-16. [2455]

LEBEER, LOUIS, Le dessm, la gravure, le

livre xvlographique et typographique, Brux-

elles an XVmc siecle, Brussels, Libr. encycl.,

1953, pp. 187-217. [2455*]
LEEMANN VAN ELCK, PAUL, Holbems
Holzschmtte in den Ziircher Bibeln,

Schweizer Gutenbergmuseum (1954) 150-53.

[2456]

LESCHINKOHL, FRANZ, Ein Bcitrag zur

ersten Druckerei Siidosteuropeas [Obod,

1483-90], Gutenberg Jahrb. (1954): 115-21.

[2457]

LESKIEN, ELFRIEDE, Ein franzosischer

Renaissance-Einband, Gutenberg Jahrb.

(i954):304-307. [2458]

LESURE, F. and G. THIBAULT, Biblio-

graphic des editions musicales publiees par
Nicolas du Chemin, 1549-1576, Annales

musicales, i( 1953):269-73. [2459]
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, The Rosenwald

Collections, Washington, D. C., 1954. vi,
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292 p. (XVth-XVTth cent, books and maps:
nos. 23-789; pp. 7-I47)- [2460]

LOPEZ, ATANASIO, La imprcnta en Go-

licia, sigh XV-XV111, Madrid, [Bibl. nac.],

1953. 289 p., 2!. [2461]
LOPEZ ESTRADA, FRANCISCO, Sobrc la

imprcnta en Sevilla en el siglo XVI, Arch.

hispalense, i8(i953):37-48. (Suppl. to Escu-

dero y Pcrosso, Tipografia hispalense).- Una edicion desconocida del En-

quindton [of Erasmus] (Valencia, 1528),
Rev. arch., bibl. y museos, 58(i952):449-63-

[2462]

LUDOVICI, S. S., La xilografia e tipografia
lombarda del '400, Ltnea grafica, 7:140-44.

[2463]

MABELLI, GIULIANO, Git annalt delle

edtziom virgihane, Florence, L. S. Olschki,
J954' 396 p. (Bibl. di bibhogr. ital. 27).

[2464]
MADURELL MARIMON, J. M., Algunas
antiguas ediciones barcelonesas de libros

(1502-1704), Bol. Real. Acad. de buenas

letras, Barcelona, 24(1951-52): 133-72. [2465]

MARCHETTI, ITALIANO, Di Bernardo
Giambullan fiorentino, Amor di Libro, 2:

155-60; 205-10. (Cont. of Selective Chec^
List, No. 1939). [2466]
MARlN [Martinez], TOMAS, La biblioteca

del obispo Juan Bernal Diaz de Luco (1495-

1556) [legada a la Catedral de Calahorra],

Hispania sacra (1952) .'263-326. [2467]

MARSTON, T. E., An Additional Group of

Incunabula, Yale Unw. Libr. Gaz., 28:103-5.

[2468]- The First Illustrated Edition of the

Canterbury Tales, Yale Univ. Ltbr. Gaz.,

28:150-52. [2469]

MASSON, IRVINE, The Mainz Psalter and
Canon Missaet 1457-1459, London, Biblio-

graphical Soc., 1954. 8, 72 p. (Bibliographi-
cal Society [Folio] Publication for the years

1952 and 1953). [2470]

MEAD, H. A., A New Title from de
Worde's Press [Octauyan the Emperoure of

Rome, STC. 18799], Library, 5th sen, 9:45-9.

[2471]

MOHAN, G. E., Incipits of Logical Writ-

ings of the XHIth-XVth Centuries, Fran-
ciscan Studies, 12(1953) .-349-489. [2472]NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY [Renais-
sance acquisitions], Renaissance News, 7:108-
n. [2473]
NIAVIS, PAULUS, Judicium lovis [Leipzig,
M. Landsberg, 1492-95] . . . ubersetzt u. bear-

beitet von Dr. Paul Kten%el, Berlin, Aka-

demie Vcrl., 1953. 63 p. (Freiburger For-

schungsheftet Kultur u. Technit(. D$. Inch

facs.). [2474]

NISSEN, CLAUS, Die illusUerten Vogel-

bucher, ihre Geschichte und Bibhogtaphie,

Stuttgart, Hicrscmann, 1953. 222 p. (1031

nos.) [2475]

OATES, J. C. T., Catalogue of the Fif-

teenth-Century Printed Boo\s in the Univer-

sity Library Cambridge, Cambridge, Univ.

Library, 1954. xn p., il., 898 p. [2476]

PARISI, A. F., ]acotuno de Rubeis, tipografo

pinerolese, Pinerolo, Soc. stor. pin, 1953. 66

p. (Bibl. Soc. stof. pinerolese, i). [2477]

PATHELIN, PIERRE, Maistre Pierre Pathe-

lin; reproduction en facs. de 1'edition im-

primee en 1489 par Pierre Levet, Geneva,
Droz [etc.], 1953. x p., 42 facs. (Coll. Textes

litt. franc.) [2478]
PAVIA, BIBL. PUBLICA see AGENO, F.

PERRY, WILLIAM, Renaissance Diction-

aries in the University of Texas Library,

[Univ. of Texas] Library Chronicle, 5(2):

3-i i- [2479]

PENNEY, C L , The Book Called Celestma

in the Library of the Hispanic Society of

America, New York, Hisp Soc., 1954. (Nos.

i-io, pp. 28-53, of this catalogue cover edi-

tions printed between 1499 and 1545).

[2480]

PfiREZ G6MEZ, ANTONIO, Impresos se-

villanos no mencionados por Escudero ni

Montoto, Rev bibl. doc. 3 (1949): 197-216.

(Describes 20 new titles). [2481]

PICO DELLA MIRANDOLA, GIOVANNI,
Oratio de hominis digmtate flat, text of

1492 ed., and Engl. transl by E L. Forbes,

pref by P. O. Kristeller], [Lexington, Anvil

Press, 1953], il, 48 p., il. [2482]

PIERPONT MORGAN LIBRARY, Con-

stance Missal, Renaissance News, 771.
[2483]

POYNTER, F. N. L., comp ,
A Catalogue

of Incunabula in the Wellcome Historical

Medical Library, London, Oxford Univ.

Press, 1954. xiv, 159 p. (Publ Wellcome

Hist. Med. Mus., n.s., No. 5). [2484]

PRESSER, HELMUT, Neue Donatfrag-
mente in der Type der 42-zeiligen Bibel in

Mainz, Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1954) =47-62.

[2485!

PROCTOR, ROBERT, An Index of German

Boo\s, 1501-1520, in the British Museum,
[London, 1903, repr.:] ibidem, 1955. 273 p.,

66 facs. [24853]

RHODES, D. E., The Early Bibliography
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of Southern Italy: I. Cosenza [1478-1665],

Bibliofilm, 56:102-109. [2486]
The First Book Pnnted at Bari

[i535], SB, 7:208-11. [2487]
Francesco Villani, a Forgotten Poet,

Boo% Collector, 3:45-9. [2488]

RIDOLFI, ROBERTO, Nuovi contributi alia

storia della stampa nel sccolo XV, Bibho-

filia, 56:1-20; 85-101. [2489]

ROSENTHAL, FRANK, The Study of the

Hebrew Bible in Sixteenth-Century Italy,

Studies in the Renaissance, 1:81-91. [2490]

ROTH, CECIL, The Border of the Naples

[Hebrew] Bible of 1491-2 [GW. 4199],
Bodleian tibr. Rec. 6(i953):295-303. [2491]

SANCHEZ, REAL, J., Las imprcsiones de
Roscnbach en Tarragona, Bol. arq. tarrag.,

5(1950) :66-iio. [2492]

SCACCIA, S. S, Le opere dell' umantsta

Giovanni Sulpizio Verolamo nelle edizioni

del sec. XV, Rome, Tip. della Pace, 1954.

18, 2 p. [2493]

SCHELER, LUCIEN, Une presse conven-

tuelle a Bourges en 1511, Bibl. d'Humanisme
et Rennaissance, 16:18-24. [2494]

A Rabelais Discovery [Almanac for

1544], Boo^ Collector, 3:41-4. [2495]

SCHIROKAUER, ARNO, The Place of

Esop in Medieval Literature [to 1570],

[Unit/. Penn.] Libr. Chron , 20:5-16. [2496]

SCHNEIDER, HEINRICH, Der Text der

Gutenbergbibel . . .
, Bonn, Hanstcm, 1954.

120 p. (Bonner bibl. Beitr. 7). [2497]

SCHOLDERER, VICTOR, Hennch Sybold,

Physician and Printer at Strasburg [1528-

30], Gutenberg Jahrb. (1954) .-168-70. [2498]
Two Strasburg Reprints of Aldinc

Classics [Cicero, Orationes and Rhetoncorum
libri IV, 1540], Library, 5th ser., 8(1953):

274-75- [2499]
Variant Settings-up in Zel Quartos,

Library, 5th ser., 9:128-29. (Nider's Manuale

confessorum and his De morali lepra).

[2500]

SCHUNKE, ILSE, Vom Einfluss der orna-

mcntalen Vorlagblatter auf den Einband-

schmuck, Gutenberg Jahrb. (1954) .-290-303.

[2501]

SCOGNAMIGLIO, GIOACCHINO, Saggio
di bibliografia poliana [i.e. Marco Polo],

L'ltalta che scnve, 37:143-48- (XVth-XVIth
cent. eds. descr. on pp. 143-44). [2502]
SELECTIVE CHECK LIST of Bibliographi-

cal Scholarship for 1953, SB, 7(1955) .-219-

238. (Pp. 219-26 cover incunabula and early

Renaissance). [2503]

SHEPPARD, L. A., The Speculum-Printer's

Editions of Donatus: a Numerical Estimate,

Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1954) .-63-65. [2504]

SKINNER, A. E., Fifteenth-Century Books
in the University of Texas Library: An
Interim Check-List [of 32 tides], [Univ. of

Texas} Library Chronicle, 5:3-8. [2505]
SPEZIALI, P., Les dcssins de la Dwina pro-
portione dc Pacioli, Stultifera Naws, 11:9-12.

[2506]

STARNES, DfiW. T., Renaissance Diction-

aries, English-Latin and Latin-English, Aus-

tin, Univ. of Texas Press, 1954. xii, 427 p.

(STC with U. S. locations, pp. 394-99).

[2507]

SULLIVAN, FRANK, Syr. Thomas More:
a First Bibliographical Notebook, Los Ange-
les, Loyola Univ., 1953. 112 p. [2508]

THOMAS, HENRY, Diego Hurtado dc
Mendoza and His Plaquette Bindings, Stud-

ies in Art and Literature for Belle da Costa

Greene, Princeton, Univ. Press, 1954, pp.

474-80. [2509]

THORNDIKE, LYNN, A Problem as to

Incunabula of the "Phisionomia" of Michael

Scot, PBSA, 48:411-13. [2510]

THORNTON, J. L. and R. I. J. TULLY,
Scientific Bool(s, Libraries and Collectors,

London, Libr. Assoc., 1954. x, 288 p. (Scien-
tific incunabula and books of the XVIth
cent, pp. 31-61). [2511]

TIBONI, RAFFAELE, Panorama della

stampa in Abruzzo (sec. XV-XVIII), Noti-

ziario della Soprintendenza alle biblioteche

per l
f

Abruzzo e il Molise, i, nos. 1-3:3-5.

(To be cont?) [2512]
TOLSADA PICAZO, FRANCISCO, Bibho-

grafia espanola de agricultura (1495-2900),

Madrid, [Gonzalez], 1953. Ixvm, 122 p., il.

TOSCHI, ANTONIO, Elenco delle pubbli-
cazioni del prof. Domenico Fava [1901-
T955L Omaggio a Domenico Fava . . . ,

Bologna, [L. Parma], 1953. pp. 41-62.

[2513*]

UGALDE, LOUIS, The Celestina of 1502

[printed in Sevilla], Boston Publ. Libr.

Quart., 6-206-22. [2514]
UPPSALA, UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, Bib.

hotheca walleriana, Stockholm, Almquist &
Wikscll, 1955. 2v. (Descr. of 150 incunables

and a great number of XVIth cent, imprints
in medicine and science). [2515]
VALENTI, MARIA, Saggio di una bibho-

grafia delle edizioni di Tacito net sec. XV-
XVIH, Roma, Italia che scrivc, 1953. 16 p.

[2516]

Saggio di una bibliografia di lacito
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net sec. XV-XVIH, Rome, Italia che scrivc,

1950. 16 p. [2517]

VALVERDE, CRISTINO, C6diccs, incun-

ablcs y manuscritos biblicos en la Catedral

de Segovia, Cultura bibhca (1953); 109-10,

173-76. [2518]

VAN DONGEN, J. A., History and Char-

acter of the Library of the Royal Nether-

lands Assoc. for the Advancement of Medi-

cine, Librt, 3:88-94. (Lists 52 early medical

books.) [2519]

VERHEYDEN, PROSPER, Noord-Hol-
landse Boekbanden: Haarlemse Banden

[voor 1600], Hct Boek> 31:197-239- [
252 ]

VIAL, JEAN, Imprimeurs allemands a Tou-
louse au XViemc sieclc, Gutenberg Jahrb.

(i954):ioi-6. [2521]

VINDEL, R, El primer libro imprest) en

America ]u para el rezo del Santo Rosano

[Mejica 1532-34], Madrid, Faure, 1953. 102

p. [2522]

VOLZ, HANS, Ein gefalschter Wittcnberger

Luthcrpsalter vom Jahre 1541, Gutenberg
Jahrb. (i954):2O4-io. [2523]

Hundert Jahre Wittenberger Bibel-

7522-7626, Gottmgcn, Hantzschel,

1954. 170 p. (Arb.a.d. Staats-u. Unw. Bibl.

Gottingen. i). [2524]
Das Luthcrwappen als "Schutz-

marke" [sign of authorization, 1524-1543?],

Librt, 4:216-25. [2525]

Ncue Beitrage zu Luthers Psalmenii-

bcrsetzung; die Wittcnberger Psalmendrucke

dcs Jahres 1525 [1524-28], Zeitschr.f.d.

PhiloL, 73--29I-305- [25253]

WEIL, GOTTHOLD, Ein verschollencr

Wiegcndruck von Gio.Maria Angiolcllo

[Breve narratione, Vicenza, 1490-91], West-

ostliche Abhandlungen, Wiesbaden, Harras-

sowitz, 1954, pp. 304-14. [2526]

WEISS, WISSO, Thunngische Papiermuh-
len und ihre Wasserzeichen, Weimar, Thii-

ringer Volksverlag, 1953. 96 p., 46 illus.

[2527]

WIENAND, ADAM, ed., Funf Jahrhunderte
schwarze Kunst in Koln . . . Cologne, Bib-

hophilen Ges., 1953. 45 p. [2528]

WIJNMAN, H. R, De Studie van het Etho-

pisch en de Ontwikkehng van de Ethiopische

Typografie in West-Europa in de i6dc Eeuw
[J. Potken, ed.: Psaltenum aethiopicum,

Rome, 1513: Psaltenum in quattuor Itnguts,

Cologne, 1518], Het Boe\, 31:526-47.

[2529]

WIND, EDGAR, The Revival of Origen

[1486-1536], Studies in Art and Literature

for Belle da Costa Greene, Princeton, Univ.

Press, 1954, pp. 412-24. [2530]

[YALE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY] Addi-

tional Early Americana Deeded to the Yale

Library by Henry C. Taylor, Yale Unw.
Ltbr. Gaz., 28:153-55. [253i]

A Choice Decade of English Books

[STC. 9995, 10891, 23876, 12470, 6473,

24875], Yale Unw. Libr. Gaz., 28:53-5.

[2532]

ZAPF, H., Buchstabenverformungen seit dcr

Renaissance, Folium, 3:92-96. [2533]

ZERMATTEN, MAURICE, Le livre ct le

vin [with emphasis on early printed books

and their illustrations], Stulttfcra Naws, n:

I37-I49- [2534]

PART II. THE LATER RENAISSANCE TO THE PRESENT

i. Bibliographies, Chcc\ Lists, Enumerations

A. English and General

ALDEBURGH FESTIVAL COMMITTEE,
George Crabbe. Catalogue of an Exhibition

of Printed Boo^s and Manuscripts at the

Moot Hall, The Committee, 1954. 43 p.

[2535]

BECERRA, BERTA, Los Libros Cubanos
Mas Pequenos, Boletin de la Asociacidn

Cubana de Bibliotecarios, 6:82-84. [2536]

BENNETT, J. W., The Rediscovery of Sir

John Mandeville, New York The Modern

Lang. Assn. of America, 1954. 436 p.

BIBLIOTHfeQUE NATIONALE, Paris?^-

vers, ville de Plantin et de Rubens. Catalogue
de I'Exposition organisee a la Galerie Maza-
rine (Mars Atml 1954), Paris, Bibliothcque
Nationale, 1954. 264 p. [2538]

BOND, W. H., The Gallatin-Oliver Biblio-

graphy of Max Beerbohm, Library, 5th ser.,

9:56-58. (In support of No. 1506, "Check
List for 1952"; with some remarks on biblio-

graphical description.) [2539]

BOWYER, T. H., Bentham's Publications

on Evidence, Library, 5th ser., 9:205-207.

[2540]

BRIGGS, W. G., The Early Editions of
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MangnalPs Questions, Library, 5th scr., 9:

53-55- [2541]
BRISTOL (ENGLAND). REFERENCE LI-

BRARY. See Part I, No. 2379.

BROUGHTON, L. N., NORTHUP, C. S.,

and PEARSALL, ROBERT, Robert Brown-

ing: A Bibliography, 1830-1950, Cornell

Univ. Press, 1953. 446 p. (Browning's writ-

ings, pp. 1-74.) [2542]

CANAN, S. V., Dylan Thomas: An An-
notated Bibliography, Western Reserve Univ.

Master's thesis, 1954. [2543]

DEGOLYER, E. L., A Chec^ List of the

E. DeGolyer Collection in the History of
Science and Technology, as of August i,

7954. Compiled by Arthur McAnally and
Duanc H. D. Roller, Univ. of Oklahoma
Press, 1954. 127 p. [2544]

FETTER, F. W., A Probable Source of

Copinger's "On the Authorship of the First

Hundred Numbers of the Edinburgh Re-

view? Library, 5th ser., 9:49-53. [2545]

FLETCHER, I. K., Bibliographical Descrip-
tions of Forty Rate Bool(s relating to the

Art of Dancing in the Collection of P. /. S.

Richardson, O. B. E., London, The Danc-

ing Times, Ltd., 1954. 20 p. [2546]

FREER, PERCY, Bibliography and Modern

Boo^ Production: Notes and Sources for
Student Librarians, Printers, Booksellers, Sta-

tioners, Book-Collectors, Johannesburg, Wit-

watersrand Univ. Press, 1954. 345 p. (Litho-

printed.) [2547]

FRY, M. L, and DAVIES, GODFREY, Sup-
plement to the Short-Title Catalogue, 1641-

1700, HLQ, 16(1953) 1393-436. [2548]

FULTON, J. F. See Part I, No. 2410.

GECKER, SIDNEY, English Fiction to

1820 in the University of Pennslyvania Li-

brary. Based on the Collections of Godfrey
F. Singer and John C. Mendenhall, Univ. of

Pennsylvania Libr, 1954. 116 p. [2549]

GOLDWATER, WALTER, Wing Addenda,
Secretary's News Sheet, Bibl. Soc. Univ. Vir-

ginia, No. 30-2. [2550]

GORDAN, J. D., George Gissmg, 1857-

1903: An Exhibition from the Berg Collec-

tion, New York Public Libr., 1954. 45 p.

Also BNYPL, 58:489-96, 551-66, 611-18;

59(i955) :35-46. [2551]

GRANT, W. L., European Venacular Works
in Latin Translation, Studies in the Renais-

sance, 1-120-56. [2552]

HERSHOLT, JEAN, Catalogue of the Jean
Hersholt Collection of Hans Christian

Andersen- Original Manuscripts, Letters,

First Editions, Presentation Copies, and Re-

lated Materials, Washington, Libr. of Con-

gress, 1954. 97 p. [2553]

HOBSON, A. R. A., The Literature of

Bookbinding, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1954.

15 P- [2554]
HORODISCH, A., Oscar Wilde's Ballad of

Reading Gaol: A Bibliographical Study,
Aldus Book Company, 1954. [2555]

ICAZBALCETA, J. G. See Part I, No. 2431.

JUEL-JENSEN, BENT, Some Uncollected

Authors: III, John Hamilton Reynolds,

Book Collector, 3:211-15. [2556]

KEYNES, GEOFFREY, A Bibliography of

Rupert Brooke, London, Rupert Hart-Davis,

1954. 148 p. [2557]

LAW, ALEXANDER, The Inscribed Copies
of the First Edition (1773) of the Poems of

Robert Fcrgusson, Transactions, Edinburgh
Bibl. Soc., 3:125-35. [2558]

LECLAIRE, LUCIEN, A General Analytical

Bibliography of the Regional 'Novelists of the

British Isles, 1800-1950, Paris, Bellcs-Lettres,

1954. 400 p. Reviewed by Michael Sadlcir,

Library, 5th ser., 9:275-76. [2559]

LOMER, G. R., Stephen Leacoc\: A Chec^-
List and Index of His Writings, Ottawa,
National Library of Canada, 1954. 153 p.

[2560]

LONDON. CORPORATION, Handlist of

Seventeenth Century "Newspapers in the

Guildhall Library, The Library Committee

of the Corporation of London, 1954. [2561]

MACKANESS, GEORGE, Rare Coloured

Plate Books. Australiana XIX, Amateur Boo%
Collector, 4-No. 10:1. [2562]

MADRID. BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL,
Catalogo de Obras Iberoamericanas y Fill-

pmas de la Bibhoteca Nacional de Madrid,

Madrid, Mmistcrio de Educacion Nacional,

1953. 322 p. [2563]

MEIGS, CORNELIA, editor, A Critical His-

tory of Children's Literature: A Survey of

Children's Boo\s in English from Earliest

Times to the Present, New York, Macmillan,

1953. 624 p. [2564]
MORGAN LIBRARY, Children's Literature:

Boo^s and Manuscripts. An Exhibition,

November 19, 1954 through February 28,

7955 [Prepared by Herbert Gaboon], New
York, The Pierpont Morgan Library, 1954.

84 p. [2565]

MUIR, PERCY, English Children's Booths,

7600-7900, London, Batsford 1954. 256 p.

[2566]

MURPHY, JAMES, Sydney Smith's Con-
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lished by S. G. Lubbock in his Memoir of

tributions to The Edinburgh Review, Li-

brary, 5th sen, 8:275-78. [2567]

MURRAY, THOMAS, Lord Selkirk and the

Canadian North-West, Amateur Boo\ Col-

lector, 4:No. 7:1-2. [2568]

NICOLL, ALLARDYCE, and SISSON, C.

J., A Chronological Short-Tide Catalogue,
TLS9 February 20, 1953, p. 121. (Descrip-
tion of that being prepared at the Shake-

speare Institute.) [2569]

NISSEN, CLAUSS. See Part I, No. 2475.

PARR, JOHNSTONE, Tamburlainc's Mal-

ady and Other Essays on Astrology in Eliza-

bethan Drama, Univ. of Alabama Press,
J953- *5% P- (Pages 112-50 contain an exten-

sive STC of astrological textbooks current

in Europe between 1473 and 1625). [2570]

PARRISH, S. M., A. Booksellers' Campaign
of 1803: Napoleonic Invasion Broadsides at

Harvard, HLB, 8:14-40. [2571]

PENNEY, C. L. See Part I, No. 2480.

POTTS, D. C., Some Uncollected Authors:

III, Saint Evremond, Boo% Collector, 3:293-

97- [2572]

PURDY, R. L., Thomas Hardy: A Biblio-

graphical Study, London, Oxford Univ.

Press, 1954. 387 p. [2573]

QUINBY, JANE, Beatrix Potter- A Biblio-

graphical Check List, New York, The Au-

thor, 1954. 121 p. [2574]

RIEWALD, J. G., Sir Max Beerbohm, Man
and Writer, The Hague, Martmus Nijhoff,

1953- 369 P- [2575]

RUMBALL-PETRE, E. A. R., Rare Bibles:

An Introduction for Collectors, and a De-

scriptive Checklist, 2d ed., revised, New
York, Philip C. Duschncs, 1954. 53 p. [2576]

RYAN, L. V., "A List of the Works of

Walter Haddon," pp. 118-24 of "Walter

Haddon: Elizabethan Latinist," HLQ, 27:99-

124- [2577]

SAUL, G. B., Crutches toward Stephens:
A Tentative James Stephens Check List,

BNYPL, 58:94-97. (Also printed in his

Stephens, Yeats, and Other Irish Concerns,
New York Public Libr., 1954.) [2578]

SCHOLFIELD, A. F., Additions to A List

of the Writings of Dr. M. R. James [pub-

*939]> Trans. Cambridge Bibl. Soc., 2:95.

[2579]

STERLING, LOUIS, The Sterling Library:
A Catalogue of the Printed Booths and lit-

erary Manuscripts . . . Presented . . . to the

University of London, London, Privately

Printed, 1954. 612 p. [2580]

STERNFELD, F. W., Goethe and Music,

A List of Parodies, and Goethe's Relation-

ship to Music, A List of References, New
York Public Libr., 1954. 176 p. (Separate

publication including No. 548, "Check List

for 1950.") [2581]

SUPER, R. H., The Publication of Landor's

Worfa London, The Bibliographical So-

ciety, 1954. 125 p. [2582]

SUZUKI, HIDESABURO, Early Japanese

Newspapers, South Pasadena, California, P.

D. & lone Perkins, 1954. 13 p. (Kansai
Asiatic Soc. Occasional Papers, No. 2.)

[2583]

TOOLEY, R. V., English Boofc with Col-

oured Plates, 7790 to 1860, London, Bats-

ford, 1954. 424 p. [2584]
TRINITY COLLEGE, Dublin, LIBRARY,
Catalogue of an Exhibition of Boof^s and

Manuscripts in Commemoration of the Cen-

tenary of the Birth of Oscar Wilde, 1954,

Dublin, Friends of the Library, 1954. 24 p.

[2585]

WALDBRIDGE, E. F., [Review of] A Criti-

cal History of Children's Literature [No.

2564 here], PBSA, 48:199-208. And A Sec-

ond List of Errata, PBSA, 48:263-67. [2586]

WEBER, C. J., Russian Translations of

Hardy, Colby Libr. Quart., 3:253-56. [2587]

WOOLF, CECIL, A Bibliography of the

Worlds of Norman Douglas, London, Rupert
Hart-Davis, 1954. 200 p. [2588]

WYLLIE, J. C , Index to the Papers of the

Bibliographical Society of America, Volumes

26-45, I932~I95I d Supplement to Index,

Volumes 7-25, 1899-1931; And List of Mem-
bers, Autumn, 7953, New York, The So-

ciety, 1954. 84 p. [2589]
STC Addenda, Secretary's News

Sheet, Bibl. Soc. Univ. Virginia, No. 31:16.

[2590]

B. United States

ADAMS, R. F., Six-guns and Saddle Leather:
A Bibliography of Boo\s and Pamphlets on
Western Outlaws and Gunmen, Univ. of

Oklahoma Press, 1954. 439 p. [2591]

ADAMS, Sister R. M., A Checklist of Con-
necticut Imprints from 1801 through 1810,
Catholic Univ. of America. Master's thesis.

1954. [2592]
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ATLANTA PUBLIC LIBRARY, Georgia,

1800-1900: A Series of Selections from the

Georgiana Library of a Private Collector,
The Library, 1954-1955. (Scries One-Three,

1954: Series One: Some Notable Bool(s in

Georgia History, 27 p.; Series Two: Georgia
Poets & Poetry, pp. 29-55; Series Three:

Georgia Novels & Novelists, pp. 57-79.)

[2593]

BELKNAP, G. N., McMurtire's Oregon Im-

prints; Second Supplement, Oregon Hist.

Soc., 1954. 46 p. (Reprinted from the Ore-

gon Historical Quart., 55:99-144; supple-

ments No. 571, "Check List for 1950.")

[2594]

BESHERS, M. J., Checklist of Non-official

District of Columbia Imprints, 1830-1835,

with an Historical Introduction, Catholic

Univ. of America. Master's thesis. 1954.

[2595]

BRIGHAM, C. S., Paul Revere's Engravings,

Worcester, Mass., American Antiquarian

Soc., 1954. 181 p., 77 plates. [2596]

BRISTOL, R P., Bristol Addenda Con-

tinued, Secretary's News Sheet, Bibl. Soc.

Univ. Virginia, No. 30:3-5 (Addenda to No.

2079, "Check List for 1953.") [2597]

BYRD, C. K., Manuscript Copies and Printed

Editions of the Indiana Constitution, 1816,

PBSA, 48:390-402. [2598]

DAVIS, V. A., A Checklist of Maryland

Imprints from 1855 through 1858, with an

Historical Introduction, Catholic Univ. of

America. Master's thesis. 1954. [2599]

ELLISON, R. C., History and Bibliography

of Alabama Newspapers in the Nineteenth

Century, Univ. of Alabama Press, 1954. 209

p. [2600]

FREENEY, MILDRED, and HENRY, M.

T., A List of Manuscripts, Published Worlds
and Related hems in the Charles Waddell
Chesnutt Collection of the Erastus Milo

Cravath Memorial Library, Fis% University,

Nashville, Fisk Univ. Libr., 1954. 32 p.

(Lithoprinted.) [2601]

GARNSEY, C. J., Ladies Magazines to 1850:
The Beginnings of an Industry, BNYPL,
58.74-88. [2602]

GIFFEN, H. S., California Mining Town

Newspapers, 1850-1880, San Fernando Val-

ley, California, 1954. J. E. Reynolds, Book-

seller, Van Nuys. 102 p. [2603]

GORDAN, J. D., Nathaniel Hawthorne:
The Years of Fulfilment, 1804-1853. An Ex-

hibition from the Berg Collection, New York
Public Libr., 1954. 50 p. [2604]

GOTT, J. K., Checklist of Winchester Vir-

ginia, Imprints, 1793-1875, with an Histori-

cal Introduction, Catholic Univ. of America.

Master's thesis. 1954. [2605]

GREENLY, A. H., Lahontan: An Essay and

Bibliography, PBSA, 48:334-89. [2606]

HOWES, WRIGHT, US.-lana (1700-1950):
A Descriptive Checklist of 11450 Printed

Sources Relating to Those Parts of Conti-

nental North America now Comprising the

United States, New York, Bowker, 1954.

656 p. [2607]

KIMBER, S. A., Cambridge [Mass.] Press

Title-pages, 1640-166$. Privately printed, Ta-
koma Park, Maryland, Walter L. Kimber,

1954. 123 p., facsimiles. [2608]

KING, S. B., Checklist of Maryland Im-

prints, 1847-1850, with an Historical Intro-

duction, Catholic Univ. of America. Master's

thesis. 1954. [2609]

KOSKI, L. G., Checklist of Washington, D.
C., Non-governmental Imprints, 1849-1930,
with an Historical Introduction, Catholic

Univ. of America. Master's thesis. 1954.

[2610]

LINCOLN, WALDO, American Cookery
Boo\s, 1742-1860, 2d ed., rev. and enlarged

by Eleanor Lowenstem, Worcester, Mass.,

American Antiquarian Soc., 1954. 136 p.

[2611]

McCOY, M. G., A Checklist of Norfol^, Vir-

ginia, Imprints, 1774-1876, with an Histori-

cal Introduction, Catholic Univ. of America.

Master's thesis. 1954. [2612]

MARCUS, J. R., Jewish Americana: A Cata-

logue of BooJ(s and Articles by Jews or Re-

lating to Them Printed in the United States

from the Earliest Days to 1850 and Found in

the Library of the Hebrew Union College,

Jewish Institute of Religion in Cincinnati,

Cincinnati, American Jewish Archives, 1954.

115 p. [2613]

MENDELOFF, N. N., A Checklist of Rhode
Island Imprints, 1821-1830, with an Histori-

cal Introduction, Catholic Univ. of America.
Master's thesis. 1954. [2614]

PIERCE, W. S., A Directory of Newspapers
and Periodicals Published in Pittsburgh be-

fore 7900, Carnegie Institute of Technology.
Master's thesis. 1954. [2615]

QUIGG, DOROTHY, A Checklist of Mary-
land Imprints, 1874-1876, with an Historical

Introduction, Catholic Univ. of America.
Master's thesis. 1954. [2616]

RODRIGUEZ, ADELAIDE, A Checklist of

Maryland Imprints, 1853-1854, with an His-
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torical Introduction, Catholic Univ. of Amer-

ica. Master's thesis. 1954. [2617]

WATERS, W. O., Franciscan Missions of

Upper California as Seen by foreign Visitors

and Residents: A Chronological List of

Printed Accounts, 1786-1848, Los Angeles,
Glen Dawson, 1954. 53 p. Reprinted, with

some additions, from Bookmen's Holiday,
New York, 1943. [2618]

WEBB, E. M., A Checklist of Maryland

Imprints, 1811-1814, with an Historical Intro-

duction, Catholic Univ. of America. Master's

thesis. 1954. [2619]

WELLFORD, B. R., Check-List of Editions

of Willian Wirt's The Letters of the British

Spy, Secretary's News Sheet, Bibl. Soc. Univ.

Virginia, No. 31:10-16. [2620]

WILSON, D. G., A Checklist of North Caro-

lina Imprints, 1866-1876, with an Historical

Introduction, Catholic Univ. of America.

Master's thesis. 1954. [2621]

2. Printing, Publishing, Bibliographical and Textual Scholarship

A. English and General

ADAMS, R. M., The Text of Paradise Lost:

Emphatic and Unemphatic Spellings, MP,
52:84-91. [2622]

ADAMS, S. R, Boswcll's Life of Samuel

Johnson, Yale Univ. Libr. Gaz., 29:35-36.

(Describes a copy with Vol. II, 3 and Qq3
in uncancellcd state.) [2623]

ALEXANDER, MICHAEL, Publishers'

Colophons [i.e. marks], Typographica, 9:4-

u. [2624]

ARCHER, H. R., A Survey of the History

of Printing, Type-Founding and Bookselling
in Seventeenth Century England, Univ. of

Rochester Press for Assn. of College and

Reference Libraries, 1953. 137 leaves (Univ.
of California. Master's thesis, 1943. ACRL
Microcard Ser. No. 7.) [2625]

ASHE, D. J., The Non-Shakespearean Bad

Quartos as Provincial Acting Versions, Ren-

aissance Papers; pp. 57-61. [2626]
The Text of Pcele's Edward I, SB,

7:153-70. [2627]

BATEY, CHARLES, Horace Hart and the

University Press, Oxford, 1883-1915, Signa-

ture, new ser., 18:5-22. [2628]

BAUGHMAN, ROLAND, The Peccancies

of T. J. Wise, et al.: Some Aftermaths of

the Exposure, Columbia Libr. Columns, 3:

No. 3:12-28. [2629]

BENNETT, J. W., The Rediscovery of Sir

John Mandeville, New York, Modern Lan-

guage Association, 1954. 436 p. (Appendix
II: The Editions, p. 335-85.) [2630]

BLAGDEN, CYPRIAN, An Early Literary
Periodical [The History of the Worlds of
the Learned, 1699-1712], TLS, Dec. 3, 1954,

p. 788- [2631]
The Memorandum Book of Henry

Rhodes, 1695-1720, Boo^ Collector, 3:28-38,

103-116. (Rhodes was a London bookseller.)

[2632]- The Missing Term Catalogue, SB, 7:

185-90. [2633]

BLAND, DAVID, A Bibliography of

Illustration, 26. cd. rev., London, Fabcr &
Faber, 1954. 164 p. (ist ed., No. 1083,
''Check List for 1951.") [2634]

BLAYNEY, G. H., Variants in the First

Quarto of The Miseries of Inforst Manage,
Library, 5th ser., 9:176-84. [2635]

BOWERS, FREDSON, A Definitive Text of

Shakespeare: Problems and Methods, in A.
D. Matthews and C. M. Emery, editors,

Studies in Shakespeare, Univ. of Miami
Press, 1953, at pp. 11-29. [2636]- Motteux's "Love's a Jest" (1696): A
Running-Title and Presswork Problem,
PBSA, 48:268-73. [2637]- The Printing of Hamlet, Q2, SB,

7:41-50. [2638]-
Undcrprinting in Mary Pix, The

Spanish Wives (1696), Library, 5th ser.,

9:248-54. [2639]-
, GERRITSEN, JOHAN, and LAS-

LETT, PETER, Further Observations on
Locke's Two Treatises of Government:
Three Contributions, Trans. Cambridge Bibl.

Soc., 2:63-87. (Cf. No. 1676, "Check List

for 1952.") [2640]

BRODMAN, ESTELLE, The Development
of Medical Bibliography, Baltimore, Medical
Libr. Assn., 1954. 226 p. [2641]

BROWN, J. R., The Compositors of Hamlet
Q2 and The Merchant of Venice, SB, 7:17-

40. [2642]

BROWN, T. J., English Literary Auto-

graphs: IX, Edward Gibbon, 1737-1794; X,
Thomas Chattcrton; XI, William Blake,
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1757-1827; XII, Samuel Taylor Coleridge,

1772-1834, Book Collector, 3:53,137W>3*-
[2643]

BUCKLAND-WRIGHT, JOHN, Etching
and Engraving: Techniques and the Modern
Trendy London, Studio Pubn., 1954. 240 p.

[2644]

BUCKLER, W. E., Tennyson's Lucretius

Bowdlerized?, RES., new ser., 5:269-71.

[2645]

BOHLER, C. R, An Early Printing esti-

mate for an Academic Press, [Univ. Penn.]
Libr. Chron., 20:61-65. (Paul Manutius in

1558 for the Accademia Veneziana.) [2646]
The Printing of a Valerious Maxi-

mus Dated 1671, SB, 7:177-81. [2647]

BURTON, K. G., The Early Newspaper
Press in Berkshire (1723-1855), The Author,
The Central Public Library, Reading. 1954.

(Typescript reproduced.) [2648]

CAHILL, PATRICK, Paint Names and
Book Cloths, TLS, Feb. 6, 1953, p. 89. (Re-

ply to remarks of a review of his English
First Editions of Hilaire Belloc in TLS, Jan.

23, 1953, P- 64 ) [2649]

CARNALL, GEOFFREY, The Monthly
Magazine [London, 1796-1824], R.E.S

,
new

sen, 5:158-64. [2650]

CARTER, JOHN, Bibliography and the

Rare Book Trade, PBSA, 48:219-29. [2651]

CHILDS, J. R., Further Clues Bearing on
the Mystery of Casanova's Memoirs, PBSA,
48:248-62. [2652]

CHUTE, MARCHETTE, Publishing in the

Good Old Days [Elizabethan], Saturday
Review, Apr. 10, 1954, pp. fej-io, 54. [2653]

CLAPPERTON, R. H., The Invention and

Development of the Endless Wire, or Four-

dnmer, Paper Machine, Paper Ma^er, 23:
No. 1:1-17. [2654]

CLEMENSSON, GUSTAF, Papperets his-

tonca infill 1880, Stockholm, Hugo Gebers

Forlag, 1953. 99 p. (Gralska Institutets

Sknftserie No. 8.) [2655]

COLES, W. A., The Proof Sheets of Keats's

"Lamia," HLB, 8-114-19. [2656]

COLGATE, WILLIAM, Pointers for Stu-

dents of Early Canadian Printing, Printing
& Graphic Arts, 2:17-27. [2657]
CORNELL UNIVERSITY. LIBRARY, The

Shakespeare Folios in the Cornell University

Library, Ithaca, Cornell Library Associates,

1954- 16 p. [2658]

CRAIG, MAURICE, Irish Bookbindings,
1600-1800, London, Cassell & Co., 1954. 47
p., colored frontispiece and 58 plates. [2659]

CRAIGIE, JAMES, Basilicon Doron: A Late

Seventeenth-Century Edition, Transactions,

Edinburgh Bibl. Soc., 3:155-56. [2660]

CROWLEY, F. J., The Walther Edition of

Voltaire (1748), MLN, 69:331-34. [2661]

CRUM, M. C., A Manuscript of Essays by
Addison, Bodleian Libr. Record, 5:98-10

Notes on the Texts of William
Lawes's Songs in B.M. MS. Add. 31432,

Library, 5th ser., 9:122-27. [2663]

DANGON, GEORGES, Notes
d'histpirc

moulins a papier et compagnons papeticrs,

Coumer Graphique, No. 72 (Mai 1954): 13-

25. [2664]
DAVIES, D. W., The World of the Else-

viers, 1580-1712, The Hague, Martimis Nij-

hoff, 1954. 159 p. [2665]

DAVIS, HERBERT, The Manuscripts of

Swift's "Directions to Servants," in Studies

in Art and Literature for Belle da Costa

Greene, Princeton Univ. Press, 1954, at pp.

433-44- [2666]

DEARING, V. A., Dryden's MacFlectyoc:
The Case for Authorial Revision, SB, 7:85-

102. [2667]

DONALDSON, GORDON, The Making of
the Scottish Prayer Bool^ of 7637, Edinburgh
Univ. Press, 1954. 364 p. [2668]

DOUGAN, R. O., E. Ph. Goldschmidt,

1887-1954, Library, 5th sen, 975-84- [2669]

DUBOIS d'ENGHIEN, H., La rehure en

Belgique au XIX' siecle. Essai historique

suivi d'un dictionnmre des relieurs, Brussels,

A. Leclercq, Paul van der Perre, 1954.

[2670]

DUVEEN, D. I. and KLICKSTEIN, H. S.,

Le Journal Polytype des Sciences et dcs Arts,

PBSA, 48:402-10. [2671]

ECKERSTROM, R. E., Contemporary Boo%
Design, Univ. of Illinois Libr., 1953. 26 p.

(Beta Phi Mu Chap-Book Number One.)

[2672]
EDIFICIO en que fue instalada la primera

imprenta de Mexico [a picture], Boletin de
la Asociacion Cubana de Bibliotecanos, 6:76.

[2673]

ELLIOTT, HARRISON, The Evolution of

Newsprint Paper, Paper Mafar, 23:No. 2:

45-49- [2674]
The Foudrinier Wire: Its History,

Structure, and Function, Paper Ma^er, 23:
No. 1:21-25. [2675]

ENGELMANN, A., Der Offsetdruc^ in der

Praxis, 3d ed., Leipzig, Fachbuchverlag,
1953. 298 p. [2676]
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ENOCH, KURT, The Paper-Bound Book:

Twentieth-Century Publishing Phenomenon,
Ubr. Quart., 24:211-25. [2677]

ENRIGHT, B. J., Edmund Curll and the

"Cursed Blunders" in Frcsnoy's New Method

of Studying History, 1728, Library, 5th ser.,

9:200-205. [2678]

ESDAILE, ARUNDELL, A Student's Man-
ual of Bibliography, 3d cd., rev. by Roy
Stokes, London, George Allen and Unwin,

1954- 392 P. [2679]

EVERITT, E. B., The Young Shakespeare,

Copenhagen, Rosenkilde and Bagger, 1954.
188 p. (Anglistica, Vol. 2.) [2680]

FIXLER, MICHAEL, A Note of John Eve-

lyn's History of the Three Late Famous Im-

postors [1669], Library, 5th ser., 9:267-68.

[2681]

FOXON, D. F., The Printing of Lyrical

Ballads, 1798, Library, 5th sen, 9:221-41.

[2682]

CACHET, HENRI, DCS premiers papiers
aux premiers filigrancs, Coumer Graphique,
No. 72 (Mai 1954)127-36. [2683]

GARDNER, ANTHONY, The Ethics of

Book Repairs, Library, 5th ser., 9:194-98.

[2684]

GARDNER, HELEN, Donne's "Divine

Poems," TLS, Jan. 30, 1953, p. 73. (Defense
of retaining

"
'thy little booke' in the sixth

of the La Coronna sonnets.") [2685]

GASKELL, PHILIP, Baskervitte's Punches,

Cambridge Univ. Press, 1953. up. includ-

ing facsimiles. [2686]

Surviving Common Presses, Print-

ing & Graphic Arts, 2:51-53. [2687]

GLASER, EDWARD, An Addition to the

Cervantes Canon?, HLB, 8:88-96. (Exemplos
de Colon, Barcelona, 1609, probably not

edited by the author of Don Quixote.}

[2688]

GORDAN, J. D., A Doctor's Benefaction.

The Berg Collection at The New York Pub-
lic Library, PBSA, 48:303-14. [2689]

GORDON, COSMO, The first English books
on Book-keeping, Accounting Research, 5:

215-18. [2690]

GRAVES, JOSEPH, Victor Hammer: Cal-

ligrapher, Punch-Cutter 6- Printer, Bibl. Soc.

Univ. Virginia, 1954. 12 p. [2691]

GREEN, R. L., Lewis Carroll's Periodical

Publications, N & Q, new ser., 1:118-21.

[2692]

GRIESBACH, ELSIE, The Art of the French

Bookbinder, Columbia Ubr. Columns, 4:No.
1:19-27. [2693]

GRIFFITH, B. W., Jr., Shelley's
4t

Ginevra,"

TLS, Jan. 15, 1954. p. 41. (Another view,

Neville Rogers, TLS, Feb. 12, 1954, p. 112.)

[2694]

HAIG, R. L., The Circulation of Some Lon-
don Newspapers, 1806-1811: Two Docu-

ments, SB, 7:190-94- [2695]

HAMMELMANN, H. A., Eighteenth-Cen-

tury English Illustrators: Anthony Walker,

Book Collector, 3:87-102. [2696]

HARKNESS, BRUCE, The Precedence of

the 1676 Editions of Milton's Literae Pseudo-

Senatus Anghcani, SB9 7:181-85. [2697]

HAZEN, A. T., The Booksellers' "Ring" at

Strawberry Hill in 1842, SB, 7:194-98.

[2698]
Eustace Burnaby's Manufacture of

White Paper in England, PBSA, 48:315-33.

HECKSCHER, W. S., Renaissance Emblems:
Observations Suggested by Some Emblem-
Books in the Princeton University Library,

PULC, 15:55-68. [2700]

HINMAN, CHARLTON, The "Halhwell-

Phillipps Facsimile" of the First Folio of

Shakespeare, SQ, 5:395-401. [2701]

HOBSON, A. R. A., The Literature of Boo%-

binding, London, National Book League,

1954. 15 p. [2702]

HOBSON, G. D., German Renaissance Pa-

trons of Bookbinding, Boo\ Collector, 3:171-

89, 251-71. [2703]

HODGART, M. J. C., The Eighth Volume
of the Spectator, R.E.S., new ser., 5:367-87.

(Authors of papers identified.) [2704]

HODGES, J. C., The Library of William

Congreve, BNYPL, 58:367-85, 436-54, 478-88,

535-50, 579-91; 59(i955) 'I&-34, 82-97. (Sepa-

rately published by the Library, 1955.)

[2705]

HOOK, F. S., The Two Compositors in the

First Quarto of Peele's Edward I, SB, 7:170-

76. [2706]

HOOVER, B. B., Samuel Johnson's Parlia-

mentary Reporting' Debates in the Senate of

Lilhput, Univ. of California Press, 1953. 238

p. (Univ. of California Publications, English

Studies, No. 7.) [2707]

HOPKINSON, CECIL, A Dictionary of
Parisian Music Publishers, 7700-7950, Lon-

don, Printed for the Author, 1954. 131 p.

[2708]

HORDEN, JOHN, Edmund Marmion's Il-

lustrations for Francis Quarles' Argalus and

Parthenia, Trans. Cambridge Bibl. Soc., 2:

55-62. [2709]
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HOSLEY, RICHARD, The "Good Night,
Good Night" Sequence in Romeo and Juliet,

SQ> 5:96-98. (Reply to No. 2725 here.)

[2710]

HOTSON, LESLIE, The First Night of

Twelfth Night, New York, Macmillan, 1954.

256 p. [2711]

HUMPHRIES, CHARLES, and SMITH,
W. C., Music Publishing in the British Isles

from the Earliest Times to the Middle of the

Nineteenth Century. A Dictionary of En-

gravers, Printers, Publishers and Music Sell-

ers, with a Historical Introduction, London,
Cassell and Company, 1954 354 p. [2712]

IWAI, HIROSATO, On the Latin-Portu-

guese-Japanese Dictionary Published by the

Jesuit Mission Press in Japan [in 1595],

Tokyo, The Tokyo Bunko, 1953. 20 p.

[2713]

JACKSON, W. A. See Part I, No. 2433.

JAZAYERY, M. A., and LAW, R. A., Three
Texts of King Lear [Globe, Neilson, Kitt-

redge]: Their Differences, Unit/, of Texas
Studies in English, 32:14-24. [2714]

JENKINS, HAROLD, The Relation be-

tween the Second Quarto and the Folio Text

of Hamlet, SB, 7:69-83. [2715]

JOHANSSON, CARL, Publishers' Addresses

as a Guide to the Dating of French Printed

Music of the Second Half of the Eighteenth

Century, Ponies Artis Musicae, 1:14-19.

[2716]

JOHNSON, A. F., J. F. Stam, Amsterdam,
and English Bibles, Library, 5th ser., 9:185-

93- [2717]

JOHNSON, F. R., The Editions of Robert

Greene's Three Parts of "Conny-Catchmg":
A Bibliographical Analysis, Ltbrary, 5th ser.,

9:17-24. [2718]

JONES, THOMAS, The Gregynog Press,

Oxford Univ. Press, 1954. 39 p. [2719]

KENDALL, L. H., Jr., Notes on Some
Works Attributed to George Wither, R.E.S.,

new ser., 5:390-94. [2720]

KER, N. R., Pastedowns in Oxford Bind-

ings, with a Survey of Oxford Binding c

75/5-7620, Oxford Bibl. Soc., 1954. (Publica-

tions, New Series, Volume V, 1951-1952.)

[2721]

KOLB, G. J., A Note on the Publication of

Johnson's "Proposals for Printing the Har-

leian Miscellany," PBSA, 48:196-98. [2722]

LABARRE, E. J., Dictionary and Encyclo-

paedia of Paper and Paper-Making, Amster-

dam, Swets & Zcitlinger, 1952. 488 p. (List

of English terms and meanings worth add-

ing, in a review by Allan Stevenson, Library,

5th ser., 9:59-63.) 127^]
LAURENCE, D. H., Bernard Shaw and the

Pall Mall Gazette, Shaw Bulletin, No. 5:1-7;

No. 6.7-12. [2724]

LEECH, CLIFFORD, Notes on Dr. Richard

Hosley's Suggestions concerning the Re-

ceived Text of Romeo and Juliet, SQ, 5:94-

95. (Refers to No. 2185, "Check List for

1953." For reply see No. 2710 here.) [2725]

LESLIE, SHANE, The Swift Manuscripts
in the Morgan Library, in Studies in Art and
Literature for Belle da Costa Greene, Prince-

ton Univ. Press, 1954, at pp. 445-48. [2726]

LIVEING, E. G. D., Adventure in Publish-

ing The House of Ward, Loc^f 1854-1954,

London, Ward, Lock, 1954. 108 p. [2727]

LOUGH, JOHN, Locke's Reading during
His Stay in France, Library, 5th ser., 8:229-

58. [2728]

LOWE, R. L., Matthew Arnold and Percy
William Bunting: Some New Letters, 1884-

1887, SB, 7:199-207. [2729]

McCRUM, B. P., and JONES, H. D., Biblio-

graphical Procedures and Style: A Manual

for Bibliographers in the Library of Con-

gress, Libr. of Congress, 1954. 127 p. [2730]

McMANAWAY, J. G ,
The Colophon of the

Second Folio of Shakespeare, Library, 5th
ser., 9:199-200. [2731]

A Miscalculation in the Printing of

the Third Folio, Library, 5th ser., 9:129-33.

[2732]

MADAN, F. F., A Revised Bibliography of

Salmasius's Defensio Regia and Milton's Pro

Populo Anghcano Defensio, Library, 5th ser.,

9:101-21. [2733]

MADDEN, P. J., Printing in Irish, Leab-

harlann, 12.74-85. [2734]

MALCLES, L. N., Cours de Bibliographic a

I'intention des etudiants de rUniversite" et

des candidats aux examens de bibliothe-

catre, Geneve & Lille, 1954. 350 p. [2735]

MARKEN, J. W., The Canon and Chronol-

ogy of William Godwin's Early Works,
MLN, 69:176-80. [2736]

MAYHEW, GEORGE, A Draft of Ten
Lines from Swift's Poem to John Gay, Bull.

John Rylands Ubr., 37:257-62. [2737]
Swift's Anglo-Latin Games and a

Fragment of Polite Conversation in Manu-

script, HLQ, 27:133-59. [2738]
Swift's Manuscript Version of "On

his own Deafness," HLQ, 28:85-87. [27383]

MILLER, C. W., A London Ornament
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Stock: 1598-1683, SB, 7:125-51 and 18 plates

on 9 leaves. [2739]

MILLER, E. H., Samuel Daniel's Revisions

in Delia, JEGP, 53:58-68. [2740]

MISH, C. C., A Note on the Fiction Re-

print Market in the Early Eighteenth Cen-

tury, Ncwbcrry Libr. Bull., 3:201-205. (Ex-

ample: Cynthia: With the Tragical Account

of the Unfortunate Loves of Almenn and
Desdemona. ) [2741 ]

Reynard the Fox in the Seventeenth

Century, HLQ, 27:327-44. [2742]

MITCHELL, W. S., The Aberdeen Bind-

ings of Frances Van Hagen, 1626-36, Libri,

5:156-61. [2743]
British Signed Bindings in the Li-

brary of King's Collegef Newcastle upon
Tyne, Newcastle upon Tyne, King's College,

1954. 28 p., 2 plates. (Library Publications

No. i.) [2744]

MOORE, J. R., Daniel Defoe: Star Reporter,

BPLQ, 6:195-205. [2745]
Defoe's Hand in A Journal of the

Earl of MarSs Proceedings (1716), HLQ,
27:209-28. [2746]

On the Use of Advertisements as

Bibliographical Evidence, Library, 5th sen,

9:134-35. (C/. No. 2274, "Check List for

I953-") [2747]

MORISON, STANLEY, The Bibliography
of Newspapers and the Writing of History,

Library, 5th scr., 9-153-75- [2748]
The Origins of the Newspaper, Lon-

don, Times Office, 1954. 43 p. [2749]
MORRIS PRESS. The William Morris Press

[a picture], HLQ, 27:No. 4:frontispiece, with

leaf of description. [2750]

MUNBY, A. N. L., Fragment of a Book-

seller's Day-Book of 1622, Boo^ Collector,

3:302-306. [2751]

MUSSON, A. E., The Typographical Asso-

ciation: Origins and History up to 1949,
Oxford Univ. Press, 1954. 550 p. [2752]
NEW Wings for Intelligence: Being a Trib-

ute to the Life and Wor^ of Ottmar Mergen-
thaler, Baltimore, Schneidereith & Sons,

1954- 34 P- [2753]

NIXON, H. M., A Cambridge Binding, Per-

haps by Daniel Boyse, c. 1627, Boo\ Col-

lector, 3:50. (English Bookbindings: IX.)

[2754]
A London Binding by Charles Lewis,

1812, Book. Collector, 3:134. (English Book-

bindings: X.) [2755]
A Binding from Southey's "Cot-

tonian" Library, BooJ^ Collector, 3:298.

(English Bookbindings: XL) [2756]
An Irish Bookbinding, Probably

Bound for Lord Carteret, c. 1725-30, Book.

Collector, 3:216. [2757]

NOMBRE, FREITAS, Historia da imprensa
de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Edicioes Leia, 1950.

267 p. [2758]

NORDQVIST, NILS, Giambattista Bodoni,

Nyklassicismens store typograf, Botyannen,
new ser., 8:14-17. [2759]

OAKESHOTT, WALTER, Winchester Col-

lege Library before 1750, Library, 5th scr.,

9:1-16. [2760]

O'DONNELL, N. F., The Authorship of

The Careless Shepherdess, PQ, 33:43-47.

[2761]

OWEN, W. J. B., Letters of Longman & Co.

to Wordsworth, 1814-36, Library, 5th ser.,

9:25-34. [2762]

PADEN, W. D., A Note on the Variants of

In Memoriam and Lucretius, Library, 5th

ser., 8:259-73. [2763]

PARTRIDGE, A. C., Shakespeare's Orthog-

raphy in Venus and Adonis and Some Early

Quartos, Shakespeare Survey, 7:35-47. [2764]

PECK, L. F., Original Text, Variant Read-

ings and "A Note on the Text," in His Edi-

tion of Lewis's The Mon%, New York, Grove

Press, 1952. [2765]

PHILLIPS, I. W., The Origin of the Pub-

lisher's Binding in Dublin, Trans. Cam-

bridge Bibl. Soc., 2:92-94. [2766]

PLOEG, IAN VAN DER, Script Types,
Print, 8:No. 6:17-24. [2767]

POTTINGER, D. T., Censorship in France

during the Ancien Regime, BPLQ, 6:23-42,
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PRINTED Quire and Sheet Numbers, II:

Italian Examples [1584-1592], by William A.

Jackson; Spanish Examples [through the

19th Century], by Francis M. Rogers; Ameri-
can Examples [1794-1845], by Earle F. Cole-

man, HLB, 8:363-74. (A Continuation of No.

2433 in Part I here.) [2770]

PROUTY, C. T., The Contention and

Shakespeare's 2 Henry VI: A Comparative
Study, Yale Univ. Press, 1954. 157 p. [2771]

RAMSDEN, CHARLES, Bookbinders of the

United Kingdom (Outside London), 1780-

1840, Published for the Author by the Queen
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Anne Press, 1954. 250 p., 16 plates. [2772]

RHODES, D. E., A Volcano for the S.T.C.,

Library, 5th scr., 9:265-67. (A most Wonder-
full and rare example . . . of a Certatne

Mountaine in the He of Palme . . . , Lon-

don, John Wolfe, 1585 or early 1586.) [2773]
ROE, A. S., Blade's Illustrations to the Di-
vine Comedy, Princeton Univ. Press, 1953.
2I9 P- [2774!

ROSCOE, S., Reply to a Review of His
Thomas Bewicfc A Bibliography (No. 2056,
"Check List for 1953") by D. F. Foxon (Li-

brary, 5th Scr., 8:206-209), and Foxon's re-

joinder, Library, 5th scr., 9:208-209). [2775]

ROSNER, CHARLES, The Growth of the

Boo^ Jacket, London, Sylvan Press, 1954.
xxxiv p., and 74 p. with 226 illustrations.

[2776]

ROSTENBERG, LEONA, Robert Scott,
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ROTH, R. N., The Houghton-Crewc Draft
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RUFF, WILLIAM, Cancels in Sir Walter
Scott's Life of Napoleon, Transactions, Edin-

burgh Bibl. Soc., 3:137-51. [2779]
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Vandcr Linden (1609-1664): Medical Writer
and Bibliographer, in Science, Medicine and
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Singer, Oxford Univ. Press, 1953, Vol. 2:3-
20. [2780]

SCHOLES, P. A., God Save the Queen! The
History and Romance of the World's First

National Anthem, Oxford Univ. Press, 1954.

332 p. [2781]
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machia ['The importance of not having
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TEERINK, H., "Verses On the Death of

Doctor Swift" Again, SB, 7:238-39. (Ad-
dendum to No. 1207, "Check List for 1951.")
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TILLOTSON, GEOFFREY, Eighteenth-

Century Capitalization, Library, 5th ser., 9:

268-70. [2792]

TODD, W. B., The "Private Issues" of The
Deserted Village, SB, 7:239. (Addendum to

No. 2277, "Check List for 1953.") [2793]

Quadruple Imposition: An Account

of Goldsmith's Traveller, SB, 7:103-111, and

12 figures on 3 plates. [2794]

The Text of The Castle of Indo-

lence, English Studies, 34(1953):! 15-21.

[2795]

TOWNSEND, F. G., A Neglected Edition

of Arnold's St. Paul and Protestantism,

R.E.S., new ser., 5:66-69. [2796]

TREDREY, F. D., The House of Blac^
wood, 1804-1954- The History of a Publish-

ing firm, Edinburgh, Blackwood, 1954. 282

p. [2797]

VOORN, HENK, Alexander Mitscherlich,

Inventor of Sulphite Wood Paper, Paper

Mailer, 23:No. 1:41-44. [2798]

WALKER, ALICE, Collateral Substantive

Texts (with special reference to Hamlet),

SB, 7:51-67- t2799l

Compositor Determination and other

Problems in Shakespearian Texts, SB, 7:3-

15. [2800]

WEAVER, WARREN, The Mathematical

Manuscripts of Lewis Carroll, PULC, 16:1-9.

(Also published in Proceedings of the Ameri-

can Philosophical Soc., 98:377-81.) [2801]

WEILER, J. F., Development of the Typo-

graphic Ornament, Print, 9:No. 1:29-36.
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WENTERSDORF, KARL, The Authen-

ticity of The Taming of the Shrew, Sha^e-

speare Survey, 5:11-32. [2803]

WHITE, WILLIAM, Abercrombic and

Housman: A Coincidence in Parodies, PBSA,
48:98-99. [2804]

Housman's Collected Poems, TLS,
Feb. 12, 1954, p. 105. (Suggested emenda-
tions to Jonathan Cape's fourteenth impres-
sion edited by Mr. John Carter.) Reply by
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1954. 28 p., 2 plates. (Library Publications
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1954. 34 P- [2753]
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haps by Daniel Boysc, c. 1627, Boo\ Col-

lector, 3:50. (English Bookbindings: IX.)

[2754]
A London Binding by Charles Lewis,

1812, Boo% Collector, 3:134. (English Book-

bindings: X.) [2755]
A Binding from Southey's "Cot-

tonian" Library, Boo% Collector, 3:298.

(English Bookbindings: XL) [2756]
An Irish Bookbinding, Probably

Bound for Lord Carteret, c. 1725-30, Boo\
Collector, 3:216. [2757]

NOMBRE, FREITAS, Histdria da imprensa
de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Edicioes Leia, 1950.

267 p. [2758]

NORDQVIST, NILS, Giambattista Bodoni,

Nyklassicismens store typograf, Botyannen,
new ser., 8:14-17. [2759]

OAKESHOTT, WALTER, Winchester Col-

lege Library before 1750, Library, 5th scr.,

9:1-16. [2760]

O'DONNELL, N. F., The Authorship of

The Careless Shepherdess, PQ, 33:43-47.

[2761]

OWEN, W. J. B., Letters of Longman & Co.

to Wordsworth, 1814-36, Library, 5th scr.,

9:25-34. [2762]

PADEN, W. D., A Note on the Variants of

In Memoriam and Lucretius, Library, 5th
scr., 8:259-73. [2763]

PARTRIDGE, A. C., Shakespeare's Orthog-

raphy in Venus and Adonis and Some Early

Quartos, Shakespeare Survey, 7:35-47. [2764]

PECK, L. F., Original Text, Variant Read-

ings and "A Note on the Text," in His Edi-

tion of Lewis's The MonJ(, New York, Grove

Press, 1952. [2765]

PHILLIPS, J. W., The Origin of the Pub-

lisher's Binding in Dublin, Trans. Cam-

bridge Bibl. Soc., 2:92-94. [2766]
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Print, 8:No. 6:17-24. [2767]

POTTINGER, D. T., Censorship in France
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Italian Examples [1584-1592], by William A.

Jackson; Spanish Examples [through the

19th Century], by Francis M. Rogers; Ameri-
can Examples [1794-1845], by Earle F. Cole-

man, HLB, 8:363-74. (A Continuation of No.

2433 in Part I here.) [2770]

PROUTY, C. T., The Contention and

Shakespeare's 2 Henry VI: A Comparative
Study, Yale Univ. Press, 1954. 157 p. [2771]

RAMSDEN, CHARLES, Bookbinders of the

United Kingdom (Outside London), ijSo-

1840, Published for the Author by the Queen
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Anne Press, 1954. 250 p., 16 plates. [2772]

RHODES, D. E., A Volcano for the S.T.C^
Library, 5th scr., 9:265-67. (A most Wonder-
full and rare example . . . of a Certaine
Mountaine in the lie of Palme . . . , Lon-
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ROE, A. S., Blade's Illustrations to the Di-
vine Comedy, Princeton Univ. Press, 1953.

219 p. [2774]
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Thomas Bewict^: A Bibliography (No. 2056,
"Check List for 1953") by D. F. Foxon (Li-

brary, 5th Ser., 8:206-209), and Foxon's re-

joinder, Library , 5th ser., 9:208-209). [2775]

ROSNER, CHARLES, The Growth of the

800% faket, London, Sylvan Press, 1954.
xxxiv p., and 74 p. with 226 illustrations.

[2776]

ROSTENBERG, LEONA, Robert Scott,

Restoration Stationer and Importer, PBSA,
48:49-76. [2777]

ROTH, R. N., The Houghton-Crewe Draft

of Kcats's "Ode to a Nightingale," PBSA,
48:91-95- [2778]

RUFF, WILLIAM, Cancels in Sir Walter
Scott's Life of Napoleon, Transactions, Edin-

burgh Bibl. Soc., 3:i37-5i. [2779]

SARTON, GEORGE, Johannes Antonides
Vandcr Linden (1609-1664) : Medical Writer
and Bibliographer, in Science, Medicine and

History: Essays . . . in Honour of Charles

Singer, Oxford Univ. Press, 1953, Vol. 2:3-
20. [2780]

SCHOLES, P. A., God Save the Queen! The
History and Romance of the World's First

National Anthem, Oxford Univ. Press, 1954.

332 p- [2781]

SCHUNKE, ILSE, Jakob Krause, Stuttgart,
Max Hettlcr Vcrlag, 1953. 79 p. (Sixteenth

Century German binder.) [2782]

SHAABER, M. A, The Folio Text of 2
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wood Press, 1954. 58 p. [2786]
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35-44- [2787]

SUTERMEISTER, EDWIN, The Story of

Papermatyng, Boston, S. D Warren Co.,

1954. 209 p. [2788]
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Bo^onst, Stockholm, Sallskapet Bokvan-
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TODD, W. B., The "Private Issues" of The
Deserted Village. SB, 7:239. (Addendum to

No. 2277, "Check List for 1953.") [2793]

Quadruple Imposition: An Account

of Goldsmith's Traveller, SB, 7:103-111, and

12 figures on 3 plates. [2794]

The Text of The Castle of Indo-

lence, English Studies, 34(1953): 115-21.

[2795]

TOWNSEND, F. G., A Neglected Edition

of Arnold's St. Paul and Protestantism,

R.E.S., new ser., 5:66-69. [2796]

TREDREY, F. D., The House of Blackr

wood, 1804-1954: The History of a Publish-

ing Firm, Edinburgh, Blackwood, 1954. 282

p. [2797]

VOORN, HENK, Alexander Mitscherlich,

Inventor of Sulphite Wood Paper, Paper

Ma^er, 23:No. 1:41-44. [2798]

WALKER, ALICE, Collateral Substantive

Texts (with special reference to Hamlet),

SB, T'5^7' [2799]

Compositor Determination and other

Problems in Shakespearian Texts, SB, 7.3-

15. [2800]

WEAVER, WARREN, The Mathematical

Manuscripts of Lewis Carroll, PULC, 16:1-9.

(Also published in Proceedings of the Ameri-

can Philosophical Soc., 98:377-81.) [2801]

WEILER, J. F., Development of the Typo-
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ticity of The Taming of the Shrew, Shafc-
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WHITE, WILLIAM, Abercrombie and

Housman: A Coincidence in Parodies, PBSA,
48:98-09. [2804]

Housman's Collected Poems, TLS,
Feb. 12, 1954, p. 105. (Suggested emenda-
tions to Jonathan Cape's fourteenth impres-
sion edited by Mr. John Carter.) Reply by
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John Carter, Editing A. E. Housman, TLS,
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Textual Evolution of Some A. E. Housman
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1954. 264. p. [2807]
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WILLOUGHBY, E. E., A Deadly Edition
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Lewis, Yale Univ. Libr. Gaz., 29:37-41.

[2837]

GREEN, RALPH, A History of the Platen

Jobber, Chicago, The Printing Office of

Philip Reed, 1953. 38 p. [2838]

GRIFFIN, L. W., Christopher Colics and
His Two American Map Series, PBSA, 48:

170-82. [2839]

GROSS, S. L., Hawthorne's Revision of

"The Gentle Boy," AL, 26:196-208. [2840]

HIATT, V. C, Elihu Stout, Indiana's First

Printer, Univ. of Indiana. Master's thesis.

1953- 44 P. [2841]

HOGAN, BEECHER, The Robinson Jcffers

Manuscripts at Yale, Yale Unw. Libr. Gaz.,

28:81-84. [2842]

HOLLOWAY, JEAN, Edward Everett Hale

on "How to Conquer Texas," Univ. of
Texas Studies in English, 31(1952) :67-85.

[2843]

HUMPHREYS, S. M., Henry James's Revi-

sions for The Ambassadors, N & Q, new
sen, 1:397-99- [2844]

IBEN, ICKO, "The Ford County Journal"

(1859-1860): An Unrecorded Illinois News-

paper, PBSA, 48:273-82. [2845]

KALLICH, MARTIN, [John Dos Passos'

Textual Revisions], PBSA, 48:97-98. (A re-

ply to No. 2815 here.) [2846]

KELLAWAY, WILLIAM, MarmaduJ^e
Johnson and a Btll for Type, HLB, 8:224-27.

[2847]

KING, R. T., The Territorial Press in Mis-

souri, Bull. Missouri Historical Soc., 11:73-
81. [2848]

KNIGHT, L. C., The Fine Arts Press of

Santa Ana, California Librarian, 15:151-53,

188-89. [2849]

LYDENBERG, H. M., George Philes: Book-

man, PBSA, 48:1-48. [2850!
The Problem of the pre-1776 Ameri-

can Bible, PBSA, 48:183-94. [2851]

LYON, B. L., Journalism Comes to Hamil-

ton County, Annals of Iowa, 32:446-59.

[2852]

PARKER, W. W., Henry Stevens: The Mak-

ing of a Bookseller, PBSA, 48:149-69. [2853]

PEARSON, N. H., Faulkner's Three "Eve-

ning Suns," Yale Univ. Libr. Gaz., 29:61-70.

[2854]

PHILBRICK, F. S., Notes on Early Edi-

tions and Editors of Franklin, Proceedings

of the American Philosophical Soc., 97:525-

64. [2855]

QUENZEL, C. H., Edgar Snowden, Sr.,

Virginia Journalist and Civic Leader, Bibl.

Soc. Univ. Virginia, 1954. 59 p. (Offset.)

[2856]

ROMAINE, L. B., Yankee Bookseller: Rich-

ard Alsop, 1761-1815, Amateur Boo% Col-

lector, 4:No. 9:1. [2857]

RUNYAN, HARRY, Faulkner's Poetry,

Faulkner Studies, 3:23-29. [2858]

SILVER, R. G., Abstracts from the Wills

and Estates of Boston Printers, 1800-1825,

SB, 7:212-18. [2859]

STERN, M. B., James P. Walker and Horace

B. Fuller: Transcendental Publishers, BPLQ,
6:123-40. [2860]

Louisa's Wonder Boo^: A Newly
Discovered Alcott Juvenile, AL, 26:384-90.

[2861]

THOMAS, M. H., The Reverend Samuel

Johnson's "Collection of Prayers" (1759),

PBSA, 48:416-21. [2862]

THOMPSON, E. A., The Club Bindery,
Univ. of Rochester for Assn. of College and
Reference Libraries, 1954. 57 leaves. (ACRL
Microcard Series, No. 14.) [2863]

THOMPSON, L. S , Hand Bookbinding in

the United States Since the Civil War, Ubn,
5:97-121. [2864!

WESTLAKE, NEDA, Theodore Dreiser's

Notes on Life, [Univ. Penn.] Libr. Chron.,

20:69-75. (Ms. Univ. Penn. Library.) [2865]

YATES, NORRIS, The Spirit of the Times

[1831-1861]: Its Early History and Some of

Its Contributors, PBSA, 48:117-48. [2866]

Addendum: The Printing of Hamlet Q2, by Fredson Bowers (See Studies in

Bibliography^ vol. VII)

In "The Printing of Hamlet Q2" (SB, VII, 42) I spoke of the difficulty in

identifying all the running-titles because of their typographical similarity, but

expressed confidence that my table of assignments, with the possible exception
of Ni, presented the facts with some accuracy. This confidence, it can now be

seen, was excessive, for two other assignments in addition to Ni have proved to
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be in error. I am indebted to Dr. J. Gerritsen who first pointed out to me these

errors after he had compared the running-tides of the British Museum copies;

and I am grateful to Dr. C. J. K. Hinman who confirmed the accuracy of Dr.

Gerntsen's variant assignments by checking the running-titles in question on

his collating machine at the Folger Shakespeare Library.
On p. 42, therefore, the following changes should be made in the table:

II delete 02-Ni ( ? ) ;
VI delete OIT

; VII add Ni ; XIV add Oiv
; XV add Oi

This assignment destroys the case for the printing of sheet O+A before

sheet N. I am not altogether happy about the required new explanation, but

offer it provisionally.
When press X came to impose outer N (the first through the press), inner

I was perfecting on the press and outer I was on the distributing bench. Press Y,

despite the help given its compositor by compositor X who had set sigs. Li and

L4
V
, was slightly behind press X. Press Y was perfecting L inner and, to impose

M outer (the first forme through the press), had L outer on the bench.

I(o) L(o)
VII VI XIII XIV
VIII V XVI XV

It would seem that compositor X, for reasons not at the moment to be deter-

mined, imposed outer N from the top four quarters of the two skeletons; and

that compositor Y took the remaining bottom four quarters:

N(o) M(o)
XIII XIV XV VIII

VI VII XVI V

When inner I came off press X and inner N was to be imposed; and somewhat
later when inner L came off press Y and inner M was to be imposed, the bench

would have contained:

II I X IX
HI IV XI XII

It seems necessary to conjecture that running-title II pied in the stripping or

the imposition, for compositor X seems to have taken title XII from L(i)
instead of setting a new title. That left compositor Y one title short for his next

imposition, and thus when N(o) came off the press before he was prepared to

impose M(i), he took title VII from N(o) :

XII I VII IX
III IV XI X

Sheet O+A, which in its outer forme used title V and in its inner forme titles

XIV and XV, was imposed from the remnants of N(o) containing VI, XIII,

XIV, and from M(o) containing V, VIII, XV, XVI.
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An approximate schedule for the typesetting and printing on the two presses
would then be:

X: B C D F I LMT N O+A
Y: E G H K Liv-4 M
Except for the different position of the O+A pages, this is essentially the same

as that printed on p. 49 of the original article.

Addendum: A Check-List of the Writings of Walter de la Mare,

by Leonard Clark (See Studies in Bibliography, vol. VI)

1915

DRUM-TAPS BY WALT WHITMAN (April)
i. Drum-Taps by Walt Whitman.

London; Chatto and Windus; 1915. (iv, 72 p. bound in boards. Introduction by
Walter de la Mare. "The introduction is reprinted, by permission, from The Times

Literary Supplement of April i, 1915")

1936

A KITE'S DINNER BY ERIC N. BATTERHAM
i. A Kite's Dinner. Poems in Divers Humours by Eric N. Batterham (Posthumous)
With an introduction by Walter de la Mare.

London; Herbert Joseph, Ltd., (5/-)

1939

A PERPETUAL MEMORY AND OTHER POEMS BY SIR HENRY
NEWBOLT, C.H. DUTT.
i. A Perpetual Memory and Other Poems by Henry Newbolt.

London; John Murray; 1939; (v-xix; Part I pp. 1-31; Part II pp. 33-40. With brief

memoirs by Walter de la Mare and Ralph Furse and a portrait by Sir William

Rothenstein.) (Reprinted by permission of "The Times".)

1946

COLLECTED LYRICAL POEMS BY VIVIAN LOCKE ELLIS
i. Collected Lyrical Poems by Vivian Locke Ellis.

London; Faber and Faber Ltd., (1946) (7/6) (With an introduction by Walter de

la Mare)

THE HAMPDENSHIRE WONDER BY J. D. BERESFORD
i. The Hampdcnshirc Wonder (by) J. D. Bercsford.

London: Eyre and Spottiswoodc; The Century Library 1948 (6/-) (With an in-

troduction by Walter dc la Mare)
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1949

THE HEDGEROWS (POEMS) BY M. M. JOHNSON
x. The Hedgerows by M. M. Johnson.

London; Constable; 1949. (Introduction by Walter dc la Mare, xiii; 71 p.)

1950

THIS EVER DIVERSE PAIR BY G. A. L. BURGEON
i. This Ever Diverse Pair by G. A. L. Burgeon; introduction by Walter de la Mare;

London; Victor Gollancz Ltd., 1950; (7/6) (Introduction; pp. 9-12; 14-144)

1952

SNOW-WHITE BY WALTER DE LA MARE
i. Snow-White by Walter de la Mare and illustrated by David Walsh.

London; Hulton Press Ltd., 1952 (2/~; Fairy Tales in Pictures No. 3)

1953

THE CROCK OF GOLD BY JAMES STEPHENS (May)
i. The Crock of Gold (by) James Stephens, With a New Foreword by Walter de la

Mare. OM. C.H.;

London; Pan Books Ltd.; (1953) (2/-)

1953

O LOVELY ENGLAND (November)
i. O Lovely England and Other Poems by Walter de la Mare; Fabcr; 1953. (Author's

note; Contents; pp. 9-80. io/6d.)

1954

SELECTED POEMS (July)

i. Selected Poems (by) Walter de la Mare; Chosen by R. N. Green-Armitage.

London; Fabcr; 1954. (pp. 9-208; 7/6d.)

1954

THE WINNOWING DREAM BY WALTER DE LA MARE (De-

cember)
i. The Winnowing Dream by Walter de la Mare, illustrated by Robin Jacques.

London; Faber and Faber; Ariel Poems (New Scries) No. 3. (2/-)

[Withdraw the entry for Plain Facts, SB, VI, 216]



Notes on Contributors

PHILIP WILLIAMS, JR., Associate Professor of English at the University of Virginia,
died tragically in March, 1955.

ARTHUR BROWN, is Lecturer in English at University College London, where he

operates a reconstructed Elizabethan printing press. Commonwealth Fund Fellow
for research in the United States in 1954-55, he is the editor of John Redford's Wit
and Science and Thomas Heywood's The Captives for the Malone Society. He is

currently engaged on Arden editions of Midsummer Night's Dream and Much Ado,
and on an edition of the plays of Thomas Heywood for the Clarendon Press.

PAUL L. CANTRELL, teaching at Centre College, is writing his dissertation for the

University of Virginia on Compositor B in the Pavicr Quartos.
GEORGE WALTON WILLIAMS, graduate student at the University of Virginia, is

engaged on special textual studies in Romeo and Juliet.

FREDSON BOWERS is Professor of English at the University of Virginia and Pro-

fessorial Lecturer in English at the University of Chicago.
ANDREW S. CAIRNCROSS is a Scottish schoolmaster residing near Glasgow. He has

been especially active in searching for evidences of annotated-quarto copy in the

printing of the Shakespeare First Folio.

ALICE WALKER, of Bude Cornwall, author of Textual Problems of the First Fol/o,

and a distinguished textual scholar, is at present assisting }. Dover Wilson with the

final volumes of the New Cambridge Shakespeare.

JOHN RUSSELL BROWN, B. Litt. Oxon., is a Fellow of the Shakespeare Institute at

Stratford-upon-Avon and the editor of the recent Arden Merchant of Venice.

CYRUS HOY received his doctorate from the University of Virginia with a disserta-

tion on the collaborations in the Beaumont and Fletcher canon. He was a Fulbright
Fellow at Trinity College Cambridge in 1952-53 and is at present Instructor in Eng-
lish at the University of Virginia.

WILLIAM H. BOND is Curator of Manuscripts in the Houghton Library of Harvard

University. He was Fulbright Fellow attached to the British Museum in 1952-53.

ROBERT L. HAIG is Instructor in English at the University of Illinois. He is

especially interested in the printing history of the i7th and i8th centuries.

JOHN C. GUILDS, JR., who took his doctorate at Duke University under Jay B.

Hubbell, is Associate Professor of English at East Central State College of Oklahoma.
He is now working on an edition of Simms's short stories.

E. R. HAGEMANN received his doctorate from Indiana University and is at present
Instructor in English at the University of California in Los Angeles. He is specializing

in American Literature 1860-1900.
LINTON MASSEY, President of the Bibliographical Society of the University of

Virginia, is an ardent collector of Faulkner and of other modern authors.

DENNIS E. RHODES, especially interested in incunables, is in the Department of

Printed Books at the British Museum.
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CURT F. BUHLER, a most active scholar in analyzing incunabula printing, is

Keeper of Printed Books at The Pierpont Morgan Library.
WILLIAM RINGLER, Professor of English at Washington University in St. Louis,

and a prominent Renaissance scholar, has written extensively on Lyly, Euphuism, and

Gosson.

JOHN L. LIEVSAY, Professor of English at the University of Tennessee, is one of

this country's most active Renaissance scholars.

RICHARD BEALE DAVIS, Professor of English at the University of Tennessee,
received his doctorate from the University of Virginia. The latest in a series of books

from this distinguished scholar is George Sandys: Poet-Adventurer.

WILLIAM B. TODD, the well-known 18th-century bibliographer, is now connected

with the Houghton Library at Harvard University.
SEYMOUR L. GROSS, Instructor in English at the University of Indiana (South

Bend Center) has published various articles on ipth-century American literature and

is now at work on a biography of Ring Lardner.

IRBY B. CAUTHEN received his doctorate from the University of Virginia, where
he is now Assistant Professor of English.

EDWIN H. MILLER, Associate Professor of English at Simmons College, is prepar-

ing a check list of Walt Whitman correspondence.
RUDOLF HIRSCH is the expert on incunabula for the University of Pennsylvania

Library.
HOWELL J. HEANEY is Bibliographer in the Rare Book Department of the Free

Library of Philadelphia.
LEONARD S. CLARK, a personal friend of Walter de la Mare, is himself a well

known English poet and critic.
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WINNERS OF 1955 STUDENT BOOK
COLLECTORS' CONTEST

GEORGE W. WILLIAMS PHILIP A. KOLVOORD

JAMES McNALLY JAMES E. IRVINE

MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY

Lyle H. Wright of the Henry E. Huntington Library was guest of honor of

the Society, 5 March 1955.

Linton R. Massey, president of the Society, "The Unrevised Galleys of Faulk-

ner's Sanctuary" 23 March 1955.

George W. Williams of the University of Virginia, "Reverend James Warley
Miles of Charleston, South Carolina, and His loth-century Oriental Library,"

29 April 1955.

Lester J. Cappon of the Institute of Early American History and Culture,

"Channing and Hart, Partners in Bibliography," 20 May 1955.

The Society was host to the Manuscript Society of America, 27 May 1955.

Mr. Milton Grigg and Dr. Frederick Nichols addressed the societies on the sub-

ject of Jeffersoman Architecture.

ISSUED BY THE SOCIETY DURING THE YEAR TO MEMBERS

Studies in Bibliography, vol. 7, edited by Fredson Bowers. Sent to Contributing,

Subscribing, and Student members. Additional copies available to members at $4.50.
Available to non-members at $6.00.

Secretary's News Sheet, Nos. 32-34. Sent to all members.

Index of Printers, Publishers and Booksellers in Donald Wing's Short-Title Cata-

logue, 1641-1700, by Paul G. Morrison. Sent to Contributing members. Available to

all other members at cost of production, $10.00. Available to non-members at $20.00.

Bibliographica Hibernica, Additions and Corrections to Wing, by John Aldcn.

Available to members free on request.

A Checklist of Verse by David Garric^, by Mary E. Knapp. Advance copies sent

to all members. Bound copies available at $5.00.
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CLIFTON WALLER BARRETT, New York City

ROBERT BEARE, New York City

PERCY W. BROWN, Cleveland, Ohio

CURT F. BUHLER, New York City

WILLIAM H. BULKELEY, Hartford, Connecticut

RALPH L. COURTNEY, Arlington, Virginia

BARTON W. CURRIE, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

JACK DALTON, Charlottesville, Virginia

C. VERNON EDDY, Winchester, Virginia

EMORY UNIVERSITY, Georgia

KLNNETH S. GINIGER, New York City

JOHN D. GORDAN, New York City

GEORGE L. HARDING, Palo Alto, California

RICHARD B. HARWELL, Atlanta, Georgia

MARY E. KNAPP, Oxford, Ohio

HERMAN W. LIEBERT, New Haven, Connecticut

JOHN E. MANAHAN, Scottsville, Virginia

LINTON R. MASSEY, Keswick, Virginia

CARL H. PFORZHEIMER, Purchase, New York

ELEANOR SHEA, Charlottesville, Virginia

THOMAS W. STREETER, Mornstown, New Jersey

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, Cambridge, England
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JOHN COOK WYLLIE, Charlottesville, Virginia
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